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At the heart of animation is movement, or, at least, 
the illusion of motion. The narratives and charac-
ters inside animated media often emerge out of the 
corporeal motion of fictional bodies. From Mickey 
Mouse to the Smurfs and Sailor Moon, animated 
fictional characters in fantastical bodies become 
not only possible, but alive as they “move.” 

The composition of visual movement there-
fore represents a core aspect of animation theory 
and practice. Specialized technologies, like the cel 
and its artificial depth, the multiplanar camera and 
its illusions of z-axis motion, montage techniques 
inspired by live-action cinema, and the simulated 
movements of contemporary animation software, 
have been crafted to make animation possible and 
have, in turn, left their indelible marks on the 
medium itself. Accordingly, many scholarly inter-
ventions about animation interrogate visual repre-
sentations emerging out of technologically specif-
ic approaches to the expression of movement. As 
early as 1926, E.G. Lutz attributed the humour 
of animated motion to its likeness to the motion 
of machines in an increasingly modernized world. 
These concerns live on in contemporary scholar-
ship, where (to name just a few instances) Thomas 
Lamarre (2009) discusses the reinvention of visual 
perception in Japanese limited animation, while 
Deborah Levitt (2018) questions how animation 
participates in discourses about the representation 
of life(liness) in late neoliberal and biopolitical 

frameworks. Yan Du’s recent insight on Chinese 
animation history (2019) also extends the mean-
ing of “movement” to the transnational circulation 
of animated film and images: the animation of fic-
tional bodies transforms an art form to a cultural 
and social movement that we can also locate in lo-
cal, regional, and global fandoms and audiences. 

Much has been said about animation as the 
illusion of motion—we are interested in animation 
as the motion of illusion. If the illusion of motion is 
wrapped up in the form of animation as simulated 
kinesthetic motion, then we would like to think 
of the  motion of illusion as the cultural, politi-
cal, and aesthetic movements that arise out of ani-
mation and its illusions, including bodies, worlds, 
spaces, etc. With the technologically and historical-
ly contingent role of animation established in ex-
isting scholarship, we aim to inquire what specific 
directions this animated motion and its complex 
embodied mobilities can (and often do) take. How 
do the technologies of animated movement permit 
approaches beyond close readings of animated sto-
ries? What theoretical and ideological leaps toward 
praxis do the manic, frantic, and pell-mell motions 
of illusion that are animation make? We aim at a 
medium-specific reading where the forms of ani-
mation encounter the composition of movement, 
and how this encounter becomes movement itself. 
While we have our own ideas of what this latter 
movement can, might, and often does look like, 

Kevin Cooley, Edmond “Edo” Ernest dit Alban, and 
Jacqueline Ristola

Introduction
Queer Animation, The Motion of Illusion: A Primer for the 
Study of Queer Animated Images”
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we don’t want to limit definitions of practices, so 
we have gathered examples from academics, fans, 
and practitioners to make an intervention into this 
space. A queer theory of animation cannot flourish 
in an academic space where the study and mobili-
zation of queer animation is purely philosophical. 
In short, our approach to queer media forms re-
quired alternate frameworks and forms of knowl-
edge. This was necessary given the lack of literature 
on the subject, while avoiding gatekeeping in this 
nascent field through our own contribution.

In this context, this special issues examines 
one direction of animation and its mobilities that 
is  politically and ideologically charged, but sore-
ly neglected: the animation (in both the noun and 
nominalization of that term) of the queer. We aim 
to examine, then, how LGBTQ+ movements queer 
the fictional mobility of bodies within, between, 
and outside animated media. We want to inter-
rogate the expressions, production practices, and 
eventual communities that emerge from queer mo-
tions. While scholars have given attention to the 
industrial (Johnson 2013) and marketing (Stein-
berg 2012) levels of animation’s media ecologies, 
spotlighting the LGBTQ+ media ecologies emerg-
ing out of animated images allows us to explore the 
effects of animation’s queer theorizing on margin-
alized communities with real needs. By mobilizing 
the term “queer movement,” we invite a reflection 
about alternative techniques of animation, under-
ground modes of media production, and LGBTQ+ 
practitioners. In doing so, our goal is to draw po-
tential perspectives to include queer animated me-
dia inside of animated media histories, and revisit 
our academic frameworks in the field of animation 
studies. How do LGBTQ+ communities appropri-
ate the specificities of animated media? How do an-
imation practices support the emergence of social 
and political movements from within, between, 
and outside media production spaces? What im-
pact can mobile bodies animated by a queer mo-
tion sustain on quotidian struggles? Is it possible 
to discuss intersectional issues of race, indigeneity 
and disability within these queer movements? With 
an expansive definition of animated movement in 
mind, however, we aim to extend these consider-
ations about movement and animation to a wider 
range of cultural production. The expression and 

representation of animated movement is negotiat-
ed differently across a vast spectrum of animated 
media commodities that includes comics, video 
games, GIFs, music videos, and even franchising 
cinematic universes, each of these media spaces 
uniquely animating queerness.

In recent years, animated media have become 
the source to build environments of media fran-
chises both from an industrial (Jenkins 2006) and 
marketing (Steinberg 2012) perspectives. Our ap-
proach responds to the steady increase of studies of 
LGBTQ+ representation in animation and popular 
culture since 2010. From queer readings (Halber-
stram 2011), to media histories (McLelland, et al. 
2015), and queer media makers (such as bisexual, 
non-binary creator Rebecca Sugar and other queer 
animators like Noelle Stevenson, Dana Terrace, and 
Chris Nee), animation production has become a vi-
tal site for the study, performance, and persistence 
of queer media practices. Although much conver-
sation has been devoted to queer readings of texts 
in transmedia movements, the people, circuits, and 
techniques of queer animated media production 
have attracted significantly less attention. By focus-
ing less on the queering of texts and more on the 
“politics of queer movement,” we intend to grasp 
the convergence of, 1. diverse techniques of queer 
animation in and across multiple media platforms, 
2. means of mobile LGBTQ+ image production 
both amateur and industrial, and 3. social agendas 
in queer communities using the motion of images 
to negotiate their representation and place in soci-
ety. Producing movement in, across, and outside 
of media extends the synchronization of images to 
networks of commodities, territories, and peoples. 
Although an important amount of scholarship 
tends to address this question as the “queering of 
texts,” we see this approach foreclosing the possibil-
ity that these texts already contained queer move-
ments within themselves, and we therefore seek 
another point of view coming directly from the 
creation of movements. In other words, queerness 
can be found not just at the level of narrative, but 
in the very production of animated images them-
selves. This issue seeks to bring critical attention to 
such production.

The intervention we aim to make with this 
special issue comes at a moment when both the 
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need and demand for more attention to queer an-
imation are high. Animation studies as a field has 
been forced to reconcile with this problem through 
a recent self-assessment. In May 2019, on the So-
ciety for Animation Studies mailing list, a call for 
resources on queer animation led the community 
to find such resources were few and far between. 
This issue proposes to help address this scholarly 
gap in the literature through peer reviewed essays, 
artworks, experimental short form writing, and 
more to encourage growth in this area. This issue’s 
epistemology is not only one of theory, but also 
of form. We embrace queer forms of scholarship 
(such as zines and research creation) as a means to 
address this gap in literature. In other words, this is 
not just content about queer creators and media, it 
also engages in queer forms (in terms of academia).

As North American scholarship on queer an-
imation has generally been sparse, we want to take 
time constructing an intellectual history here. For 
the sake of brevity, this genealogy is concerned with 
publications that engage with the material produc-
tion of queer animation with attention towards the 
visual composition of characters and space. 

To begin, Sean Griffin was one of the first to 
work in this critical intersection of queerness and 
animation. In “Pronoun Trouble: The ‘Queerness’ 
of Animation,” Griffin (1994) weaves between 
the animation of Disney, Fleischer, and Looney 
Tunes (to name a few) to give a general history of 
queer moments in animation, thinking through 
them with the then recent queer theory of Judith 
Butler and Eve Kosofsky Sedgewick. Paul Wells’ 
Understanding Animation (1998) similarly briefly 
addresses the queer performativity of animation, 
noting the potentials of gender fluidity of anima-
tion that throws into question the strict binaries of 
gender and sexuality in flux. 

Jack Halberstam examines animation through 
a queer lens in The Queer Art of Failure (2011), 
with the most salient contribution being, howev-
er brief, the idea of the animated self, gesturing 
to how the production of animated bodies cre-
ates new forms of queer representation. Likewise, 
Emma Jane’s piece “Gunter’s a Woman?!”— Do-
ing and Undoing Gender in Cartoon Network’s 
Adventure Time” (2015) examines how Adventure 
Time (2010–2018) creates gender fluidity not only 

through narrative but production elements such as 
character design as well.

Most recent scholarship has focused on Ste-
ven Universe (2013–2020), an animated television 
program that has significantly opened up critical 
theory on queerness and animation, and as a result 
helped produce work to help fill this critical gap in 
scholarship. Eli Dunn’s “Steven Universe, Fusion 
Magic, and the Queer Cartoon Carnivalesque” 
(2016) and Eli Boonin-Vail’s “Queer Proteus: To-
wards A Theory Of The Animated Child” (2019) 
examine Steven Universe in its vision of trans iden-
tities and its ability to envision queer childhoods 
respectively, each concerned in their own way with 
queer embodiment. Kevin Cooley, Jacqueline Ris-
tola, and Jake Pitre’s essays in the recent book col-
lection Representation in Steven Universe (Ziegler 
and Richards 2020) are also recent contributions 
to the field. Pitre’s essay asks how Steven Universe’s 
play with queer embodiment translates into activ-
ity and identity within the fandom. Ristola traces 
the transnational influence of Ikuhara Kunihiko 
on queer embodiment in Steven Universe through 
his anime adaptations of Sailor Moon (1992–1997) 
and Revolutionary Girl Utena (1997). And finally, 
Cooley gives language to queer animated embodi-
ment’s “tracing by effacing,” or how cartoon bodies 
like Steven Universe use visual absence to obscure 
heteronormative semiotics.

This gap in academic literature also appears in 
Japanese scholarship, where the recent movements 
of manga historiography have questioned the place 
of queer representations in the history of girl’s 
and women’s manga. If the work of Ishida Minori 
(2008) started a conversation about the pervasive 
limits between gay subcultures and the girls’ manga 
revolution in the 70s, little literature has tried to 
analyze their complex relation. Ishida’s account of 
the origins of slash fictions explores the various me-
dia roots (including gay novels, cinema, and pho-
tography) of the animation techniques specific to 
girls’ manga in the 70s starting with the invention 
of inner monologue (see Ôtsuka 2007). If manga is 
often discussed as a cinematographic media similar 
to a storyboard, the work of Hata (2012) discussed 
the proximity of girls’ manga with illustrated po-
ems and eventual other subcultural expressions in 
magazines. More research on animation techniques 
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in Japan should therefore start from the testimo-
ny of female manga artists like Takemiya Keiko 
(2016) and Hagio Moto (2014) who stated that 
their inspirations for the reinvention of girls’ man-
ga emerged from subcultural and pornographic 
magazines like Barazoku (see Ito 2010). The place 
of illustrated poems within the history of female 
manga and queer movements represents in particu-
lar a new perspective on animated media histories.

In this issue, this theme is tackled in Edo and 
Fabrissou’s visual essay, looking back at the stakes 
and potentiality of illustrations and stillness within 
a queer anime history. Their approach echoes Pearl 
Moeko’s autobiographical account of slash ro-
mances and their relationship to gay manga. These 
pieces should be read before Julie Brousseau’s essay 
“‘SO MANY FEELS~!’,” which articulates the pi-
oneering works by Mori Naoko (2010, 2012) with 
the online production of Anime Music Videos. In 
light of Mori’s highlight of the intersection of Jap-
anese feminist theory with the wide spectrum of 
pornographic manga techniques since the 70s, we 
argue that a transition needs to be addressed in our 
academic discourses about manga expression and its 
relation to queer movements in medias like anime 
and video games. Studies of amateur manga and 
fan cultures in Japan often stress the queer aspect 
of manga pornography (Galbraith 2019) as well as 
the stigma attributed by male communities of fans 
(otaku) as deficient masculinities. As manga critics 
have celebrated the legacy of Tezuka Osamu as the 
godly origin of manga and anime, the integration 
of girls’ manga into this history has raised multi-
ple questions about the hybrid origins of manga 
montage (komawari, see Gô 2005) and the often 
dismissed genres and communities that has partic-
ipated to these histories (see Iwashita 2013). The 
pieces we have collected in this issue contribute to 
this effort to look, first, at the outside of masculine 
techniques of animation devoted to pure corporeal 
motion, and second, at the intersections between 
different approaches of gendered motions in man-
ga, anime and video games. 

Indeed, this special issue of Synoptique finds 
itself making the moves that Edo and Fabrissou 
make here: working with equal diligence to fill the 
wide gaps that have been left behind by a transna-
tional scholarly community that has not yet exam-

ined the queerness of animation thoroughly, and 
to dust off and display those moments of queer 
creation (both scholarly and creative) that live be-
tween and within those gaps. Further than simply 
revisiting the fields of animation studies and manga 
history, however, these questions also collaborate 
with recent works in fan studies and transnation-
al cultural movements. This includes the work of 
Alvaro Hernandez Hernandez and Hirai (2015) on 
the translocal reappropriation of fanzine cultures to 
the brilliant edited collection by James Welker on 
the transnational sociopolitical movements gener-
ated by Boy’s Love (slash manga, BL ga hiraku to-
bira, 2019), and the ethnographic research of Tom 
Baudinette (2017) on the transformations of queer 
representations into accidental activist action. Re-
placing the subcultural gay and lesbian magazines 
in the history of manga, anime and video games 
transcends the partial rearticulation of the expres-
sions of animated media in Japan: it opens the door 
to questions about the representation of subjectiv-
ity in popular media and its application inside of 
grassroots struggles across the globe. 

This special issue analyzes queer animation in 
all of its forms, and through a plurality of multi-
media analyses that put visual and material rhet-
oric to good use. In line with their queer subject 
matter, each entry represents one node of a spec-
trum of word-image relations, materials, mediums, 
and varying visual embodiments. Together, they 
confound assumptions of what scholarship should 
be. Grace Van Ness’s “Once More, With Feeling!” 
and Kyler Chittick’s “Family Guy’s Queer Child” 
track the queer embodiments of the animated im-
age from online spaces for user-made pornographic 
.GIFs to the corporate televised animation of the 
usually-maligned Family Guy (1999–present). Van 
Ness contributes to a critical media genealogy of 
early motion picture objects, using the mutoscope 
as the basis to engage in research creation and pro-
duce a theory based on making .GIFs. Chittick’s 
analysis of Family Guy moves well beyond the 
queering of normative texts, and instead analyzes 
the deferment of the heteronormative growth and 
conditioning of the child (and its relationship with 
animation) in the figure of Stewie. Together, their 
work traces queer animation from its most grass-
roots incarnations to its perhaps surprising traction 
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in corporate industrial spaces with no progressive 
agenda. In the thought pieces section, which con-
tains provocative pieces of short form writing, Ju-
lie Brousseau analyzes user-made slash fan videos 
of popular mainstream shonen anime; Gina Prat 
Lilly examines the relationship between embodied 
labor and the animated porn GIF; and Mark Hol-
lis tracks the fluctuations of animated bodies and 
their inherent challenge to traditional notions of 
gender fixed onto specific bodies. 

In the Artwork section, comic strips, photo-
comics, zines, animations, and multimedia exper-
iments tap into the logic of the image to analyze 
queer animation in places where the classic prose 
essay cannot reach. Offering a new kind of essay 
for readers tired of stilted academic prose, Edmond 
“Edo” Ernest dit Alban’s “Sexy Stillness” (featuring 
Fabrissou’s commentary and artwork) uses a live-
ly stream-of-consciousness and a deliberate spatial 
arrangement to examine the connective tissue be-
tween Japanese visual media and queerness. Sasha 
Sanders’ “(Be)coming Out in Comics” makes use of 
the natural ambiguities and formal complexities of 
navigating comics pages to lay out a visualized epis-
temology of the closet. Similarly, Evelyn Ramiel’s 
Flip Flappers zine meditates on the construction 
of the yuri narrative through gesture (complicat-
ing the notion of “baiting” along the way). While 
Xavier Éloïse Gorgol Steimetz’s Morgenglanze uses 
constant transformation to animate an avian be-
ing morphing back and forth from bird to human 
(elegantly confounding gender configurations in 
its constant flux), Kevin Cooley’s “Bungle in the 
Jungle,” starring Moxie Mutt and Caribou Krubb, 
addresses the queerness of the cartoon human-an-
imal divide with wire-armature felt figures and 
photocomics, rendering the textures of queerness 
within old Warner Bros. cartoons touchable. With 
an intimate prose, Pearl Moeko’s autobiographical 
take on the queering power of girls’ comics in Ja-
pan brings often dismissed personal histories into 
our discussion.

Finally, in an attempt to flesh out a more com-
prehensive collection of resources for scholars look-
ing to contribute to the cause of queer animation 
studies, our reviews sections cover a wide ecology 
of queer spectacles. It includes reviews of relevant 
monographs (Boy’s Love, Cosplay, and Androgynous 

Idols; Queer Nostalgia in Cinema and Pop Culture; 
Animated Personalities; and more), and mixed-me-
dia cultural criticism on queer visual culture (So 
Pretty/Very Rotten). But, in this spirit of working 
toward this wider ecology of queer spectacles, 
the review section also covers animation and film 
festivals (Les Sommets du cinéma d’animation, 
Compte rendu du colloque Télévision queer, and 
the 46th Concordia Film Festival), performance art 
(“Arca and Jesse Kanda Live at the Roundhouse”), 
and adjacent books that may inform queer inter-
ventions into animation. 
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1. The Mutoscope

There’s a maiden who’s captured my fancy  –  
I’ve dreamed of her for a week  –  
Though I don’t even know what her name is
And I never have heard her speak.

Whenever I go to see her
She kisses her hand to me
And whirls around on her toe-tips
With a grace that is rare to see.

A glimpse of a tiny ankle,
A swirl of her silken skirt.
Then she kisses her hand and leaves me  –   
I fear me much she’s a flirt.

I wish I could clasp her to me,
I wish I could call her mind  – 
I sigh for a touch of her tiny hand
Or a kiss from those lips divine.

But, alas! I can only see her  –  
My beautiful fairy queen  –  
For she’s only a moving picture
And she lives in a slot machine!

This poem, written by John Smith in 1901 for Buffalo Express, expounds 
on the pleasures of the mutoscope, a flipbook-like machine patented by 
Herman Casler in 1894 (qt. Wink 2012, 396). Intended as a challenge 
to and improvement upon Thomas Edison’s motorized Kinetoscope, the 
Mutoscope is hand-cranked by the viewer—relying upon the persistence 
of vision to seamlessly display a series of bromide prints (Figure 1). A 
year after patenting the machine, Casler co-founded The American Mu-
toscope and Biograph Company with Elias Bernard Koopman, Henry 
Marvin, and W.K.L. Dickson, the last of whom originally worked at the 
Edison lab and assisted in the invention of the mutoscope, as well as the 
kinetoscope (Hendricks 1972).

Cheaper to make and easier to operate than the kinetoscope, the 
mutoscope (Figure 2) began to populate penny arcades and boardwalks 
across the United States and Britain, gaining notoriety as a What-the-
Butler-Saw machine1 for its largely erotic content (Robinson 1996). 
However, as the mutoscope’s reels—and reputation—became marked-
ly blue, public perception of the device took a telling turn. When it 
was first brought to San Francisco’s Embarcadero, a historic waterfront 
boulevard and entertainment district, a local newspaper wrote of the 
new invention: 

It presents to the eye photographic views of objects in motion in 
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manner so lifelike as to border on the marvelous. Every “reel” 
contains about one thousand views…All are produced with per-
fect fidelity to nature. (San Francisco Call 1898)

A year later (1899), the same paper wrote of the mutoscope: 
A new instrument has been placed in the hands of the vicious 
for the corruption of youth. They have been prompt to take 
advantage of it. They have copied pictures in which nude art 
has been carried to the extreme of indecency, they have induced 
vile women to pose in half nudity, and of these they have made 
scenes to tempt the depravity of manhood and the curiosity of 
youth. These vicious exhibitions are displayed in San Francisco 
with an effrontery that is as audacious as it is shameless. These vi-
cious exhibitions are the more dangerous to society because they 
are given under the guise of scientific novelties of invention and 
new achievements in mechanical and electrical art. (San Francisco 
Call 1899)

Is it not a universal law that where technology goes, sex will follow? Or 
is it vice versa? Either way, the mutoscope was well-suited to its task. 
Though a single-viewer device, rows of these machines were placed in 
“Mutoscope Parlours,” an originator of the modern-day peep arcade 
that gained popularity in North America in the 1960s. As such, just 
as “in the peep loops the filmed body is highly aware that it is being 
watched,” so too “the body of the viewer…is explicitly acknowledged 
by the apparatus of the booth” (Herzog 2008, 34). In this manner, 
the use of a mutoscope is both an intensely private and highly public 
event. As an individual viewer, one is intimately engaged in a looped, 
fourth-wall-breaking performance: you watch the “maiden in the slot 
machine” as she watches you, as you are watched by those queued 
behind you. These queued viewers will then, in turn, look upon the 
maiden in a cinema-of-attractions-esque “succession of thrills…pot-
entially limited only by viewer exhaustion” (Gunning 1997, 122).

At its height, the American Mutoscope and Biograph Company 
produced hundreds of short and long-form narrative and documen-
tary films each year, publishing reels titled, “The Way French Bathing 
Girls Bathe,” “The Corset Model,” and “Phillis Was Not Dressed to 
Receive Callers,” to name only a few (Streible 2003, 102). Yet, while 
the size and power of the Biograph Company largely protected the 
producers of these films, its distributors soon began to flounder. In the 
early 1900s—as a moral panic over the increasing popularity of What-
the-Butler-Saw machines caught fire—pressure in the press led to po-
lice raids and the closure of numerous mutoscope parlours (Streible 
2003, 108). Within a few short years, the mutoscope was relegated 
to “highly marginalized venues” in “the poor quarters of many of the 
larger cities” (Streible 2003, 108; 111).

Contributing to the decline of the device—by 1906, American 
Mutoscope and Biograph was rapidly divesting from micro cinema in 
lieu of feature-length productions. And, although Casler and Dickson 
continued to produce “subterranean” “sexualized spectacle” (Streible 

Figure 1.  
Mutoscope, Onondoga Historical 
Association.

Figure 2.  
Interior View Kinetoscope, Gaston 
Tissandier.
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2003, 108) through at least 1908, the company officially rebranded 
as The Biograph Company in 1909, eliminating the tarnished “Muto-
scope” from its name and business (Spehr 1980).

But, this paper is not just about What-the-Butler-Saw.

2. The GIF
Another form of repetitive micro cinema, the GIF (Graphics Inter-
change Format) was invented in 1987 by CompuServe engineer, Steve 
Wilhite2 (Figure 3). At its essence a compressed image file format, what 
distinguishes the GIF from a JPEG or PNG is that it supports loop-
ing sequences, enabling the GIF to display frames on repeat within the 
same image file without the file size demands of a video—almost like 
a digital flipbook. This invention was made possible by the 1985 de-
velopment of the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) lossless data compression 
algorithm, which “gave the GIF capabilities that may as well have been 
superpowers” (Limer 2019) at a time when image uploading or down-
loading was a prohibitively slow process. Though originally used as a 
format for still images,3 the GIF’s capabilities were soon appropriated by 
early Internet users creating and posting two to 20 frames-per-second 
animations, such as the infamous “Under Construction” GIF (Deeming 
2013) (Figure 4).

Spreading in use and recognition throughout the early 1990s, the 
rise of the GIF did not come without its controversy. In fact, when the 
PNG (Portable Networks Graphic) was first introduced in 1996, it was 
intended as a replacement for the GIF. Motivated by a licensing dis-
pute over the threat of a “GIF tax” by CompuServe and Unisys (which 
patented LZW), the PNG image file format was designed to be open-
source, patent-free, and intentionally static.4 In fact, “the designers of 
the PNG saw the GIF’s double-duty not as a superpower but as bad 
design…Besides, the logic went, this whole animation thing was just a 
gimmick anyway” (Limer 2019). 

Yet, while the GIF did decline in popularity during the late 1990s, 
the format had a decade-later resurgence thanks to online fan commun-
ities developing on MySpace, LiveJournal, Tumblr, and Reddit. Rather 
than embedding short clips of video—which were often unsupported by 
these web pages and difficult to share—content creators and platforms 
began to utilize the looping capability of the GIF to embed a single 
image file that played like video. This phenomenon (of course) spread 
like mad, and today we use GIFs to communicate a vast amount of 
information, the meaning of which is largely constructed in and by the 
communities making and sharing them.

Tumblr, in particular, has done much to promote the proliferation 
of GIF content since the website’s 2007 launch.5 An early and important 
site of online queer community formation due to unique affordances of-
fered by the platform (pseudonymous accounts, reblogging, etc.), Tumblr 
has long fostered a safe space for LGBTQIA+ folks to explore and con-
nect around diverse gender and sexual identities (Duguay 2018).6 Prior 
to 2019, a large portion of this community was built around shared 
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pornographic GIFs, which delivered a formative counter-narrative to 
the homogeneity and cis-heteronormativity of mainstream porn and 
its representations of sexuality.

Uniquely suited to the needs of the queer community on Tumblr, 
the GIF format itself is polysemic and repetitive, allowing not only for 
multiple, but dynamic meanings. These qualities enable the GIF “to 
feature a new, self-contained narrative, separate to the longer sequence 
from which the loop is sourced” (Highfield and Miltner 2017, 6). 
Furthermore, GIFs have the capacity for powerful affective charge, 
which, combined with their polysemy, “afford users with the oppor-
tunity to provide heightened and layered communication…and oc-
casionally engage in displays of resistance to certain ideologies and ac-
tors” (Highfield and Miltner 2017, 6).

These displays, in my experience, have been both nuanced and 
bold. Individually, each GIF is a gesture—a simple brush of the hand, 
perhaps, made erotic in its repetition. Together, these GIFs form a 
stream of gesture, all distinct, but unified on a single feed—personally 
curated and always in motion. In this way, the experience of browsing 
smut on Tumblr was a satisfyingly overwhelming mish-mash rife with 
contradiction, depth, and self. As Tumblr-porn powerhouse producer, 
Vex Ashley states:

Porn on Tumblr wasn’t treated as disposable, something just to be 
immediately purged from your browser history, but an aesthet-
ic, artistic component of your page and your life, alongside your 
complementary colours of sunsets and song lyrics and personal 
posts…It allowed you to become a collector of your own desires, 
displaying them and celebrating them proudly (Ashley 2018).

And, in fact, “self shot nudes on Tumblr were the first time I saw di-
verse, gender non conforming bodies presented as sexual on their own 
terms.” Importantly, these are bodies, Ashley continues, “that are often 
censored, ignored or fetishized by mainstream depictions of sex” (Ash-
ley 2018).

As a porn performer myself, Tumblr originally provided a place 
for me to post and cross-promote content that was otherwise deemed 
“unmarketable,” or buried by search algorithms. In fostering a welcom-
ing home, the platform enabled and encouraged me to produce more 
of the queer porn that I so dearly love to make and share.

Describing Tumblr’s “queer ecosystem” from a different perspec-
tive, Alexander Cho writes in “Queer Reverb: Tumblr, Affect, Time,” 
that users “circulate porn, flirt, provide support to deal with homo-
phobia as well as advice on coming out” (2015, 43). This is supported 
in part by the simultaneously public privacy suggested by the platform. 
Much like the experience of operating a mutoscope inside a crowd-
ed parlour, Tumblr can be both anonymous and networked, allowing 
users to interact socially in a relatively safe way. When I reblog a GIF of 
two women kissing, for example, while my Tumblr username protects 
my identity and prevents an accidental outing, the likes and comments 
the post garners from followers is a public affirmation that,

Figure 4. 
“Under Construction GIFs,” Jason 
Scott.

Figure 3. 
Steve Wilhite, “Online Today,” 
October 1987.
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Yes, I see what you like and I like this too. 
Unfortunately, in a shift which began with Tumblr’s acquisition 

by Yahoo in 2013 and smacking of a moral panic not dissimilar from 
that which brought down the mutoscope, Tumblr banned all adult 
content on its website in December of 2018, and its queer commun-
ities have been forced to re-group elsewhere. In the place of blocks 
of looping GIFs, now there is stillness. Scrolling through my favorite 
feeds, all that remains is page after page of grey boxes with the text, 
“Hey, this post may contain adult content, so we’ve hidden it from 
public view. Learn more.” A graveyard (Figure 5).

Where, then, are its ghosts?
Can a loop simply…stop?
Seeking to uncover how the mutoscope—as a technological and 

a historical device—speaks to and about the loopiness of pleasure and 
queerness as enacted through the shared pornographic Tumblr GIF, I 
decided to perform a resurrection.

3. The Approach
This resurrection, figured as a handbuilt mutoscope and analog porno-
graphic GIF, is primarily an effort in physicalization and recontext-
ualization. To this end, the work employs a critical making approach, 
figuring it within a research-creation methodological framework. 
Critical making, described by Matt Ratto as “a mode of materially 
productive engagement that is intended to bridge the gap between 
creative physical and conceptual exploration,” (2011, 252) here en-
ables a deeper understanding of the loop only possible through the 
practice of looping itself.

By designing and trying and failing, then re-designing and re-try-
ing and learning from those failures, I must engage with the loop 
theoretically as well as practically. The necessity of this resurrection, 
then, is in its ability to generate unexpected and practice-based out-
comes, materially reviving Tumblr’s pornographic GIF ghosts in an 
attempt to reattach the ends of this broken loop. As such, through the 
creation and use of the mutoscope, what this project seeks to reveal is 
a nuanced and reflexive understanding of repetition and polysemy as 
meaning-makers—both analog and digital, and decidedly queer.

4. The Build
The initial design for this mutoscope—built in March of 2019 (Fig-
ure 6) comes from Jesse Breytenbach (2009), a tutorial for which was 
published by Make magazine in 2009 (Figure 7).

Beginning with a spare set of 2 ft. by 2 ft. hardboard panels, I 
adapted Breytenbach’s mutoscope design to be bigger, more square. 
Using thicker scrap boards to give the mutoscope body its depth, I 
began to assemble, cutting and then sanding and then gluing, with a 
few additional adaptations:

While most mutoscope designs feature a slot which allows the 
interior drum and attached flipbook to be lifted in and out from the 
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open top of the body, in an effort to enclose the animation and 
further immerse the viewer, I chose to secure the drum with 
a long screw threaded through the center of the mutoscope. 
In order to get the drum (an empty coffee can) to rotate with 
the screw, I glued a washer and nut to each side so that once 
the end of the screw catches, the flipbook plays as the viewer 
turns the handle. Designed in this manner, the drum can eas-
ily be removed from the bottom of the mutoscope by lifting 
the body off of its fitted base. However, as I discovered late in 
the process, the handle must thread on to the screw in reverse, 
otherwise the viewer will eventually turn the handle off the end 
of the screw. As I had already recycled a standard thread handle 
for use on the mutoscope, I secured the end of the screw with 
rubber bands. Though quite successful, there are certainly more 
elegant solutions that merit future exploration.

What proved to be much more difficult than constructing 
the body of the mutoscope was designing the animation inside. 
The first limiting factor is the number of cards, or “frames,” 
that can fit around the circumference of the interior drum. Of 
the mutoscope designs I researched, all featured a single-use in-
terior drum. Breytenbach’s design, for example, calls for gluing 
a stack of cards directly to a cardboard tube, such that each 
animation requires a unique structural core. Wanting to reuse 
the drum itself, I chose instead to secure each card to a single 
rod of a wooden sushi rolling mat, which is designed pre-linked 
with wrapped string. In this way, the cards are easily, evenly 
spaced, and can be untied and removed from the drum as a 
single “book.”

This, at least, was the idea. 
Unfortunately, in order to pull the sushi mat tight enough 

to keep the book from slipping forward as the drum rotates, 
the rods must be spread too far apart for the attached cards to 
produce a smooth, animated image. While this is probably fix-
able with the application of a gripping material to the exterior 
of the drum, for the sake of simplicity and time, I unlinked 
the rods and glued them individually to the core. This allowed 
me to maximize the number of “frames” in my “GIF,” thereby 
increasing the smoothness of motion. Ultimately, I was able to 
squeeze 124 cards around my coffee can, utilizing the natural 
spacing of the sushi mat rods to avoid overcrowding the drum, 
which results in card clumping. In order to strike an optimum 
balance between flexibility and stiffness,7 I folded one large in-
dex card around each rod and glued an additional index card 
on top, folding it in the opposite direction to encourage the 
card to stand straight.

Based on this 124 frame limit, I began to create the ani-
mation itself. Wanting to engage in each stage of the GIF-mak-
ing process, I began with a video. Sourced from Four Cham- Figure 7. 

Mutoscope Design,  Jesse Breytenbach.

Figure 5. 
The warning box used by Tumblr.com to 
replace all explicit posts on the website.

Figure 6. 
Completed Mutoscope, Grace Van Ness.
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bers, an alt porn company led by Vex Ashley and born of Tumblr (Ashley 
2018), I prioritized films starring popular queer performers, eventually 
settling on Jiz Lee and Valentine in Spill (2017). Selecting a clip with 
just the right level of suggestive mystery, I cut together a short sequence 
in Adobe Premiere Pro, playing on the video’s triptych structure both to 
experiment with different movements and to highlight the mish-mash 
experience that was Tumblr. Ready to export, I paused to calculate: in 
a 23.976 frames-per-second video, a clip of approximately 5.2 seconds 
will contain 124 frames. From within Premiere, it’s now possible to ex-
port directly into the GIF format, but I chose to render the sequence as 
individual TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) images, which were sized, 
printed, and cut before being glued to the cards encircling the muto-
scope core.

Interested in the comparable process of constructing a GIF through 
an online GIF-creator tool8, I ultimately created two versions of the ani-
mation, each with its own set of compromises. While the compression 
of an online GIF sacrifices either pixels or duration for a smaller, more 
shareable file size, the “file size” of an analog, mutoscopic GIF is deter-
mined by the size of its inner drum, which limits total frames, but does 
not compromise pixels. As such, the single images which comprise the 
latter can be high resolution, restricted only by the quality of the source 
video and available printer.

However, an additional consideration in the creation of a muto-
scopic GIF is the pacer, which is attached to the top of the body and 
holds each frame just long enough for the viewer to see it before catch-
ing and releasing the next card. In this offline iteration, while the vari-
able duration (or speed) of the GIF is controlled by the viewer, the pa-
cer effectively throttles this speed, thereby functioning as an additional 
compression variable. The farther the pacer extends into the path of the 
flipbook, the longer it will hold each frame. The trick is to just barely 
catch the top of each card without obscuring the image or distracting 
the viewer. This mechanism gives the flipbook its flip, and functions in 
relation to the heft of the cards themselves. As the pacer must be fairly 
strong to resist the card, but flexible enough to release the card smoothly, 
I chose a light, yet stiff board. To attach it, I inserted the board through 
a slot in the body of the mutoscope, which, given the constant motion 
of the mechanism, felt more secure than gluing the pacer to the interior.

At this point, while I had tested the basic motion of the mutoscope 
before completing the reel (or GIF) inside, I had yet to view the anima-
tion in its entirety. This is, perhaps, the biggest difference between online 
and offline GIF creation. Using the online GIF-making tool, I was able 
to test each compression variable multiple times, watching and rewatch-
ing the GIF after every change in order to fine-tune the animation. The 
offline GIF, however, was a series of cyclical calculations and guesses—
the results of which I couldn’t evaluate until its completion. When I was 
finally able to play the GIF in the mutoscope, my first feeling was of dis-
appointment. Immediately, all the necessary adjustments became clear:
1. There isn’t enough motion in the images. I should have selected 
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content with greater movement, or extended the clip and deleted 
internal frames, sacrificing some smoothness for increased action.

2. The tops of the “frame” cards must line up perfectly and, further-
more, the pacer must be exactly parallel to the tops of these cards. 
Even a slight tilt on the pacer or misalignment of the cards be-
comes exaggerated through the rotation of the drum, causing the 
animation to look choppy.

3. The images are too dark, and lack clarity. One benefit of early cin-
ema’s black and white imagery is its heightened contrast—a trait 
well-suited to the mutoscope. While darkly lit, soft-focus clips 
communicate sexiness in online GIFs, they simply become too dif-
ficult to read in the mutoscope. Future GIFs must be brightened, 
the contrast increased, and more care taken to maintain image clar-
ity.

4. The viewing window should be positioned lower on the body of 
the mutoscope, allowing for a more direct and less top-down per-
spective on the animation. This would also provide more space for 
the card-illuminating spotlight to be placed inside the mutoscope 
body itself. As it is now, the light is clipped to the edge of the view-
ing window, but this is distracting to the eye.

5. The effect of the GIF would have been more impactful if the loop 
began and ended with the same frame.

Unable to simply tweak a few sliders and immediately render a new out-
put, re-compressing a mutoscope GIF requires re-touching every single 
frame, one after another. One alteration means re-editing, re-exporting, 
re-printing, re-cutting, re-gluing, re-testing, and then potentially re-edi-
ting again. In this way, the offline GIF-making process renders visible 
the looping inherent to all GIF compression, extending to the very core 
of the file format: Lempel, Ziv, and Welch. 

Physically manipulating and re-manipulating every image, over-
whelmed by the vast undertaking that is any minute adjustment, I re-
flect on the work done by LZW, the lossless compression algorithm that 
first made the GIF possible. It, too, in organizing data into smaller and 
smaller packages through the implementation of a table-based lookup 
algorithm, relies on repetition. Used to create TIFFs and PDFs, as well 
as GIFs, this compression algorithm works by identifying recurring sets 
of bits and creating a single entry for those sets in an attached code 
table, such that the program essentially compresses redundancies, lim-
iting the total file size without losing any information (2019) As Eric 
Limer (2019) describes it in Popular Mechanics, whereas

previous innovations in image compression, like “run-length en-
coding,” would shrink files by just simplifying instances of repeat-
ed data…LZW’s more complex approach allowed computers to 
collapse strings of data that were far more complicated than the 
same thing over and over again, as long as these strings contained 
some sort of repeating pattern. Essentially, it let computers invent 
a whole new phrase like “blite” pixel for combinations like “a blue 
pixel, a white pixel,” but also combo-phrases like “bliteple” pixel 
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for “blite pixel, purple pixel” and on and on, cramming more and 
more information into a single new word. (Limer 2019)

The very compression of the GIF, then—itself iterative—relies on har-
nessing repetition towards the creation of something new, something 
both of, and yet different and greater than its source. 

This understanding of GIF-creation at its very technological 
foundation speaks to the power of the loop in alternative knowledge 
production. As articulated by Thulin, the practice of looping is one 
of “letting things arise, allowing space and time for something to re-
peat, and attending to the possibilities and differences generated by 
each repetition,” such that the loop becomes “a way of avoiding getting 
paralyzed by an impetus to move in a straight, pre-defined path” and 
thereby “offering a time and space to explore divergent perspectives” 
(Thulin 2015). These divergent perspectives threaten hierarchies and 
alter preconceptions, giving strength to a queer, or even pornographic, 
challenge to limited and limiting traditional modes of thought.

In an effort to begin embracing these loopy possibilities, I must 
trace back to where this examination began: with the mutoscope, the 
GIF, and the build.

Close your eyes and picture the mutoscope.
Imagine a GIF.
Think through the process of thinking then making then  

thinking.
Where are the loops?
As each iteration of this project washes over me, I learn something 

different—something different from the same. Functioning akin to a 
compression algorithm, I seek out and identify repeated thoughts, cre-
ating from them new concepts, new knowledges.

This is the potential and the pleasure of the loop.
It is as simple as the sound of mutoscope cards flicking past the 

pacer, of her hand brushing past skin again and again, of sawing back 
and forth, then pausing and adjusting before sawing again. Though 
simple, this is a generative space to get lost in—a space of critical mak-
ing and creativity and new thought. It is the home of the “blite,” the 
“blitple,” and other equally revolutionary innovations.

In examining the GIF through the mutoscope through Tumblr, 
it is clear that the loopiness afforded by these technologies and gener-
ated by its users contributes to their mutual success. What, then, will 
Tumblr become without its richly repetitive collection of queer porn? 
What will we become without this collection?

When the loop breaks, what is lost?
Mourning the censorship of queer porn GIFs on Tumblr, I am 

not only mourning the loss of the content and community that I knew 
and loved, I am mourning the loss of all that I will not know—of the 
potential promised by the loop. This is a loss of the repetitive ingenuity 
which begets futures. Our futures. Queer futures. 

An examination of the repercussions of this continuity break is 
one of the many questions that remain—a loop for another reel, as it 
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were—and the clear next iteration of this project.

A video showing the process of building the mutoscope (including 
footage of the device in action) is available here. 

Both the clip content used in this project and the timelapse 
video of the mutoscope-in-progress are also available as online GIFs:  
Content / Timelapse
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Notes
1. This is a reference to a mutoscope reel from the early 1900s titled 

“What the Butler Saw,” which depicts a woman undressing from 
the perspective of a voyeur watching her through the keyhole.

2. For an (arguably biased, but certainly thorough) overview of the 
GIF/JIF pronunciation controversy, there’s a site titled The Gif 
Pronunciation Page that’s a delight to read. This debate is also 
discussed in the 1997 Graphics File Formats FAQ archived by the 
Internet FAQ Archives.

3. Interestingly, the first color image posted on the World Wide Web 
was a GIF!

4. This patent uproar eventually led to “Burn All GIFs Day” in Nov-
ember of 1999, when the League for Programming Freedom en-
couraged developers to gather and delete their GIF files in protest 
of the tax.

5. At its core, Tumblr is a social networking platform that allows 
its users to post multimedia content on their own customizable 
blogs. On the site, users can also follow others’ blogs, “like” their 
posts, add a “note” or comment, and “re-blog” those posts to their 
own blog.

6. For further reading on these particular affordances, Duguay sug-
gests Bryce J. Renniger’s (2015) article, “‘Where I can be my-
self…where I can speak my mind’: Networked counterpublics in 
a polymedia environment.”

7. By balance, I mean: the cards must be flexible enough to bend 
and arc smoothly as the mutoscope flips from frame to frame, but 
stiff enough to do so without bending too far—which would keep 
each frame in view for too long, eliminating the necessary flip and 
causing the frames to blend sloppily together.

8. There are a number of options available to create and edit GIFs 
online, but for this project I chose to work with GIFMaker.me.
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Family Guy’s Queer Child

Kyler Chittick

A rift has emerged in the academic literature on Family Guy (1999–present) between those who emphasize 
the adult animated sitcom’s problematic depictions of marginalized groups and those that demonstrate the 
possibility for alternative and “reparative” readings despite them.1 Indeed, many scholars have remarked 
that Family Guy’s humour often comes at the expense of those marked by race, class, gender, sexuality, and/
or ability. For example, Matt Sienkiewicz and Nick Marx argue that the show’s “cutaway gags” (or plot-de-
railing non-sequiturs) use racial stereotypes as “click bait” in the contemporary “convergence” era in which 
television has merged with online platforms such as YouTube (2014, 103–4). In their words, cutaways are 
“amenable to the recirculation and remediation processes central to the contemporary, multi-screen media 
environment experienced by members of the most industrially attractive demographics” (ibid, 104). Like-
wise, Lauren Rosewarne argues that Family Guy stereotypes gay men and makes a troubling connection be-
tween homosexuality and pedophilia, as evidenced by Herbert, an elderly neighbour who regularly pursues 
Chris Griffin, the teenage son of the show’s principal family (2013, 7). In contrast to the interpretations 
that hold Family Guy as a vanguard of racist, homophobic humour, Frederik Dhaenens and Sofie Van Bau-
wel claim that Family Guy “exposes the discourse of heteronormativity as a discourse that in the course of 
each episode will be mocked, uncovered, or defied, without abolishing it or replacing it with viable coun-
terdiscourses” and that its subversive acts “reside in between the articulations of complicity and critique, 
sometimes masked as pastiches putting outdated stereotypes of queerness to the fore, and sometimes as 
parodies holding normative and repressive practices up to mockery” (2011, 129–36). Similarly, Matthew 
W. Hughey and Sahara Muradi contend that Family Guy’s humour functions as an “economy of manic-sat-
ire and hyper-irony” wherein Middle Eastern and South Asian stereotypes double as sites of social critique 
(2009, 206). Resting awkwardly between hegemony and resistance, Family Guy is perhaps best understood 
as a discursive media object that produces, reflects, and subverts normativity. 

With a radically intertextual diegesis and a capricious temporality that permit considerable physi-
cal plasticity and inconsequential destruction—subverting the typical episodic narrative structure of the 
contemporary sitcom—the Family Guy world is organized around no legal, moral, social, cultural, or spa-
tio-temporal coherence. Time and space are continually disrupted, while baby Stewie and dog Brian walk, 
talk, have sex, travel on their own, and otherwise operate like human adults. Rather than dismiss this 
formal and narrative liberty as meaningless or profligate, I take the position, after Dhaenens and Van Bau-
wel, that the queer dynamics of Family Guy are tied to the show’s “postmodern textual strategies” (2011, 
126).2 Eschewing medium specificity and therefore risking the logical leap that what is true of film is true 
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of television, I pursue the idea that if films can do philosophy (Sorfa 2016, 3), then arguably a television 
show with complex sex/gender dynamics and postmodern formal tactics can do queer theory. Placing the 
philosophy of Gilles Deleuze in dialogue with queer theories of animation, temporality, and posthumanism, 
I frame Family Guy’s formal and narrative structure as queering the ways in which the show’s characters 
relate to time, space, futurity, and community. More specifically, I envisage Family Guy’s extremities and 
aberrancies as productive of what I term, after Deleuze and Elena del Río, a “queer ethology” with affective, 
(anti-)relational, and futural consequences for Stewie and those whom he affects and is affected by. While 
ethology literally refers to the science of animal behaviour under “natural” circumstances, I use it in the 
Spinozan-Deleuzian sense as the evaluation of human/animal behaviour in the absence of laws and moral 
codes wherein affect—the capacity to affect and be affected by others—remains the preeminent means 
of governing social relations (Deleuze 1988, 125). Stewie’s universe is not only physically and temporally 
unrestrained but relatively unpoliced in terms of gender and sexuality. While he possesses superhuman in-
telligence and access to a time machine, Stewie also expresses his attraction to other male characters and per-
forms what would be considered in a Western heteropatriarchal society to be a non-normative queer gender. 
Yet, because the Family Guy universe abjures consistent sex and gender norms (or refuses to legislate a binary 
between normativity and difference), Stewie’s desires and mannerisms are mostly unregulated and not par-
ticularly subversive. Further, Stewie’s parents (as well as other adults in his community) remain absent from 
many facets of his life and refuse to fight for his ostensible innocence. In this sense, they diverge rom “repro-
ductive futurism,” which Lee Edelman defines as the social and political framework wherein “the image of 
the Child” functions to “regulate political discourse—to prescribe what will count as political discourse—by 
compelling such discourse to accede in advance to the reality of a collective future whose figurative status 
we are never permitted to acknowledge or address” (2004, 11). Effectively, I argue that Stewie is placed in a 
range of scenarios where, in the absence of reproductive futurism and the near total absence of structure, he 
affects and is affected by others just as he navigates and (re)produces queerness. Family Guy thus shows us 
a world in which the queer child is free to, in Kathryn Bond Stockton’s terms, “grow sideways,” or adjacent 
to cultural ideals (2009, 6), but these ideals are inconsistent, and adulthood remains perpetually deferred. 
While Stewie does not grow in any “chrononormative” sense in that he does not age and is not presented 
with consistent norms to grow into, he is also not entirely relegated to queer time and space.3 He remains 
in a liminal state in which he is always growing sideways, forever producing and testing both the limits of 
queerness and the ethological implications of a non-reproductive futurism in which the child, the queer, 
and Edelman’s “sinthomosexual” are one and the same. 

Foucault, Queerness, Film Philosophy
I take it as given that Family Guy resists both a centrally imagined audience and a consistent political agen-
da. Therefore, I devote little space to representation and spectatorship, or what is known in cultural studies 
as “reception theory.” Twice cancelled and revived, Family Guy first premiered in 1999 as part of a wave of 
adult animated sitcoms that followed from the popularity of The Simpsons (1989–present). It follows dad 
Peter Griffin, who has worked as a toy factory employee, fisherman, and brewery worker; his wife Lois, a 
housewife who teaches piano from home; their teenage children Meg and Chris; baby Stewie; and family 
dog Brian. Like The Simpsons, Family Guy satirizes the wholesomeness of American live-action sitcoms, al-
though it departs from its predecessor in key ways. While Jason Mittell argues that adult animated sitcoms 
have always been controversial because of their alleged “[in]appropriateness for children who are presumed 
to be the ‘natural’ target of animation” (2004, 194), The Simpsons takes few formal liberties and, despite its 
relative irreverence, always plays to a liberal audience. By contrast, Family Guy mocks a wide range of identity 
groups and political figures while deploying fart jokes and obscure intertextual references, entertaining some 
while offending and distancing others. It not only rejects children as a target audience but defies the notion 
of target demographics. To be clear, however, my aim is not to emphasize Family Guy’s multiple meanings or 
the ways in which it both reinforces and resists normativity. The former risks falling into the similar trap of 
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moralizing the show’s off-colour jokes (pointing out the obvious while withholding any new insight), while 
the latter has the potential to duplicate extant scholarship. What I am pushing for is a paradigm shift, one 
that carries with it alternative, non-obvious readings that divest from representational and moralistic para-
digms. To that end, my aim is to think with and otherwise about Family Guy “from an non-representational 
angle,” privileging in part the Deleuzian notion “of the body as an assemblage of forces or affects that enter 
into composition with a multiplicity of other forces or affects” (del Río 2008, 3). More aptly, I would like to 
think through the ways in which Family Guy experiments with form, temporality, and the animated body 
to queer effect, deploying a multitude of formal/temporal breaks, ruptures, and ellipses to pronounce sites 
of queerness. This is where film philosophy and queer theory overlap: as the show adopts no firm stance 
on queerness but merely illustrates queer encounters, my task is not to read for complicity or resistance in 
these encounters but for their affective dynamics and performative effects.4 As David Sorfa writes, “cinema 
can do philosophy in a way that is unique to the medium” as it “is not only capable of presenting extended 
thought experiments or illustrating philosophical concepts, but is philosophy itself ” (2016, 3). Family Guy 
can be said to do queer theory because it renegotiates corporealities as distinctly queer, posthuman entities; 
stages queer thought experiments; evinces queer concepts; and experiments with queer temporalities and fu-
turities. Notably, it does so without reinforcing binaries like normal/queer or liberationist/homonormative. 
As Robyn Wiegman and Elizabeth A. Wilson might say, Family Guy marks “an invitation to think queer 
theory without assuming a position of antinormativity from the outset” (2015, 2). 

Michel Foucault writes that “limit and transgression depend on each other for whatever density of 
being they possess: a limit could not exist if it were absolutely uncrossable and, reciprocally, transgression 
would be pointless if it merely crossed a limit composed of illusions and shadows” (1977, 34). Because 
media texts hold dialectical tension themselves and between themselves and audiences, I would argue that 
Family Guy remains subversive insofar as it transgresses the heteronormative, formal, and textual boundaries 
upheld in and through contemporary Western society and iterations of mass culture. It reminds us of our 
limits and then defies them. When I say that Stewie is queer, I mean that he is queer by the Western, hetero-
patriarchal standards that are simultaneously reproduced and challenged in Family Guy. Indeed, while the 
show issues no binary between normativity and difference (or between heteronormativity and queerness), 
discipline and power relations do manifest as processes of perpetual negotiation and struggle. As J. Jeremy 
Wisnewski states, “postmodernism sees the world as disjointed, with pockets of power relations and politics 
and nothing to unify it all.…The postmodern world is a ruptured world—and Family Guy just oozes these 
ruptures” (2007, 5). Following Wisnewski, we might consider Family Guy as an extreme example of the 
clichéd Foucauldian aphorism “power is everywhere,” in that no centralized power structure governs the 
Griffins or any other characters. Rather, power is diffused across the body politic, perpetually produced, 
encountered, and resisted at macro and micro levels, from the Griffin family home where Meg finally stands 
up to her family after years of bullying (“Seashell Seahorse Party,” 2011) to the obstreperous, idiotic Peter 
flagrantly skipping work, driving drunk, and destroying public property without consistent legal discipline. 
As Foucault might say, Family Guy images the idea that “at the heart of every power relationship and con-
stantly provoking it, are the recalcitrance of the will and the intransigence of freedom” (1982, 790). In fact, 
we might characterize all power relationships in Family Guy as agonistic, or as a “relationship which is at 
the same time reciprocal incitation and struggle, less…a face-to-face confrontation which paralyzes both 
sides than a permanent provocation” (ibid). Characters are never truly “free” but continuously produce and 
subvert power structures or circumvent them altogether, specifically with respect to gender and sexuality. 
In the episode “You May Now Kiss the… Uh… Guy Who Receives” (2006), Brian’s cousin Jasper, also a 
dog, comes to Quahog (the fictional Rhode Island town where Family Guy is set) with intent to marry his 
Filipino human boyfriend, Ricardo. Later, Mayor Adam West outlaws same-sex marriage. It is only when 
Brian takes him hostage that it is rendered legal again. Further, Peter is usually made to feel or look stupid 
for dressing up as a woman. In the episode “Trading Places” (2011), Peter and Lois switch roles with Chris 
and Meg. The parents will go to school while the kids will work and take care of the house. Peter makes the 
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mistake that everyone is also switching genders and enters the kitchen dressed as a teenage girl. After a pro-
longed, punitive silence, it is assumed that Peter will change. Yet, as Dhaenens and Van Bauwel have noted, 
Peter is at times permitted considerable freedom with respect to his gender performance. Commenting on 
a cutaway gag in the episode “Brian Sings and Swings” (2006), Dhaenens and Van Bauwel write that the 
show “visualizes an elegant water ballet recital to the gentle score of Tchaikovsky’s Waltz of the Flowers,” in 
which Peter performs with two bulls (2012, 132). As the performance “receives high scores from the jury, 
the scene aims for laughs through its concurrence of physical masculinity and perfectly executed ‘feminine’ 
performance,” and yet it also “represents successful nonnormative masculine behavior” (132).

Deleuze, Animation, (Non-)Reproductive Futurism  
Deleuze, film philosophy, animation, as well as queer and posthuman theory are useful for analyzing the 
way Family Guy’s postmodern formalities work to pronounce the plane of immanence of Stewie’s gender 
and sexual performances and futurities. Indeed, it is within the context of animation’s potentialities (as well 
as specific formal and textual liberties) that heteronormativity is destabilized in Family Guy. While Deleuze’s 
film philosophy accounts for the manifold ways in which cinematic time and movement produce new con-
cepts, his wider theoretical architecture overlaps with queer theory. In particular, his conceptions of desire 
and identity synthesize with the concept of queerness itself, defined by (non-Deleuzian) queer television 
scholar Tison Pugh as that which challenges “cultural concepts of gendered and erotic normativity, disman-
tling the rigid binary codes of licit and illicit desires” (2018, xi). Indeed, much like Foucault, Deleuze and 
his frequent co-author Félix Guattari divest from theories of sexuality predicated on deviance and otherness, 
as well as categories of sexual difference.5 Citing Deleuze and Guattari’s “repudiations of both psychoanal-
ysis and identity politics,” the film theorist Nick Davis argues that, “Queer theory’s concerns, born from 
combustive encounters among intimate experience and historical circumstance” might also be thought of 
“Deleuzo-Guattarian concerns as well: the unpredictable changes and paradoxes of desire, its range of af-
fects and embodiments, and its uneasy but insoluble connections to capitalist apparatuses of social control” 
(2013, 4–9).6 In his pathbreaking work on the “movement-image” and the “time-image” in classical and 
European art cinemas, Deleuze also accounts for animation, which, as Sean Macdonald (2015, 38) and Eli 
Boonin-Vail (2019) have noted,  proves difficult to assimilate into his cinematic taxonomy, as it exists at the 
threshold between “privileged instants” (images like drawings and paintings that appear as selections from 
a privileged movement in time) and “any-instant-whatevers,” defined as images that can be reduced to their 
“discernible parts” but are revealed through movement and qualitative change (1986, 1–5). Deleuze argues 
that if the “cartoon film…belongs fully to the cinema, this is because the drawing no longer constitutes a 
pose or a completed figure, but the description of a figure which is always in the process of being formed or 
dissolving through the movement of lines and points taken at any-instant-whatevers of their course” (ibid, 
5).7

Following Boonin-Vail (2019), Deleuze’s theory of the metamorphic animated figure overlaps with 
queer theories of animation. As the queer cinema scholar Sean Griffin has argued, the “animated cartoon” 
offers “a perfect instance of multiple discourses swirling within one text, exposing the constructedness of 
gender and sexuality through parodic redeployment,” as well as “metamorphosis and transmogrification” 
(2004, 107). Citing the feminist philosopher Judith Butler’s theory of performativity, Griffin astutely re-
marks that animation subverts the “material discourses of power that define identity,” particularly when 
such discourses are remediated to the point that they “reach absurd and parodic extremes, exposing the 
constructedness of gender, sexuality, and sex itself ” (ibid). Cartoon character Bugs Bunny, for instance, “is 
always in drag as a human being” (whether he has on “feminine garb” or not), while other animated “ani-
mals,” like Felix the Cat or Mickey Mouse, seldom reference “the characteristics of their supposed species” 
(ibid, 107). Similarly, queer theorist J. Jack Halberstam suggests that “animated cinema, far from being a 
pure form of ideology,” is “a rich technological field for rethinking collectivities, transformation, identifica-
tion, animality, and posthumanity” (2011, 174). Quoting Deleuze and Griffin, Boonin-Vail argues: 
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animation itself can be considered a form of drag in which lines and colors enact a performance of hu-
man (or non-human) forms…lines and colors that make up the embodied performances of animation 
exist because of the discontinuous parsing of time that allow for bodies to be stretched, flattened, or 
otherwise transformed in astonishing and identity-bending ways. (2019) 
Applying this claim to Family Guy, consider Stewie’s relationship to drag. In the episode “Go, Stewie! 

Go!” (2010), Stewie performs as a female alter-ego, Karina Smirnoff, so that he can star in his favourite 
show, Jolly Farm Revue. For most of the episode, Stewie fools his co-stars and producers, demonstrating 
the ease with which he can change into (and pass as) a different gender. However, following from the adult 
animated sitcom’s refusal of realism, there is no overarching concern for naturalness in Family Guy and no 
hegemonic concept of gender to (re)produce or undermine. In the case of Jolly Farm, Stewie pulls his wig 
off and says on live television that he is a “perfectly normal little boy who also happens to be a transves-
tite.” Even in instances where Stewie is marginalized for his gender expression, the reveal of his “true” sex is 
meant to parody heteronormative society’s obsession with strict gender codes. In the episode “Boys Do Cry” 
(2007), Stewie participates in an all-female Texas beauty pageant by dressing up in drag. When he wins and 
goes to take a bow, his wig falls off. An audience member stands up and yells “it’s one of them queer-o-sex-
uals!” While this scene could be interpreted as Stewie being disciplined for his gender expression, it might 
also be understood in Butlerian terms as Stewie exposing drag as “not unproblematically subversive” but 
counterhegemonic “to the extent that it reflects the mundane impersonations by which heterosexually ideal 
genders are performed and naturalized” (Butler 2011, 85). Ultimately, it is gender essentialism and social 
conservatism that are being ridiculed here. 

Recalling Boonin-Vail’s argument that animation can “enact a performance of human (or non-human) 
forms” (2019), certain entities in Family Guy literally change genders, sexualities, and/or corporealities as 
the show imposes no clear boundary between human and animal, male or female. For instance, recurring 
character Bruce, a gay man, regularly appears as a bee, shark, or the alien from the Alien franchise, while 
Stewie’s teddy bear Rupert is anthropomorphized into a muscular, human-bear hybrid, functioning as a 
site of homoerotic desire (“Stewie Loves Lois,” 2006). Following Donna Haraway, we might consider these 
bodies to be “cyborgs” insofar as they are hybrids of “machines” and “organisms” that challenge the distinc-
tions between human, animal, and machine (2006, 104). They could also be “animacies,” to borrow Mel Y. 
Chen’s term, meaning figures with varying degrees of liveness that challenge not only the human/animal bi-
nary but the “hierarchy of animacy” that factors in all lifeforms both “animate” and ostensibly “inanimate” 
(2012, 26). In their analysis of Hayao Miyazaki’s animated film Ponyo (2008), Chen describes the “fish/
chicken/little girl” as a “blending that is partial and contingent and enacted across time, yet the blending is 
simultaneously robust and profound, effective and affective” (ibid, 230). As their corporealities are always 
shifting across time and space, never subject to any stability, we might describe Bruce and Rupert in exactly 
these terms, or perhaps as instantiations of “queer inhumanism”—figures that, in their perpetual “becom-
ing,” reimagine “what ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ might look like apart from the anthropocentric forms with which 
we have become perhaps too familiar” (Luciano and Chen 2015, 188–89). In Deleuzian terms, Family Guy’s 
bodies are always “becoming-molecular” and/or “becoming-minor.”8 

The spatio-temporality of Family Guy—in which flashbacks and cutaways can be said to evince modes 
of queerness—operates on a “plane of immanence” constituted by “actuality” and “virtuality.” Deleuze and 
Félix Guattari describe the plane of immanence as that which “secures conceptual linkages with ever increas-
ing connections” just as concepts “secure the populating of the plane on an always renewed and variable 
curve” (1994, 37). Davis explains this more clearly: immanence is the “principle by which certain produc-
tive forces and capacities for change are presumed as both internal to and constitutive of the assemblages 
they produce” (2013, 253). For example, “movement and time constitute cinema’s ‘plane of immanence,’ 
because motion pictures operate as such via these terms, and because it is through them that images and 
their relations can change” (ibid). In other words, cinema is immanent to both time and movement in that 
its function as a series of moving images depends on both. On Family Guy’s plane of immanence, actuality 
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and virtuality are immanent to one another just as both concepts are inherent to the ontology of the show. 
Deleuze and Claire Parnet define the “actual” as that which is grounded in the passage of linear time and the 
“virtual” as that which “preserves the passage of time” but exists alongside the actual (2007, 150–1). After 
Henri Bergson, Deleuze and Parnet explain that “memory is not an actual image formed after the object has 
been perceived, but a virtual image coexisting with the actual perception of the object” (ibid, 150). It is a 
“virtual image contemporary with the actual object, its double, its mirror image” (ibid). For Deleuze, several 
images realize the actual/virtual continuum, including the “dream-image” and the “recollection-image.” On 
the flashback sequences of various classical cinemas, Deleuze writes: 

we can say that the actual image itself has a virtual image which corresponds to it like a double or a 
reflection. In Bergsonian terms, the real object is reflected in a mirror-image as in the virtual object 
which, from its side and simultaneously, envelops or reflects the real: there is ‘coalescence’ between the 
two. There is a formation of an image with two sides, actual and virtual. (1989, 68)

In other words, the flashback scene demonstrates the duality of the filmic image, what passes in and through 
actual, linear time (or in duration) and that which exists virtually (alongside duration). In Family Guy, the 
flashback is synonymous with the cutaway gag. As Alison Crawford remarks, cutaways are jokes set up by 
a main character (usually as a reference to a past event) where the main plot, or the duration of actual time 
and space, “is interrupted and segues into unrelated, self-contained sketches of variable length” (2009, 59). 
Cutaway gags illustrate the dialogical nature of actuality and virtuality. While they are introduced in the 
main, actual time-space of the show, they take place in nebulous, virtual milieus that the Griffins may or 
may not be privy to. They also produce “incompossibilities,” or coexistences of “not-necessarily true pasts” 
(Deleuze 1989, 131). For example, in the 2015 episode “Once Bitten,” Peter announces to his wife and kids 
that if they need to pass gas in the Griffin family home, they are to use the “fart hole” he has just made in the 
side of a wall. Lois refuses and asks Peter if he thinks actress Morgan Fairchild has a fart hole in her home. 
We quickly move to Fairchild’s home where she excuses herself from her dinner party and proceeds to use 
her fart hole, which filters into actor Tom Sizemore’s house. Like all cutaways, this scene has no bearing on 
the actual plot of the episode. Yet, the question remains: did the Fairchild of this universe have and use a fart 
hole or is this something that Peter merely imagined? Both scenarios could be true or false as the ostensible 
past and possible myth coexist. 

Cutaways also help to produce the ambiguity (or perhaps incompossibility) of Stewie’s gender and 
sexual identity. In the episode “Fifteen Minutes of Shame” (2000), the Griffins star in a reality show. When 
Meg is unceremoniously written off the show, the Griffins need to come up with a way of explaining her 
absence. The subsequent cutaway parodies the popular television show M*A*S*H (1972-83) in which Brian 
(as Radar) relays to the rest of the family that Meg’s warplane was “shot down over the Sea of Japan,” satiriz-
ing the death of another character from M*A*S*H. Stewie quickly enters the frame in full drag and asks who 
he must see “about a Section 8,” referencing the dishonorable military discharge for mental infirmity often 
used against gay and transgender soldiers. Because instances like these happen in a virtual time-space, or an 
iteration of what Deleuze terms an “any-space-whatever”—a space “extracted from a given state of things 
[or] from a determinate space” (1986, 111)—we are left with no recourse for interpreting their continuity 
or what they might tell us about a character’s gender, sexuality, or identity. Incompossibility also features in 
the show’s actual time-space. No matter how outlandish a character’s behaviour might be, their actions do 
not elicit any long-term consequences. This is most evident where Peter evades sanctions for his destructive 
behaviour. In the episode “Family Gay” (2009), Peter purchases an intellectually challenged horse. After it 
dies, he launches its body into the window of Goldman’s Pharmacy (owned by Mort and the late Muriel 
Goldman), an action that goes completely unpunished despite putatively functional law enforcement and 
judicial systems. While Mort throws the body back through the Griffins’ window at the end of the episode, 
the incident is not brought up again. It may well have been imagined (or in Deleuzian terms, “fabulated”) 
as an event somewhere between the actual and virtual.9

As a vastly intertextual series, Family Guy continuously references and satirizes other media texts and 
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familiar American tropes, variously remediating and destabilizing them to queer effect. One popular ideolo-
gy from which the show divests, even recoils, is reproductive futurism (or reproductive futurity), a common 
trope of American sitcoms like Leave it to Beaver (1957-63) and All in the Family (1971-79), wherein the 
figure of the white, heteronormative child—and the promise of white, hetero-futurity he or she comes to 
symbolize—is valorized, preserved, and invested in by adult characters. The queer television scholar Lynne 
Joyrich argues that the “odd operations of televisual logic” permit unique and surprising ways for reproduc-
tive futurism to be contested (2014, 135–7). She proclaims, “television operates via restarts and reversals, 
iterations and involutions, branchings and braidings,” and thus propagates an “imaginary” that is “one of 
futurity without direct forward thinking, involving propagation without necessarily measurable progress 
and generation without necessarily clear continuity” (ibid, 136). While Family Guy is an excellent example 
as each episode begins anew (with little to no continuity from the previous season or episode) and characters 
do not age (meaning there is literally no future to fight for), the show refutes reproductive futurism in a 
very literal sense as adult characters do not accede to any political discourse that privileges figural children 
whose “innocence” disciplines them into culturally acceptable behaviours that align with the “protection” of 
this innocence, and by extension, the consecration of a phantasmal, collective, heteronormative future.10 In 
fact, the series goes a step further than refusing reproductive futurism by resisting the protection of actual 
children and by queering Stewie, rendering him precisely that which our society defines children against 
in order to propagate the fantasy of unilateral innocence and justify a collective fight “for the future.” As 
Edelman argues, the figure of the child “remains the perpetual horizon of every acknowledged politics” and 
“the fantasmatic beneficiary of every political intervention” (2004, 3). When we fight for the children, we 
implicitly fight for the (straight) future and acquiesce to the fiction of a collective political horizon that is a 
smokescreen for social control. It is the domain of “queerness” to both resist and dismantle this structura-
tion of the political sphere, as Edelman argues that “the only queerness that queer sexualities could ever hope 
to signify would spring from their determined opposition…to the governing fantasy of achieving Symbolic 
closure through the marriage of identity to futurity in order to realize the social subject” (ibid, 13–14). For 
Edelman, embracing queerness is a political act that invokes the “death drive,” a psychoanalytic term that 
“refuses identity or the absolute privilege of any goal” and names a self-destructive “force of mechanistic 
compulsion whose formal excess supersedes any end toward which it might seem to be aimed” (ibid, 22). To 
(re)claim queerness is thus to refuse the Symbolic order (the realm of intersubjective communication, signs, 
language, laws, and rituals) by way of acceding to it, producing “a jouissance,” or a sense of enjoyment, 
“that social reality and the futurism on which it relies have already foreclosed” (ibid, 24–5). That is to say, 
the political valence of queerness inheres in the perversely pleasurable reclamation of the Symbolic, abject 
queerness against which childhood “innocence” is constructed. In Edelman’s own words, “we [queers] can…
make the choice to accede to our cultural production as figures—within the dominant logic of narrative, 
within Symbolic reality—for the dismantling of such a logic and thus for the death drive it harbors within” 
(ibid, 22). This is where Edelman coins the term “sinthomosexual,” or “sinthomosexuality.” Sinthomosexuals 
are those misanthropic queer figures of twentieth-century film and literature (i.e. Ebenezer Scrooge) who 
deny “the appeal of fantasy” and “the promise of futurity” and thus have “the force of [queerness and] the 
death drive” projected onto them, never to be acknowledged as the “engine[s] driving the reproduction of 
the social itself ” (ibid, 35–45). Edelman derives the sinthomosexual from Jacques Lacan’s “sinthome,” which 
“speaks to the singularity of the subject’s existence” and “refuses the Symbolic logic that determines the ex-
change of signifiers,” permitting “no translation of its singularity” and thus holding “nothing of meaning” 
(ibid, 35). Commenting on Lacan’s influence on Slavoj Žižek’s film philosophy, the film scholar Laurence 
Simmons writes that the sinthome, derived from symptom, “causes discomfort and displeasure” but we “em-
brace its interpretation with pleasure” (2009, 312). In other words, we “enjoy our suffering and suffer our 
enjoyments” (ibid). 

To be clear, however, Family Guy alters the Symbolic realm such that a reclamation of queerness 
through the refusal of reproductive futurism is not possible. In Family Guy, Peter is busy “terroriz[ing] the 
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community with [his] impulsive escapades,” as Meg puts it (“Seashell Seahorse Party,” 2011), while mother 
Lois drinks wine at all hours, goes on shoplifting sprees, and generally acts out of self-interest. Therefore, 
Stewie does not have a parental figure to preserve his innocence or guide him in the direction of hetero-fu-
turity—other than Brian, who has his own ethical shortcomings and acts more like a partner-in-crime. In 
fact, because there is no clear heteronormative societal structure to uphold or oppose, Stewie can do drag, 
hit on both men and women, and host tea parties while delighting in the torture of neighbourhood bullies 
and taking advantage of a full nuclear arsenal. Therefore, the Family Guy universe forecloses on the jou-
issance of the death drive (as Edelman understands it) by rendering the social and Symbolic order always 
already queer. Family Guy queers the plane of immanence of reproductive futurism wherein innocence 
and queerness (as figural although politically expedient qualities) are dialogically constructed. Stewie is an 
amalgam of both the child and the sinthomosexual, although one that lacks the political power of sinthomo-
sexuality because his context is always already divested from reproductive futurism and social consequence. 
In this sense, Stewie might be said to embody one of the versions of queer childhood (or versions of “grow-
ing sideways”) that Stockton calls “[Sigmund] Freud’s queer children” (2009, 27). This child is “the not-
yet-straight-child who is…sexual…with aggressive wishes. From wanting the mother to have its child, to 
wanting to have its father’s baby, to wanting to kill its rival lover, the Freudian child (the child penned by 
Freud) looks remarkably, threateningly precocious: sexual and aggressive” (ibid). Incorporating “infantilized 
postures with strangely knowing (and aggressive) gestures,” the child queered by Freud disrupts the social 
order with their malevolence (ibid, 28). For example, without any clear motivation, the little girl from The 
Children’s Hour (1961) “wrongly and willfully accuses her school’s co-headmistresses…of being lovers,” 
completely upending their lives and driving one to suicide (ibid). Likewise, Stewie is characterized by an 
inexplicable malice and takes pleasure in violence and destruction. However, there is little hope that he will 
turn out totally straight and no heteronormative or moral code to which he can be held. Reciprocally, then, 
and as I have already written, there is no jouissance to be procured by renouncing heteronormativity. Rath-
er, Stewie’s jouissance derives solely from the sinthome (or the symptom) that is his pronounced inimical-
ness—his imposition on the futurities and bodily autonomy of others and the negative affects he invokes. It 
derives from a much more powerful death drive that is “opposed to every form of social viability” (Edelman 
2004, 9) but has nothing to do with the destruction of societal fantasies or of the self but the destruction 
of others. For example, when he and his short-lived girlfriend Penelope (whom he meets on the playground 
after she watches him let another kid choke to death) start a nuclear war or hurt other kids, Stewie’s (and 
Penelope’s) enjoyment stems not solely from the violence inflicted on others but on their vital affects and 
futural possibilities (“Mr. and Mrs. Stewie,” 2012). Even when Stewie’s victims survive, they are pulled “side-
ways,” outside of normative time-spaces and trajectories and into a malevolent queer temporality controlled 
by Stewie. Stewie is therefore different from the animated child figures of Steven Universe (2013–present) 
analyzed by Boonin-Vail, who are, after Stockton, “queered by innocence” but also fundamentally queer 
“by the performance of animation itself ” (2019). While Stewie’s queerness partially manifests through his 
animated-ness, he is also queer by way of a lack of innocence and through his inconsequential universe that 
allows for ambiguous, fluid constructions of gender and sexuality and iterations of malignant sinthomosex-
uality. He is queer because of what an animated world allows him to do. 

Queer Ethology in Family Guy  
Stewie is placed in scenarios that would not occur (or would not occur inconsequentially) in an anthropo-
centric, heteronormative world where the laws of time and physics are observed. Yet, it is precisely these 
bizarre encounters and negotiations (and the bodies with which Stewie comes into contact, affects, and is 
affected by) that establish and shape his queerness. This is to suggest that Stewie’s gender and sexuality are 
produced in and through his environment. Following Butler’s theory of performativity, we could say that 
Stewie internalizes his surroundings and performatively constitutes an ambiguous gender in and through 
his culture, in that his actions represent a “stylization of the body, a set of repeated acts within a [not so] 
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regulatory frame that congeal over time to produce the appearance of substance, of a [pseudo-]natural state 
of being” (2007, 45). While I am satisfied with the idea that Stewie performatively constructs (or is always 
in the process of “becoming”) a non-normative gender in an environment where “normative,” “natural,” 
and “queer” are relative terms, I want to emphasize that Stewie’s queerness takes shape through his mutu-
ally transformative relationship to other bodies. More specifically, I want to suggest that many instances 
in which Stewie’s queerness is at issue are also situations where he must, in ethological terms, negotiate 
relations between his body and the bodies of others in the absence of a code by which to gauge his morality.

To frame my discussion of ethology, I naturally defer to Deleuze, although del Río’s ethological frame-
work for thinking violence in “extreme cinemas” is equally applicable. As del Río maintains, ethology 
“may be thought of as the examination of the affects and capacities that bind us to our habitat through a 
multiplicity of relations with the affects and capacities of other bodies” (2016, 21). The creation of “new 
connections, whether in art or cinema more specifically,” comprises an “ethological experimentation, insofar 
as these connections give rise to a new habitat, with its own spatiotemporal dynamic and its own ways of 
affecting, and being affected by, the bodies in it” (ibid, 22, emphasis mine). I stress that an ethological 
framework has nothing to do with morality. Ethology is not concerned with what should be done in the face 
of moral dilemmas but how interrelated bodies affect and are affected by one another. To be clear, affect in 
this case does not connote emotion. Rather, it inheres in the “body’s capacities to affect and be affected by 
other bodies, thereby implying an augmentation or diminution in the body’s capacity to act” (del Río 2008, 
10). Affect “precedes, sets the conditions for, and outlasts a human expression of emotion” (ibid). As del Río 
has written, it is “Spinoza’s emphasis on the univocity of Being—the idea that all Being is, at one level, a 
composite body, a single infinite animal–that allows us to extend ethology…to the study of humans” (2016, 
21). Put differently, “insofar as Nature, the plane of immanence common to all, distributes affects/capacities 
to each being,…no relevant difference exists between animal and human bodies” (ibid). Recalling that it 
does not enforce a strict human/animal binary and that the slippages between adult and child (Stewie) and 
human and animal (Brian) are inherent to its structure, Family Guy takes this framework to the extreme, as 
all figures are always already on a level playing field. 

For del Río, ethology is particularly useful for understanding the “negative affects” and depictions of 
violence produced in a corpus of films she calls “extreme cinemas,” including films like Michael Haneke’s 
Code Unknown (2000) and Lars von Trier’s Dogville (2003) and Melancholia (2011), wherein bodies are 
placed “in such [extreme] situations as moral/religious oppression, biopolitical violence,…gender relations, 
the event of death, and…planetary extinction,” and in which violence manifests as a “sustained practice of 
intensity that already pervades the everyday body and its inherently aberrant movements and affects” (ibid, 
1–29). This notion of extremity greatly resonates with Family Guy. As I have already discussed, the show’s 
spatio-temporality is continuously disrupted, characters metamorphize into inhuman figures, and there are 
few if any consequences for destructiveness. Family Guy is also rather violent. Peter recurrently battles a 
giant anthropomorphic chicken named Ernie in elaborate fight scenes, while Stewie attempts to kill Lois on 
numerous occasions. This violence, however, cannot be described as any “anomalous outgrowth” or merely 
perpetuated by “exceptionally aggressive or deranged individuals,” as del Río would put it (ibid, 7), but as 
an axiom of quotidian life. Family Guy thus lends itself to being analyzed from an ethological perspective 
because its spatio-temporality, narrativity, and inconsequentiality place characters in extreme scenarios that 
test their consciences and affective capacities. Nothing governs its relations apart from the vital affects of 
its characters. My task is therefore to analyze the ethical and affective relations that take place within and 
as a result of these extremities, particularly situations in which Stewie affects and is affected by other bodies 
but also queers and is queered by them. In what follows, I analyze a handful of scenarios in which Stewie 
encounters something of an ethical challenge, or rather, an instance in which he must choose a positive-af-
fective or a negative-affective outcome that impacts another individual’s future and/or their vital affects. 
These situations, which I will call “queer ethological experimentations,” stage a dialectics of normativity and 
queerness, forcing Stewie to walk a fine line between conformity and deviance, social order, and the pleasure 
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he takes in destruction.  
Stockton calls instances in literature and cultural production in which a family pet aids in a child’s 

sideways growth the “interval of animal” (2009, 89–91). This pet, usually a dog, serves as “a vehicle for the 
child’s strangeness” and its “companion in queerness” (ibid, 90). It is a “recipient of the child’s attentions—
its often bent devotions—and a living screen for the child’s self-projections—its mysterious bad-dog pos-
tures of sexual expression” (ibid). The dog serves as a “figure for the child beside itself, engaged in a growing 
quite aside from growing up” (ibid). Stewie and Brian have a tempestuous, although close and loving, rela-
tionship. Peter and Lois are not privy to their itinerant adult lives, while Chris and Meg take care of Stewie 
only occasionally and usually with little narrative consequence. Therefore, Brian is the closest thing Stewie 
has to a parent. In fact, Brian and Stewie cannot live without one another, or more nearly, Stewie cannot 
part with Brian. When Penelope insists that Stewie kill Brian, Stewie refuses, and goes to great lengths to 
shield him from her wrath. In the episode “Christmas Guy” (2013), Stewie goes back in time to save Brian 
from being hit by a car. However, Brian and Stewie often bully one another and argue only to later make up. 
They also travel the world (and through time) together, which is often a source of conflict. In some sense, 
they behave in accordance with the stereotype of an old married couple. As there is no hardline distinction 
between humans and animals in Family Guy, it is implausible to look upon their relationship as queer by 
virtue of species differentiation, although it is queer in its transgression of the parent-child boundary, espe-
cially in instances where it becomes more intimate. In the episode “Stewie is Enceinte” (2015), Stewie feels 
like Brian has not been spending enough time with him. Feeling hurt and rejected, he sees neighbours Joe 
and Bonnie Swanson playing with their baby Susie. Stewie gets the idea that if he and Brian have a baby, 
they will have to spend more time together and their relationship will be saved. While this plan is a clear par-
ody of the misguided romantic myth that babies save relationships, Stewie nonetheless inseminates himself 
with Brian’s DNA (without Brian knowing) and carries their slightly deranged humanoid puppies to term. 
Finding the care of their litter too cumbersome, Brian and Stewie eventually abandon their surviving babies 
at an animal shelter. The fact that Stewie decides on Brian’s behalf to have his puppies is significant. By im-
pregnating himself with Brian’s DNA, Stewie intends to have (and raise) a baby with Brian and marry their 
futures to the figure of the child. He thus invests in a kind of reproductive futurism. By doing this without 
Brian’s consent, Stewie makes a conscious decision to interrupt Brian’s futurity and temporality and tie them 
to his own. However, when Brian and Stewie abandon their babies, they not only retreat from reproductive 
futurism but decide to relegate their offspring to another trajectory, with, arguably, not much of a future. 
They demonstrate no concern for their babies’ lives or the multitude of ways in which abandonment is likely 
to affect them. While this dynamic is a clear example of the “interval of animal,” it is one with profound 
ethological consequences. Indeed, Brian and Stewie are imbricated, mutually corrupting and corruptible 
forces that facilitate each other’s sideways growth and unethical behaviour which, in turn, negatively affects 
other members of their community. 

While Stewie queers reproductive futurism and the figure of the child by being a child sinthomosexual, 
he also does so by engaging in transgressive sexual practices, weaponizing and remaining in total control 
of his ambiguous and indiscriminate sexuality and the conditions under which he is sexualized. Following 
Davis, it would suffice to characterize Stewie as yielding an “any-desire-whatever,” or “refusing to organize 
[him]self within an untenable hetero/homo binary or at equidistant Kinseyan intervals between those poles” 
(2013, 20). Following Deleuze, Davis writes, “Even when they appear recognizable as straight or gay or 
lesbian, desires bear entropic dimensions bound up with temporality, since those operating in the present 
moment presuppose untapped potentials for past and present variations, and for future transformations” 
(ibid). In certain episodes, it is implied that Stewie dates adult men while dressed as a drag alter-ego named 
Desirée. In the episode “We Love You, Conrad” (2009), Desirée runs into someone named Lee, a mid-
dle-aged man with a mustache, at a restaurant. Presumably, Lee recognizes Desirée from a previous date. 
Another man cries out, “Hey! Is that Desirée?” Stewie also has sex with Rupert (whom he refers to as a 
“power bottom”) by humping him from behind while asphyxiating him with a plastic bag (“Chris Has Got 
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a Date, Date, Date, Date, Date,” 2016). Stewie’s romantic and sexual life tends to cause chaos around him. 
In the episode “Quagmire’s Quagmire” (2013), Lois and the kids search through the family attic, where they 
find Oscar, Stewie’s first teddy bear. While Stewie is initially apprehensive about reconnecting with Oscar 
because of his longstanding “relationship” with Rupert, Brian later finds them having tea. Stewie asks Brian 
not to tell Rupert of his presumable cheating. Later, however, Stewie comes downstairs after he claims to 
have fought with Rupert and hands him over to Brian. While enjoying time with Oscar, Stewie finds Brian 
humping Rupert and tries to rekindle their relationship. Forced to choose between Stewie and Brian, Ru-
pert picks Stewie. While happy to be back with Rupert, Stewie worries about Oscar, who is later seen in a 
cutaway having ostensibly (although perhaps only virtually) hanged himself. In this example, Stewie makes 
a conscious decision to leave Rupert for Oscar and give the former to Brian with no regard for anyone’s 
feelings or affective capacities. As soon as Oscar re-emerges, Rupert becomes expendable. And yet, when 
Brian humps Rupert, Stewie wants to take him back without regard for Oscar’s feelings. In the end, Oscar 
loses out, sacrificing his life and the possibility of a future with another bear or baby. 

In other instances, Stewie’s sexuality (or his ability to pass in drag) is turned on Brian. In the Jolly Farm 
episode, Stewie, as Karina, enters a restaurant in which Brian is sitting alone. They strike up a conversation 
and end up sitting together, at which point Brian hits on who he thinks is Karina. Brian tells Karina that 
her accent is “sexy,” while Karina confesses that she has missed a man’s touch “lo these many months.” Brian 
takes Karina’s hand and places it in his crotch under the table, before Stewie snaps out of it and confesses 
that he is, in fact, Stewie. Brian is angry at Stewie, who just wanted to see how far he could get Brian to go. 
Stewie tells Brian that he will be playing a girl’s role on Jolly Farm and that he needs Brian to be an on-set 
guardian. Brian storms out of the restaurant before Stewie essentially blackmails him into this new role, 
reminding him that he did just technically molest a child.   

In the episode “Lethal Weapons” (2001), Stewie hits Peter over the head with a baseball bat and is 
taken to a child psychologist, who concludes, in part, that Stewie suffers from “gender confusion,” to which 
Stewie responds by tackling him and biting his ear. This would not be the last time that Stewie would resist 
Oedipalization, in the Deleuzian sense, and confession, in the Foucauldian sense, or that a psychological 
evaluation of Stewie would end violently. Indeed, it happens again in “Send in Stewie, Please” (2018), a 
unique episode because it takes the form of a simple dialogue between two characters with perhaps the few-
est spatio-temporal interruptions and cutaways in the show’s history. The episode is also anomalous in that it 
deals directly with Stewie and no other characters and because Stewie talks openly (although ambiguously) 
about his identity. This episode is also a fruitful site of analysis in terms of affect because the intimate, com-
plex relationality between Stewie and Dr. Pritchfield develops with no interference from other characters 
and evolves gradually from subtle powerplays into outright antagonism. At first, Pritchfield has the upper 
hand. He coaxes Stewie into divulging his “true” (American, as opposed to British) accent and gets him to 
speak openly about his sexuality (“not gay,” but maybe “fluid”). Eventually, however, Stewie turns the lens 
on Pritchfield. Glancing at a desk picture of the openly gay psychologist and his much younger husband, 
Michael, Stewie deduces that Michael does not work but merely plans trips that Pritchfield must pay for 
on a salary that is much smaller than his husband imagines. Stewie also discerns from the photograph that 
Michael, while getting older, is, unlike Pritchfield, “not yet invisible” to young, attractive gay men like the 
one who took the picture during their offseason trip to Brazil. Dark and funny, this cutting character as-
sassination eventually causes Pritchfield to have a traumatic childhood flashback, and later, a heart attack. 
Pritchfield clutches his chest and begs Stewie to give him his medication which is on the counter behind 
him. Stewie goes to get the medication but hesitates, recalling that Pritchfield is now the only person in the 
world who has heard him speak with an American accent. Because he knows this, Pritchfield must die. As 
Pritchfield becomes increasingly desperate for Stewie to help him, Stewie ends up in a similar situation as 
Leonard, Martin Landau’s character in Alfred Hitchcock’s classic North by Northwest (1959), where he is 
faced with the choice of saving Roger (Cary Grant) and Eve (Eva Marie Saint) or letting them fall off Mount 
Rushmore. Leonard steps on Roger’s fingers but is unsuccessful in sealing his and Eve’s fate as he is promptly 
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shot off the cliff. As Edelman explains, “Leonard refuses compassion, or refuses at any rate its fantasy, insofar 
as he incarnates the radical force of sinthomosexuality” (2004, 72). With the example of Leonard, “the figure 
of the sinthomosexual is writ large-screen, never more so than during what constitutes his anti-Sermon on 
the Mount, when by lowering the sole of his shoe he manages to show that he has no soul, thus showing us 
as well that the shoe of sinthomosexuality fits him” (ibid, 76). In Family Guy, a parallel can be drawn between 
Stewie and Leonard in that Stewie also “scorns the injunction to put himself in the other’s shoes,” or rather, 
to think about the future, life and well-being of another person (ibid). Just before Pritchfield dies, he warns 
Stewie that if he does not help him, he will forever live with regret. Stewie retorts that, to him, letting people 
die is “no big deal.” Seconds after Pritchfield’s death, Michael leaves a phone message saying that he wants 
a divorce, to which Stewie says (to Pritchfield’s corpse), “this is not your day.” 

Conclusions 
The canon of queer animations studies has focused almost entirely on corporeal transmogrifications and 
metamorphoses related to gender, sexuality, and animality. From Bugs Bunny to Mickey Mouse to the en-
tities of Steven Universe, it is the queer animated body, as opposed to the queer temporalities and futurities 
of animation (and the possibilities that lie therein) that have been analyzed. In his analysis of Steven Uni-
verse, Boonin-Vail concludes that the show “suggests that animation’s legacy of plasmatic bodies can be put 
to work in service of a toontological queer theory of childhood,” or rather, “that there is something queer 
about the very act of animating a child whether they are gay or straight” (2019). Much like Steven Universe, 
Family Guy’s Stewie “forces us to consider the animated child as a fundamentally queer form performed 
by lines and colors, to accept the very building blocks of animation as [a] participant in a queering of the 
child’s body and the child’s experience of time” (ibid). However, as I have demonstrated, Stewie’s experienc-
es as a queer child cannot be reduced to the many morphologies that animation permits. Stewie is “queer” 
because he defies everything that a Western liberal society deems “normal” and “healthy” for a child. In fact, 
his queerness is perhaps most evident in his lack of innocence and through the queer animated world that 
allows for his malignant sinthomosexuality. In some sense, then, my argument has been that in order to grasp 
the totality of Stewie’s queerness, we need to look beyond his animated-ness and toward the conditions of 
queer possibility that an animated world affords. 

In an interview with the Research Centre for Cultures, Politics, and Identities (IPAK Centre) and 
the Faculty of Media and Communications at Singidunum University, part of the “Summer School for 
Sexualities, Culture, and Politics,” Edelman states that his book No Future: Queer Theory and the Death 
Drive—where he coins and develops the terms reproductive futurism and sinthomosexuality—“did not” and 
“could not answer the question [of ] what a world might be in the absence of reproductive futurism” (2015). 
Relatedly, the queer literary scholar Natasha Hurley contends that Edelman’s argument “proceeds with no 
such nuance in diagnosing the starkly divided sides of the political debate: there is the side of the child—the 
very embodiment of reproductive futurism—and there is the side of queerness, the site of resistance to that 
logic of reproduction” (2015, 150). Hurley asks, “Might seeming opposites (the child and the queer, repro-
duction and non-reproduction) not be entangled or positioned alongside each other more complexly than 
they seem at first?” (ibid). Both Hurley and Edelman question what it might mean to think outside the logic 
of reproductive futurism, and in Hurley’s case, what it could mean to think of childhood and childhood 
studies outside of a conception of queerness that outright refuses reproduction and the figure of the child. 
While I do not have definitive answers to these questions, I would argue that Stewie is perhaps one possible 
avenue by which this discussion might be continued. A queer child who is never truly queer because his 
environment always already is, Stewie is the only amalgam I can think of in contemporary popular culture 
between the sinthomosexual, the queer, and the figure of the child. Family Guy’s ultimate ethological exper-
iment, he is the queer child who is free to “grow sideways”—and pull others sideways—in a world where 
“sideways” (and the sociocultural imperatives of reproductive futurism) are all but renounced. Family Guy 
does not present any overarching message about queer children or queerness. Rather, it experiments with 
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queerness, challenging the paradigms and premises on which the concept rests, reproducing normativity 
while also subverting it at numerous junctures. It shows us a world in which “normal” and “queer” are 
always relative but not necessarily immanent to one another. In Stewie’s case, normativity, difference, and 
queerness are produced, encountered, and negotiated in perpetuity. He is a liminally queer child who is al-
ways growing sideways, never totally abjuring heteronormativity but always stepping to the side of whatever 
ideals, morals, or ethics are presented to him.

We must not forget the role that Deleuze (and Guattari) play here. The non-reproductive framework, 
described by Joyrich as operating “via restarts and reversals, iterations and involutions, branchings and 
braidings” (2014, 136) is buttressed in Family Guy by the continuous unpredictability and discontinuity 
of bodies and spatio-temporalities; the continued “becoming” of corporealities; and entangling of actuality 
and virtuality. Perhaps, then, the answer to the question of thinking outside the bounds of reproductive 
futurism, or reproduction more broadly, is to think with Deleuze—radically outside the normative under-
standing of corporeality and temporality itself.  
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Notes
1. I operationalize a general definition of reparative reading here as “meeting halfway.” For a more nu-

anced discussion, see Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s works cited here. Taking lead from Sedgwick, Heather 
K. Love defines reparative reading as a “kind of reading [that] contrasts with familiar academic proto-
cols like maintaining critical distance, outsmarting (and other forms of one-upmanship), refusing to 
be surprised (or if you are, then not letting on), believing the hierarchy, becoming boss” (2010, 236). 

2. The full quote reads: “…a study on the adult animated sitcom’s articulations of queer resistance needs 
to be discussed from a perspective that incorporates the genre’s postmodern textual strategies” (2011, 
126). Dhaenens and Van Bauwel offer many examples of queer resistance in Family Guy from a queer 
Derridean perspective, arguing that the show makes use of “pastiche,” “parody,” “intertextuality,” “ex-
aggeration,” “literalizing” and “hyperstereotyping” (ibid, 126–32). Examples include Stewie’s relation-
ship to Brian’s cousin Jasper and the queer relationship between Chris and friend Sam.

3. Elizabeth Freeman defines “chrononormativity” as the means by which cultural constructions of tem-
porality around capitalism and production “come to seem like somatic facts” (2010, 3). J. Jack Halber-
stam writes: “Queer uses of time and space develop, at least in part, in opposition to the institutions of 
family, heterosexuality, and reproduction…If we try to think about queerness as an outcome of strange 
temporalities, imaginative life schedules, and eccentric economic practices, we detach queerness from 
sexual identity and come to a closer understanding of Foucault’s ‘Friendship as a Way of Life’” (2005, 
1).  

4. As I understand it, film philosophy differs from film theory in that it does not necessarily understand 
films as making philosophical arguments but as always already philosophical and as opening the phil-
osophical realm up to us. While ambivalent about the distinction between film philosophy and film 
theory, the Deleuzian William Brown observes: “if I can dare to be a film-philosopher, perhaps I can 
also dare to be a philosopher when I argue that one of the things cinema can do is to bring about new 
thoughts, to help us, indeed, to think” (2013, 6). 

5. Although, as the philosopher Wendy Grace has astutely observed, there exists “a general radical diver-
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gence that separates Foucault and Deleuze when it comes to analyzing sexuality independent of psy-
choanalysis” (2009, 54). Noting “a preliminary difference,” for instance, “one could say that Foucault 
concentrates more on challenging the psychoanalytic account of sexuality—leaving the unconscious 
more or less untreated…while the authors of Anti-Oedipus reserve their harshest criticisms for the gaps 
in Freud’s account of the unconscious, sidelining sexuality somewhat” (ibid, 60). 

6. It is not entirely impossible to think queer theory and Deleuze and Guattari alongside psychoanalysis, 
despite their repudiations thereof. See Chrysanthi Nigianni’s edited volume Deleuze and Queer Theory 
for essays on thinking Deleuze and psychoanalysis together. See also Nick Davis’s discussion of Deleuze 
and Edelman (2013, 58). 

7. While I cite Deleuze directly here, I was first alerted to the “problem of animation” for Deleuze in 
Sean Macdonald’s monograph Animation in China: History, Aesthetics, Media (2015, 38) and in Boo-
nin-Vail’s article cited here.

8. Deleuze and Guattari emphasize “becoming” as opposed to “being” because being is characterized by 
multiplicity. Deleuze writes: “For there is not being beyond becoming, nothing beyond multiplicity…
Multiplicity is the inseparable manifestation, essential transformation and constant symptom of unity. 
Multiplicity is the affirmation of being; becoming is the affirmation of being” (1983, 23–4). Kenneth 
Surin writes that “becoming-molecular” and “becoming-minor” form part of a “constellation of terms” 
coined by Deleuze to “designate the situation of being analytically, as opposed to numerically, in the 
minority” (2020, 139). An entity that is “becoming-molecular” is essentially becoming non-“molar” or 
non-normative, while a “becoming-minor” abjures “all the majoritarian orders” (ibid).  

9. “Fabulation” follows from the larger Deleuzian notion of the “powers of the false,” or the power to 
tell stories and make myths without concern for a one and only truth. “Fabulation” typically refers 
to world-making and truth-making in a cinematic context, like documentary film and cinéma vérité 
(1989, 126–47). In the context of ethnofiction, Ronald Bogue describes fabulation as “‘legendizing’ 
caught in flagrante delicto as…performers construct selves while contributing to the ongoing construc-
tion of [a] film” (2003, 152). 

10. Gary Needham writes that “the narrative closure of each episode of Family Guy…is frequently mapped 
on to a neat, upbeat family togetherness, as the sitcom’s generic pleasures work in the service of an 
ideology of the family” (2008, 148). While Family Guy does frequently end an episode with a sense of 
“narrative closure,” I disagree with Needham on the point of “upbeat family togetherness.” I read Fam-
ily Guy’s endings as mocking the saccharinity of live-action family sitcom endings in which conflicts 
are nicely wrapped up. Moreover, because of Family Guy’s lack of consequence, we often know that 
characters have gotten away with unsavory actions (like when Peter or Stewie harm or kill someone) 
at the end of an episode. This sense of “upbeat family togetherness” arguably contrasts with the show’s 
inconsequentiality, reminding us of the inimical non-family the Griffins truly are. 
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I suppose the first time I “came out” to others was in a footnote of a graduate seminar paper written during 
the first year of my Master’s program. Buried at the bottom of the page was my confession that I had been 
secretly questioning my (a)sexuality during my first long-term relationship. Here I was, once again, pushing 
my (a)sexuality down into something marginal, a mere footnote. Down and down and down I pushed it. 
I allowed it to seep beneath me, beneath everything. My (a)sexuality continued to trickle into the gutters. 
I had trouble navigating my (a)sexuality in the “real world” so I turned to the world of comics. Creating 
comics allowed me to seek refuge in the gutters, to face the tough questions, overcome my queer anxieties, 
and gradually (be)come out to myself and others. 

In comics, the “gutters” are the spaces or gaps that separate the panels and image sequences. Gutters 
are an important aspect of comics because they incite “closure” and contribute to the mental construction of 
continuity between the sequence of images (McCloud 1993, 67). The gutters engage all our senses and allow 
readers to imagine movements, sounds, smells, and tastes –– in addition to the sight which is inherent to the 
visual format of comics (McCloud 1993, 89). I wanted to play with the idea of existing in a realm without 
borders or frames. Accordingly, I initially avoided panels so that I could be free in the gutters [see “(Be)
Coming Out Entry #1” and “(Be)Coming Out Entry #2”], and later used panels to symbolize constraint 
and confinement (see “Haunted Aces”). I immersed myself into this space to seek a different kind of closure. 
All my comics are centered around movement and liminality. I draw myself into the comics and navigate 
the space as I move towards transitions in my life beyond the pages. 

 When approached as a method for (be)coming out, comics can serve as a material liminal space to 
exist in, one that welcomes the process of change and the fluidity of identity. The concept of (be)coming out 
acknowledges that coming out is an ongoing dynamic process in queer identity formation. Comic diaries 
allow me to explore my sexuality and grapple with how it intersects with my race, gender, identity politics, 
and mental health. Navigating between the panels, in the gutters, and across the pages allows me to imagine 
new ways of being and moving in the world. Comics are a unique form for expressing queer anxieties. In my 
first entry of “(Be)coming Out,” for example, I explore my feelings of alienation through the metaphor of 
alien abduction. In my second entry of “(Be)coming Out,” I illustrate my anxiety over whether I am “queer 
enough” through the depiction of literally walking a tightrope at a Pride Parade. In my “Haunted Aces” 
comic, I manifest my fear of the stigma attached to Black women’s asexuality into a recurring nightmare of 
a haunting mammy figure. In “Haunted Aces,” I also question if I can be a Black feminist and reclaim my 
asexuality.

(Be)coming Out in Comics
Navigating Liminality and Queer Identity Formation

Sasha Sanders
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Creating diary comics is an intimate and vulnerable experience. I continue to make them because they 
help me process and become more confident in my (a)sexuality in the “real world.” KC Councilor argues, 
“drawing comics is a very good way to own your experiences instead of suffering from them” (Councilor 
2018, 4). Through creating comics, Councilor learned that he “was trans and wanted to transition” (Coun-
cilor 2018, 3). Similarly, my journey through comics has provoked new realizations and possibilities for me. 
It has been a few years since I first started (be)coming out through comics and I am no longer sure what 
labels work best for me, as I continue to learn more about myself through this process. I am content however 
with being back at the drawing board to explore my sexuality further.
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(Be)coming Out 
Entry #1

By: Sasha Sanders
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It’s a Process
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(Be)coming Out 
Entry #2

By: Sasha Sanders
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It’s a Process
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“Haunted Aces“
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Morgenglanze

Xavier Éloïse Gorgol Steimetz

It was the first time I could talk to and meet loneliness. I was alone in a city, far from my emotional ties. In 
2010, 2011, I had distanced myself from the people I had met during the school years that brought me to 
Brussels. I was also leaving a Belgian guy with whom I had been in a love relation for 2 years. I was living 
with a dog who still shares my life now: Kawaii.

We used to go to the Belgian beaches. I had never lived so close to a large body of water. They have 
always fascinated me. I quickly realized that there was a certain interest for me to be alone at the sea, on the 
beach. Thinking, meditating, reflecting and drawing on what I see and what goes through my head were the 
practices. Asking the past started to take part in my artistic research. I started to put on paper my researches 
and discovers. Started to interview, without them knowing clearly why, my mum, family and friends, in 
order to collect. I also got into my archives and got elements: visuals or written that would be used in the 
future.

It all started a few years earlier from now, when I attended a course on illumination at the school I had 
attended when I arrived in Brussels. Illumination is a process that brings to light writings through drawings 
and vice versa. Illumination resonated with me, at the time, as a magical act that needed to be practised.

During my schooling in Belgium, my work was described as “mawkish/mièvre” (of a childish and 
bland grace). The epithet is negative at first—by the reaction I took back what it represented and appropri-
ated it. I then began the work towards my childhood, on what seemed to attach me to it and why I wanted 
to continue drawing.

At first, I went back to the drawings done when I was younger. Going through the characters I had 
created, I looked for recurrences: the transformation of human bodies towards the bird or halfway between 
the two—the succubus was a figure that was repeated in my archives, from fictional characters to self-por-
traits. Also, the vegetal or natural elements that surrounded the invented characters defined or situated 
them in their living spaces. Later in life, I got interested in the figure of Ganymede: a young Trojan prince 
kidnaapped by Zeus, in the shape of an eagle to make him his lover: we find human and bird elements. 
He passes from human prince to cupbearer of the gods, then under the pressure of Hera, jealous of this 
new liaison, instead of sending Ganymede back to the mortal world, he is raised to heaven in the form of 
the constellation of Aquarius. The story has 3 high points, 3 transformations towards a new living space of 
development—the importance of the myth lie for my interpretation in these distinct phases which change 
both the corporality of the character, as well as his function and the way he can be seen.

The Red Book (2009) interested me primarily as an aesthetic object, the development of the images 
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and the conclusion in the form of a mandala 
were my first inspirations for the attempt to 
storyboard “Morgenglanze.” At that time, 
I only knew psychoanalysis or its authors 
by name and for having practised it with a 
few psychologists or seen it in a few docu-
mentaries. What I discovered in the work of 
Carl Gustave Jung’s The Red Book, through 
my research, brought me ways of seeing and 
undertaking work, a practice to better grasp 
the mechanisms of the psyche. My practice 
developed on the invocation of what I was 
caring, curses or blessings, at this period. K. 
G. Jung was both the object of reference and 
the doctor, and I tried to do the same in this 
practice, I was representing myself as a healer. 
It is not easy to write about your past without 
falling into the trap of judging who you are 
at the time of writing. This practice was the 
main tool of my research to probe the things 
that appeared to me, in and outside of the 
moment of remanence.

The writing of the anime was done by 
layering, a kind of compost. The main body 
of the animé is formed in this way. On the 
other hand, in the end, the transformation 
of the animated skeleton into a rotoscopic 
skeleton echoed the mandalas at the end of 
The Red Book and brought a spiral (the most 
appropriate form to tell my story) and the 
possibility of a sequel to this first animé. The 
skeletons of the end conclude on the need to 
renegotiate with the divine. The privilege of 
those who are possessed is that of diversifying 
the possible and starting the movement from 
taking a stand to transformation, continuous-
ly. 

The incipit of the project hatched with 
the choice of the greeting cards to be sent 
that year: the transition from 2010 to 2011. 
With this new year, I started to take an inter-
est in my teenager drawings, and I was scrib-
bling around a character who was half-bird, 
half-human. In fact, only his head is human. I 
draw this character from different angles, and 
I started animating him—from animation 
practice characters come true. This strange 
bird was a bit of a self-portrait. Animation 

Early sketches of the human-bird hybrid figure in 
transformation.
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depends mostly on the film market and the age sectors that market gives it.
My animés are usually not films, even if I can animate with sound and supported by a linear narration, 

like animation, I like to reinvent me as often I can. For “Morgenglanze,”1 the desire to work with anima-
tion and its capacity of creating from scratch remained my goal during the creative stages. I chose to bypass 
editing and cutting, to keep all the possibilities, open throughout the narration. The story of this bird that 
transforms into a human play with time and rhythm, the character has no fixed model sheet. The different 
elements were found and put in the form of an “animatic” storyboard on video. The connections between 
them were part thought and imagined before, but most of the work of 4 to 6 months I did over the animé, 
was an improvisation through the story. Intentionally alone on the work of this animated project, my dear 
friend Daniela Wayllace, animation director too, was supporting me.

Taking back the “mawkish” 
allows for a re-engagement 
with the inner child.

Pattern created “from scratch” superse-
de linear narrative in their metamorphic 
transformations.
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Once upon a time, there was a girl (my remembrance started with this) who transformed into a beauti-
ful non-gendered person. From this period on my trans* identity emerged. It revealed itself first by intuition 
from this representation. In my first years in Brussels, I acquired Monique Wittig’s “The Straight Mind” 
(1979) and Sam Bourcier’s Queer Zone, volume 1 (2001), which I was reading by chapters to assimilate 
them. After Paul B.Preciado’s lecture for Trouble festival in Brussels at the beginning of 2011, I met with 
the people from Genres Pluriel.le.s, an organisation for the visibility and protection of trans* and intersex 
people. I, then, was revisiting my story through the angle of the T of the LGBT, that I never really knew 
before what it would refer to. Queer was like making a phew! when I start using it in the glossary of my 
identities I felt allowed to continue on my way of experimentations. 

The practices of cartoon give me the same feeling like this “phew,” a kind of a relief because we can 
undertake any transformations, appearances, set in motion in a space that adapts to our desires, realities, ex-
periences. Characters, environments, ambiences, props, etc. go to the rhythm of calculated or unconscious 
choices on a story that is told or that develops in a “dilettante.” The Queer tension is found in the practice 
of cartoon as much as in the narration: the two main parts of my work. The alteration of the model becomes 
a choice to illustrate a moment of delirium for example, or to tell a kind of human fable, to stop on a detail 
of the lived feelings rediscovered in my body memories or to let a plant imposing minerals to act like clouds 
of birds. 

“Morgenglanze” confirms the fluctuating nature of identity and tends to want to dwell on its trans-
formations to replay them and keep them alive. As a fable, I intend to exploit this project nowadays as a 
pedagogical tool. It will be developed in three parts following the number and the functions of the elements 
interacting in the animé: the character, the setting and the atmosphere. Animation practices and Tai Ji have 
a lot in common. For the character part of this pedagogical tool, for example, I’m interested in the body 
positions, caring for it, connected to the action lines practised in keyframes animation. Walking is another 
common point. I’ll use to bridge the practices: delay, weight, rhythm or tempo are keywords for both. 
What brings them even closer for me is the need in animation as in Tai Ji to be attentive. Aware of what we 
achieve, what we tend towards, what we choose. This awareness is necessary for all human persons, but even 
more so for smaller and younger human beings, so that they can lay the first stones on their paths.

Notes
1. Xavier Eloïse Gorgol Steimetz, “Morgenglanze.” Depuis 2010, j’accumule des animations, dessins et 

interviews afin de poursuivre ce travail en forme de journal intime animé qui utilise l‘animation 2D - 
fin 2020 devrait voir la sortie de la partie suivante. Morgenglanze, cette première partie animée, a été 
proposée en 2012, et entre autre projetée au festival Pink Screen, festival de film QUeer bruxellois. 
Je suis une personne trans* (iel elle) et je travaille avec la narration, les identités et la transmission/le 
partage des savoirs personnels et situés.

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xpl5mp
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Flip Flappers Zine

Evelyn Ramiel

https://synoptique.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Flip-Flappers-and-Gesture-Full-Zine_fullsize.pdf
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Starring Moxie Mutt and Caribou Krubb

Kevin Cooley

Bungle in the Jungle is, of course, inspired by the great chase cartoons of the early days of animation. Cat 
chasing mouse, coyote chasing roadrunner, hunter chasing rabbit—all of these chase cartoons brought a 
levity to the somewhat grim notion of carnivorous pursuit, and most of these chase cartoons relied on the 
presumed safety of hunger as an excuse to explain the endless libidinal appetites that kept their male players 
locked in an endless chase with one another. If Tex Avery’s Wolf, after all, could pursue the titular Red Hot 
Riding Hood (1943), and audiences were immediately meant to understand the relationship was one of 

https://synoptique.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Moxie-Mutt-and-Caribou-Krubb-in-_Bungle-in-the-Jungle__compressed.pdf
https://synoptique.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Moxie-Mutt-and-Caribou-Krubb-in-_Bungle-in-the-Jungle__compressed.pdf
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predatory heterosexuality, then what was to stop the obvious sexuality of animalian hunger from coloring 
the way that Bugs Bunny and Elmer Fudd chased each other around, or the punch-clock warfare and eve-
ning romance of Warner Bros.’ Sam and Ralph? 

With drag performances, gendered games, and the ever-present possibility that hunter and hunted 
will get married for the sake of a gag, these cartoons—even with their punching down at the figure of the 
sissy—stirred something within many viewers who grappled with their own identities and were starved of 
images to help make sense of them.  

The felt image allows the cartoon iconography of golden age animation to register as both eerily dif-
ferent and hauntingly familiar (like many will find the queer readings that it begs for). Drawing on Jan 
Švankmajer’s notion of the “tactile imagination,” this idea that the material image can confound the tradi-
tional separation between what is seen and what is touched, I use felt to capture the hands-on, kinesthetic 
eroticism of the cartoon chase trope (2014, 169). Readers may find that their eyes have always already be-
gun to “feel” the obviously tactile felt of these semi-cartooned creatures, and in doing so, the desire to touch 
what is seen is immediately foregrounded at the moment of their photographic articulation. Sight compels 
touch; gaze compels action, and the image of an anthropormophic animalian man on the horizon compels 
his dopey, confused, and longing pursuer to burst into pursuit.  

In participating in this tactile imagination, readers may even tap into the process of shaping the wool 
itself. Working with wool in one’s hands—feeling its simultaneous roughness and softness, its stray frays, 
firm clumps, soft surfaces, and secret agendas—demands the kind of loving, exhausting, and hands-on ap-
proach that an animated hunter has to put in to their wiley prey. 

Moxie Mutt lives out the figure of the archetypal cartoon trickster, drag performances and all. Caribou 
Krubb wishes he was as bristly and ornery as Yosemite Sam, but deep down, is as bashful, tender, and con-
fused as Elmer Fudd. I wanted the archetypal relationship between these two characters to be as flimsy as 
possible to foreground the artifice of the chase—why, after all, would a big game hunter fit for the Savannah 
be chasing down a…dog? If he even is a dog, that is…

The only person who might answer that question is the mysterious G-Man known only as “Ralph,” 
however, who shatters the easy and infinite cycle of the chase. He is nothing like Offissa Pupp of George 
Herriman’s Krazy Kat, easily subsumed into the libidinal economy of the queer antics of kat and mouse. 
Ralph’s very existence poses a threat to the cycle itself, and it forces Caribou to reconcile with the small 
voice inside his head that says “you know what? If I never catch this critter, then I never have to stop these 
shenanigans.” This narrative experiment is a chance to challenge the Elmer Fudd-figure to admit to himself, 
even if only silently, that there is a raw longing lurking within his gimmicks, and to wonder how far he will 
go to preserve it.

References
Švankmajer, Jan. 2014. Touching and Imagining: An Introduction to Tactile Art. London and New York: I. 

B. Tauris.
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Towards a Queered Approach to Images’ Movement In, Out, 
and Between Japanese Popular Media (and Probably Beyond?)

A Fierce Introduction: When We Say “Queer,” What Are We Talking About Again?
As I remember that one of my students used to wear an “Anime made me gay” T-shirt during class, I am 
left to wonder how the profusion of sexually and gender-wise ambiguous characters in Japanese popular 
cultures tends to attract conflicting discourses on the potential queerness of otaku cultures (e.g., subcultures 
surrounding Japanese manga, anime and video games). On the one hand, tentative of academic debates 
about queer-baiting marketing strategies and the misrepresentation of queer lives in Japanese popular media 
represent a valid set of arguments, even though little people actually ask LGBTQ+ persons how they feel 
about this very issue (there are a few exceptions, including Tom Baudinette). On the other hand, rarer, sym-
pathetic yet naïve reactions sometimes praise how “progressive” the Japanese cultural market is for having 
“video games for gays” (when discussing BL games or slash games initially made by women for women). If 
I am a 100% convinced by the discourse of the recently edited collection by James Welker, The Door that 
BL Opens (order it now?), and have experienced the intersectionality and activist potential of certain female 
and queer otaku communities myself, the usually vague comments about the positive power or commercial 
controversy of (so-called, but I still need receipts because I am greedy) queer representations in anime and 
manga make me uneasy. Indeed, in the mix of intentions, (non) queer creators and audiences, local but 
also global circulation of texts, media, and moving images, I find it rather ambitious (and maybe vain?) to 
ask for a simple definition of what makes Japanese popular media queer just by judging a book by its cover. 

We (academics, fans, and people in between) talk a lot about the queer readings of texts, narratives or 
characters. But when the question comes to actually defining a corpus, an epistemology, and a method for 
the study of queer animated media, well, things get complicated. 

“You know, for me the notion of queer comes from a specific place; to my knowledge it emerged 
mostly from the culture of trans women of color who were in a precarious place even in the LGBTQ+ 
spectrum. Queer is opposed to heteronormative and patriarchal systems and is therefore always in 
opposition to them. But queer is not a synonym for gay or lesbian per se, especially since we can still 
see in our communities how certain persons merge more or less with heteronormative-like behaviors. I 
therefore find it difficult to find something queer in Japanese animation and manga where most ‘queer’ 
characters are never called out for being different. Madoka is not queer, she might have a romance with 
another girl but ‘the world’ is not putting them aside: these shows de-problematizes queer representa-
tions to make them acceptable by larger audiences. Some series like Sarawanmai or Utena do incor-
porate these tensions and develop characters that are in the LGBTQ+ spectrum of representation and 

Edmond “Edo“ Ernest dit Alban, comments and art by 
Fabrissou
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respond to the opposition to norms that I understand as the basis for queerness” (Fabrissou, Personal 
communication with author, December 17, 2019).

So, then, honey (I mean dear readers), what is exactly queer in the vast spectrum of the so-called otaku sub-
cultures anyways? What is queer in manga, anime or Japanese video games? I believe this debate might not 
find any satisfying answers if we always remain on the bare surface of (mis)representations. In a very low-
cost parody of my idol Chantal Akerman, we should not simply ask what kind of queerness is represented 
but how certain techniques of expression or modes of media production might embody and perform queerness 
in the realm of the colorful and (over) expressive Japanese popular media ecology of moving images. How 
is queerness discussed through visual media? By who? Are there dedicated structures of production? What 
kind of social practices emerges from specific queer tactics of image composition and animation? To which 
end? What impact on society can communities emerging around tiny moving images (animated by a queer 
motion) have in the first place? 

As it is developed in the following text, I advocate for the hypothesis of queered origins in the sexual, 
psychological and intimate techniques of still-image representations that have sustained otaku fan commu-
nities in conventions as well as the anime industry’s media mix (simply put, marketing) since the late 1970s. 
In short, the sexy images of famous characters featured across multiple amateur production (fanzines in 
multiple shapes) and official products (you know, the badges, key-holders and other pieces of plastic) might 
have a certain link to the past of subcultural visual tactics exploring “the subject inside” of the characters ap-
pearing in women’s and gay manga (and by extension the media ecology of anime or video games poaching 
similar techniques of expression). If anything is queer in anime’s milieu of moving images, it must be some 
kind of movement. Can we then start thinking about a queered approach to animated media from within the 
techniques of character motion? 

To develop this idea, I term “sexy stillness,” the komawari techniques emerging in girl’s manga since 
the 70s (someone at a conference said since the 60s so we have a lot to learn I guess) to reveal the psyche, 
inner monologue and sexual drives of manga characters. What’s komawari again? And why are we talking 
about stillness in manga, a media that is not cinema or animation, and therefore always still? Simply put, 
the term komawari refers to the ensemble of techniques to cut down the pages of a book into manga strips. 
Etymologically speaking, I like to convince myself that it is a copycat term of komadori, a term that could 
be related to stop motion film techniques. Many scholars and practitioners talk about how Tezuka Osamu 
cut (wari) his pages as movie storyboards, using each koma (strips) as a camera shot. The gender division of 
komawari has been largely discussed in Japan within manga historiography (if you know good translators, 
can you ask them to translate Mori Naoko? Seriously she’s good). Girl’s manga is notorious for using still 
images quite different from the cinematographic approach to komawari in let’s say Shōnen Jump (Dragonball? 
Naruto? My Hero Academia? What are young people reading these days?). If boy’s manga is cinema, girl’s 
manga is literature. Or at least illustrated novels often discussed with the pioneering work of female artists 
like Hagio Moto and Takemiya Keiko that featured homosexual romances, moments of introspection, and 
sexy still images of naked bodies reflecting upon their social and gendered condition. Ishida Minori (another 
great person that needs an English translation) noted how queer representations and still images techniques 
converged (at least in shōjo manga) in the 70s. Now, this is an intriguing start to get out of the mere question 
of the representation of queer characters and dive into the potentiality of queer movement in the realm of 
the interconnections of manga and anime: after the revolution of shōjo manga, sexy stillness has been used to 
produce another type of motion. A motion that was not intended by mainstream heteronormative narratives 
of the 70s. A motion that let readers dive into characters. A motion that changed the relation between ani-
mated bodies and their fictional interiority. A motion that gives characters undermined by gender, sexual, 
and sometimes racial discrimination a space to collect their thoughts and emerge as subjects. 

Anyways, let’s do the time warp to a time when stillness in the manga media ecology was synonymous 
of a new technique to represent psychology, intimacy and sexuality in the “genderless bodies” (ask Ueno 
Chizuko, she wrote about it, not me) of dangerously attractive androgynous boys invading the pages of girls’ 
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manga. The legacy of Sexy Stillness techniques mostly grew from magazines like June with “classrooms” 
sections for young women to learn how to express themselves through erotic novels and manga (again, Ishi-
da Minori has a great book on this). Can we call their educational project rethinking gender and sexuality 
through stillness “queer” as in LGBTQ+? Maybe not; Nakajima Azusa (who was in charge of one of these 
“classrooms”) said a couple of times that the queer element was not really that central to her vision of the 
project. From what I have read and researched, these sexy stillness techniques democratized with straight 
women’s sexual fantasies have however been reused in multiple straight and LGBT communities alike since 
the 70s to form the erotic and pornographic arts of Lolicon, Shōnen Ai (and Yaoi, and Boy’s Love) as well as 
the so called “Bara” gay amateur manga (friendly reminder, bara also meant “pansies” back in the days and 
has a tendency to make older generations of Japanese gay artists very uncomfortable). If the actual impact 
of these techniques on LGBT manga needs to be elucidated (I’m working on it, give me a few months…or 
years since academic publishing is slow) similar trends in their evolution can be found; especially in the pro-
gressive integration of inner monologue within the motion of sexual intercourses (just like in post-Lolicon 
and BL manga). From what I know, the so-called discovery of inner space in manga might even come from 
gay and lesbian illustrations printed in pornographic magazines in the late 60s and early 70s. 

When asked about the techniques for a queer art in comics, Fabrissou explains: “I am a gay artist doing 
pornography so I’m not really a queer artist: I give people what they want inside of a very specific social 
context. Pornography is all about that connivance with the audience. I have seen multiple examples of 
North American queer comics and the usual technique is to create a distance between ‘the world’ and 
the readers and characters: ‘ugly’ drawings, ‘weird’ perspective, ‘wtf ’ narration. It’s all about breaking 
the codes of comics and destroying the connivance of our point of identification, characters, with so-
ciety and norms. There is an opposition between inner space and society’s space” (Fabrissou, Personal 
communication with author, December 17, 2019).

In sum, there is something about stillness in manga (and potentially anime and video games since they are 
interconnected by common animation techniques) that makes it possible to express, discuss and negotiate 
the way we represent (and therefore think and experience) interiority, gender and sexuality. So, what about 
queerness? Well that’s what I’m trying to find out. Spoiler Alert, I think sexy stillness could represent a 
queered movement of images. 

Ok great, but why do we need to take our time-machines to the golden age of girls’ manga in the first 
place? Although sexy stillness might not “make you gay”, this queer performance of (not-so) moving images 
lies at the center of an often-repeated set of questions in academic writing and fan practices alike. When 
discussing the specificities of the anime industry, we ask why fans desire characters and their images. (Well, 
they are sexy and still right?) When exploring the apparatus (e.g Baudry’s complex word to say camera, yes 
this definition is too simple, I see you coming for me film scholars) used to produce anime, we ask what 
happens to gender representations in the new space emerging from the movement of celluloid sheets su-
perposed and shot frame by frame. (Again, they are sexy and still?) When drawing pornography in manga 
the question of how to organize the space of pages to create a sexual atmosphere is also crucial. One could 
say that graphic details and movements of sexual intercourse should prevail. Yes, but again the format and 
techniques are important. The recent inflation of Patreon owners in the global gay fanart scene is getting us 
back to sexy still images: most of the production revolves around image sets organized as the different frames 
of sexual intercourse. This decomposition of motion into still images exploring sexuality responds both to 
the interconnections of manga and anime techniques (I mean it is literally the art of changing some layers of 
the image to induce a stripping progression), and to the potential of sexy still images to be in between different 
registers of motion. This gap in between stillness and motion has been invaded by multiple gay, lesbian, trans 
and straight artists in order to deconstruct the oppression they live and re-articulate gender and sexuality in 
their own terms. 

“Patreon’s sets of images are like a cheap animation you know? It adds ‘a story’ to a simple illustration 
just by adding or erasing certain elements of the image. You can totally transform it into a GIF. It is a very 
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good product in the current economy: it’s only one image so it is rather cheap to produce, and people love 
it ‘because it is not just an image’. I think this format also tells a lot about the potential impossibility of 
pornography to be “queer”: maybe my vision is to western-centered and focused on the commercial aspect 
of pornography but, you need to give people exactly what they want. The spectrum of the LGBTQ+ expec-
tations in terms of porn is sporadic. I recently made a comic with a throuple including a trans man and I’m 
not sure how this is going to be received by my usual consumers” (Fabrissou, personal communication with 
author, December 17, 2019).

I can already hear a (shady but) reasonable attack on my take on sexy stillness: “but Edo, this is not 
different from what Thomas LaMarre described like a 1000 years ago for any kind of anime genre in The 
Anime Machine! Why is this specific to a queered motion?” The affiliation of stillness with certain readings, 
social praxis, and erotic markets expends only after the re-appropriation of the material, aesthetic, econo-
mical limits of anime and manga by gay, lesbian and women artists. I am not sure yet of how to articulate 
the complex two sides of this coin: is stillness sexy per se, because it has a peculiar impact on our senses in 
the realm of usually more mobile images, or is it mostly a socially constructed form of expression revolving 
around the representation of subjectivity in specific manga subcultures? Both? (Call me to chat about that!) 
Although I do not intend to explain the full spectrum of global otaku cultures through a common use of 
sexy stillness techniques, the question of the balance between motion and stillness of character’s bodies 
remains an important part of industrial production, academic theories and amateur legacy of media prac-
tices. What if, this very dimension of dynamic immobility (Oh, hi Marc!,….Steinberg 2012) was our way 
into discussing both the queering of gender and sexuality in otaku media, as well as the prerequisite for its 
industry to feed on our need for sexy 2D characters? That would be great hey!

While remaining humoristic, I propose to take my joke of sexy stillness seriously. The Japanese anime 
industry often called media mix spreads thousands of (not-so) still images circulating on key holders, po-
sters and other “stuff” that we (count me in) desperately need to mark our personal space. What if we are 
actually chasing images that, because they are in between motion and immobility, invite us to perceive the 
intimate, psychological and sexual dimension of our favorite characters? What to do about this intimate 
world that spreads in between images, transported in cities, and circulating on the web? The sexualization 
of characters is a well-guarded market often reprehending fans for crossing the line and proposing their own 
(pornographic) interpretation of franchised characters. If it is possible (and encouraged) to gaze at the naked 
abs of sexy male fictional anime characters, reusing this image to create your own sexual content is therefore 
usually prohibited. Scholars (including myself ) working on the question of women’s social space have often 
highlighted how the image of male characters serve as an alibi for communities to meet in public, create 
common expressions and support niche markets. If the convergence of sexy stillness, hot 2D male charac-
ters, women’s fan communities and their industry described by Ishida, Mori, or Azuma (Sonoko, not Hiroki 
and his postmodern straight agenda) has been demonstrated, I feel like we are still sitting on a solution to 
our “bigger questions” about how stillness serves both as a queering performance liberating fans and their 
exploitation (ok, let’s say “integration” to sound less polarizing) by the media mix industry. 

Both use stillness. Period. The tension therefore lies in the history of the queering practices inherent to 
sexy stillness and its industrialization serving causes that are often pretty far from fighting for equal rights 
for women and sexual minorities. This could nevertheless be our cue to 1) solve the so-called mysteries of 
manga characters’ likability; 2) understand the motivations of fan communities sexualizing characters; 3) 
analyze the grasp of the otaku media industry on intimate moments; and 4) add some deserved diversity 
to the very straight history of media mix since it apparently relies on queering tendencies to survive (you’re 
welcomed, sis). If political action can’t help us, well, maybe sexy stillness and its emprise on the Industry can 
(emphasis the maybe part, my parents where quasi French situationists so Debord runs in the family)? That 
is in a way the road recently taken by Gengoroh Tagame within the manga industry to “educate” straight 
masses, and agree or not, his shots of still bodies reflecting upon discrimination and acceptance still moved 
enough people to generate some theatrical adaptations (sexy stillness!).
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These are a lot of questions for a very short piece and for one gay person to handle (and yes, this is 
also a shameful PR for my next articles and book). I partnered with my dear friend (and boss) Fabrissou to 
speak his mind on the matter of sexy stillness as a famous gay artist producing pornographic fanzine for the 
(tiny?) masses of the Japan expo in Paris. Now you know who is that guy appearing in between paragraphs! 
His fanzine Dokkun (the Japanese onomatopoeia for ejaculation, yes, you needed this information and you 
will remember it) tells a similar story to already existing (yet often ignored) scholarship on the relation of 
queer stories in manga, techniques of still images (sexy stillness) and the media mix industry. Fabrissou’s il-
lustrations and thoughts serve as counterpoints to my (almost?) academic demonstration in order to induce 
a dialogue in between the practice and theory of not-so-much-moving-images. 

Don’t worry, the actual essay is shorter than the intro. 

Academic Questions, Amateur Queer Answers: Sexy Stillness or “Can You Stay Still while I Sexualize 
(and Subjectify) You?”
“The internet is for Porn” (Avenue Q)
“So are the techniques of queering movement in “otaku” media?” (Edo, 2020)

I would like to start by remembering the (in)famous art of Yamakawa Jun’ichi, mysterious gay manga-
ka and now source of memes for straight people who love to laugh at gay porn on the internet. Judged “too 
girly” by the gay audiences of Barazoku magazine back in the days of his publications in the 80s, “Yamajun” 
represents an interesting mediation in between the sexy stillness usually affiliated with shōjo manga and 
other forms of contents popular in Japanese subcultural (mostly gay and lesbian porno) magazines. With 
notorious inspirations from JôJô-e and Gurabia, his way of telling the story behind a sexual intercourse is 
not far from the format, the aesthetics and the modus operandi of June’s “classrooms” teaching romance 
storytelling as a mystery: “Why did two boys kissed? Explain the before and after!” Well, the great enigma 
of feelings, love, and sexuality seemed often to be resolved within still images with inner monologue written 
out of speech bubbles. Mori Naoko’s work on komawari in hardcore BL and other genres of pornographic 
manga nevertheless inspired me to look at the conjoined evolutions in the techniques of women’s slash 
manga and gay manga: sexy still techniques transformed from illustrations discovering inner monologues 
to an integrated psychological dimension of sexualized bodies. In short, through the decades, sexy stillness 
progressively metamorphosed from an intimate pause in the narrative to an integrated psychological dimen-
sion of bodies in motion. 

Either way, stillness became sexy in a growing milieu of manga and anime moving images. In the 70s, 
media mix strategies, and character merchandizing were transforming with the anime boom and the birth 
of local libraries (I have a few academic pieces on that if you need ‘em). It was not rare to see characters 
move differently in manga, anime, radio and other paraphernalia. As such, most visual expressions revolved 
around the use of character (corporeal) motion to develop stories. This trope of the Japanese anime media 
ecology has already been brilliantly explained by Tom (LaMarre) so I will give you some details: more than 
focusing on a scenario, anime relies on character motion to produce narratives (until the never-ending wave 
of Kadokawa light novels adaptations after the 2000s that is, all Tea all shade). In a world determined by the 
mere mobility of bodies, stillness therefore became a way to challenge the limits of gendered, psychological 
and intimate boundaries of characters. Only through the pause in character’s motion could subcultural 
communities find the place to stop certain discourses and reinvent new ones. This was probably the birth of 
a queered motion of bodies (by that I mean that we have queer representations but also a technique to get 
away from normative scenarios and practices) a way to read in between the line, the images, the presence 
of a complex subject that is not just a plasmatic moving image like Mickey (please do not sue me Disney). 

Indeed, the dynamics between motion and stillness were already used in TV’s limited animation and 
its marketing (media mix) since the 60s. This (re)discovery of the space in between the frames provoked 
by sexy stillness nevertheless became the now well-known missing psychological layer of male characters 
in boy’s manga, a layer retrieved by female fanzine: why is Tsubasa (or Naruto, or name any male cha-
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racter from Jump) so pissed in episode 10? (Because his rival tsundere 
lover was bad to him the night before riiiiight gurls?). But this “in 
between frames” is also known as the (often misunderstood?) notion 
of kyara/kyarakutā. Celebrating the death anniversary of Tezuka as a 
chance to change discourses in manga historiography, Ito Go proposed 
to look at the fluctuation of character’s visual and psychological tropes 
in komawari. Long story short (and probably revisited by me?) kyara 
officiates as a reduced version of kyarakutā, that is to say, a fictional 
being developed through moving images. Isolated, kyara are simplified 
(déformé as they say), stereotypical and reduced to repeated iterations of 
simple narratives. The limited motion of kyara makes it easy to under-
stand and reproduce (which is especially great in media mix strategies 
that extends its motion not in a single media but in between products 
with no particular story). Put together, the fragments of kyara evolve 
into a well fleshed, self-standing character (kyarakutā). The complex 
motion of characters passes through multiple moments as kyara unified 
through different komawari or animation techniques. Characters are 
therefore always in flux between kyara and kyarakutā, stereotype and 
subject, still image and animated body. Why does this matter when we 
speak of queering movement and techniques of expressions linked to 
gendered and sexual minorities?

The “discovery” of an intimate space and motion in manga and 
anime is synonymous of the emergence of certain socio-cultural pro-
jects led by women and LGBTQ+ people (not always together, that is 
for sure #yaoironsō) to describe “full” subjects (see Nakajima, Mori, 
and in a sense Tagame). “Full” subjectivity emerges from the (dis)
continuity of kyara to kyarakutā and the power, as a mobile image to 
fluctuate in between the two. If characters can be reduced to (sexual) 
kyara-objects, it never destroys the psychological agency they have on 
their bodies as kyarakutā (characters). Techniques of pornographic ex-
pression in women’s and gay manga often use the dynamics in between 
objectification and subjectification to create still sexy images: these 
representations of sexual pleasure are working for the recognition of 
sexualized bodies as subjects. Sous les pavés la plage. Well, under the mo-
ving body of characters there is an invisible subjectivity at stake. On the 
one hand, yes, these are sexual images to gaze at. But on the other hand, 
we can read through bodies with inner monologues and penetrate (yes 
that was a bad choice of words) the inner space and psyches of charac-
ters. The sexy dude having an erection on (name one “bara” artist)’s art 
is not just a piece of meat, there is a real subject underneath (is my way 
to get the 200 pages of Mori’s book to you in a sentence, yay!). 

Remembering the art of Nakajima Azusa, Takemiya Keiko, Yama-
kawa Jun, Gengoroh Tagame and Fabrissou, there is a certain quality 
of stillness within manga and anime that gives us the opportunity to 
oscillate in between certain degrees of identities and agencies. Most 
artists talk about the equality (e.g. as a women or queer person to be 
recognized as a peer in both public and intimate spheres) and freedom 
(to imagine other modes of subjectivity in BDSM gay art) they seek in 

Figure 1.
Dokkun, vol. 7. Art cover by Fabris-
sou.

Figure 2-1 and 2-2. (following 
pages)
La piscine by Fabrissou. 2015. 

Here in La piscine (2015) we can 
gaze upon on of the moments 
where manga enthusiast Fabris-
sou also uses a mix of inner mono-
logue, still images and montage 
in order to develop the main pro-
tagonist. This balance echoes with 
similar scenes in Tagame and Ya-
makawa’s art where sexy still im-
ages come into play as a moment 
of introspection into sexualized 
bodies. These tales of gay men 
finding agency upon their bod-
ies and sexualities often resolve 
around techniques to queer the 
reductive corporeal description of 
bodies with the induction of sub-
jective experiences. 
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these sexualized representations. If their level of privileges and projects are obviously different and should be 
historicized and contextualized case by case, the question of the so-called “alternative” (I will come back to 
these aggressive quotations very soon) feminine/gay history of manga could mostly be a story of queering 
movements emerging through still techniques of animation not looking at mobile bodies but invisible inner 
spaces. 

As LaMarre advocated for the idea that anime was creating a different way of seeing and experiencing 
the world through certain visual techniques different from cinema, one part of his legacy is to deconstruct 
representations of gender, subjectivity and sexuality into new motions (I am almost sure that Patrick W. 
Galbraith said this in a more clever way somewhere). The intimacy of introspective or sexual pauses pro-
posed by sexy stillness therefore negotiates an invisible layer of characters that has evolved through the 
history of otaku media. The disappearance of inner monologue and the (re)emergence of dialogues, spoken 
voices and character-dialect (kyarago; see Maynard K. Senko for a fantastic ride) might tell a story of the 
various techniques mobilized to describe this inner space impossible to represent through mere corporeal 
motion. Eroge (pornographic games for male audiences) of the 90s also used stiff (I would say sexy still) ani-
mation in game to explore the tragic stories of cute girls (you still want to bang). This is our cue to question 
why stillness was needed and how it was integrated into a larger ecology of media relying on moving images. 
This is also our clue to evade the question of simple queer (mis)representations and look at stillness as a tool 
to rethink all genders and sexualities, including straight masculinities. 

Maybe this is particular to what eroticism and pornography does, or maybe we should apply the theo-
ries of Porn Studies and Gender Studies to komawari in a more precise way? Either way there is something 
going on with queer representations in otaku cultures that goes with character motion…. well, immobility. 
And we need to get to the bottom of this someday. 

Conclusion: No Alternative? What If Queering Was In Fact Part of Media Mix History All Along?
“Astro Boy was the first Bishōnen” (Hagio Moto 2014)
“See, media mix was queer since Tezuka’s Astro Boy? (aka the dawn of times in discourses about manga history 
and media mix)” (Edo 2020)

As Astro Boy stickers started to spread from the sweet boxes of marble chocolates in the 60s, a model 
of marketing, called media mix, progressively invaded TV animated series, children’s magazines, toys, and 
radio programs. Although the term is now democratized and (sometimes quite vaguely) used by scholars, 
industrials and fans to refer to the production of either anime transmedia storytelling or paraphernalia (or 
both? Yes, it is both), the importance of media mix lies in the use of moving images. Steinberg’s pioneering 
book reminds us that the “crappy” motion of anime is at the center of inter-media relations. The existence of other 
terms in and out of Japan also point at different organizations of inter-media relations and franchising: is it 
narratives and convergence (Transmedia)? Images and divergence (Media Mix)? Toys (Cross-media)? User 
data (also Cross-media but different academic field)? What is the core of these industries? In the case of me-
dia mix, stillness. Or dynamic immobility as Steinberg puts it. If it is now evident that not-so-moving images 
of characters are used to create bridges in between anime, manga, games, books, badges and even food, I 
find it strange that no one has noticed the importance of stillness in the larger spectrum of the expressions 
and techniques that has sustained the otaku fandoms and anime industry for decades. Sexy stillness moti-
vates to create more media mix to discover more hidden aspects of characters. Sexy stillness helps fans to 
construct their own narratives exploring the underdeveloped sexuality of characters, or more simply, their 
everyday lives. Sexy stillness is the reason why we feel a subject behind the character and wonder about the 
whereabouts of Hatsune Miku (is she still alive btw? Most “P”s went to Utau to be fair). But mostly sexy 
stillness works as similar techniques of character animation distributed in between various media platforms, 
all developing characters in different ways (and therefore we need them all because games and books, as an 
example, can’t “show us” the same things). 

Now, attentive readers will notice that I just fused the notions of media mix and dynamic immobility 
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with sexy stillness. This is indeed problematic, maybe polemic, as a quasi-act of historical revisionism. The 
Tezuka legacy of media mix is not necessarily queer from the beginning, even though Hagio’s comment 
about Astro Boy being the first bishōnen points at a comical (yet high) probability of his sexy still image to 
have influenced a vast audience of young women mangaka to start their quest of a queer motion. We ho-
wever face numerous attempts of “alternative” histories nowadays looking at how women, people of color, 
indigenous nations and LGBTQ+ people are what some clumsily frame as “the other side of history”. What 
if histories converged, not in a naïve sense that they always worked together for the greater good but are in-
terdependent? Can we reconstruct histories that talk to one another rather than separating them? The usual 
looks that we give at media mix history are the ones focused on straight male fandoms. 

The same fandoms we know for sure used the representations, techniques and discourses of shōjo man-
ga and got stigmatized as otaku for not being masculine enough, liking fictional sexual representations and 
being “sissies” (well, I recall okama? Fxg?) in general when the lolicon genre was discussed in Manga Burikko. 
I have no intention of claiming media mix history as a queer “thing” for women and LGBTQ+ fan commu-
nities, however, I am sure that the queered motions of sexy stillness and the subcultural communities using 
these techniques were a central part, for a looooong time now, of the media mix history and so-called otaku 
cultures. From the moe boom to the flourishing BL industry, queering tactics of character motion have been 
at the center of the otaku industry looking for a way to create a “total work of art”. The unholy alliance of 
Disney and Eisenstein, almost fascist mobilization of fandom, said the serious troll Ôtsuka Eiji. Well, from 
a historical point of view, I would agree that the capitalist alliance of a grassroots’ needs for queering repre-
sentations of genders and sexuality met the appetite of publishers to reuse these local energies in fan mecca 
to polish the theories, practices, and commodities of media mix (Steinberg and me 2018; me 2020 in Me-
chademia 12.2; also my future book that I am advertising here with this trashy pitch). Sexy Stillness might 
sound like a joke, but it is central to understand how queer motions emerged and conquered mainstream 
forms of media production in Japan. 

For detailed bibliographical information, see the suggested bibliography in this issue’s introduction.



80 |  SYNOPTIQUE  | 808080 Q“True love can only happen between two men.” Fed up with the extreme boredom of society’s obsession with 
“real” love, marriage and work, these are the words muttered by Fujoshi after reading Boy’s Love (BL) man-
ga, novels, dôjins or films and anime with a certain BL taste. This is indeed a “two dish-course” ending with 
an ironic grin; a good part of it is humoristic but it also leaves a self-deprecative aftertaste.1 

I was born in 1973 and as I just turned 46, I recently realized that I have more than 30 years of ex-
perience as a fujoshi. Not so long ago, I recall telling one of my friends after reading Azumiko Nakamura’s 
Dôkyûsei (2006–2007) something very hyperbolic and passionate like “True love can only exist between men.” 
I however obviously do not misinterpret my passion for homosexual romances as something more beauti-
ful than heterosexual love, neither I do idealize homosexual romances as something that has to be beautiful. 
I must however say that I previously had this misconception. I was 13 when I read a fanzine parody of a 
certain famous football manga (with sexual representation in between male characters) for the first time. If I 
could meet my (fanatic) self then, I would probably say something along the lines of, “There is nothing more 
special about homosexual and lesbian love: just like heterosexual love, it is equally ungraceful and full of hardships, 
beauty and delight. Don’t forget that BL is a fantasy.” I guess that my 13 years-old self would respond “Sorry 
I was not really thinking that deep. I don’t know why but I need BL.” Why was BL important to me as a teen? 
Why am I still reading BL?2

I have been always surrounded by manga and books. My father was a journalist, and literary enthusi-
ast, so our house was filled with a large range of old and new, fictional or non-fictional books from all over 
the world. Since he was one of the little boys who read Tezuka Osamu’s New Treasure Island (1947) in real 
time, he was also very tolerant towards manga. He would buy my brothers and I all the books we wished for. 
With a familial environment like this, I obviously became a bookworm girl and an otaku. 

I was an avid reader, but I had a certain aversion for those manga “for girls” with a lot of romance 
elements, you know, the ones that you exchange with your friend in your early teens in the last years of 
elementary school. It’s not like I hated girl’s manga; I liked some but could not bear reading most of them. I 
can count on one hand the tiny number of pieces I like when I was exchanging approximatively four manga 
magazines with my school friends. Good boys lacked sexiness; I saw the violence in the bad boys appearing 
in girl’s manga, I felt their unkind, mysterious and thoughtful personality and I rejected the “nice bad boy” 
trope of girl’s manga. If I may add, I always wondered why heroines were even attracted to these male char-
acters in the first place. I don’t get why heroines become the object of other characters’ love: they are clumsy 
and can’t be sincere. I had the same issue in novels: I also read romance novel and became obsessed with the 

Memoirs of a Fujoshi

Pearl Moeko, translated by Edmond “Edo”  Ernest dit Alban
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innocent love in between boys and girls as in George Sand’s La petite Fadette (1848) although I never was 
responding to the “usual girl’s manga” parts of it. 

It is difficult to fully analyze how I felt back then. I nevertheless discussed a lot with other fujoshi 
friends as an adult. As though about my personality and opinions, I hate to have to play the role of “the nice 
girl” (the “healthy” one that cooks homemade food for her crush, the one who accepts bully with a smile…) 
and I even despise the role of “the one who forgives her violent lover when he (eventually) manifests some 
kindness.” I now know that it is a representation of the clumsiness and immaturity of first love experiences, 
but it was too crude for me back then and even felt old fashioned. As a result, I could not read stories with 
characters that represented these tropes. We are now in the 21rst century and shôjo manga’s main characters 
evolved with our times: they don’t have to marry anyone, they can do want they want and most of them can 
fall in love “just as they are.” Male characters are also probably better than they used to be. But when I was 
actively reading girls’ manga magazines in the mid-80s, I feel like it was not the case.

I then made a discovery that changed my life. When I was twelve, a friend was buying bessatsu shôjo 
komikkusu (1965–) (from Shogakukan, now Kodansha) and she was lending it to me every month. It was 
the time when Akimi Yoshida’s Banana Fish (1985–1994) and Wakuni Akisato’s Dead End (1985) were cur-
rently in publication. I tremendously enjoyed Banana Fish for the charm of its characters and the inventive 
story. There were homosexual representations in Banana Fish but I didn’t fully realize it. No. It was much 
more present in Dead End. Dead End was a love story, well sort of. I was astonished by the bad end of twin 
brothers (and American football players) Marc and Lucas developed through the eye of Maybelline but also 
understood that it was not a mere tragedy. Reading manga was a corporeal experience from beginning to 
end; like puking from being too excited.

That’s when I made another decisive encounter. As I entered junior high school at 13, I made a friend 
in my softball club who was into manga. She lived in my neighborhood and was like a big sister to me. One 
day she loaned me a tonne of books…that happened to be all the volumes of Takemiya Keiko’s The Poem of 
the Wind and the Trees (1976–1984), and Hagio Moto’s Poe’s Clan (1972–1976). 

The Poem of the Wind and the Trees is the now famous love story between Gilbert—the archetype of the 
evil beautiful boy—and Serge, the embodiment of a solar successor of a viscount family with gypsy blood. 
Poe’s Clan is the fantastic story of a vampire’s clan with Edgard and his recruit Allan passing through the ages 
together. My words might lack of elegance, but I read The poem of the wind and the trees as “a desperately 
violent passion” and was in a daze for a while after reading it. I think this is the ancestor of the current BL 
industry. As I felt my soul trembling in Poe’s clan and was transported by its’ lore and structure, I also dis-
covered the true calling of fujoshis: kankeisei moe.3 I am sorry for Edgard and Allan but boys to proud to lie 
together in bed are a fujoshi’s favorites. 

I was then introduced by my big sister from the softball club to fanzines (aniparo) about a certain foot-
ball manga and thought about going to conventions; I became very quickly a well-rounded fujoshi. Well, I 
had potential, so it was an obvious outcome. At that time, I was living in the countryside. Fanzine events 
were organized only twice a year, but I was able to find multiple anime magazines selling fanzine through 
mail orders. I ordered unpolished and soapy fanzines one after the other. Most of the fanzines I was able to 
gather had homosexual romance in it but there was restriction at the time and even a middle schooler could 
buy them. Since I am talking about a moment in history when sexual education was summary, and I even 
had not much of an idea of how heterosexual sex worked, I was puzzled by the meaning of most revealing 
scenes and forgot my interrogations with a strong passion for “how they desired each other.”

At 14 we had to move because of my father’s job. I found two new fujoshi friends. A few years later, 
at 16, we applied for the comiket, the dōjinshi fair in Tokyo. I briefly switched from only reading to writing 
my own boy’s love stories. Some might say that it was a lot of work without the internet, but I was able to 
gather basic information about the production of fanzines and how to participate to conventions from the 
free corner of fanzines, the pamphlets form conventions, and my friends. Although I was rarely participating 
in group fujoshi activities, we were able to understand each other. My social world progressively expended 
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within the intricate interpersonal networks. 
For fujoshi back then Hermann Karl Hesse’s Demian (1919) and Narziss und Golmund (1930) were 

must haves. In cinema it was Another Country (1984) with Colin Firth. For Japanese literature, Natsume 
Sôseki’s Kokoro (1958), Atsushi Nakajima’s Sangetsuki (1942), Mari Mori’s Koyô no nedoko (1962). Since 
my motives were not pure at all I could not ask my father and had to search for them in libraries and old 
bookstores to feed my sporadic need for readings. I read all chef d’oeuvres through my fujoshi lenses. 

In sum, far from even imagining a day when anyone can access BL manga, novels and dôjins in one 
click on the internet, I had to put so much work and passion into homosexual romances that I was absorbed 
by it. I was moved by my strong believe in homosexual love as true love. At least this is how I interpret it 
now that I have the capacity to express myself. I wanted to feel a world where true love is possible. The idea 
that love could occur because of who I am and not because of my coiffed hair, not because I bravely waited 
for him, not because I am clumsy but also smile gracefully, and certainly not because I am a cute girl, was 
extremely attractive. It was usual in the 1990s for BL industry as well as in fanzine production to represent 
homosexual romances as taboo. After the 2000s you would probably get cancelled for saying this, but it 
was a very well-established canon at the time. But that’s why I want to emphasis on the because of who I am 
component of these fantasies. 

I identify as a woman and was born with a female body. When I discovered BL in my pre-teens my 
body started to change, I got my periods, I had t start wearing a bra, I was preoccupied with hair growing 
on me. I was forced to acknowledge myself as a woman, even if I was not comfortable with this notion. In 
top of that, it was that moment when I started to get sexually objectified by men while being called a booger 
by boys at schools. From what I know in Japan there are not many women who live that transition well. But 
with homosexual love stories, I didn’t have to picture myself. For girls, love stories in between boys do not 
represent “oneself ”: the abnormal one that does not abide by the stereotype of the nice girl, the one that is 
confused by her growing body, the one that feels uneasy being gazed upon as a sexual object. It was easy to 
enjoy a love that drags the real you because it starts with the simple reason that you are lovable because of who 
you are. Sexual representation had Uke and Seme, bottom and top, and although I felt like it was probably 
based on heterosexual stereotypes, I felt that “he can be accepted as he (by another boy) is although he is 
a boy” to a point that I used to think that BL told me everything I know about love (my 46 years old self 
would like to object though). 

This is a bit of a side note but, BL is completely different from gay fanzine written by gay men. I have 
helped my gay otaku friends many times in conventions and borrowed a lot of media from them. With this 
experience I can say that gay oeuvres ask a lot of personal projection into characters. It is often said that when 
fujoshis read BL they enjoy a reading strategy that “makes you part of the walls, watching others.” For me the 
magic of BL is that I do not have to project myself in the story so my passion for gay manga and BL are not 
working on the same levels. Even when gay manga and fanzine have a thrilling story, I read them as if I was 
reading a normal girls’ manga. It has no moe. This is another side note but you might have heard of a certain 
trend in hardcore pornographic mangas for straight males that transforms women’s nipples into penises. 
Boobs and dicks are different, but their function is similar? There is a certain love for crude descriptions of 
bodies in pornography does not reflect my taste. Maybe this explains my attraction to BL. 

Things became different after I graduated from university. The real world took precedence over fantasy 
worlds. I developed? multiple love stories. I expanded my personal network and became friends with people 
who had real life experiences in same sex relationships. I also lived through some tremors in my sexuality 
during my 30s. In other words, life made me an adult capable to question my childhood notion that “True 
love can only exist between men.” 

 Despite all of that, I am still a BL loving fujoshi. But why? I am not the naïve girl I used to be during 
my pre-teens. I have a husband and a cat. I do not live a passionate romance every day, but I am grateful 
for this gentle love. I also think that people who love you unconditionally because of who you are might be 
hopeless. All that said, my heart still jumps when I find a good representation of the “I love you for who you 
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are” trope. This is probably the core of a fujoshi’s fandom. The appeal of the fictional world of “I love you 
for who you are” is strong. If your love interest was unemployed or a yakuza in real life you would probably 
dump him. But in the “I love you for who you are” world, partners are chosen against any normative ration-
al with instinctive and emotional reasons. Love is not a compromise with society but a defiance. There is 
no common sense nor morality. These are perfectly sweet relationships! Is BL the entertainment of love that 
one can almost safely experience in a safe space? I probably need to acknowledge it. But for the little girl 
that I was the world of BL’s “I love you for who you are” was the brilliant extreme opposite of my world of 
“women should behave this way.” Its shiny aura has not declined in thirty years. 

Even if it features homosexual love, BL is a fiction different from homosexuality. Yet, if I had not en-
countered BL during my childhood years, my life would certainly have been more painful. BL gave me a 
dream as a young girl and still pleases me as an older woman. I will probably never stop reading BL. Well, 
you know, girls want to feel that sparkle of love, and BL always delivers.

Notes
1. Translated from the original Japanese: もちろん冗談の要素が大半で残りは自嘲なので、苦笑で終

わるまでがワンセットとなる。
2. I am aware that boy’s love did not exist as such in the 1980s. I use the term in this piece as a shortcut.
3. Translator’s note: Kankeisei moe is a term mostly used by fans to discuss how they enjoy relationships 

between characters. This is similar to the meaning of “ships” or “shipping”— short for relationships, 
in fan fiction. 

Editor’s Note
While including a piece about Japanese slash romances, written by a straight woman, in a special issue about 
Queering Movements might seem questionable to some critical observers, Pearl Moeko’s recollections res-
onate with the other works in this collection. Moeko’s writing discusses one crucial aspect of queer moving 
images—social movements. Her personal, even autobiographical, perspective on Japanese slash illustrates 
with an intimate insight the often-discussed impact of homosexual romances on young female fandoms 
(here referred to as fujoshi). If some readers accustomed to the subject might not understand the “novelty” 
of this piece, we invite them to look at the details expending on the animation of queer images: the story of 
a media environment around schools, the media history linking novels, cinema and manga. Too little work 
is looking at how animation techniques specific to queer representations and production is actually spread 
across media. Moeko’s experience as a journalist, free-writer, and critic for Kono BL ga sugoi and active ally-
ship with LGBT fanzines and grassroots publishers in Tokyo blurs many of the presupposed gaps thought 
to exist between slash fandoms and queer communities. 
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Animation’s positionality at the interstices of the polemical relation between analogue and digital necessarily 
proffers up the grounds for a radical reconsideration of cinema’s ontological status. Under the purview of 
cinema’s identity crisis at the turn of the century, we may find an analogous moment of introspection in 
third-wave feminism’s moment of self-reckoning with intersectionality—more specifically, its deconstruc-
tion and reconstitution of gender that repudiates any originary state of putative holism while in turn actively 
fostering a conception of gender as non-identical to itself. This essay employs Judith Butler’s landmark text 
Gender Trouble (1990) and its study of the system of deferrals and lack at the heart of the social conception 
of gender to formulate an analogous conception of the “pliable ontology” of digital animation that actively 
eschews a naturalist/realist aesthetic (whether fully or modally applied). This analogy is used to delineate the 
ways an aesthetics of fluctuation can formally promulgate liberating forms of queer embodiment. 

The Modernist insistence on tightly encapsulated systems that fill certain teleological quotas is a par-
ticular problematic that has compromised the discursive formulation of cinema. Lev Manovich’s essay “What 
is Digital Cinema?” provides a “brief archaeology of moving pictures” by inscribing cinema’s moment of 
sedimentation as a self-defining technology in the instance whereby it “cut all references to its origins in 
artifice” and “supersed[ed] previous techniques for creating and displaying moving images” nascent in the 
“Thaumatrope…Zootrope…Viviscope” (Manovich 1999, 176–177). Now systematized within the realm 
of live-action narrative cinema and hiding its birthmarks, the advent of digital cinema (animation/CGI) 
becomes that uncanny “return of the repressed” of cinema that for Manovich serves as a dialectic of fatal tele-
ology, the ouroboros that announces cinema—now a “particular branch of painting”—as dead (Manovich, 
192). Thomas Lamarre provides an exegesis of Manovich’s position in his piece Animation and the Repetition 
of Cinema and forwards an image of Manovich propelling a hermeneutics of paranoia whereby digital ani-
mation effectively “usurps indexicality”—i.e., new media announces “the end of stable references to reality, 
the end of stable identity”—as it simultaneously provides cinema with its second death—the first being 
its systematization at the hand of normative, regulatory institutionalization (Lamarre 2006, 69). The crux 
of Lamarre’s argument, however, is that Manovich’s teleology is made possible only upon the grounds of a 
metaphysics of presence that he instantiates at the origin of cinema, a nascent moment he treats as selfsame 
and ideational. In fact, Manovich’s burrowing into cinema’s origin a smooth pre-determinacy along with 
the presumptive cincture he places on analogue cinema’s capacity for indexicality has Lamarre propose that 
Manovich imbues cinema with an identity that is ontologically prior to expression. Contrarily, Lamarre’s 
move is to focalize his study of new media through a lens of “divergence at the origins of cinema” that for-
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mulates a positive plane of immanence for digital cinema no longer negatively defined (2006, 175).
Here, Judith Butler may help us parse what is at stake in imagining a queer ontology of digital anima-

tion through Lamarre’s rhizomatic claim. In Gender Trouble, Judith Butler provides a genealogical episteme 
that “refuses to search for the origins of gender” as such a critique intrinsically repudiates the frenzied repro-
duction of “the Real” implicit in the search for a pre-discursive origin (Butler 1990, xxxi). As such, Butler 
problematizes the sex/gender divide as conceived as a causal relation by prescribing to sex the position of a 
duplicitous cipher that creates itself as an originary reality when it, in fact, was “always-already gender” (9). 
For Butler, there is no “pre-discursive whole” that may provide reprieve, as gender functions as a “complexity 
whose totality is permanently deferred, never fully what it is at any given juncture in time…it will be an 
open assemblage that permits of multiple convergences and divergences without obedience to a normative 
telos of definitional closure” (22). 

The convergences between Lamarre’s multiramified conceptualization of cinema’s “origin” and Butler’s 
diffusive presentation of gender are palpable. First, the fantasy of a pre-discursive, selfsame cinema whose 
strongest suit (its claim to indexicality, a 1:1 ratio between the filmic and pro-filmic) is usurped by digital 
animation is simply the “biology is destiny” argument mobilized to uphold the gender binary redefined in 
cinematic terms. Manovich’s retrojected narrative of “the death of the Real” parallels the same prescription 
that genital-centric public discourse forces onto the body’s constitution in order to confine it to its “index-
ical” relation towards its reproductive organs—perhaps fearing in a similar sense that “end of stable identity” 
digital animation has served as the harbinger of (Lamarre 2006, 169). However, neither gender (through 
the body) nor cinema (through the camera apparatus or film strip) may lay claim to an identity that is onto-
logically prior to expression, as such a move, according to Butler, would function solely as a “normative ideal 
rather than a descriptive feature of experience” (Butler 1990, 23).

For Butler, temporal sedimentation births an assumed holistic “presence” in gender that obfuscates 
its discursive composition and hides its origins in artifice—a claim, oddly enough, Manovich recreates in 
reference to cinema’s retrojection of its imitative past in animation (Manovich 1999, 177). His logical lapse, 
however, is to assume that cinema’s return to artifice (through digital animation) in some roundabout fash-
ion spells its ultimate death. Lamarre picks up on this foible by positing that Manovich’s “demise of cinema” 
vis-à-vis the digital turn (i.e., the loss of indexicality) may paradoxically enact its very “completion or con-
summation” in the same fashion that “overcoming the human” was “already part of humanism” (Lamarre 
2006, 169). Lamarre’s undermining of Manovich’s negative dialectical relationship may allow us to posit, 
then, that in the same way sex was “always-already gender,” perhaps cinema was always-already the grounds 
of digital, and as such cinema and gender can and should envision a horizon continually deferred, with the 
former being well suited through modes of digital animation—this zero-point of originless descent—to 
reify the goals of the latter. In the same way that queered gender and sexuality repudiates that “old dream 
of symmetry” (Butler 1990, 31) in not acting in accordance with the body’s reproductive tendencies, digital 
animation may be seen as circumventing the genital-centric, “bourgeois” drives birthed by the framework 
of indexicality, i.e., of “reproducing” reality.

As standardized, a priori judications tend to confine objects to limited trajectories, part of the project 
of imagining forms of queer embodiment in animation would necessitate a de-fetishizing of its reproductive 
tendencies and a reassertion of its transformative capacities. The importance of such a reformulation, as Tom 
Gunning points out is precisely that the “assumption that the creation of motion merely offers a simple 
process of reproduction” disparages “cinematic motion” as it “stresses its lack of aesthetic value by seeing it 
as automatic” (2014, 4). Ingrained in the mimetic insistence of institutionalized forms of 3D digital anima-
tion (the naturalist/realist aesthetic) would simply reduce cinemas polytonal palette to a tired compulsion 
to repeat. What is lost in this, as Pat Power suggests, are the notions of “incompleteness, imperfection, and 
subjectivity” that “invite interactive participation and have an expressive value that can surpass this explicit-
ness” as the tendency to “perfect” the filmic imitation of “the Real” paradoxically emphasizes its fraudulency 
(2009, 109). Does this loss of “incompleteness and imperfection”—abundantly present in digital cinema’s 
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seemingly unavoidable propensity for systematization and the “smoothing out” of all evidence of artifice—
conversely seem entirely at odds with the possibility of imagining a “queered” ontology of animation pre-
cisely dependant on notions of incompleteness and imperfection? 

The way to rectify this fundamental aporia, then, would not be a simple “return to origins” signified 
by the indexical in its rough, rugged insistence, but rather to insist on an aleatoric digital cinema vivi-
fied through an aesthetic of experiential suffusion. Though one may argue that the signified “presence” of 
the animator in indexical animation would fall closer in line with the emphasis on the “permeable and 
self-reflexive” that underpins many forms of queer embodiment, how long must the romanticization of the 
self-reflexivity provided by the presence of the animator’s hand continue until that very same insistence of 
presence is recognized as a requisite foetal embrace without which spectators would feel fundamentally dis-
sociated? Can’t “aleatoric” modes of digital animation that actively refute aesthetic naturalism provide the 
spectator with an even deeper sense of self-reflexivity and formal awareness as they foster those same drives 
of a decentered, originless ontology of our contemporary gender moment? As “expressive arts need to be ex-
perienced emotionally if they are to be properly understood” (Power 2009, 113), the aleatoric aspiration for 
digital animation may nurture many complex affective states within the viewer that refuse a metaphysics of 
substance and presence—that precise sense of monadic containment, knowledge, and order nascent to the 
cogito that receives its affirmation in the sense of being the putative centre of its own domain. To quer the 
viewership experience, then, is not just to stimulate varied cortical connections, but rather to expose digital 
animation’s originless, nomadic, and ungrounded ontology through explicit and recursive renderings of its 
constitutive elements in a way that is commensurable with the goals of contemporary queer embodiment. 

To solidify what is meant by the potential for digital animation to be composed in aleatory fashion, 
some practical grounding must be provided. But first, a question: is there anything formally specific to 
digital animation that indexical animation can’t provide in imagining queer forms of embodiment? As we 
might note through the concept of the animorph formulated by Norman Klein—i.e., the formal midpoint 
in “an animated cycle where metamorphosis takes place”—the sense of corporeal mutability is not exclu-
sive to digital animation (Klein 2000, 22). Furthermore, Klein argues that the negative space opened up 
by “the power of erasure…those empty spots, or glitches between actions” that “may be kept blank” in the 
animation process creates “a sum effect, a condensed narrative about decay or loss; in other words, the loss 
of control, the loss of the past, the loss of representation”: indexical animation was in its own way already 
foregrounding a certain formal “lack” and alterity behind the image (24). Klein references Fleisher Studio’s 
oeuvre—Betty Boop in Snow White (1933) in particular—as the structural epitome of the animorph, as their 
works tended towards the active incorporation of the animative process into the final work itself; the cari-
catural “illusion of live” and formal univocity of Disney’s animations were instead eschewed for an insistent 
morphological play that didn’t “[hide] how animation was done” (26). In Fleisher’s film, Betty Boop is 
decreed the “fairest in the land” by Queen’s mirror. Jealous and resentful, the Queen orders her two guards 
Bimbo and Koko to behead Betty; hilarity and visual gags of primarily morphological quality ensue, with 
Betty Boop’s escape/orphic journey becoming a “vaudeville tour through the underworld of New York en-
tertainment” (29). The short is consumed by a spectrum of hauntology: the “absence of plot”, the “phantom 
presence” of a rotoscoping that “leaves scars”; the general oneiric concatenation of imagery from the “col-
lective imaginary” of its animators (27, 29). As such, when the embittered Queen’s thumb and forefinger 
morph into a guillotine, symbolizing her desire to behead Betty Boop, does this “ani-morphing” sight gag 
played in simple passing in this larger morphological world not already place us in the realm of awareness 
towards corporeal and formal performativity (28)? In other words, it would seem that the reification of 
substantive assertions harbour intrinsically its own repressed element—that is, indexicality seems ultimately 
condemned to accentuate its own “lack”, its own spectral nullity.

In this sense, we may understand the “analogue” (indexical)/digital relation as replicating the same 
relation queer forms of embodiment share with the signposts of the “normative”. Following Butler, “The 
parodic repetition of the original…reveals the original to be nothing other than a parody of the idea of the 
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natural and the original...Thus, gay is to straight not as copy is to original, but, rather, as copy is to copy” 
(Butler 1990, 43). If indexical animation already presented a lapse of presence within the symbolic, then 
the conceptualized “aleatoric” digital aesthetic of experiential suffusion would circumscribe itself well to 
the ground of Judith Butler’s gender performativity in its recursive act of unveiling the ways that “identity 
is performatively constituted by the very ‘expressions’ that are said to be its results” (34). As such, digital 
cinema can aspire to become a “lived genealogical critique” of its own modes and functional mechanisms, a 
simulacrum gleefully parading as its simulacral “original”: discontinuity playacting as discontinuity. Perhaps 
for Butler, digital animation would be drag’s technological corollary. 

The aleatory, when practically applied, moves beyond levels of basal self-awareness and towards mut-
ability as it presents a disturbed and distributed agency. Weirdcore, a London based video designer, serves 
as a prime example of this framework. His video work for various musicians, including IDM musician 
Aphex Twin, is a radical heightening of the animorphing process. His CGI-rendered “cyber architecture” 
from Aphex Twin’s work “T69 Collapse” (2018) presents a completely computerized world created through 
photogrammetry—“the practice of creating 3D images using 2D photographs” in tandem with point-
clouds, sets of date points that together form a 3D shape, and ASCII (American Standard Code for Infor-
mation Interchange) (Davies 2018). The associative sprawl (that experiential suffusion) of the video “queers” 
not only the normative, typically assumed viewership experience, but calls for a recognition of its own 
“performativity.” The 3D-rendered houses in the videos sporadically flash images of the original photos they 
were based upon as if the unconscious’ repressive and censorial capacities have faltered, revealing to the ego 
its long struck off origins that now seem non-sensical, unwanted, unnecessary—demonstrating that which 
was an original to have perhaps always-already been a fake. Weirdcore’s planar bricolage (Figure 1) is thus 
simultaneously uncanny and revelatory, as most of his images seem just about ready to spill internally and 
externally into their own seams. The anamorphic logic of dialectical relation (i.e., original à morphed) is 
heightened as the constitutive elements of reality are undone: permanent flux elides presence by making 
form mere formality. Weirdcore’s images attempt to imagine a positionality outside the symbolic. When ap-
plied to queer embodiment, this sense of a formally deferred presence falls well into line with José Esteban 
Muñoz’s (2009) conception of “queer futurity”—queerness imagined as a futurity-bound phenomenon—as 
well as providing room for filmic representations of the non-binary, the non-normative forms of “bodily 
utopias” not yet imagined or representable. Similarly, much of what can be said of Weirdcore’s aesthetic can 
be supplanted onto Masaaki Yuasa and Kôji Morimoto’s film Mindgame (2004)—a film about a figural neu-
ter with aspirations of becoming a comic book artist who embarks upon a hallucinatory and polytonal emo-
tional escapade with a dyadic catalyst: a yearning for his childhood girlfriend, and his death and subsequent 
resurrection after an encounter with two yakuza. Though neither “T69 Collapse” nor Mindgame deal direct-
ly with queer embodiment, the kaleidoscopic patois of techniques in Mindgame continuously deconstruct 

Figure 1. 
The return of the spectral repressed in Weirdcore’s ale-
atory animation for Aphex Twin’s “T69 Collapse” (2018). 
Screen capture by author.

Figure 2. 
The continually deferred face of God in Mindgame 
(2014). Screen capture by author.
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the “indexical 2D cel animation world” by way of, for example, multicomposite photos of tigers or fish that 
come to briefly represent one small instantiation of the continuously evolving face of God (Figure 2)—or 
the morphing of an entire street from its original hand-drawn version into a “toonified,” glossy 3D-rendered 
version of itself. These and other “physical reassignments” of the film demarcate a disintegrating formal 
zone that mirrors narrative breakdowns in time and reality itself. The potential for such a form extrapolated 
towards forms of queer embodiment that refuses a unitary definition of the body is palpably exhaustive. 

The “indexical lack” at the heart of digital animation need not fix it in perdition; its manifest “un-
canniness”—the sense of a somewhat dissociated and inherent algorithmic composition (in Weirdcore’s 
work specifically)—may be conceived as a fault line in identity that opens up a realm of figurative “play” 
and transformation that diverges from a more serious cinema’s insistence on representation. The “non-cen-
tred centre” of digital cinema’s ontological status —if providing nothing else—serves as a useful analogy 
and springboard for theoretical and practical frameworks of imaging forms of queer embodiment through 
animation that promote aleatory (and hence liberatory) incursions into cinema. 
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90 |  SYNOPTIQUE  | 909090 QIt came as no surprise to me to learn that the most widely shared 
GIFs (Graphics Interchange Formats) are pornographic. What else is 
Reddit used for nowadays (in lieu of Tumblr), other than to consume 
graphic graphics? Silent, looped, choppy, cropped, low-res fuckin’? 
As I watch a GIF replay on my phone screen, I am mesmerized by 
its self-propelled perpetuation. On occasion I find it greatly intensi-
fies the sexual affectiveness of a smack, face-fuck, or intromission. In 
one, my attention is deferred to a minute movement that becomes 
apparent to me only through its reiteration. After I see a performer 
take a penis into her mouth three or four times, I begin to notice the 
glans creating a ridge in her left cheek, a muscle in her hand lightly 
clench, and her eyes twitch unnaturally as she tries to blink, before 
the GIF truncates her movements. In another, I see a performer’s leg 
stretch to better accommodate another performer between her thighs 
before snapping back into a bent position, only to recommence its 
Sisyphean task. The pornographic GIF’s fascination with movement 
materializes, evinces, and effaces the labour of sex work. 

A GIF is a moving-image format that isolates a movement, 
usually from a commercial source material, for 4–10 seconds, and 
repeats it.1 It is characterized by no sound, low resolution and a chop-
py, looping structure. Decontextualized, the movement it isolates 
prescinds from an extended internal narrative and is bound instead 
by the urge to move eternally. Pornographic GIFs thematize sexual 
movement. The point of GIFs, as Hampus Hagman notes, is to make 
the looping structure enter into the perception of content (Hagman, 
2012). This is why the format lends itself particularly well to the iso-
lation of acts that are naturally circular or repetitive. The penetration 
of an orifice, masturbation of a clitoris, handjobs, blowjobs — while 
in filmic pornography these iterations are organic, the GIF intensi-
fies and complicates their movement. Fervid repetition inscribes porn 

The Pornographic GIF 
A Navigation Of Movement, Labour and Anti-Capitalism

Gina Prat Lilly

GIF 1. 
“Water Shoveling [sic] GIF.” A man 
stands scooping water out of a wa-
terlogged ditch with a large sho-
vel. The clip is three seconds long, 
looped to appear continuous. The 
GIF relies on the assumption that 
emptying the ditch of water is a re-
petitive task to create the illusion 
of an effort that is linear in time. As 
he shovels, the ditch remains full as 
ever, conjuring the farcical image of 
a sinking sailor scooping water out 
of their boat. The man’s efforts are 
rendered incrementally futile as he 
shovels ad infinitum. A truly Sisy-
phean task.

https://www.giphy.com/gifs/water-guy-shoveling-qrS5ikySuDVIc
https://www.giphy.com/gifs/water-guy-shoveling-qrS5ikySuDVIc
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GIFs among other symptoms of the hyperbolic sexual affectiveness of on-
line pornography, causing an intensely sensorial and visceral reaction in the 
viewer (Paasonen 2011, 3). While the intensification of sexual movement 
occurs on a representational level, it also proves revealing for the analysis of 
pornography at the point of production. Like other found-footage formats, 
GIFs uncover a hidden or latent aspect of their source footage (Bering-Por-
ter 2014, 180). Sexual movement repeated ad infinitum carries corporeal 
implications for the labouring bodies that carry it out. It is performers who 
fuck, cum, ride, finger, fill, smack, peg, bounce, fist, slide, suck, spit, squirt, 
stretch, grunt, choke. On the screen, movement becomes gesture and bod-
ies become labourers.

The repetitive nature of a thrusting motion can make the intervention 
of looping nearly indistinguishable from the original content. In the com-
ment thread under GIF 2, a Reddit user appreciates, “It’s refreshing to see 
a GIF posted that isn’t badly looped and/or single second [sic] long. Well 
done.” (u/MisterStevo, 2018). The illusion of a linear sequence through 
looping to create a continuum ad infinitum is desirable in itself — r/per-
fectloopsNSFW is devoted entirely to archiving these GIFs. GIF 3 is ap-
propriately titled “The Perfect Gif” not because it depicts the shaven pink 
pussy that is the crowning glory of commercial porn, but because it never 
tires, ceases, or cums. Indeed, the porn GIF can “suspend its own climax 
indefinitely,” writes Andrea Long Chu (Long Chu 2018, 8). No performer, 
however durable, could provide this dream of eternal surplus, as I-the-con-
sumer continue to drink in the image without its supply drying up. Per-
petual consumption without depletion, a characteristic of late capital that 
Bering-Porter notes in relation to a cinemagraph of wine being poured into 
a glass while the liquid in each remains at a constant level (Bering-Porter 
2014, 188), becomes a grotesque excess when applied to the naked and hu-
man body. I perceive stimulation in perpetuum, an eternally masturbating 
hand that refuses climax, a vagina that never contracts and releases. La-
bour continues relentlessly, release-less, uncompensated. And perhaps this 
is what I desire — abundance for abundance’s sake.

As I keep scrolling, I realise GIF 3 is certainly an exception. The vast 
majority of GIFs do not adhere to the cinemagraph’s aesthetic gloss and 
stability. It is, after all, a found-footage format, and one sourced from hard-
core pornography at that. Of course, glossiness is not the first word I’d use 
up to describe porn — grit with a touch of ennui, perhaps. As GIF 4 ham-
mers itself home on my screen and Deen’s thrusting becoming increasingly 
lacklustre, Scott Stark’s film Noema (1998) springs to mind. Stark’s film is a 
motion study in performers’ bodies at the interstices of sex in commercial 
porn. Noema foregrounds the physical offshoots of the labour of perform-
ing sex, and the film is constellated from shots of performers awkwardly 
hesitating, changing positions, or getting in the way of the camera. Of 
course, conversely, the pornographic GIF is often concerned with mining 
some of the most carnal footage it can find. If shots like those foraged by 
Stark were posted on pornographic subreddits, they’d doubtless be found 
at the very bottom of the feed, downvoted by disgruntled users who, like 
me, peruse these feeds in search of double penetration, not a performer 

GIF 2. 
“Endless Facefuck.” This hard-
core clip is three seconds long 
and is also looped to appear 
continuous (I found this GIF in 
the r/perfectloopNSFW sub-
reddit). In the foreground, a 
woman’s face hangs upside-
down over the side of the bed, 
vigorously penetrated orally 
by a penis. Her head rebounds 
as the penis hits the back of 
her throat. Her eyelids flutter, 
eyes open and close, eyebrows 
raise. Relentless. And hot.

GIF 3. 
“The Perfect Gif.” This is a ci-
nemagraph, a still image in 
which a single element mo-
ves. The loop is under a se-
cond long, the frame holds 
a close-up of a perfectly still 
and raised ass and pussy. The 
only movement is that of the 
fingers of a hand from screen 
left, masturbating clitorally. 
The GIF forms a perfect loop, 
its beginning and end com-
pletely concealed.

https://www.reddit.com/r/perfectloopNSFW/comments/a2omdr/endless_facefuck/
https://www.reddit.com/r/perfectloopNSFW/comments/a2omdr/endless_facefuck/
https://www.reddit.com/r/nsfwgif/comments/a2k5j3/the_perfect_gif/
https://www.reddit.com/r/nsfwgif/comments/a2k5j3/the_perfect_gif/
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scratching their leg. Nonetheless, I am soon familiarized with the now-nat-
uralized illusion of Deen hammering himself home. Repetition becomes a 
principle of differentiation, diverting my attention away from Deen’s banal 
compulsion to penetrate and towards the strange movements the format 
breeds in April’s body. She is gripped by the GIF, her limbs flailing and 
jerking uncomfortably on a bathroom sink as the format cramps her body 
back to its initial point. I become aware of the harsh lighting glinting on 
the chrome tap and the cold, marble-topped surfaces underneath April, 
evoking the mise-en-scène’s potential for cramping limbs. The frame itself 
seizes up, as the camera begins to move in towards the performers and is 
jolted back to its original position again. April’s repositioning for increased 
comfort is refused as the GIF loops eternally, and her expression takes on a 
tinge of endurance (that perhaps had been there, latent, all along) over that 
of pleasure. In Noema, attention is purposely drawn to the awkward bodily 
movements that take place at the interstices between sexual activity. In porn 
GIFs, the inconveniences of sexual labour are (unintentionally) revealed by 
the deferral of the viewer’s attention towards those gestures that become 
stranger in the intensifying of sexual movement.

The GIF crystallizes a tension between the two systems of movement 
that are at work in moving images, rendering movement strange and alien. 
The body in the world (the photographed body) and the body of the ap-
paratus (the format) (Lippit 2008, 122) collide to create new meaning in 
GIF 4, revealing the inconveniences that April’s body endures at the point 
of production. After I tap to activate GIF 5 in my Reddit feed, it rolls back 
and forth on the screen, the apparatus lassoing the bodies of the performers 
as if at the mercy of Martin Arnold’s optical printer or, more likely in 2020, 
the boomerang effect on Instagram. I try to discern just what movement 
was indexed by the GIF — when the penis enters her mouth, or when 
it exits? — and wonder at its replaceability. The meaning of one of these 
gestures has been extrapolated to stand for both of them. Two signifieds 
reduced to a single signifier. I imagine a feature-length porn film as a chain 
of production, a series of performed sexual movements that contribute to 
a final, affective product that is to be consumed. Not unlike this GIF, cap-
italism functions on the assumption that its workers and their labour are 
replaceable, that intricacy should be done away with if it gets in the way of 
the highest extraction of value. Such are the ins and outs of capitalist sex.

Of course, what is often demanded of those who write about porn is 
to judge, once and for all, what is porn and what is not-porn, to conclusive-
ly condemn one, celebrate the other, and sit smugly. The United Kingdom’s 
legislation on pornography exempts sexually explicit images or clips that 
are considered redeemed by a narrative context (UK HMSO, section 63.5). 
What a senseless distinction to make! The subreddit r/watchitfortheplot, re-
plete with GIFs of explicit moments isolated from mainstream TV shows 
and films, recontextualizes them into a feed dedicated solely to sexual affect. 
For the online consumer of sexually moving images, what was not-porn is 
now porn! Rule number 7 of this subreddit, “No porn,” only confirms this. 
To post a porn GIF here would be to miss the point: that re-narrativization 
can be pornographically transformative. Here, the disparity between the 

GIF 4. 
“James Deen and April in the 
Bathroom [GIF].” For two se-
conds, male performer Deen 
thrusts into April, who sits on 
a bathroom counter. Though 
the most fervid movement 
occurs at April’s vagina, as 
Deen thrusts and fingers her, 
her lower extremities capture 
my attention. From her cen-
tre they stretch out, her right 
leg over his shoulder and her 
left reaching into the imme-
diate foreground to rest on 
a sink. The toes of her right 
leg twitch in the mirror be-
hind them. April’s legs spasm 
as the GIF hiccups back to its 
initial position. Does she have 
a cramp?

GIF 5.
Untitled. In the shower, a fe-
male performer on all fours 
takes her male counterpart’s 
penis in her mouth. As it hits 
her throat, her head jerks up-
wards momentarily, arching 
her back to raise her ass. His 
hands pivot around her head, 
clasping and unclasping, as he 
sways his groin back and for-
th. The GIF lasts one second, 
but it is looped so that it runs 
forward and then backward, a 
formal manipulation that mi-
mics the in-and-out of fellatio.

http://i.imgur.com/vsKUpgT.gif
https://66.media.tumblr.com/ba63bbced6d3a08472ea5dfd9e8d96c8/tumblr_pjmm43hOQb1uuya3go1_500.gif
http://i.imgur.com/vsKUpgT.gif
https://66.media.tumblr.com/ba63bbced6d3a08472ea5dfd9e8d96c8/tumblr_pjmm43hOQb1uuya3go1_500.gif
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incomes of film stars and porn stars clamours for recognition — no prizes 
for guessing whose is higher.

In this respect, the short duration of the porn GIF also challenges 
Linda Williams’s emphasis on the essential role of narrative in pornogra-
phy’s affect (Williams 1999, 182). GIFs eschew the illusionary effects of a 
diegesis, as we are seldom fascinated by them for more than a few iterations. 
Indeed, these iterations can alienate us and reveal the bleak underbelly of 
the capitalist teleologies of productivity. In a digital age, we find pleasure in 
passing expressions and brief, hyper-localized movement (Lehman 2006, 
89). The sexual affect of GIF 6 is due to the performers’ flexing extremities 
as the woman’s legs move in response to cunnilingus, the man’s shoulders 
tensing as he holds her down. I am witness only to the sexual act’s titillating 
indices. Whole feeds are dedicated to different kinds of gestural minutiae in 
performed sex, many of which are not explicit at all. In the r/eyerollorgasm 
subreddit I find GIF 7, evoking the tantalizing framing of Andy Warhol’s 
Blow Job (1963). These are only two examples among myriad other labour-
ing intricacies that demonstrate performers’ prowess in delivering an affec-
tive sex act. It seems slighting for this labour to be so readily prescinded in 
GIF 5.

The intersection between GIFs and pornography brings to the fore the 
matter of bodily labour under capitalism. I borrow Heather Berg’s defini-
tion of labour within the porn industry, which does not except the critical 
analysis of sex work and porn from the analysis of work and labour as a 
whole. Calling something work does not erase the implication of exploita-
tion or violence: all work under capitalism, and this includes sex work, 
constitutes exploitation because there is no viable and livable alternative 
to it (Berg 2014, 77). The GIF’s fascination with movement has motor 
ramifications that evince the conditions of bodily labour of the performers, 
efface the gestural intricacies of labour, and celebrate performers’ skill in 
the delivery of sexual affect. I concur with Berg when she puts forward that 
seeing sex work for what it is, work, can illuminate the nature of labour 
itself under late capitalism. Indeed, what is the difference between any of 
the sexually explicit GIFs and the shovelling man in GIF 1? And yet I have 
not mentioned the sex workers and amateur pornographers for whom the 
paywalled porn GIF is a real source of income. Finally, what effect does the 
online dissemination of porn GIFs have on the actual remuneration of the 
labour they replicate? Does this entail a financial loss for performers? How 
does the age of the internet facilitate the exploitation of workers and sex 
workers alike, and how can this be offset without stigmatizing the workers 
themselves, and continuing to afford open-access porn to the public? 

Note
1. Due to the unfortunately static nature of the PDF format, the GIFs 

referenced will be animated somewhat unsatisfactorily by my own de-
scriptions.

GIF 6. 
“Orgasmic Pussy Lick.” A wo-
man lies on a bed as a man 
eats her out, the act itself 
obscured by his arm. As he 
spreads her legs and holds 
them high, the GIF captures:
• his deltoid, tricep, and bicep 

flexing to hold her down
• her body moving in re-

sponse to the cunnilin-
gus: her quadriceps tense, 
pushing her legs further up 
into the air.

GIF 7. 
“Enjoying A Ride (reddit) GIF.” 
This GIF isolates a female 
performer’s face bouncing up 
and down in the frame, and I 
am reminded of Andy Warhol’s 
Blow Job (1963). The perfor-
mer, who I recognise as Tori 
Black, bounces for twelve se-
conds before starting again 
and, in order, I see her:
• say (or mouth) “Fuck!”
• roll her eyes back
• part her lips
• smile
• bite her bottom lip
• purse her lips
• grit her teeth
• pant
• roll her head back
• right herself again
• look downwards 
• furrow her brow
• repeat

http://i.imgur.com/fcocn0N.gif
https://gfycat.com/blankunfitbuffalo
http://i.imgur.com/fcocn0N.gif
https://gfycat.com/blankunfitbuffalo
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“SO MANY FEELS~!”
Queering Male Shonen Characters in BL Anime Music Videos 
and Dōjinshi Music Videos

Julie Brousseau

For the past three decades, fan productions, and especially remix creations produced by women for women 
have gotten more academic interest. For instance, many scholars have focused on vidding and the commun-
ities of women built around the practice of remixing videos (Coppa 2008, 2011, 2018; Turk 2012; Freund 
2011, 2013), looking particularly at storytelling and queer readings of character relationships. Other scholars 
turned their attention towards animation and the gender representations present in the wider practice of 
Anime Music Videos (AMV). Yet, limited attention has been given to the technical aspect of women’s fan 
made videos, particularly in regards to AMVs. Indeed, Samantha Close (2014) studied both the reinforce-
ment and the critique of hegemonic masculinity in AMVs, and Elizabeth Birmingham (2013) specifically 
narrowed her research to a type of video most often produced by young women: homoerotic Boy’s Love (BL) 
AMVs. While their contributions are definitely enlightening, Close’s and Birmingham’s analyses remain lim-
ited to the use of specific narrative themes and of character appearances by AMV editors to either reinforce or 
blur the delimitations of the typical gender binary. Therefore, in this paper, I will not only look at BL AMVs’ 
narratives, but also at the medium itself; to see how AMV creators’ specific techniques of remediation pro-
duce representations of gender. To do so, I will expand on Japanese scholar Naoko Mori’s work on manga and 
dōjinshi (fanzines). Mori explores how gender is expressed through corporeal motion (2010, 2012), arguing 
that BL dōjinshi combines the physical action of boy’s manga and the emotional stillness of girl’s manga, and 
is therefore able to blur traditional gender identities. However, Mori only applies her argument to narratives 
and illustrations drawn on paper. Thus, I will extend her framework to AMVs. Through a formal analysis of 
several One Piece ZoSan BL “ship”2 videos made by women editors3 and published on YouTube, I will show 
how the remixed medium is able to offer an alternative to Western4 hegemonic, heterosexual models of mas-
culinity. 

Origins: Slash, Boys’ Love and Yaoi
Although AMVs originally appeared within the broader Western anime fandom (Roberts 2012), BL “ship” 
videos also draw from two other branches of fan productions: Western slash fiction and Japanese shōnen ai 
and yaoi manga. Considered “variant threads of the same genre” (Isola 2008, 86), they share a special charac-
teristic: slash and BL are both traditionally made by women, for women. 

Slash fiction originated in the United States during the 1970s when writers queered Star Trek: The 
Original Series’s Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock’s relationship, transforming their homosocial bond into an 
explicitly homosexual one. That practice then extended to other television shows in the following years, in-
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cluding Starsky and Hutch (1975-1979), Blake’s 7 (1978-1981), and The Professionals (1977-1983) (Jenkins 
2013, 203). Although slash started as a literary genre, it also eventually extended to the vidding community 
(Jenkins 2013, 225–226; Coppa 2008, 3). 

Originating on the other side of the world, shōnen ai, or its contemporary alternative term BL, is a 
branch of Japanese manga and anime that, as its name suggests, also focuses on romantic relationships 
between male characters. Graphic sexual imagery, or “Hardcore BL,” originated as yaoi5 fanzines, short for 
“yamanashi, ochinashi, iminashi or ‘no climax, no point, no meaning” (McHarry 2009, 185). In Japan this 
genre started as manga in the 1970s, with the nijuuyo nen gumi.6 Composed of several female mangaka7 born 
around the 24th year of Japan’s Showa period (1949), the nijuuyo nen gumi usually created narratives taking 
place in foreign countries. The stories were often set in boarding schools where male students could explore 
their sexuality along with their young peers, or with adult staff members (Ishida 2008; Bollman 2010, 44).

During the 1980s, amateur artists began creating dōjinshi between already existing heterosexual male 
protagonists, bringing the aesthetics of yaoi to the narratives and characters of shōnen (boy’s) action manga.8 
Mori observes that shōnen manga relies on motions, and most particularly on bodies in motion. These comics 
focus on a character’s exteriority through the use of fast pace action, for instance. In contrast, shōjo (girl’s) 
manga relies on stillness and emotions, which directs attention towards the characters’ interiority. Thus, there 
are often extensive uses of speech bubbles in shōjo narratives to express inner monologues, as well as fewer 
movements within the individual frames, a phenomenon Minori Ishida (2008, 29) called an “overflow of in-
teriority.” According to Mori, the sum of these strategies results in yaoi dōjinshi: originally inspired by shōnen 
manga but written by and for girls as is shōjo. Yaoi dōjinshi allows the insertion of the stillness associated with 
sexuality and emotions into more action-oriented narratives.9

It was not until the early 2000s that Japanese BL manga and yaoi reached a Western audience. TOKYO-
POP acquired the rights to translate and distribute some of the original manga and dōjinshi in the United 
States, expanding the audience (Bollman 2010, 44). Since then, online BL fan communities have enabled the 
growth of this genre internationally. Non-Japanese-speaking fans can now read and/or watch original series 
and BL publications that have not yet been officially distributed in their home countries through unofficial 
fan translations available online (Wood 2006, 304). Through these channels, it is also now much easier for 
fans to access original material used for subsequent remediation in AMVs.

The Bishonen’s Androgyny and Female Fans
Queer male characters in yaoi manga, anime, and AMVs open up a space for female fans to fantasize from the 
male subject position. Many of the male protagonists in BL media are androgynous bishōnen,10 whose fluid 
gender results in complicated relations of identification and desire. They (Figure 1) are “visually and psych-
ically neither male nor female” (Welker 2006, 842). They “are highly feminized… typically slender, long-
haired, big-eyed, pretty” to the point that “viewers not familiar with anime often misidentify them as girls” 

Figure 1.
Gilbert from Kaze No Ki No Uta (Keiko Takemiya, 1987), an ex-
ample of a bishōnen character.
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(Birmingham 2013, 161). In an attempt to problematize women’s attraction to BL, Chizuko Ueno pointed 
to how bishōnen allow women readers and viewers to both identify with and romantically fantasize about 
these so-called “genderless” characters (Ueno 1998). Although Masami Toku argues that BL protagonists are 
“symbols of girls’ wishes to be independent and pure, and not objects with which to fall in love” (2007, 27), 
Elizabeth Birmingham asserts that through fantasies, girls “are able to recapture and control the objectifying 
gaze that is usually a male prerogative and pleasure, and turn it back on to the male body” (2013, 162). The 
female viewers could thus have access to a position of power through the gaze, but also through identification 
with the characters by experiencing what Uli Meyer calls “creative transvestism”:

the fans/artists…[can take] a traditionally male sexual position, which allows them to experience them-
selves, among other things, as penetrator (seme) and a male counterpart (uke) as penetrated. Thus, the 
transgression of sexuality and gender in BL can be quite literal, enabling its readers/creators to identify 
or feel with the male characters on a physical level. (2013, 233)
Therefore, as Edo Ernesto dit Alban explains in this issue, the beautiful boys of shōnen ai were born as 

a queer expression avoiding the canon of boy’s manga focusing on corporeal motion to develop characters. 
They are created physically softer to give way to more emotional depth and freedom in the first place. 

Yet, what about AMVs that remediate shōnen series starring traditionally masculine protagonists? Bir-
mingham suggests that in these cases, “some girl fans…wish to revise and reframe [shōnen] anime to reflect 
relationships in which partners have adventurous and active lives, punctuated by lots of making out, even 
if it is occasionally surprised, coerced or confused making out” (2013, 157). The androgyny then applies to 
the characters’ emotional state rather than their physical appearance. As Henry Jenkins explains about slash:

Androgyny… [in slash] does not mean a “loss of masculinity” so much as it means the opening of new 
possibilities within the homosocial continuum, a broadening of the range of different styles of human inter-
actions available to these characters. Slash does not imply that homosexual desire is any less “masculine” than 
repressed homosocial desire, though it does call into question any rigid boundary between masculinity and 
femininity. (2013, 218)

Therefore, slash and BL act as fantasy genres with unlimited possibilities rather than narratives con-
veying realistic depictions of homosexual relationships. They blur the lines that traditionally define genders 
and sexual orientations in a patriarchal society (McHarry 2009, 189).

Although male protagonists are sometimes confronted with social boundaries in the context of their 
storyline, there is more often “little or no sense of a homonormative environment established in opposition 
to a prevailing heteronormative one, little or no need for same-sex desiring male to form an identity or, in 
support of it, to allow or prohibit conduct and viewpoint” (McHarry 2009, 191). Instead, BL’s main pro-
tagonists are “narrative outlaw[s] inviting…seducing, readers to violate patriarchal law with regard to love, 
gender, sex, and sexuality,” starring in works that “offer narrative safe havens where [the artists and readers] 
can experiment with identity” (Welker 2006, 865–886). Henry Jenkins (2006) uses the metaphor from Star 
Trek II: The Wrath of Khan (1982) to describe the slash phenomenon: the glass separating Kirk and Spock in 
Spock’s famous death scene, when Spock sacrifices his life to save the U.S.S Enterprise (Figure 2). Jenkins’ 

Figure 2.
Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock separated by 
a wall of glass in Star Trek II: The Wrath of 
Khan (1982)
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point demonstrates how slash (and by extension BL AMVs) can further deconstruct assumed gender roles 
and attitudes:

Spock is dying and Kirk stands there, a wall of glass separating the two longtime buddies. Both of them 
are reaching out towards each other, their hands pressed hard against the glass, trying to establish physical 
contact…Spock calls Kirk his friend, the fullest expression of their feelings anywhere in the series. Almost 
everyone who watches the scene feels the passion the two men share, the hunger for something more than 
what they are allowed. (2006, 72)

Jenkins identifies the glass that separates the two characters as an “aspect of traditional masculinity 
which prevent[s] emotional expressiveness or physical intimacy between men” (2006, 72). He argues that 
slash removes the glass barrier, which then allows the male protagonists to truly share an emotional bond 
without submitting themselves to society’s limitations. The genre “makes masculinity the central problem 
within its narrative development and tries to envision a world where conventional sexual identities are re-
defined in a more fluid, less hierarchical fashion” and serves “to establish a homosocial-homoerotic continu-
um as an alternative to repressive and hierarchical male sexuality” (Jenkins 2013, 219). BL AMVs starring 
shōnen characters achieve the same effect: they teach us “how to recognize the signs of emotional caring be-
neath all the masks by which traditional male culture seeks to repress or hide those feelings” (Jenkins 2006, 
72). However, as I will demonstrate, it is not solely through the narrative, but also through the form of the 
medium itself. Techniques specific to yaoi manga like inner monologue are used in BL AMVs to develop 
the emotional side of characters, which queer normative forms of masculinity and question how the moving 
bodies of anime characters express gender. 

 
AMV 101: remix and montage
AMVs remix anime clips in synchronization with a chosen song’s rhythm, lyrics, and mood to create a new 
narrative (Close 2014, 207). Although the purest AMVs usually only remix excerpts from a singular anime 
series, it is more common for editors nowadays to also include other types of media to fill out missing actions 
or dialogues, such as fan art or panels from manga and dōjinshi. AMVs’ lesser-known cousin, the Dōjinshi 
Music Videos (DMVs), employ a similar structure but borrow most of their visual material from amateur 
manga, animating cut up characters or whole frames and juxtaposing them and/or rearranging them on black 
or colourful backgrounds.

While BL fanfiction and dōjinshi usually allow the authors to build and deepen the characters’ rela-
tionship over a longer period of time, BL “ship” AMVs and DMVs are generally no longer than the length 
of a song—a few minutes at most. Thus, these often qualify as what Samantha Close calls “source-fandom” 
creations: “[u]nlike genre or meta-fandom creators, source-fandom makers expect audiences to already be 
familiar with the sampled footage. In this way, watching source-fandom videos requires both on-the-spot in-
terpretation and memory of originally viewing the clips” (2013, 205). In these cases, viewers unfamiliar with 
the original material can still understand the general sense from the combination of excerpts and lyrics, but 
fans perceive an additional layer of nuances and subtleties. This is one reason why, to perform a more thor-
ough analysis of both thematic and aesthetic components, I chose a universe I am very familiar with: Eiichirō 
Oda’s One Piece. Additionally, as the longest running shōnen manga series, it possesses an impressively large 
and loyal international fandom. First published as manga in the magazine Shōnen Jump in 1997 and aired as 
an anime in 1999 in Japan, One Piece currently holds the Guinness record for the “most copies published for 
the same comic book series by a single author,” with an impressive 320,866,000 units already sold in 2015 
(Swatman 2015). The series follows the young pirate captain Luffy D. Monkey and his eccentric crew, the 
Straw Hats,11 as they explore the fictional universe’s oceans in search of the titular “One Piece” treasure, left 
behind by the former pirate king. 

Case Study: Zoro + Sanji = ZoSan
Amongst the most popular One Piece BL “ships” is the one between the (unofficial) first mate Zoro Ror-
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onoa and the chef/cook Sanji (Blackleg) Vinsmoke, 
shortened to “ZoSan” by fans.12 They represent two 
different male tropes often found in shōnen narra-
tives: the stoic warrior and the gentleman/pervert. 
Respectively a swordsman and a martial artist, both 
are excellent fighters and entertain a somewhat 
healthy rivalry, which is exteriorized through their 
corporality, echoing Mori’s description of shōnen 
manga’s style of expression. Zoro and Sanji’s inter-
actions consist of regular physical combat (Figure 
3) to prove their superiority, or verbal battles of 
insults and violent bickering. Both use strategies 
that, although different, have the same purpose: to 
perpetuate traditionally masculine behaviors while 
suppressing genuine emotions, and most particu-
larly those stereotypically aligned with femininity. 
On the one hand, Zoro normally masks his emo-
tions behind a sober facial expression, with the ex-
ception of anger, annoyance and pride. Sanji, on 
the other hand, shows a wide range of emotions so 
exaggerated that it becomes difficult to differentiate 
socially constructed behaviors (what is expected of 
him) from what he truly feels. Yet, despite their in-
tense rivalry and their restricted range of expressed 
emotions, Zoro and Sanji also seem to respect each 
other and demonstrate concern at several points 
throughout the development of the series. It is thus 
not surprising that many fans perceive the two pir-
ates’ homosocial bond as a deeper, more romantic 
one; transforming their charged friendship into a 
homosexual relationship. BL AMVs therefore use 
the still images usually affiliated with inner mono-
logue in yaoi manga to represent the hidden re-
lationship between characters. As such, AMVs 
alternate between fan art, manga illustrations and 
scenes from the anime series to introduce queer 
motion into heteronormative narratives.  In hom-
age to Thomas Lamarre’s work on Japanese anima-
tion, and most particularly his theorization of the 
animetic interval13 (Lamarre, 2009), I will use the 
metaphor of layers to dissect the various techniques 
of expressions focusing on animating emotions in 
BL AMVs.

First Layer: Visual Pieces in Movement 
Thematically, this deliberate shift in between still 
and moving images is demonstrated through the 
frequent reappearances of specific clips in different 

Figure 3.
Physical altercation between Sanji (left) and Zoro (right) 
in episode 211, “Round 2! Shoot It Into the Groggy Ring!”

Figure 4.
Zoro hits Sanji to prevent him from intervening. In 
Vampiraker’s “{ZoSan ► All this time}” (2013). 2:32

Figure 5.
Sanji’s hand slides down Zoro’s arm, taken from the original 
episode 377 and used by editor Katerina RORONOA in her 
video “One Piece—Zoro x Sanji (zosan)” (2011). 2:09
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“ZoSan” AMVs. In the series, there are many in-
stances where a nakama (crewmate/friend)14 puts 
themselves in danger to protect or rescue another. 
For Zoro and Sanji, these moments are read by fans 
as especially high in suppressed emotions. For ex-
ample, in the episode “My Crewmate’s Pain is My 
Pain, Zoro Fights Prepared to Die,”15 the Straw Hats 
must hand their captain over to the authorities or 
face death. Zoro offers to take Luffy’s place, only to 
be stopped by a bloody, barely standing Sanji. The 
swordsman hits the cook with the handle of his ka-
tana to save his life (Figure 4). From that sequence 
originates the slow touch of Sanji’s hand on Zoro’s 
lower arm (Figure 5). 

This moment is often reframed in “ZoSan” 
AMVs as a sign of their romantic affection breaking 
through simple friendship, so much so that some 
BL “ship” videos are solely dedicated to its explor-
ation. In Sherlock Elric’s “Savin Me With—Zoro 
x Sanji / zosan {AMV}” (2019), Sanji’s panicked 
discovery of Zoro’s bloodied form is followed by a 
“flashback” shot of the cook kneeling in front of 
the swordsman, right after the initial hit, making 
it look like Sanji is clinging to Zoro as a last hope 
to save him. The point of view is then reversed in 
the next shot, a shift from motion to stillness that 
exposes his usually repressed emotions. A still im-
age of Zoro’s determined face is in the foreground, 
and behind him on the left side of the screen, San-
ji’s swirly eyebrow becomes the centre of attention 
(Figure 6), before zooming out to reveal his grinning 
face (Figure 7). This detail is important because the 
swordsman often refers to the cook as “curly brow” 
or “dart brow”, in allusion to his unique facial fea-
ture. In Sherlock Elric’s video, the swordsman’s 
obsession with the blond cook’s strange eyebrow 
becomes a sign of his repressed romantic feelings. 
His insults are represented as deflecting strategies, 
or “pet names” able to fit within One Piece’s rep-
resentations of masculinity. 

A similar effect is achieved in Katerina ROR-
ONOA’s rendition of the scene in their video, “One 
Piece—Zoro x Sanji (zosan)” (2011). Rather than 
using a masque, the editor juxtaposes a close-up of 
one of Zoro’s (rare) distressed expression over the 
disappearing figure of Sanji (Figure 8), also hinting 
at the swordsman’s hidden affection. In addition, 
part of the emotionally charged dialogue between 

Figure 6.
Sanji’s curly eyebrow and Zoro’s determined face in Sherlock 
Elric’s “Savin Me With—Zoro x Sanji / zosan {AMV}” (2019). 
0:32

Figure 7.
The image on left zooms out to reveal a smirking Sanji in 
Sherlock Elric’s “Savin Me With—Zoro x Sanji / zosan {AMV}” 
(2019) 0:32

Figure 8. 
Katerina RORONOA’s “One Piece—Zoro x Sanji (zosan)” 
(2011) 2:09
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the two characters is both heard and seen. As the 
original Japanese audio plays, a rough English trans-
lation fades in and out of the image in a dramatic 
fashion: “I apologize, but it is similar. You should 
find other cook [sic].” The combination of the two 
effects emphasizes the emotional impact, gives more 
weight to the cook’s gesture and words. Thus, at its 
simplest, purest form, remediation of original foot-
age into an AMV signifies freeing a normally frozen 
visual narrative. In this way, we could say that the 
editing process, by moving around clips and char-
acters to create a new montage, also allows the “rev-
elation” of hidden or repressed emotions.

Manifestations of the characters’ interiority 
are also present in the lyrics. Some editors prefer 
adopting a more sober and straightforward aesthet-
ic, as does user Lola Ferreyra in her video, “One 
Piece Love me like you do ZoSan amv” (2017), 
where the words materialize in random locations 
on the screen, always in the same basic font and 
either in black or white. Others use fonts, colors 
and positioning which reinforce their video’s mood 
and contribute to the revelation of emotions, as is 
the case with AMVmultiE’s “[ZoSan] One more 
night” (2016). For example, a clear emphasis is put 
on the word “NO,” as it appears in a larger white 
font (Figure 9); same as with the “YES” in the fol-
lowing image (Figure 10). However, the positions 
of the words in the background, slightly faded, 
in comparison to the smaller, but also darker and 
bolder sentences in the foreground, also hints at the 
interior conflict implied in both Maroon 5’s origin-
al song and in the dōjinshi’s frames. In this way, the 
AMV is able to go a step further than paper ver-
sions of dōjinshi to disclose hidden feelings. Instead 
of speech bubbles, which require stable fonts and 
styles to be easily read, and are immobile due to 
the nature of their medium, AMVs’ lyrics can com-
municate a variety of different feelings both aurally 
and visually.

Second layer: Moving Dōjinshi
AMVmultiE’s “[ZoSan] One more night” is also 
a quite refined example of Dōjinshi Music Video. 
Following Mori’s argument, the use of yaoi dōjin-
shi as a primary source of material by DMV editors 
already lays the foundation for the production of 
more fluid gender representations, but the remedi-

Figure 9.
Screenshot of AMVmultiE’s “[ZoSan] One more night” 
(2016) 2:33

Figure 10.
Screenshot of AMVmultiE’s “[ZoSan] One more night” 
(2016) 2:33
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ation techniques employed in the videos 
are also able to multiply the images’ effects. 
Taking advantage of the cinematic quality 
of manga-style drawings to convey the il-
lusion of movement, the DMVs’ footage 
only requires a few changes to be brought 
to life. Indeed, because of the visual dyna-
mism of Japanese comics, simple pans and 
zoom suffice to animate the action. For a 
moment, an image of bloody Zoro and 
Sanji, holding each other’s shirts in a tensed 
position, moves in different directions and 
at different paces across the screen (Figure 
11). Although the original dōjinshi image 
is still, the slight shaking reveals the exter-
iority of the characters’ bodies. As opposed 
to previous examples, where we looked at 
the character’s mind from outside, we now 
witness the “coming to life” of stillness, the 
insertion of Zoro and Sanji’s active natures 
into the new narrative. This is even more 
obvious in the following scene, where the 
editor animates the characters in a way that 
makes it seem as if Zoro was actually hold-
ing and shaking Sanji, moving his arm in 
slow movements back and forth. The words 
appearing in the background in big, bold 
white and yellow letters mirror the action, 
as if the two men were screaming at each 
other (Figure 12). 

Their level of intensity only increas-
es as time goes on. In later sequences, the 
contrast between exteriority and interiority 
can be seen within the same frame. Panning 
up from Zoro and Sanji, shown in a pas-
sionate embrace, the words “but I’ll only 
stay with you one more night” appear on 
the right (Figure 13). In the background, 
entire pages of dōjinshi depicting sexual acts 
between the two men move through the 
screen at an increasingly fast rhythm. The 
montage’s visual energy is enhanced by the 
use of a noise effect over the images; as if the 
two lovers were unable to stay still, ready to 
burst out of their drawn renditions. With 
this juxtaposition, we are given a clear look 
of the characters’ states of mind, of the clash 
between their “true” inner emotions and 

Figure 11.
Screenshot of AMVmultiE’s “[ZoSan] One more night” 
(2016) 0:18

Figure 12.
Screenshot of AMVmultiE’s “[ZoSan] One more night” 
(2016) 0:32

Figure 13.
Screenshot of AMVmultiE’s “[ZoSan] One more night” 
(2016) 1:09
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their need to maintain appearances, as required by 
the strict, limited boundaries of the gender binary 
present in the original manga. Indeed, even if the 
images in the background have are clearly as sexual-
ly explicit as the ones showcased in the foreground, 
they are also often more violently passionate in 
nature, putting the emphasis on sex’s physicality 
(e.g.: strong trusting motions, screaming, drooling, 
manhandling) rather than emotional intimacy. Sex 
becomes an extension of their usual fights, simply 
another manifestation of physical prowess, an oc-
casion to gain the upper hand on the other. Even-
tually, the two layers merge into one in the video’s 
concluding sequence (Figure 14). An image of the 
two men, a little roughed up but seeming content 
in their even tighter embrace, slowly pans up in the 
background, echoing the earlier foreground depic-
tion of the couple. The last lyrics of the song, “yeah 
baby give me one more night,” appear on the screen, 
finally showcasing the acceptance of their emotions.

The “coming to life” effect of stillness seen in 
AMVmultiE’s video is even more strongly witnessed 
in user Densetsui’s creations. In “ZoSan} Beating 
Heart Baby ♥” (2011) characters’ silhouettes are 
juxtaposed in ways so as to create an effect of depth. 
For example, in one scene Sanji is seen drinking dir-
ectly from a wine bottle in the foreground, back to 
the viewer, while a slightly paler depiction of Zoro 
looks at him from the background (Figure 15). Al-
though the borrowed images themselves retain their 
stillness, the difference in color tones between the 
two drawings, the bold black contours of Sanji’s 
form as well as their independent motions in the 
video tricks the viewers’ eye into perceiving a spa-
tial gap between the characters. Later on, the editor 
uses a combination of fades and pans to animate the 
men’s fight: Zoro can be seen “flying” from where 
he is kicked by Sanji, the pieces of wall opening up 
and down to let the swordsman continue his move-
ment towards the left end of the screen (Figure 16). 

However, it is in Densetsui’s video “‘Afterward’ 
//ZoSan” that the combination of stillness and 
movement is the strongest, as Densetsui cuts and 
moves individual sections of the characters’ silhou-
ettes to recreate more natural movements: their hair 
undulates, their eyes open and close, each part of 
Sanji’s leg move independently from the ground to 
the wall to threaten Zoro, their lips stretch and the 

Figure 14.
Screenshot of AMVmultiE’s “[ZoSan] One more night” 
(2016) 2:25

Figure 15.
Screenshot of Densetsui‘s „ZoSan} Beating Heart Baby 
♥” (2011) 0:17

Figure 16.
Screenshot of Densetsui‘s „ZoSan} Beating Heart Baby 
♥” (2011) 0:37
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blush lines appear on their cheeks after they share 
their first kiss (Figure 17 and fig. 18). In an inter-
esting exchange of mediums, it is now the dōjinshi 
excerpts which express motions, while the darkened 
anime footage coupled with the song’s lyrics serve 
as a manifestation of the pirates’ feelings. There are 
thus now two layers of movements able to reveal 
hidden feelings; one present in the essence of dōjin-
shi itself, and the other in the combination of dōjin-
shi’s still drawings with audiovisual remediations 
techniques.

 
Third Layer: The Editor’s Feelings Seep Through 
the Cracks
The editors are also able to combine motion and 
stillness, bodies and emotions, through the portray-
al of the characters’ (very fit) bodies, a process that 
is reused by Vampiraker in several of their videos. 
For example, “#SELFIE” uses a montage of fan art 
starring Zoro and Sanji in “sexy” poses—“captured” 
in the process of removing their shirt (or already 
completely shirtless (Figure 19), embracing or kiss-
ing—to refer to the song’s lyrics, heard previously: 
“After we go to the bathroom, can we go smoke a 
cigarette? / I really need one / But first / Let me take 
a selfie.” In “Monster,” the editor pans across same 
image of Zoro removing his shirt, while footage 
of Sanji in “love mode” (his eyes transformed into 
hearts) plays in the background (Figure 20). 

Lady Gaga’s lyrics “He ate my heart / He a-a-
ate my heart” then communicates Sanji’s emotional 
(but mostly physical) attraction for the swordsman. 
In both cases, the characters’ bodies are fragmented 
through close-ups of their face, torso or back which, 
according to Andrea Wood, can provoke fantasies 
in the viewer: “[t]his tantalizing and suggestive im-
agery leaves a lot to the reader’s [or viewer’s] imagin-
ation, allowing for many different readings, iden-
tifications, and stimuli for fantasies” (2006, 298). 
Vampiraker also achieves this effect through a fast 
montage of suggestive fan art, following the song’s 
fast beat in “Love KILLER.” Although, in this case, 
the images are much closer to erotica or soft-core 
porn than the simple admiration of half-covered 
male anatomy depicted in the former examples, 
the viewer either needs to pause “Love KILLER,” 
or rewatch it multiple times to be able to take in 
all the graphic details, also potentially stimulating 

Figure 17.
Zoro‘s eyes as they start to open in surprise during the 
kiss in Densetsui‘s „“Afterward“ // ZoSan“ (2017) 0:48

Figure 18.
Zoro‘s eyes as they start to open in surprise during the 
kiss in Densetsui‘s „“Afterward“ // ZoSan“ (2017) 0:48

Figure 19.
Zoro removing his shirt in a “sexy” fashion in Vampiraker’s 
“#SELFIE” (2014). 1:01

Figure 20 .
Same fan art image of Zoro removing his shirt, used in 
Vampiraker’s “Monster” (2012). 0:27
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fantasies. The use of these “moving” still images can thus reveal not only emotions between the characters, 
but also between the characters and the editors/viewers.

 
Fourth Layer: All Is Revealed
In similar cases, editors include even more layers of movements, especially in videos more akin to meta-fan-
dom, such as Yandere Day’s “Thrift Shop.” Their video16 stars the Straw Hats as celebrities. In addition to 
the usual anime footage, fan art, and dōjinshi, we find in this colorful iteration of the Zoro and Sanji fan 
pairing direct references to other fan mediums:  figurines, screenshots of fanfiction, fan art platforms (such as 
DeviantArt), and celebratory forum discussions. Indeed, the “fans” pictured in the video use texts and tweets 
to communicate the news amongst themselves. Furthermore, shots from other anime series stands in for the 
“fan,” allowing the viewer a way into the new narrative. As a girl sits on a sofa, the mention “I ship them” ap-
pears in the lower left corner of the screen. Through these means, Yandere taps right into the identity of “yaoi 
fangirls,” most particularly those that are interested (sometimes to the point of becoming obsessed) in both of 
the characters, whether as individuals or as a couple. This type of self-reflexive remediation can be considered 
as another technique used to integrate the emotions normally found in shōjo narratives. In this case, the lyrics 
heard in “Thrift Shop” don’t refer to the hidden feelings Zoro and Sanji feel for each other, but rather those 
they have for their “fans.” In a sort of “meta combination,” the emotions felt by the fans are added to mod-
els previously demonstrated (stillness and movements) through the inclusion of these additional excerpts. 
We now have three layers of emotion—the characters’, the video editor’s, and the fans’—floating amongst a 
multitude of movements. The protagonists’ blur the traditional delimitations of gender within the narrative 
and, in addition, fans of any gender are invited to identify with, desire, and/or celebrate said protagonists.

 
Conclusion
In conclusion, Naoko Mori’s framework suggests that yaoi dōjinshi represents the sum of two styles of ex-
pression: shōnen’s moving bodies and shōjo’s emotional stillness. Through this combination, yaoi is able to 
provide for fans an alternative to normative heterosexuality through the act of remixing and reinterpretat-
ing traditional masculinity, simultaneously identifying with and desiring the transformed male body. As I 
demonstrated, this framework not only applies to animated media, but is reinforced by the nature of Anime 
Music Videos and Dōjinshi Music Videos; the various techniques of remediation employed by AMV and 
DMV editors multiply the possible strategies to blur these divides, which I hope contributes to opening a 
space to approach alternate gender representations.

Notes 
1.  Vidding is a form of fan videos using mostly clips of live action television series and movies remixed to 

the rhythm of one or more chosen song(s). 
2.  “Ship” is short for “relationship”.
3.  My use of “woman” and “female” in this paper includes all individuals who identify as women. 
4.  As the analyzed videos are present in the English-language fandom, I will focus mainly on Western 

models of masculinity. However, some points might also apply to Japanese models of masculinity. 
5.  In the Western context, yaoi often depicts sexual relationships between male characters without devel-

oping a narrative beyond that of events that directly lead to the consumption of said relationship.  In 
Western online communities, Hardcore BL and yaoi are often used interchangeably. 

6.  Translated into English as the “Magnificent 24s” (Toku 2007, 26) or “Year Twenty-Four Group” (Nor-
ris 2009, 244). 

7.  Manga artist.
8.  The first ones known starred the main characters of the series Captain Tsubasa (Ōtsuka 2010, 110).
9.  The genre also expanded in Japan and increasingly included social issues among its storylines (Bollman 

2010, 44).
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10.  Beautiful boy.
11.  An allusion to Luffy’s emblematic headwear.
12.  This pairing is can also be written as “Zoro + Sanji” or “Zoro x Sanji.”
13.  In The Anime Machine (2009), Thomas Lamarre argued that limited animation should not only be con-

sidered in terms of an” absence of movement” (185), but rather as producing movement in a different 
way due to what happens in the animetic interval (the space between each frame of animation [18]). 
Once flattened, the numerous layers that make limited animation transform into “potentiality” (192); it 
is thus important to look at movement in depth (through the layers of a same image) and not just across 
images played one after the other (in a clip, for example). 

14.  Although the original Japanese word translates as companion, it signifies more of a friend or family-
type of relationship for Luffy.

15.  Episode 377, “Nakama no Itami wa Waga Itami – Zoro Kesshi no Tatakai”
16. This video was made as an audition piece to enter the AMV collaborative Fairy Piece Studios.
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Ontology is in a post-crisis moment. The divide be-
tween life and images is increasingly untenable. Life 
is ever more imaged (biometrics) just as images are 
ever more alive (cloning). Virtual spaces and bodies 
dominate Hollywood, and deceased actors haunt 
new productions. Virtual idols like Hatsune Miku 
draw crowds of fans. In 2016, the inaugural year 
of US President Donald Trump, the Oxford Eng-
lish Dictionary’s word of the year was “post-truth.”  
According to Deborah Levitt’s The Animatic Appar-
atus (2018) all these things—animation, cosmet-
ic surgery, cloning, virtual idols, and the politics 
of Donald Trump—have something in common. 
They are features of what she terms, “the animatic 
apparatus.” As animation is becoming the domin-
ant super-medium of our time, new possibilities for 
the production of life reify the centrality and im-
portance of biopolitics. These two threads—anima-
tion and biopolitics—transform both the status of 
images and the status of “life” (2). From abortion 
to euthanasia to the patenting of living organisms, 
these questions define our current moment.  In the 
animatic apparatus, two definitions of animation 
converge, “to give life to” and “to represent life, or 
create the illusion of life” (3). Life is increasingly 
a state which bodies move in and out of, rather 
than a quality to be possessed by a particular type 
of body. Questions of “ontology, category, and be-
ing” are replaced with questions of an-ontology: 
of “appearance, metamorphosis, and affect” (2).  

While short, The Animatic Apparatus’s dense prose 
covers a wide and disparate number of objects in 
support of its central argument: animation (in-
cluding CGI) is not just becoming the dominant 
form of popular culture, but also our epistemo-
logical framework for the world. Levitt demon-
strates this in her methodology, “media ethology.” 
Ethology, the study of animal behavior, tracks a 
single behavior across species. It is an inquiry into 
the how, rather than the what, or the who, of be-
havior. Media ethology, already evoking a blurring 
between image and life, “make[s] sense (meaning) 
of sense (sensation)” in a way that is ambivalent 
towards the ontological status of objects (5). Her 
analysis of Oshii Mamoru’s Ghost in the Shell 2: In-
nocence (2004) successfully advocates for the film as 
a treatise on the animatic apparatus. However, the 
book does much more than offer perhaps the best 
analysis of Innocence, it leverages that analysis into 
a daring overview of our current cultural moment. 

The first chapter, “The Cinematic Regime: 
Biopolitics, Spectral Life, and the Crisis of Ontol-
ogy,” examines and historicizes the preceding cine-
matic regime, or apparatus, of the 20th century, in 
order to track the central transformations in the 
move towards the animatic apparatus. It histori-
cizes the way in which the technologies of early 
cinema, including those of Etienne-Jules Marey 
and Eadweard Muybridge, which so often front-
line introductory film textbooks, produce both 
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new forms and discourses of “life.” One example 
of this is the way that Marey’s technologies en-
abled a “machine-produced body” through the use 
of images to “reprogram bodies,” later employed, 
for example, by the “scientific management” of 
Frederick Winslow Taylor (10). The chapter also 
tracks the divergence of discourses which maintain 
organic metaphors in relation to cinema (e.g. Sig-
mund Kracauer, Terry Ramsaye) and those which 
emphasize representation/illusion (Lumière broth-
ers). One of its most central and salient examples is 
Ferderico Fellini’s film Intervista (1987), in which 
two aging actors (Marcello Mastroianni and Anita 
Ekberg) watch themselves in Fellini’s La Dolce Vita 
made twenty-seven years earlier. Through a nu-
anced understanding of how the film manipulates 
and yet still indexes a pro-filmic real, Intervista is 
particularly emblematic of the way in which the 
cinematic apparatus produces new relations be-
tween life, death, and time. This assumption of an 
indexical reality informs both the discourses sur-
rounding life within the cinematic apparatus and 
the resulting crisis in ontology: were film bodies 
“[p]resent or absent, [h]ere or there, [l]iving or 
dead?” (17)

Just as new forms of representation eventually 
begat new productions of life with regard to early 
cinema technologies, Levitt’s second chapter, “The 
Animatic Apparatus: Desiring Images” opens with 
a parallel development in biology, which likewise 
shifts from a mode of understanding and classifi-
cation to a mode of production and engineering. 
The chapter tracks intensifications of the way in 
which living beings are read as images (vital track-
ing), images come to possess new forms of vitality 
and affect, and images can be translated into living 
beings (gene editing). Here, Levitt draws heavily 
from W. J. T. Mitchell’s “The Work of Art in the 
Age of Biocybernetic Reproduction,” but expands 
its boundaries to allow a better account of the way 
that affect is intertwined with new ways of produ-
cing images/bodies. In particular, Levitt moves the 
site to the attention-screen nexus, in which neuro-
cinematics and neuromarketing enable new forms 
of what Jonathan Bellow calls “attentional biopow-
er.” Extending into the chapters that follow, Levitt 
seeks to both “break open the concept of attention” 
as well as to reconfigure some of the central con-

cerns and questions of “biopower” at a time when 
the “bio” refers instead to images/bodies that move 
in and out of existence (27). 

In the third chapter, “Phantasmic Simulacra 
and Anti-Pinocchios,” Levitt historicizes “animat-
ing” narratives and aesthetics that artists have used 
to imagine the theme of coming to life through the 
figure of the simulacrum. Here, Levitt moves away 
from Jean Baudrillard’s more common theories, 
instead preferring Deleuze’s formulations in “Pla-
to and the Simulacrum,” in which the simulacrum 
does not simply reflect the world. Levitt establishes 
a thought-provoking typology for the two diver-
ging narratives of the simulacra: the Baudrillar-
dian and Platonian “Pinocchios”, which position 
“human reality as a goal for artificial life”, and the 
Deleuzian “Anti-Pinocchios” that view “artificial 
lives as essentially different from—and often pref-
erable to—human lives” (33). Levitt adds that the 
latter of these is more useful for thinking through 
life in the animatic apparatus. For Levitt, the arche-
typal example of the Anti-Pinocchio is the marion-
ette of Henrich von Kleist’s 1811 work “On the 
Marionette Theater,” a unique “hybrid of essay, fic-
tion, and dialogue” (35). Kleist’s marionette is “not 
a poor copy of a human, but a dazzlingly different 
kind of being,” one which is not “a perfectly au-
tonomous puppet,” but instead “includes the per-
spective of the spectator” (35–38). What follows is 
perhaps Levitt’s most engaging analysis: the way in 
which the affective poetics of “On the Marionette 
Theater” return in its “remake,” Oshii Mamoru’s 
Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence (41). Innocence is 
not just an incredibly thought-provoking “philo-
sophical treatise on the animatic apparatus,” but it 
also positions itself, as an animated film, as a suc-
cessor to the marionette, the automaton, and the 
doll that it theorizes. And as another Anti-Pinoc-
chio, it questions the desirability of the state of 
human consciousness over the alternative of doll 
consciousness. 

The fourth, and strongest, chapter, “The Doll 
Theme: Object Lessons in An-Ontology,” is where 
a bulk of the close-analysis of Innocence takes place. 
Levitt demonstrates that Innocence is not just res-
onant with an-ontological themes, but actively 
theorizes itself within a particular genealogy of ani-
mation. What Levitt deems Innocence’s greatest con-
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tribution to the animatic apparatus is how it places 
itself, as an animated film, in a lineage of attempts 
to create artificial life (dolls, puppets, automata) 
rather than in a lineage of visual representation. In 
one of the film’s most overt theorizations, a cen-
tral point in Levitt’s analysis, Oshii debates Donna 
Haraway’s “A Cyborg Manifesto,” by representing 
the scholar directly in the film as a character. Ac-
cording to Levitt, Oshii updates Haraway’s position 
by shifting the conversation from the cyborg to the 
doll, and consequently from ontology to an-ontol-
ogy. What emerges is that the disparate figures of 
Innocence, “androids, gynoids, robots, dolls, ani-
mals, and humans” all exist on a continuum from 
animate to inanimate, but all are in-between the 
two poles: all exist between life and death (56). 
In addition to extending the logic of the animatic 
apparatus, Innocence, Levitt concludes, “provide[s] 
a distilled image of animatic logic,” moving away 
from ontology and towards Haraway’s ontological 
breakdown and an-ontology (56). 

The very brief fifth chapter, “An-Ontology 
and Animatic Aesthetics,” develops Levitt’s defin-
ition of the animatic and how it relates to an-on-
tology. While the cinematic and animatic invade 
each other’s spaces, the latter is generally character-
ized by the prioritization of the simulacral over the 
representational, the latter of which is cinema’s do-
main. One of the central differences between these 
two modes is the way in which the cinematic posits 
a relationship between the time of capture and the 
time of projection that animation does not adhere 
to, as William Schaffer observes. In animation, “[t]
here is no death” nor any “ontological tether”, ani-
mated bodies are “always in a process of coming 
into and out of existence” (59–62). Levitt turns to 
animated films such as Chuck Jones’ Duck Amuck 
(1953) which thematizes “the an-ontological na-
ture of animation as a medium” by continually de-
constructing and reconstructing its principal char-
acter, Daffy Duck. While animated films like Duck 
Amuck may employ realist codes, because they bear 
no direct relationship to a pro-filmic “real,” they 
must to some extent implicitly thematize whatever 
realist mode they construct. 

Levitt returns to a close analysis of Innocence 
in the sixth chapter, “Animatic Aesthetics, Part 
2: Affects, Anagrams, Simulacra.” Dedicating a 

bulk of the chapter analysis to a scene where the 
cyborg protagonist Batou and his human partner 
Togusa visit the mansion of master hacker Kim, 
the chapter explores the way that Innocence for-
mally disrupts perceptual stability. The film, Levitt 
maintains, is anti-anthropocentric not only in its 
themes and narrative, but also in its composition, 
such as its continual refusal to place its “camera” 
at eye-level. The mansion scene in particular en-
acts a “perceptual disarticulation” that refuses the 
spectator any ontological anchoring point, includ-
ing knowledge of what objects in the film are bio-
logical or artificial, alive or dead, animate or in-
animate (71). Of particular interest for Levitt is 
Innocence’s characteristically explicit invocation of 
German Surrealist artist Hans Bellmer, known for 
his photographs of seemingly dis-articulated and 
re-articulated dolls, which Levitt calls “doll-body 
anagrams” (75). Bellmer, Levitt notes, draws on 
Austrian psychiatrist and psychoanalyst Paul Schil-
der’s concept of “body schema,” which is always 
“intersubjective and intercorporeal,” rethinking 
“gaze” and the “screen” in terms of a relay between 
different bodies (75). Consistent with the framing 
of Innocence as artificial life, Levitt claims that Osh-
ii does for “the film as doll” as Bellmer does for 
the doll-body, through his particular anagrammatic 
use of montage (76). Levitt concludes the chapter 
by pointing to the transformation of Oshii’s way of 
thinking from the production of the first Ghost in 
the Shell to its sequel. In the first Ghost in the Shell, 
their “ghost” that defines the body is the brain and 
memories. In Innocence, what defines the body is 
itself in its entirety, and in its relation to other bod-
ies. There is no ontological tethering for either the 
human or doll, they both “belong to the void” (82). 
In contrast to the connotative meanings of such a 
formulation however, Oshii seems to suggest that 
this is actually a site of potential for new types of 
connections, echoed by the second film’s concern 
with the “reconfiguration” of the human.

The seventh chapter, “Animatic Pop, Body-
as-Image, Image-as-Body,”  takes a broad view of 
the manifestations of the animatic apparatus across 
contemporary cultural phenomena: cosmetic sur-
gery, virtual idols, image editing, and reality TV 
shows focused on transgender persons. The first 
section addresses media that transform the body 
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into the image, such as the Facebook partner site 
where users can “animate themselves” (which 
here effectively means to render oneself in car-
toon style), an Esurance series of “get animated” 
commercials, and the cosmetic surgery of Valeria 
Lukyanova, or the “Human Barbie.” The second 
section explores the reverse transition from image 
to body, through AnnLee, a stock anime charac-
ter given a “life she never would have dreamed of” 
by two French artists, Pierre Huyghe and Philippe 
Parreno, and the incredibly popular and iconic vir-
tual idol Hatsune Miku (87). Much of the chapter, 
however, is dedicated to an analysis of the reality 
TV series I Am Jazz (2015–present), which follows 
the life of a young transgender girl named Jazz 
Jennings. In particular, Levitt argues that there are 
“two different kinds of narrative lines” occurring 
simultaneously in the series, one which reinforces 
normative binary gender roles, positioning transi-
tion “teleologically rather than as ongoing process,” 
and the other which is dedicated to the ethos of 
what Nikolas Rose calls “somatic individuality”—
the reconstruction of identity occurring at the level 
of the body (98, 103). Both of these threads, Levitt 
argues, are different responses to the “novel poten-
tials for corporeal transformation in the animatic 
apparatus” (98). 

The conclusion of the book asks how to de-
velop what Levitt calls a “how-ethics.” According to 
Levitt, ethics have been approached ontologically, 
which tend to become unsettled in the animatic ap-
paratus. So, how then does one drive that scenario 
towards its “positive possibility” (109)? For Levitt, 
the two options are what-ethics and how-ethics: 
“back toward ontology” or “further into the virtu-
alization of life” (109). In the age of Trump, what 
some have termed the “post-truth” moment, we see 
the dark potentiality of this further virtualization, 
where the correspondence between images and re-
ality has been entirely unsettled. At the same time, 
the success of Trump is simultaneously attribut-
able to the drive to move in the opposite direction, 
towards ontology, to establish stronger borders. 
Through both threads, Trump’s success can be seen 
as a symptom of the animatic apparatus. Following 
Giorgio Agamben, Levitt embraces the how-ethics. 
Agamben notes that one of possibilities of the soci-
ety of the spectacle, which Levitt equates with the 

animatic apparatus, liberates the individual from 
a biological or theological essence. For Agamben 
then, gesture, which “is what takes place when all 
definitive locations…are suspended,” provides the 
launching point for his particular conception of 
ethics, what Levitt calls “how-ethics” (117). 

While bold, provocative, and enlightening, 
Deborah Levitt also ends The Animatic Apparat-
us on a cliffhanger. Both the final chapter and the 
conclusion introduce so many more conceptually 
rich topics for detailed analysis that it could al-
most be the introduction to another book. Never-
theless, The Animatic Apparatus does two things 
exceedingly well: it successfully demonstrates the 
pervasiveness of its premise, and through Levitt’s 
nuanced analysis argues for the value of Innocence 
as treatise on the animatic apparatus and the filmic 
“body.” Levitt also leaves the concluding prospect 
of “how-ethics” up in the air, admitting that the 
conceptual challenges in developing such an eth-
ics seems rather daunting. The Animatic Apparatus 
demonstrates the shift from ontology to an-ontol-
ogy, but how exactly to make sense of the an-onto-
logical remains hazy. Nonetheless, The Animatic 
Apparatus buttresses animation scholarship that 
seeks to forge connections between animation and 
the sphere of biopolitics. 
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When I bought So Pretty/Very Rotten at the Toronto 
Comic Arts Festival in 2018, I was so immediately 
smitten by the book’s text and art, that I soon after 
attended a panel hosted by authors/illustrators Jane 
Mai and An Nguyen. In attendance at the panel, 
were so many people dressed in extravagant Lolita 
style clothing, that my heart skipped a beat. I had 
known about Lolita clothes and subculture through 
watching anime and participating in that realm of 
the otaku subculture, but I had never seen so much 
beautiful clothing up close. The lace, bows, petti-
coats, and frills filled my dreams.

I seem to have forgotten my manners, though. 
To begin, Jane Mai and An Nguyen’s So Pretty/Very 
Rotten (2017) is a collection of comics and writ-
ten pieces which range from interviews and essays 
to brief snippets of memoir, each narrating and 
contextualizing the Lolita subculture and style. 
Lolita is, in their words, “a celebration of feminin-
ity, modesty, cuteness, and beauty that does not fit 
into mainstream fashion trends” (Mai and Nguyen 
2017, 13).  Originating in urban Japan and espe-
cially associated with the street fashion scene of 
Tokyo’s Harajuku neighborhood, Lolita has be-
come an international subculture with devotees of 
all ages and genders throughout much of the world. 

For the most part, the essays in So Pretty/Very 
Rotten present personal perspectives on the many 
intricacies of this frilly subculture, and especially 
its thornier problems. The narrative comics inter-
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spersed throughout, delve particularly into the 
more macabre aspects of wearing and loving the 
style, often including elements of bodily horror 
and decay, loneliness, and the emptiness of fanatic-
al investment in consumer subculture. The comics’ 
role in this complex multimedia text is to bring the 
reader closer to the intimate effects and feelings of 
what is discussed more dryly in the written por-
tions, and they are very successful at this task. So 
successful, in fact, that they make me wish more 
books for adults would include abundant images 
and comics. 

Standing out among the comic short stories, 
is Jane Mai’s “Empty,” which follows an envious 
admirer of Lolita fashion who, after buying a cheap 
“magic wallet” from a street merchant, finds that 
the wallet grants her as much money as she desires. 
Flush with cash, she dedicates her life to buying 
and wearing opulent Lolita clothing. In her new 
life, she finds friendship and fulfillment, joining up 
with a group of Lolita girls she used to envy. As she 
grows more beautiful, however, her body deterior-
ates––often in subtly grotesque ways which I will 
not spoil for the reader. As the character muses to 
herself: “I’m so tired and weak but I look so cute!” 
(Mai and Nguyen 2017, 231).   So pretty, very rot-
ten indeed!

While “Empty,” and Mai’s artistic contribu-
tions in general, point toward a rather dim view 
of Lolita as a subject, that perspective never dom-
inates the page. Even in “Empty,” Mai draws the 
clothes in a bold graphic style, which is alluring 
despite the supernatural decay happening in the 
story. Taken just on their own, the book’s comics 
manage to fashion a very multi-shaded portrait of 
Lolita, one as detailed and intricate as the clothes 
themselves. Any macabre portions of the art or 
writing are tempered by an affectionate perspec-
tive. Crucially, none of the women characters in 
the book, even if they are posed as cautionary fig-
ures, lack intent or strong desires. Though in some 
cases tragic, the women’s downfalls arrive through 
the pursuit of sublime beauty, which the book ul-
timately validates, even while counting its costs. 

Moreover, Nguyen’s comic “Ribbon Army,” 
which comes much earlier in the volume than 
“Empty,” fashions a near-angelic portrait of the 
power of desire expressed through Lolita. Here the 

author/illustrator tells the story of another woman 
envious of a Lolita she sees on her commute. The 
forceful and assertive Lolita notices her longing 
gaze and invites her into The Ribbon Army, an 
army where clothes become armor and there is, as 
the Lolita explains, “A kind of power in announ-
cing so plainly the things you like” (2017, 111).  A 
consistent theme of Lolita that the book empha-
sizes is that Lolita creates femininity for itself and 
on its own terms, carving out a space for cuteness 
and self-love through clothes. The immense skirts, 
detailed in striking patterns and prints and under-
girded by blossoming petticoats, make the wearer 
take up a lot of space and attract every eye. These 
are clothes of courage, and so the direct compari-
son to armour is not just apt, but gets to the core of 
Lolita’s appeal. As I will discuss below, this kinship 
with and trust in objects, forms Lolita’s soft core, 
and its “philosophical” skeleton.

Stepping aside from the comics for a moment, 

So Pretty/Very Rotten,  “Street Fashion Lookbook,” drawn 
by Jane Mai and An Nguyen. Page 19. 
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we find that this book takes these fundamental Lo-
lita emotions into a wider frame. Especially effect-
ive are the essays following the threads of kawaii 
(“cute” but with a much wider application) and 
shojo (girls’) culture, as they bind and decorate the 
Lolita sensibility. For the authors, kawaii most fun-
damentally designates an attainable perfection or 
beauty, as well as a method or tool through which 
Japanese women and girls practice consumption. 
This practice, which Mai and Nguyen compare to 
Brian McVeigh’s theory of “resistance consump-
tion,” designates aesthetic preferences outside of 
traditional ideas of beauty or the sublime (Mai 
and Nguyen 2017, 167). The authors call Lolita 
the “material incarnation” of an individualistic re-
sistance to patriarchal control over women’s beauty, 
in which concepts and sensibilities like kawaii and 
shojo, can cohere and find shelter, under the protec-
tion of an eternal innocence, relatively inaccessible 
to patriarchal interference.  

To me, this point directly underpins why ka-
waii, shojo, and Lolita have more specifically found 
devotees outside of Japan. It also directly connects 
to a point made multiple times throughout So 
Pretty/Very Rotten: while Lolita has become inter-
national, it has not remained unchanged while in 
transit. In the West, Lolita is more often concerned 
with the issues the book calls attention to: the con-
flict between the fulfillment of having and loving 
what you want, and the “materialism” of getting 
happiness through an expensive consumer sub-
culture. According to the essay “Learning from the 
Clothes: Comparing Lolitas in Japan and North 
America, “however, Japanese Lolitas appear to be 
self-reflexive and to undertake a complementary 
engagement with material things which is rarely 
questioned consciously (2017, 248).   

In my own experience with online Anglo Lo-
lita culture, I have observed that there is truth to the 
assertion that North American Lolitas are far more 
anxious about maintaining a sense of individuality 
while finding community in clothes. I am, however, 
unsure of whether these anxieties or concerns clue 
us into the limits of consumer subcultures. Instead, 
the book seems to suggest that consumption and 
the objects consumed, create a powerful and malle-
able space for self-reflection, pleasure, and personal 
growth. This active and thoughtful relationship to 

fashion and consumer commodities has produced 
a kind of theory of affective relationships to ob-
jects within the Lolita community. In two powerful 
interviews, the book nudges the reader towards a 
new awareness of Lolita’s potential significance for 
studying our bodily relationship with nonhuman 
objects.

In the first interview, with fashion designer, 
novelist, and Lolita advocate Novala Takemoto, the 
dandyish author reflects on his own frustrated ef-
forts to research and publish a complete history of 
Lolita. His comments about how, in academic es-
tablishments, especially in Japan, there is an almost 
complete resistance to discussing fashion serious-
ly, made me grateful for my ability to publish this 
review. Takemoto’s comments essentially confirm 
Lolita’s outsider status, comparing its aesthetics to 
the act of vandalizing the Mona Lisa in order to 
make it more girlish and disreputable  (Mai and 
Nguyen 2017, 128).  I argue that this sensibility 
finds its way into every corner of the book, espe-

So Pretty/Very Rotten, “I Follow,” drawn by Jane Mai. Page 
31. 
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cially its comics, which take a confrontational and 
often morbid posture.

Most vital to the entire book, however, is a 
relatively short interview with a Lolita from Japan 
named Kana. Kana introduces a phrase that I be-
lieve gets to the core of Lolita’s appeal, in a way 
that even kawaii does not exhaustively describe. 
She says, “Yofuku wa watashi no sensei,” mean-
ing, “the outfit is my teacher” (Mai and Nguyen 
2017, 248).  Understood this way, the clothes pick 
their wearer just as much as occurs the other way 
around. While on its face this could sound like the 
Lolita sacrifices agency or choice to a sense of obli-
gation to the clothes, Kana’s words do not skew in 
that direction. From this line of thought, we can 
see that the inherent personality or consciousness 
of the clothes themselves exerts an influence, which 
determines, as Kana notes, whether one is ready to 
wear an outfit or not. All things, whether animate 
or not, coexist and exert an influence on their rela-
tionships. To wear clothes that accept you, and to 
accept the clothes in turn, is more like a friendship 
than ownership, despite the fact that these exchan-
ges and relationships occur between people and 
objects, rather than between two people. Indeed, 
when looking at beautiful clothes, I often swoon 
at their prices and lament their unattainability, but 
their beauty, their tangible effects and teaching, 
are indelible –– especially for a tall queer lesbian, 
whose body so often sticks out in the worst ways.

To fellow academic readers otherwise uninter-
ested in Lolita or fashion, I will simply say that the 
book provides highly compelling, nuanced, and 
informed considerations of material culture, the 
politics of pleasure and consumption, the “agency” 
of objects, and the ways in which cultural move-
ments and sensibilities shift while “going global,” 
and adapting to the needs of their participants in 
disparate contexts. To everyone interested in the 
craft of bookmaking as an academic pursuit, I will 
recommend this book as an example of how the 
combination of comic arts, illustrations, essays, 
and interviews can lend a book power and scope. 
I hope that others in my craft will see So Pretty/
Very Rotten, and know that it is possible to make 
thoughtful arguments and beautiful art at the same 
time. 
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Gilad Padva’s Queer Nostalgia in Cinema and Pop 
Culture (2014) draws a connection between queer 
theory and nostalgia studies. In discussing a range 
of contemporary films, such as Gay Sex in the 70s 
(2005), Another Gay Movie (2006), and Were the 
World Mine (2008), as well as music videos and 
animations, Padva positions queerness and nostal-
gia as connected rather than inherently opposed, in 
spite of nostalgia’s association with more conserva-
tive values and interpretations of history. Though 
Padva describes nostalgia’s more conservative func-
tions at length, his argument that nostalgia can 
be queered is ultimately an optimistic one. Using 
Alison Blunt’s (2003) definition of nostalgia as a 
longing for temporal rather than physical home 
and Linda Anderson’s (2000) claim that nostal-
gia creates disruptions and discontinuities in our 
experience of time, Padva argues that nostalgia is 
capable of creating disruptive, queer narratives of 
history and fashioning pride and merit in identi-
ties, lifestyles, and memories which might other-
wise be deemed worthless in the dominant hetero-
normative culture. He contends, “Although nostal-
gia is often accused of being too conservative and 
conformist, manipulated by hegemonic forces for 
political purposes, it can also be reevaluated as a 
creative, vital, and dissident force that provokes the 
established, monochromatic concepts of memory 
and memorizing” (Padva 2014, 229). As part of its 
potential as a dissident and creative force, Padva 

argues that nostalgia offers subaltern sexual com-
munities a history not constituted solely through 
narratives of trauma and martyrdom but rather 
“a glorified past and its mythic playgrounds, role 
models and halls of fame” (Padva 2014, 8). More-
over, this empowering vision of shared or personal 
queer history, one that includes the traumatic past 
but is also inclusive of all the joy of queer experi-
ence, has the potential to create empowered queer 
identities and new dimensions of queer experience. 

Padva’s intervention in queer theory and nos-
talgia studies is part of a longstanding and ongoing 
discussion concerning how to situate queerness and 
queer identity within history. Because history is 
constructed through fundamentally heteronorma-
tive and patriarchal frameworks, which constitute 
time in relation to reproduction, queer theory has 
struggled with the question of how to posit queer-
ness within history or even whether these concepts 
are fundamentally opposed. Padva references this 
debate on one occasion by referring to the work 
of Kathryn Bond Stockton (2009), who argues 
that because the protogay child—a term coined in 
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s (1994) Tendencies—can-
not grow up according to the dominant culture’s 
heteronormative markers of maturity, she must 
grow sideways, a theoretical framing which grants 
the child a timetable of maturity while it carves out 
an escape hatch from the narrative of history. By 
arguing that nostalgia can be queer and that queer 
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history can be viewed nostalgically, Padva makes an 
important intervention in a longer debate concern-
ing how to conceive of the queer past and future as 
well as the relationship of queerness to history. 

Moreover, while his book explores the uses of 
queer nostalgia through a number of multi-media 
texts, it also seems that the book itself is an attempt 
to catalogue and create queer nostalgia in what 
Padva terms “an intimate and highly corrective, 
healing journey in quest of nostalgia-in-motion” 
(Padva 2014, viii). Referring to nostalgia as a “cre-
ative practice” that allows for the formation of “new 
fields, dimensions, and perspectives of the queer 
experience” (8), Padva lovingly weaves together a 
nostalgic collection of queer cultural artefacts over 
the course of nine chapters, from 90s musicals to 
mid-twentieth century travel advertisements to gay 
bathhouses and pornographic magazines. In choos-
ing his texts, he seems to rely on a sense of what is 
personally nostalgic as well as significant moments 
in queer history and queer pop culture. Yet, the 
sense of capturing nostalgia for the experience of 
queer youth also runs through book as well. For 
example, in chapter two, which analyzes the film 
Beefcake (1998) and the conventions of mid-twen-
tieth century male physique magazines, Padva also 
conveys the feeling of being steeped in nostalgic 
memories of steeling away with these magazines as 
a gay youth. He writes of a 12-year-old Texan who 
“found it very intimidating to buy this magazine 
at the local newsstand” and would hide the maga-
zine inside a comic book (36–37). While looking 
at the smiling body builders, he knew he was not 
alone (37). By nostalgizing these clandestine and 
somewhat sweet moments, Padva (in this and other 
chapters more overtly focused on nostalgic mem-
ories of queer youth) attempts to create a vision of 
queer childhood which includes the comedy and 
beauty that are often neglected in favor of more 
tragic queer coming-of-age narratives. However, in 
addition to claiming that nostalgia has the power 
to creatively recast queer childhood, Padva also 
discusses how the nostalgic vision of Beefcake al-
lows the film to revitalize and historize the world of 
homoerotic physique magazines. In “celebrat[ing] 
the male body all the way,” with “muscles, torsos, 
buttocks, and penises, semi or fully exposed in au-
thentic AMG footage and in the semi-fictionalized 

scenes,” the film not only documents the signifi-
cance of these queer cultural artefacts but also gives 
them new life, creating “a counter-cultural homo-
erotic memory and heritage with its own brand of 
visibility” (54). Nostalgia allows these texts to be 
claimed in a narrative of collective queer history 
and renewed as objects of queer pride. 

By inflecting his argument for the revitaliz-
ing and restorative potential of nostalgia with an 
obviously personal investment, Padva does much 
to create the experience of queer nostalgia for his 
readers and demonstrate the possibilities present in 
a joyful interaction with the queer past. However, 
that same personal investment is also perhaps the 
source of the books most obvious flaw: its over-
whelming focus on white gay men. In chapter four, 
“Claiming Lost Gay Youth, Embracing Femin-
inostalgia: Todd Haynes’s Dottie Gets Spanked and 
Velvet Goldmine,” Padva cites Eve Sedgewick’s open 
and encompassing definition of queer as “the open 
mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlays, dissonances 
and resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning 
when the constituents of anyone’s gender, or any-
one’s sexuality aren’t made (or can’t be made) to sig-
nify monolithically” (8). However, this definition 
stands in contrast with the fact that queer and gay 
seem to be used synonymously within the chapter. 
In discussing Dottie Gets Spanked (1993) and Velvet 
Goldmine (1998), two films about gay men’s ado-
lescence, Padva introduces the term femininostalgia 
to refer to gay men’s nostalgia for childhood mo-
ments of feminine identification. He asserts that 
this process invokes positive and healing narratives 
of self-recognition:

Recognizing and respecting one’s effeminate 
nostalgia can be a healing process that reflects 
a gradual coming to terms with one’s early 
transgression. It is an intimate realization of 
one’s otherness, which retrospectively pre-
cedes the subject’s (homo)sexuality. Femin-
inostalgia is therapeutic because it reconsiders 
the gay man’s effeminacy and enables him to 
regard this character not as a stigma, but rath-
er as an inner, integral and intimate part of his 
personality and self-recognition. (93)

Padva makes a convincing case for the transform-
ational power of valuing one’s early feminine ex-
periences as a gay man. However, the argument 
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becomes less logical as it is applied to the queer 
subject in general. Because queer and gay are fre-
quently used interchangeably throughout the 
chapter, claims such as “femininostalgia enables 
the queer subject to challenge the powerful gender 
regime and its imposed heteromasculinity and 
heterofemininity” seem to make the case that fem-
ininostalgia is a principle which might be used sim-
ilarly by all queer subjects (93). If this is part of 
the argument Padva intends to make, there should 
be some discussion of how femininostalgia might 
be used in relation to other queer identities and 
what this might look like. For example, it is hard 
to imagine a trans man having the same potential 
relationship to his early identifications with femin-
inity as that described by Padva regarding gay men. 
As this example indicates, there are often moments 
within the text where a more complete and inclu-
sive vision of queer identity would have opened 
up unexplored areas of complexity. While a study 
of gay men’s relationship to nostalgia is certainly 
worthwhile on its own, the book initially proposes 
a study of the relationship between nostalgia and 
queerness, and the analysis and textual examples 
should reflect the broadness of that intended focus. 

The afterward, “Queering Nostalgia or Queer 
Nostalgia?,” praises the “politicized reconstruction 
of nostalgia” (228), and this is certainly something 
the book achieves. Queer Nostalgia in Cinema and 
Pop Culture rather bravely dares to be optimistic 
in its vision of both the queer past and the queer 
future, which makes the book a joy to read. How-
ever, though the overall argument for the potential 
of queer nostalgia is an important contribution to 
both queer theory and nostalgia and memory stud-
ies, the intermediary chapters lack some of the an-
alysis and discussion that would have allowed Padva 
to fully work through his claims concerning the 
potential of queer nostalgia. Some of this absence 
results from the lack of diverse representations of 
queerness as stated above, but many chapters also 
seem to get bogged down in presenting excessive 
theoretical frameworks or digress into marginally 
related concerns without ever fully integrating all 
the information presented. Chapter five, “Boys 
Want to Have Fun! Carnivalesque Adolescence 
and Nostalgic Resorts in Another Gay Movie and 
Another Gay Sequel,” for example, begins and ends 

with a discussion of the raucous gay teen comedies 
viewed according to Bakhtin’s tenets of carnival, yet 
the middle of the chapter explores racial fetishiza-
tion in the gay community, Judith Butler’s analysis 
of drag in connection to a drag queen master of 
ceremonies, the politics of sissiness in gay youth 
hookup culture, and the parody of homophobic 
evangelists, among other topics and other liter-
ary theorists. While nostalgia is briefly referenced 
in relation to the history of resorts as havens for 
gay hookups and exclusive gay utopias where in-
timacy between men might be public, the central 
argument concerning the restorative potential of 
nostalgia seems somewhat lost amid so many other 
topics. Furthermore, in other chapters the excess of 
references to literary theorists seems to overwhelm 
the close reading of the central text, and in this way 
the argument concerning nostalgia in connection 
with that central text again feels lost. 

In spite of these gaps, however, the success of 
this book is in its hopeful reading of queer nos-
talgia and its commitment to celebrating queer 
history. Padva pragmatically states that “nostalgia 
encourages optimism because it revives the pursuit 
of happiness and inspires resistance to the horrors 
of the present” (228). This practical focus on mak-
ing queer experience more bearable, and hopefully 
more joyful, by overtly taking up rose-colored glass-
es makes Padva’s book stand out among more fre-
quent cynicism within queer theory and traumatic 
visions of the queer past and future. Moreover, his 
assertion that queer nostalgia offers “a beacon, a ray 
of light in the darkness” which has the power to re-
deem “neglected or denied heritages of beauty and 
glamour” offers a convincing argument that glori-
fying a shared queer historical vision offers practical 
betterment to the lives of queer people against the 
aforementioned vision of queerness as antithetical 
to history (228). 
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As recognized by Richard Dyer in his canonical 
work Stars (1979), one of the fundamental premis-
es of star studies is that stars fundamentally “do not 
exist” outside of their various media texts (Dyer 
1979, 1). Like their celestial namesake—the stars in 
the night sky that are only visible through light that 
has travelled for decades towards the observer—
their physical existence becomes incidental as their 
mediated, artificial persona is all that can be seen. 
Progressing from this starting point, many accounts 
of stardom conceive of this fundamental artificial-
ity as a sort of game—as in Mark Rapaport’s film 
Rock Hudson’s Home Movies (1992), which suggests 
how the titular star’s authentic queer sexuality is 
visible in the gaps behind his official heterosexual 
screen presence. In his new book, Animated Per-
sonalities: Cartoon Characters and Stardom in Amer-
ican Theatrical Shorts (2019), David McGowan 
takes this notion of star artificiality to its logical 
conclusion, asking whether stardom is still possible 
when there is no longer any original physical refer-
ent at all.To answer this question, McGowan turns 
to the extensive pantheon of American animated 
characters (including Mickey Mouse, Bugs Bunny, 
Popeye, and Betty Boop, amongst others), arguing 
that they should be understood as legitimate stars. 
On one hand, this seems like an uncontroversial 
assertion, as these characters’ personae and physic-
al appearances were developed and disseminated 
alongside hundreds of live-action stars within the 

classical Hollywood studio system. However, in 
his introduction, McGowan suggests two broad 
reasons that these animated stars have tradition-
ally been excluded from discussions of stardom: 
first, their lack of a physical body around which 
the star persona can be constructed; and second, 
their consequent lack of a private life for their pub-
lic to gossip and pore over. As McGowan develops 
a new model of animated stardom to circumvent 
these issues, he innovatively bridges the fields of 
star studies and animation studies to offer indis-
pensable insight into both. 

McGowan resolves the question of the ani-
mated stars’ lack of embodiment by drawing a 
parallel to the complete artificiality of live-action 
stars: “[T]he live-action star was often so heavily 
filtered through the camera’s gaze, studio publicity, 
and even the surgeon’s knife that claims to auth-
enticity can be extremely problematic” (McGowan 
2019, 4). He further dispels the notion that live-
action stars are more legitimate simply for being 
human as he addresses animated stars’ lack of off-
screen lives. Following Dyer, McGowan reminds 
readers that the various non-filmic sources (fan 
magazines, gossip media, and more) that promise 
to reveal stars’ personal lives amount to an artifi-
cial “rhetoric of authenticity,” rather than anything 
verifiably true (7). Because stardom rests upon the 
mere impression of an authentic person underneath 
a constructed persona, the physical reality of a life 
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outside of stardom becomes irrelevant—and thus 
not fundamentally different from the effect creat-
ed as Bugs Bunny breaks character to address the 
audience mid-cartoon, or by the outtakes offered 
by the credits of Toy Story 2 (John Lasseter, dir. 
1999) (Hills 2003). Thus, by asserting the legitim-
acy of animated stardom, McGowan’s book simul-
taneously reveals and reverses the process by which 
animation as a whole is de-legitimized and mar-
ginalized within critical and historical accounts of 
cinema.

This innovation is especially apparent as Mc-
Gowan uses stardom to reintroduce animation into 
broader industrial histories of Hollywood. Here, 
the book follows the model set out by its name-
sake, Richard DeCordova’s Picture Personalities: The 
Emergence of the Star System in America (2001). Just 
as DeCordova traces how the star system develops 
to ensure continuity between films—and to en-
courage audiences to return to see the same figure 
in a new situation—McGowan traces the animat-
ed star system’s growth out of serialized newspaper 
strips, presenting recurring characters to foster 
audience interest and to streamline production. 
This account of animated stardom also serves to 
compliment the history traced by Donald Craft-
on’s Before Mickey: The Animated Film, 1898–1928 
(1982), as McGowan follows how animated films 
gradually shift their focus away from the illusion 
of animation itself (through the figure of the on-
screen animator) and towards a system populated 
by recurring characters well-known to the viewing 
public.

Beyond merely drawing a historical parallel 
between the formation of live-action and animated 
stardom, McGowan’s book provides a valuable an-
alysis of how cartoon stars serve a similar sociologic-
al purpose to their human counterparts throughout 
film history. One particularly illuminating chapter 
discusses how scandal is used to develop animated 
stars’ personae—a claim that may initially seems 
incongruous given these characters’ inherent lack 
of independent agency. However, McGowan un-
earths a fascinating trove of archival promotional 
materials to demonstrate how, like live-action stars, 
the inference of so-called deviant behaviour under-
neath cartoon stars’ officially wholesome image 
provides an essential tool to shape their personae. 

This dynamic, as well as the book’s wider concern 
with the complete artificiality of human stardom, 
is evidenced in an “interview” with Mickey Mouse 
in the August 1930 issue of the fan magazine Mo-
tion Picture Classic:

You ask, can an animated cartoon have intim-
ate moments? Naturally, I answer. Why not 
an animated cartoon just as well as any of the 
human cartoons who call themselves stars in 
Hollywood, nowadays? Intimate is hardly the 
word for some of my moments—and, if you 
will excuse the vulgarism, how! (McGowan 
2019, 53)
This quote succinctly summarizes many of 

McGowan’s principal concerns. By tracing the 
gradually diminishing capacity for Mickey’s inter-
ior life to be at odds with his official image as his 
star image develops, Animated Personalities does 
no less than to reconstruct an entirely neglected 
chapter of popular film history. Just as Nicholas 
Sammond’s Birth of an Industry: Blackface Min-
strelsy and the Rise of American Animation (2015) 
revealed racist minstrel tropes as a constituent (and 
consciously erased) aspect of American animation, 
here McGowan recreates the forgotten history of 
how animated stars’ supposed deviance—and its 
censorship—served to construct the images com-
monly known of them today. 

This focus on animated deviance and its sup-
pression brings needed attention to the live-action 
studio system’s problematic history of labour ex-
ploitation. McGowan argues that because the ani-
mated star (who, if considered separately from the 
animators who create them, cannot be exploited in 
and of themselves due to their lack of a physical 
body) does not need to be paid for their apparent 
labour, they can be used to uphold the studio sys-
tem’s exploitative status quo. At the same time that 
Bette Davis and James Cagney openly challenged 
the restrictive nature of their contracts, a cartoon 
like “You Ought to be in Pictures” (1940) paints 
their fellow Warner Brothers stars Daffy Duck and 
Porky Pig as grateful for their studio’s benevolence 
(McGowan 2019, 188–193). In this portion of the 
book, McGowan makes a fascinating suggestion: 
that animated stars (as pure, malleable image) rep-
resent what the studio system would ideally like 
human stars to be: infinitely available to appear in 
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as many productions as desired, and divorced from 
any need to sleep, eat, or be paid. 

Of course, this notion of the animated star’s 
supposedly infinite capacity for labour reveals a 
major risk posed by the reimagination of animat-
ed characters through the lens of human stardom: 
the potential erasure of the animators responsible 
for creating these stars. While McGowan recog-
nizes the presence of animators’ strikes and similar 
events in his history, it is certainly not his central 
focus. This is understandable, given that the book 
is generally more concerned with how stars (hu-
man and otherwise) are received and understood 
by their publics than the material processes by 
which this stardom is created. The question of how 
McGowan’s historical account—which traces how 
animated stars gradually come to be understood by 
the viewing public as autonomous beings—inter-
acts with the diminished visibility of animators’ 
labour bears further analysis.

That said, McGowan’s overall concern with 
how the image of the animated star is seen and 
understood provides an indispensable entry point 
to the vast and largely unexplored history of tele-
vision stardom. By tracing the various ways in 
which animated stars’ bodies of work are curated 
and presented for television audiences (often within 
compilations and syndication—analogous to many 
live-action stars’ afterlives on late-night television), 
McGowan provides a fascinating overview of how 
stars’ personae continue to be shaped retrospective-
ly following the collapse of the studio system. The 
ways in which these animated stars are adjusted to 
fit within the new medium of television—as hosts, 
salespeople, and individuals whose (illusory) auth-
enticity is newly on display—provides a valuable 
pretext to better understand this same process for 
human stars.

Ultimately, the primary usefulness of Mc-
Gowan’s account is how it divests itself of any il-
lusions about the importance of the physical body 
within stardom—compellingly and honestly re-
ferring to stardom (in all its on- and off-screen 
manifestations) as pure, artificial image. While this 
understanding allows a better understanding of 
how stardom operates in a variety of historical con-
texts, it also proves to be better-suited for a present 
in which live-action and animated stardom are in-

creasingly intertwined. To this end, the book closes 
with a brief consideration of the increasing pres-
ence of synthespians (performers created through 
CGI that are positioned as live-action performers) 
within contemporary Hollywood cinema. Frustrat-
ing the false dichotomy between animation and an 
indexical, photographic real that Thomas Lamarre 
suggests has “served to ignore or significantly de-
value the cartoon,” (McGowan 2019, 5) as these 
digital performances “de-age” living performers, 
and resurrect dead ones, they reveal a point at 
which the distinction between animated and “au-
thentic” images becomes increasingly irrelevant. 

While much of McGowan’s book considers 
how live-action stardom provides a valuable theor-
etical and historical context to better understand 
its animated counterpart, these closing moments 
turn their attention towards the future. Given that 
the brief time since the publication of McGowan’s 
book has brought both the controversial proposed 
resurrection of James Dean for the upcoming Find-
ing Jack, as well as the absurd attempt to maintain 
the appearance of humanity within the digital star-
dom of Cats (Tom Hooper, dir. 2019), Animated 
Personalities provides not only a useful reframing of 
stardom’s past, while setting the groundwork for a 
better understanding of its future.

Combining historical, formal, and theoretical 
modes of analysis, Animated Personalities represents 
a vital contribution to both star studies and the 
study of animation in classical Hollywood and be-
yond. By embracing a key problematic of the study 
of stardom—the inability to take any element of 
its construction as authentic—McGowan does not 
undermine the validity of this approach so much 
as craft a more honest and complete understand-
ing of it. While animated stars have long populated 
the global landscape of popular culture, historically 
situating them within the specific context of clas-
sical Hollywood stardom proves an effective way to 
better understand their sociological function—on- 
and off-screen, in the past and the future.
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In the study of diasporas and the aesthetic practices 
emerging from them, the question of identity in 
relation to the homeland often takes a central role. 
For example, in film studies, Hamid Naficy’s sem-
inal theorization of an accented cinema comes to 
mind. Naficy  broadly generalizes the relationship 
between diasporic filmmakers and their practice in 
the following categories: 

Exilic cinema is dominated by its focus on 
there and then in the homeland, diasporic 
cinema by its vertical relationship to the 
homeland and by its lateral relationship to 
the diaspora communities and experiences, 
and postcolonial ethnic and identity cinema 
by the exigencies of life here and now in 
the country in which the filmmakers reside. 
(2001, 15)

He goes on to identify an accented style as one that 
encompasses some or all of these tendencies. None-
theless, his theorization of diaspora via accented 
cinema privileges the nation as a site for negotiating 
complicated identities. In this context, the work 
that Gayatri Gopinath does in her book Unruly 
Visions: The Aesthetic Practices of Queer Diaspora, is 
to unsettle understandings of identity in broad na-
tionalistic terms. By bringing queer studies to bear 
on questions emerging in diaspora and area studies, 
Gopinath signals that “queer visual aesthetic prac-
tices function simultaneously as archival practices 
that suggest alternative understandings of time, 

space, and relationality that are obscured within 
dominant history” (2018, 5). In her theorization 
of queerness as a non-normative mode of aesthetic 
practice, Gopinath suggests ways in which queer 
studies can shed an important light on issues that 
may otherwise never surface if seen only from a 
diasporic lens. However, in doing so, at times she 
runs the risk of conflating vastly different ideas to 
the extent that her theorizations begin to fray at 
the edges. Nonetheless, Gopinath undertakes a 
formidable task of instrumentalizing queerness as 
a mode to address questions of identity that bring 
sexuality in conversation with issues of cultural, 
regional, and perhaps even national belongings. 

The main project in Unruly Visions is to offer 
a theorization of aesthetic practices of queer dias-
pora which unsettles comfortable understandings 
of both queerness and the diasporic—particularly 
via a methodology which Gopinath identifies as 
excavation. In the introduction, Gopinath theor-
izes “queer diaspora as both a spatial and a tem-
poral category: spatial in that it challenges the 
heteronormative and patrilineal underpinnings of 
conventional articulations of diaspora and nation, 
and temporal in that it reorients the traditionally 
backward glance of conventional articulations of 
diaspora, often predicated on a desire for a return 
to lost origins” (Gopinath 2018, 6). By examining 
the aesthetic practices of filmmakers, artists, poets, 
and writers—many of whom are part of the queer 
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diaspora—Gopinath demonstrates how queerness 
brings to the forefront issues of non-belonging often 
ignored by the emphasis on borders and national 
belongings. While this theorization could benefit 
from greater clarity, especially with a greater em-
phasis on how it relates to queer studies discourses, 
Gopinath nonetheless offers an expansive method-
ology which is particularly important to diaspora 
and area studies. She contends, “these aesthetic 
practices enact an excavation of the past through a 
queer optic, which allows us to apprehend bodies, 
desires, and affiliations rendered lost or unthink-
able within normative history” (Gopinath 2018, 
8). Moreover, Gopinath performs an excavation of 
her own by bringing together visual practices from 
a constellation of artists, filmmakers, writers, and 
poets, and constructing a timeline of her own. In 
some ways, this is reminiscent of Laura U. Marks’ 
work on intercultural cinema where she argues that 
“in many intercultural films and videos, the acts of 
excavation performed by these works is primarily 
deconstructive, for it is necessary to dismantle the 
colonial histories that frame minority stories be-
fore those stories can be told in their own terms” 
(2000, 25). Similarly, Gopinath examines artists 
who each perform their own excavation of personal 
and official histories through their practice, per-
forming that very same act of dismantling which 
Marks terms intercultural. However, by keeping a 
focus on a queer optics, Gopinath extends this idea 
further to merge debates of queer identity politics 
with cultural identity politics. 

In chapter one, titled “Queer Regions: Im-
agining Kerala from the Diaspora,” Gopinath 
continues to posit aesthetic practices in ways that 
disrupt comfortable understandings of space and 
time with a particular focus on the politics of the 
region. Here, she brings together a discussion of 
varied materials such as the film The Journey (2004) 
by Ligy Pullappally, paintings by the Indian mas-
ter painter Raja Ravi Varma, and artwork by David 
Dasharat Kalal who digitally remakes and thus 
responds to Varma’s work. Despite the vastly dif-
ferent works they produce and temporalities they 
occupy, all of these artists are united by their re-
lationship to Kerala. The significant contribution 
of this chapter therefore is in the way Gopinath 
addresses the politics of the region, stating “wheth-

er longed for or repudiated, desired or disavowed, 
diasporic evocations of the region may serve to 
buttress or undermine dominant narratives of na-
tional cohesion” (Gopinath 2018, 27). In this way, 
the region becomes a generative site from which to 
reclaim notions of identity and belonging that are 
elided by the dominant national histories. More-
over, focusing on the aesthetic practices of queer 
artists and filmmakers grappling with their identity 
in relation to the region, Gopinath argues “I use the 
term ‘queer regions’ in its subnational sense, then, 
to name the particularities of gender and sexual 
logics in spaces that exist in a tangential relation to 
the nation, but are simultaneously and irreducibly 
marked by complex national and global processes” 
(30). Kerala in particular, serves as a poignant ex-
ample, as Gopinath elaborates on its subnational 
relationship to India as a whole. She contends that 
“the fact that Kerala exists as a tangential, ‘other’ 
space in relation to the Indian nation means that 
representations of a ‘queer Kerala’ never bear the 
burden, for better or for worse, of representing 
the nation as a whole” (39). This in some ways al-
lows artists to put aside the burden of nationalistic 
representation, and results in practises like Kalal’s 
where he is able to renegotiate the colonial legacies 
attached to Varma’s canon. Gopinath’s own links to 
Kerala further exemplify, throughout this chapter, 
the room we must make to excavate personal nar-
ratives to better enrich our academic research and 
writing. 

In chapter two, “Queer Disorientations, 
States of Suspensions,” Gopinath draws links be-
tween queerness, diaspora, and state of disorien-
tation. This chapter particularly examines migrant 
identities and, ironically, offers disorientation as a 
guide to navigate through questions of belonging 
and unbelonging. Gopinath takes the notion of 
family as a starting point to problematize norma-
tive discourses in both gay and immigrant rights 
spheres. She argues that, 

[I]ndeed, liberal gay and immigrant rights 
discourses both adhere to normative notions 
of the family, the home, and the child. The 
aesthetic practises of queer diaspora suggest a 
very different understanding of these forma-
tions than that which is enshrined within lib-
eral affirmations of both gay and immigrant 
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rights. (62)
In this chapter, Gopinath focuses on artworks by 
Chitra Ganesh, poetry by Agha Shahid Ali, and 
the film Mosquita y Mari (2002) by Aurora Guer-
rero. In the practices of each of these artists, family 
is renegotiated outside of the confines of patri-
archal hetero- and homonormativity. Moreover, 
Gopinath alerts us to how discourses around the 
migrant experience are centered on notions of 
family stability as a path to upward mobility. Espe-
cially with regards to Guerrero’s film, the family is 
often seen as the site where fantasies of model min-
oritism are enacted. In this way, “Queerness allows 
for an alternative form of suspension that resists the 
forward and upward directionality of normative vi-
sions of aspirational success” (82). In addition to 
this, Gopinath returns to her theorization of the 
region, particularly when she is segueing from her 
discussion of Ganesh’s photography to Ali’s poet-
ry. Gopinath makes the claim that the landscape 
in Ganesh’s photography is generic and often ob-
scured, and yet, to those familiar with the land-
scape of Kashmir, it is deeply personal and evoca-
tive. Using this hypothetical claim that the photo-
graphs may have been taken in Kashmir, Gopinath 
transitions to examining poetry by Ali, who was a 
Kashmiri writer. Perhaps if the focus would have 
remained more on the idea of disorientation, this 
segue would have worked better. Nonetheless, as 
she does in the previous chapter with references to 
Varma, by placing classical and canonical artists 
and writers in conversation with contemporary art-
ists, Gopinath does indeed disrupt familiar notions 
of temporality to bring forth alternative histories 
that have long been ignored. Ultimately, she argues 
“Ganesh, Ali, and Guerrero each offer us routes to 
and through queerness that veer off-course from 
the hetero- and homonormative paths to upward 
mobility and ‘making it’ that are enshrined in con-
ventional visions of immigrant success” (84).

In chapter three, titled “Diaspora, Indigen-
eity, and Queer Critique,” Gopinath attempts to 
bring together diaspora and indigenous studies via 
queer studies. She sees indigeneity and diaspora to 
be “situated in a binary or oppositional relation to 
one another: by its very definition, diaspora seems 
to privilege mobility, hybridity, and uprootede-
ness, while indigeneity seems to privilege belong-

ing, authenticity, and rootedness” (87). In order to 
bring these realms together, she discusses the works 
of indigenous artist Tracey Moffatt, San Francis-
co-based artist Allan DeSouza, and Pakistani-born 
artist Seher Shah. In examining both diaspora and 
indigeneity together, particularly through what she 
terms a “queer optic,” Gopinath enables a discus-
sion of shared colonial pasts and postcolonial pre-
sents. She argues,

Queerness is an optic through which to read 
this co-implication of the diasporic and the 
indigenous: it allows us to see and to sense 
occluded histories—specifically of settler col-
onial violence—and how they continue to 
imprint the present. But queerness also names 
the ways in which ‘the normalizing logic of 
settler colonialism’ produces sexually and 
gender nonnormative bodies that are then 
subject to discipline, containment, and regu-
lation. (93)

Although Gopinath draws our attention to the 
often contested relationship between indigeneity 
and diaspora, this is an issue that merits deeper 
consideration. Indeed, the question of the place of 
indigeneity in the discourse of the aesthetic prac-
tices of queer diaspora is vital to raise. As such, its 
consideration must go beyond the idea that dis-
cussing these artists together “demands that we 
trace the lines of connection between various sites 
of biopolitical regulation: the Aboriginal settle-
ment, the imperial amphitheatre, the low-income 
housing project, the Native reservation, the intern-
ment camp, the prison” (124).

Nevertheless, Gopinath makes some of her 
most salient and valuable points in the final chapter 
of the book, “Archive, Affect, and the Everyday.” 
Here, Gopinath synthesizes her treatment of the 
concepts of region and subnationality, excavation, 
and affect. Though her references to all of the art-
ists in this chapter are enlightening, one in particu-
lar must be mentioned as it is also the artist whose 
work marks the introduction and epilogue of the 
book. This chapter is especially worth reading for 
Gopinath’s wonderful detailing of a photography 
collection entitled Hashem El Madani: Studio Prac-
tices, by the Beirut-based Lebanese-artist Akram 
Zaatari. As Gopinath explains in the introduction, 
“El Madani is a studio photographer from Saida 
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(Sidon), Zaatari’s coastal hometown in southern 
Lebanon, and the book was created to coincide 
with the first exhibition of El Madani’s work in 
the United Kingdom, co-curated by Zaatari at the 
Photographer’s Gallery in London in 2004” (1). 
What works particularly well in the reference to 
this collection is that Gopinath brings together her 
ideas of excavation, particularly through a queer 
optic, that reconstructs archives in order to bring 
about a new notion of spatiality and temporality. 
Indeed, “even though El Madani himself provides 
captions for most of the photographs in the vol-
ume, Zaatari understands his engagement with El 
Madani’s oeuvre less in terms of collaboration with 
the photographer than as a form of excavation” 
(149). Moreover, Zaatari’s particular fascination 
with images of men dressed as soldiers, and of men 
displaying queer sexualities and desires, allows us to 
read the history of Saida in a different manner. In 
this way, Zaatari puts the queer optic to work such 
that “one could also read these images as suggesting 
how the sexual and gender ‘conservatism’ of Saida 
may in fact have enabled especially playful and 
pleasurable forms of female and male homoeroti-
cism and gender crossing to thrive in the interstices 
of heteronormativity” (163).

To conclude, Gopinath’s valiant exercise in 
bringing queer studies to bear on diaspora studies 
via aesthetic practices certainly reveals the limita-
tions particularly present in the scope of area stud-
ies. The artists, writers, and filmmakers cited in this 
book are exemplary of how much area studies has 
to gain by casting a more serious light on theories 
from queer studies, and acknowledging the no-
tion of displacement as one that encompasses both 
geography and sexuality. However, to term artistic 
modes of production and aesthetic practises that 
run against the hetero- and homonormative cur-
rent “queer” is perhaps to run the risk of relegating 
such modes and practices to a differently restrictive 
category. If the central issue in this book is that di-
aspora studies alone tend not to account for queer 
narratives, it is not immediately clear if the queer 
studies approach expands the scope to include 
multiple narratives in dialogue with one another. 
Moreover, the book would have been better served 
by a more cohesive definition of queerness, as op-
posed to Gopinath’s approach where queerness is 

understood as non-normativity in rather general 
terms. Nevertheless, the strength of this book is in 
Gopinath’s treatment of queer artists beyond ques-
tions of sexual identity, and thus demonstrating 
the shortcomings of diaspora and area studies to 
understand identities in similarly fluid and bound-
less ways. Ultimately, Gopinath’s feat in this book 
is to bring to the forefront a capacious methodol-
ogy in which excavating the personal provides a 
rich source of knowledge to interrogate national-
istic, patriarchal, and colonial narratives of cultural 
and sexual identities. 
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Before starting this review, I want to acknowledge 
that this book was made possible through the fi-
nancial support of the Israel Science Foundation, 
a scientific organization financially supported by 
the State of Israel, whose continuous occupation of 
Palestinian territory in the West Bank renders the 
funding of this publication complicit in the vio-
lence of settler colonialism. While I acknowledge 
the intellectual and cultural significance of pub-
lishing academic works on Japanese animation, I 
do believe the funding provenance of such work 
matters. A goal of a university should be to create 
an intellectual community in solidarity with mar-
ginalized peoples—especially through postcolonial 
and feminist hermeneutics. The current state of Is-
rael does not appear to me as compatible with these 
precepts.  

That being said, The Anime Boom in the United 
States by Michal Daliot-Bul and Nissim Otmazgin 
is a rigorous and informative book for students and 
scholars interested in the industrial history of the 
distribution of Japanese animation in the United 
States. Their focus on the American and Japanese 
entrepreneurs who have made the wide distribu-
tion of anime possible throughout the years, and 
their serious engagement not only with the field of 
industry studies, but with the industry itself is par-
ticularly valuable. Throughout their five chapters, 
the authors aim to rewrite the history of anime dis-
tribution in the United States. They argue against 

the common narrative of a singular “boom”: the 
arrival of the televised series Pokémon in 1998. 
Instead, relying on fieldwork conducted between 
2011 and 2016, the authors demonstrate how the 
continual presence of Japanese animation in North 
America since the 1960s can be situated within an 
older relationship between both countries, “which 
included imports and exports, outsourcing and 
transnational productions, as well as cross-cultural 
experimentations with themes and styles—an on-
going cross-cultural pollination much like that of 
the film industry” (31). Overall, I would primar-
ily describe this book as useful from a historical 
perspective. Indeed, by being empirically ground-
ed and thus providing an academic platform to 
many voices in the anime industry, the authors are 
contributing to a long overdue institutional legit-
imization of the study of animation industries. 
Furthermore, they are generously proposing many 
approaches that are precious for later scholars who 
aim to explore the industry side of animation in 
America and Japan. 

In the first three chapters, Daliot-Bul and 
Otmazgin offer three different angles to analyze 
the arrival of anime in the United States. The 
first chapter, “Reframing the Anime Boom in the 
United States,” the two authors examine numerous 
shows that were produced according to a collab-
orative method between American producers and 
Japanese, such as anime-inspired cartoons like like 

Aurélie Petit
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Avatar: The Last Airbender (2005), The Boondocks 
(2005), and Japanese-American animated co-pro-
ductions such as The Transformers (1984) or Maya, 
the Honey Bee (1990). By providing such a ge-
nealogy of anime distribution, they situate anime 
history as part of a bigger picture: a transnational 
and transcultural one (50). In the second chapter, 
“Building Silk Roads,” the two authors analyze 
several American and Japanese animation studios 
to understand and demonstrate how America has 
historically became a major player within the ani-
mated industry, but also how Japan was prevented 
from marketing itself as an international player in 
animation. One reason, they argue, is the organ-
izational differences within both industries, such 
as network monopolies, media mix strategies and 
the power given to fan consumption. American 
television animation networks, whose major play-
ers (Nickelodeon, Warner Brothers Animation, 
Cartoon Network Studio, and Disney Television 
Animation) distribute “their shows in the United 
States using television networks that are divisions 
or subsidiaries of their holding companies” (57). 
In contrast, the Japanese distribute anime using 
seisaku iinkai, or “production committees”: “Tele-
vision networks or advertising agencies organize a 
production committee of sponsors for each show, 
including, for example, publishers… DVD mak-
ers…producers of game software… toys makers… 
music companies…television channels…and ad-
vertising agencies” (62–63). The third chapter, 
“Entrepreneurs of Anime,” describes the different 
individual actors in the anime business “bridging 
the organizational and cultural differences between 
Japan and the United States” (85). They identify 
two forms of entrepreneurship in the anime trade 
business, “company-led entrepreneurship” and 
“individual entrepreneurship” (90), arguing that 
some individuals also assume positions within both 
forms, such as Haim Saban, president of Saban En-
tertainment, who produced The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer and Power Rangers, and Gen Fukunaga, 
the founder of Funamination, which licensed the 
Dragon Ball franchise (1986–present) in the U.S. 

The last two chapters, “The Legacy of Anime” 
and “Japan’s Anime Policy,” lead me to the first of 
my critiques. These chapters explore the aesthetic 
heritage of anime in American productions and 

Japan’s infamous “Cool Japan” export strategy. 
These chapters raise methodological questions that 
should be addressed. They do not augment the over-
all mission of the book, and they fall short of the 
ambition of the project the authors were aiming for. 
Anime-inspired productions and the “Cool Japan” 
strategies are both well-documented phenomena in 
and outside of academia (see Allison 2009 ; Pel-
litteri 2010; McLelland; 2017), and both could 
have been addressed sufficiently in previous chap-
ters especially as they are, indeed, already touched 
on previously in the book. They could have been 
replaced by a large sample of the most valuable 
interviews as appendixes, which would have better 
served the book’s ambitious subtitle: “Lessons for 
Global Creative Industries.” Transcriptions of these 
conversations would be valuable considering that 
Daliot-Bul and Otmazgin made sure to talk both 
to academics and industry actors.

Moreover, the authors avoid engaging with 
the anime industry as subjected to highly conten-
tious gender politics that go beyond the one specific 
to animation commercial institutions. Daliot-Bul 
and Otmazgin ask (rightfully so): “what makes a 
good entrepreneur in the transnational market of 
anime” (104)? Yet, they do not critically examine 
the gender politics of entrepreneurship, as both 
the majority of professional interviewees and the 
major industry players mentioned throughout the 
book are male. As early as in 1995, Annalee Ne-
witz (1995, 4) argued “it is important to under-
stand that, what is at stake for Americans watching 
anime, is certainly bound up with gender identity, 
especially masculine identity.” While I am not try-
ing to diminish the role of female actors within the 
industry (whether producers, distributors or fans), 
the book does not address the industry’s inaction 
around gender issues. In 2020, scholarly work 
on the entertainment industries cannot avoid the 
gender disparity and discrimination in particular. 
Anime studies, thus far, has largely avoided a wide 
variety of cogent political issues, among which are 
those linked to gender inequality. Yet, as a mono-
graph published by Harvard University Press about 
Japanese and American animation industries, the 
book is itself a step toward greater academic inclu-
sivity of work on anime, which has political stakes 
in itself. On the other hand, any approach to anime 
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studies and the distribution of anime in America 
that neglects gender as an important component 
of that transnational circuit ignores a fundamental 
part of its history. 
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Book Review
Maud Lavin, Yang Ling, and Zhao Jing Jamie, eds. 2017. Boy’s 
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in Mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. Hong Kong 
University Press.

I started reviewing Boy’s Love, Cosplay, and An-
drogynous Idols: Queer Fan Cultures in Mainland 
China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan (2017) soon before 
a large online censorship incident targeting fans 
took place on the Chinese Internet. It occurred on 
Douban, a social media platform known for host-
ing reviews of and communities surrounding films, 
books, and music. Interestingly, the site has also 
attracted over six hundred thousand celebrity news 
fans. Right before October 2019, which marked 
the seventieth anniversary of the People’s Repub-
lic of China, a Douban Group (in which many of 
these fans gathered) triggered a website-wide shut-
down. To this particular “Group” titled Douban 
E Zu (Douban Geese Group), such a closure also 
happened immediately before June 4, 2019 (the 

thirtieth anniversary of the Tiananmen Square In-
cident). Yet, strangely, the reason for the shutdowns 
was not political dissidence, which often prompts 
censorship; the Group was shut down because of 
overly patriotic threads that policed users whose 
stances on issues such as the 2019 Hong Kong pro-
tests seemed disloyal to China (Nei.st 2019).

As a foreign-based Chinese user of Douban 
who uses it for the liberal-minded social media it 
has created around films, books, and music, I had 
been subconsciously linking the celebrity news-in-
terested Group to enthusiastic nationalism. Mean-
while, I am not sure when and how certain fan cir-
cles became intensely interested in political topics, 

to an extent that they would bypass using popular 
culture as the medium to discuss politics (a prac-
tice analyzed in depth in chapter two). But perhaps 
questioning when and how the Communist Party 
of China won the favour of fans does not allow 
one to understand the dynamics behind this phe-
nomenon, since it presumes those fans are polit-
ically monolithic and unwilling or unable to form 
discourses. As Boy’s Love, Cosplay, and Androgynous 
Idols presents alternative narratives to the “capitula-
tion model of fandoms“ (Lavin et al. 2017, xxi), it 
has inspired me to alter my perception of fandoms 
in mainland China.

On the one hand, the book, edited by Maud 
Lavin, Ling Yang, and Jing Jamie Zhao, adds great-
ly to the study of non-Western and non-Japanese 
queer fan cultures with its focus on Sinitic-lan-
guage queer fandoms. Typically, many Euro-Amer-
ican scholars would have been more familiar with 
scholarship focusing on slash in the U.S. and ACG 
(Anime, Comic, and Games) practices in Japan, if 
they were knowledgeable about fan studies. On the 
other hand, this volume provides valuable ways of 
comprehending a group of divergent queer fan prac-
tices that converge because of their Chinese-speak-
ing environments. The anthology touches on issues 
that scholars in other fields grapple with: femin-
ism, femininity, gender, homosociality, sexuality, 
homonormativity, transnationality, geopolitics, 
linguistics, hybridity, fluidity, popular culture, 
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digital media, etc. At the same time, this book ex-
plores in-depth queer fandoms in mainland China, 
Hong Kong, and Taiwan. Individual practices are 
contextualized, and comparisons among distinct 
practices and specific practitioners are made and 
analyzed by both the editors and contributors to 
give refreshing insights.

The book is divided into ten chapters, six of 
which are devoted to case studies from mainland 
China, making research of this geographical area 
an indisputable highlight. Chapter seven and eight 
are dedicated to research in Hong Kong, and chap-
ter nine and ten focus on Taiwan. This division that 
leans heavily toward mainland China is rather sens-
ible, as within the three Sinitic-language cultures, 
mainland China has the least amount of existing 
literature that considers its highly transnational, yet 
localized queer fandoms.1

Discourses that take into account the three 
regions are articulated by the editors as Sinophon-
ic (Lavin et al. 2017, xix). This gesture to overlap 
the volume with Sinophone studies could bear 
some further examination. Shu-mei Shih, whose 
book Visuality and Identity: Sinophone Articulations 
across the Pacific (2007)—which is often considered 
to have inaugurated Sinophone studies—is men-
tioned here to help support the Sinophone context 
that the editors consider suitable for the volume. 
However, in Shih’s book, she stated that the Sino-
phone is “a network of places of cultural produc-
tion outside China and on the margins of China 
and Chineseness” (Shih 2007, 4). Geographical 
and conceptual heterogeneities to univocal defin-
itions of China and Chineseness are key in the for-
mulation of the Sinophone. While queer fandoms 
in mainland China are in many ways marginal to 
“a monolithic China and Chinese culture” due to 
their subcultural status, they are produced in main-
land China, and they often remain relevant to the 
popular culture there, which is by no means mar-
ginal (5). Additionally, Howard Chiang’s (2014) 
words on the Sinophone as quoted in the introduc-
tion are also probably not best suited for helping 
frame this volume within parameters of the Sin-
ophone. This is because, in both “(De)Provincial-
izing China: Queer Historicism and Sinophone 
Postcolonial Critique” and the rest of his co-edited 
book, Chiang investigates overlaps between queer 

and Sinophone studies demonstrated in Taiwan, 
Hong Kong, Singapore, etc.—in other words, from 
perspectives not based in China (2014, 20).2

As much as the chapters on mainland China 
might not fall strictly under Sinophone studies, it 
does not indicate that those chapters break little 
ground. Besides the fact that they are new to fan 
studies, those chapters have valuably explored 
intersections between censorship and queer fan-
doms, linking the volume to studies dealing with 
“queer Sinophone contexts” (Lavin et al. 2017, 
xix). Chapter five by Shuyan Zhou serves as a great 
example. It details how the gossip surrounding the 
sexuality of transnational Asian pop singer Wang 
Leehom and classical pianist Li Yundi was generat-
ed, instrumentalized by official media, and finally 
denied by the very media in and out of the Chi-
nese cyberspace. In Zhou’s analysis, both the offi-
cial media and the grassroots fantasy are not fixed 
in nature: the former could sponsor a nationally 
broadcast performance with the two celebrities af-
ter the gossip had gone viral, while the latter was 
not necessarily engaging in a political discourse 
when gossiping about the two. Chapter six by Egret 
Lulu Zhou also touches on censorship by engaging 
in depth with the popular “transgender” fictional 
literary and television character Dongfang Bubai, 
whose gender and sexuality are differently specu-
lated from drama to drama and from thread to 
thread. I will come back to this meaningful with-
drawal of queer cyberspace from its easily presumed 
resistance status. For now, it is crucial to note that 
scholars focusing on queer fandoms in China, such 
as Shuyan Zhou and Egret Lulu Zhou, pay a great 
amount of attention to government censorship 
issues where legality and criminality are at stake but 
do not overdetermine it.

As previously mentioned, queer studies form 
another area with which this anthology over-
laps. Quoting from Andrew Parker’s “Foucault’s 
Tongue,” Zhao, Yang, and Lavin maintain that 
“‘queer’ is employed as a productive analytical lens 
that ‘defines itself diacritically not against hetero-
sexuality but against the normative” (Lavin et al. 
2017, xii). It serves here as an umbrella term to 
“loosely refer to all kinds of nonnormative rep-
resentations” (xii). I agree that “queer” should not 
be defined strictly in relation to whom the word 
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was used to defame—genders and sexualities are 
ever changing, and to equate “queer” with histor-
ical identities is an act of policing that maintains 
the stability of identity. Simultaneously, to open 
up the reference of the word, which stresses on 
one’s self-exiling from normalcy, to anything non-
normative but not necessarily defiant is somewhat 
arguable (Getsy 2016, 15). Stemming from activist 
activities since the 1980s, queer tactics thrive on 
disruptions beyond providing alternatives, whereas 
many queer fandoms, as the editors have eloquent-
ly put it, are caught up in “some disquieting am-
bivalence” (Lavin et al. 2017, xiv), meaning that 
those fandoms embody entanglements with polit-
ical authorities and profit-driven media industries 
beyond having transgressive potentials. That said, 
since subjects of those fandoms often contest cat-
egories of gender and sexuality, and many fandoms 
have gone through or are still in legally and morally 
gray territories, it would be unfair to detach the 
volume from queer studies. Perhaps it is some extra 
caution that we as scholars need when we mobilize 
the term “queer.”

Chapter four by Zhao on the Chinese fans’ 
gossip about American actor Katherine Moennig, 
chapter seven by Eva Cheuk Yin Li on the fan-
dom around Hong Kong singer Denise Ho be-
fore and after her coming-out, and chapter ten by 
Fran Martin on the culture of Taiwanese women 
reading Boy’s Love (BL)—“a genre of male-male 
romance created by and for women and sexual 
minorities”—provide excellent examples where 
the identity-based queerness of the characters/sub-
jects has incited debates on gender and sexuality 
among fans (3). The Taiwanese BL “world” based 
on but removed from Japan and Chinese fans’ cul-
turally self-reflexive “Occidentalism” demonstrates 
a factor of fantasy in queer fandoms. This fantas-
tical element not only makes fans’ identification 
experience more pleasurable, it also invites fans to 
comment on their real life experience of gender 
and sexuality. More specifically, in chapter ten, for 
Fran Martin, the BL world is “a discursive arena 
for ongoing arguments around the meaning and 
politics of nonstraight sexualities,” which impacts 
the female readership’s considerations of their own 
gender roles and sexualities (203). For Zhao, even 
though the Occidentalism based on homonorma-

tive desires (which are less commonly accepted by 
mainstream Chinese society than they are by its 
U.S. counterpart) differs from the much more care-
free “world” argued by Martin, the two imaginings 
can still find commonality in how they allow fans 
to think differently from the mainstream (65–66). 
Hong-Kong fans of Denise Ho that Li focuses on 
might favour debating Denise Ho’s sexuality over 
collectively imagining her in homoerotic narratives 
as they lack a common fantasy. Nonetheless, their 
comparisons of Denise Ho to themselves and her 
views to their own indicate that the discussion of 
Denise Ho has facilitated a forum on sexuality.

Besides researching the influence of queer 
fandoms on fans’ real-life desires, all the above es-
says note that they deal mostly with female fans. 
This gender aspect is also heeded to in Lavin’s 
chapter on mainland-born, Hong Kong-based fans 
of mainland Chinese singer Li Yuchun, as well as 
in Yang and Yanrui Xu’s chapter on the fandom 
around danmei (Chinese BL), and to a lesser extent 
in Weijung Chang’s chapter nine on fujoshi (girls 
who enjoy BL texts and manga) in Taiwan. Cor-
respondingly, the editors have stated that “[this] 
gendering not only corresponds to the demograph-
ics of Chinese-speaking queer fandoms but also 
points to the key role of these sites as countering 
the evident gender hierarchy in the sweep of active 
fandoms in general” (Lavin et al. 2017, xiv–xv). 
This countering of gender inequality is brought 
by Lavin’s chapter into a complex that also holds 
reflections on national and local identifications. 
Chapter eight illustrates how the cosmopolitan an-
drogyny (zhongxing in Mandarin) fashioned by Li 
marks her fluidity in national, local, gender, and 
sexual belongings, which university-educated fe-
male fans of Li from the mainland but living in 
Hong Kong can particularly resonate with.

Almost all chapters have taken transnation-
ality into consideration. This attention to trans-
nationality is particularly precious in contexts of 
the People’s Republic of China, where censorship 
seems to have taken the strong hold and disallowed 
liberalism of sorts. This stereotypical view of China 
contrasts with liberal depictions of Hong Kong 
and Taiwan, necessitating the editors to explicate 
the term “transnational” in regional contexts along 
with its likes (“transregional” and “cross-cultural”). 
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They instantiate border crossings in queer fandoms 
with facts including the origin of mainland Chi-
nese BL and GL (Girls’ Love) in Japan by way of 
Taiwan; and Mandarin speakers’ extensive use of 
the Cantonese transliteration of “gay” into ji (Lavin 
et al. 2017, xii).

Chapter one to three serve as great examples 
for cross-cultural, transnational, and transregional 
flows in the People’s Republic of China. In chapter 
one, having given grassroots distribution networks 
and communities of danmei materials a thorough 
review, Yang and Xu also capture the anxious con-
vergence of transnationality and nationalism with-
in danmei communities. Shih-chen Chao’s chapter 
two first locates transnationality in the subject of 
the fandom—the China-based Alice Cos Group 
consisting of male cosplayers of female roles from 
or inspired by Japanese manga/anime and Korean 
girl pop groups. Then, Chao brings the feminine 
cuteness that the male cosplayers deliver into an 
East Asian context by emphasizing the region-
al prevalence of the performativity of normative 
femininity while also indicating that the Group 
has queered the very cuteness. Yang’s chapter on 
the BL fandom around the Japanese manga/anime 
series Axis Power Hetalia (Hetalia) analyzes contra-
dictions within the community regarding the ser-
ies as a transnational product. As China is seen in 
ambitious characters depicted in Hetalia-inspired, 
Chinese-language tongrenzhi (fanzines), these an-
thropomorphisms of China in relation to those of 
other countries aid in understanding how national-
ism and transnational cultural flows coexist. Inter-
estingly, the mixed feelings held by mainland Chi-
nese BL fans toward Japan contrasts greatly with 
the Japanophilia of the BL fandom in Taiwan—the 
latter is the focus of Chang’s chapter nine.

Whether their considerations are of national-
ism or homonormativity, the scholars of this vol-
ume attend to political and ideological conflicts ap-
pearing within fandoms, and the analyses of such 
appearances provide some of the best insights of the 
book. To give a few final examples: those conflicts 
have “[shown] that fans of transnational pop cul-
ture are not necessarily more liberal about national 
politics than nonfans” (Lavin et al. 2017, 14); they 
have been viewed “as an emblem of a cultural hy-
bridity” and thereby “[recalibrated] the significance 

of Chinese queer agency and subjectivity” (66); and 
they provided “a discursive arena for ongoing argu-
ments” (203). However, this grasp of conflicted 
transgressions of the mainstream somewhat lacks 
the representation it deserves in the introduction. 
The book does not dedicate as much theoretical 
attention to the understanding of these conflicted 
transgressions as it does to describing the research 
in Sinophone and queer contexts, which are not 
always fitting. Moreover, as much as the division of 
sections highlights the necessity for more scholar-
ship on mainland China, the division discourages 
the reader from engaging with cross-cultural issues 
on a thematic level. Yet, overall, Boy’s Love, Cosplay, 
and Androgynous Idols has reinscribed fan studies, 
especially those in East Asia, by suggesting alterna-
tives to existing cases and giving them informed 
analyses. It is a great read not only for those who 
are academically interested in Sinitic-language fan-
doms. It is also valuable to anyone who is willing 
to better appreciate the complexity of fandoms that 
might seem ubiquitous.

Notes
1. The editors have stated that they intend to 

have the volume “right the imbalance in the 
scholarly literature on queer East Asia.” In the 
relevant existing literature, Hong Kong and 
Taiwanese cultural aspects are dealt with more 
often than those from mainland China (Lavin 
et al. 2017, xiii.)

2. This statement applies, with the exception of 
a part of the chapter that discusses Chen Ran’s 
writing; Chen Ran is a Chinese writer based 
in Beijing (see Alvin Ka Hin 2013).
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138 |  SYNOPTIQUE  | 138138138 QAs the question of queer representation in media 
increasingly moves to the forefront of mainstream 
discourse on popular culture, scholars need new his-
toriographies to examine queer legibility in cinema 
and cinema history. The urge in popular discourse 
to view history as linear and progressive is palpable. 
Over the last year, the prevalence of the phrase, “it’s 
2019,” in social media posts decrying the lack of 
diversity in media seemed to signify that we should 
by now have reached some imagined goal towards 
which history has been slowly marching, wherein 
the mistakes and inequities of the past are meant 
to have been left behind already. After all, it’s now 
2020. History has now progressed more than ever 
before…or has it? 

In Queer Timing: The Emergence of Lesbian 
Sexuality in Early Cinema (2019), Susan Potter 
problematizes the expected linear historical pro-
gression toward the now, and proposes new queer 
temporalities, while examining the ways in which 
queer female erotic possibilities can be made legi-
ble in early cinema and pre-cinematic spectacle. 
To do so, Potter draws on feminist film theory, 
queer theory, studies of the history of sexuality, and 
counter-historiography. In discussing the temporal 
dimensions of queerness and advocating a rejec-
tion of linear futurism, Carolyn Dinshaw asserts, 
“No historian believes that time moves punctually 
forward, for example, emptily, evenly, and always 
progressively toward a single goal” (Dinshaw 2012, 

18). Potter also supports Valerie Traub‘s diagnosis 
of a tendency in queer studies to over-simplify his-
torical and chronological time, and Valerie Rohy’s 
contribution to this “rethinking of queer tempor-
ality by demonstrating that the normative or non-
normative effects of different orders of time…are 
always ‘contextual and contingent’” (Potter 2019, 
14). Potter acknowledges the importance of queer 
scholarship and lesbian spectatorship as a point 
from which to conduct queer critical analysis. Yet, 
she argues that scholars must work to suspend their 
frame of reference as sexual moderns, with know-
ledge of the histories of sexuality and cinema, in 
order to have a more complicated understanding 
of lesbian legibility in early cinema spectatorship 
during a time when the term lesbian was only be-
ginning to emerge as the “go-to sexual term that 
signifies an erotic attraction between women” (7). 
As such, her methodology is self-consciously con-
tradictory: 

In not requiring that we set aside our identities 
and identifications in order to read the past 
properly, and yet requiring the suspension of 
present-day sexual knowledges, the method 
advocated by Queer Timing is a deliberately 
queer and paradoxical formulation. (12)

Potter positions her work as post-Foucauldian, en-
gaging in a recuperative project of queer history, 
complicating the concept of a reverse discourse by 
drawing on queer theorizations of time and “revis-
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ing and complicating the historical timelines of the 
emergence of sexuality, and the centrality of sexual 
identity as the means by which modern erotic life 
is ordered” (6). Rather than supporting a particu-
lar theory of queer temporality, Potter advocates a 
multivalent conception of time and history.

Queer Timing is a project focused on queer-
ing historical time. Potter problematizes the inclin-
ation to view history retrospectively and linearly, 
and instead approaches the past within its own 
context. She analyzes early cinema lesbian legibility 
through ephemeral evidence of uneven, incoherent 
emergences of new concepts of sexuality, without 
projecting onto history a linear progression toward 
modern sexual identities and legibility. Potter asks 
readers suspend this understanding of modern 
lesbian sexuality as the natural endpoint of queer 
sexuality emergences at the fin de siècle. She pro-
poses instead to attempt to understand the poten-
tial legibility of queer and alternative sexualities 
through concepts that would have been available 
to contemporary spectators. Cinema audiences of 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries would have 
been exposed to varying, incoherent public under-
standings of alternative sexualities, rooted in the 
discourses of sexology and psychoanalysis. These 
concepts of pathologized homosexuality, sexual in-
version, sapphic relations, and romantic friendships 
were known to audiences through the popularity 
of sexology as a scientific study (Potter 2019, 29). 
Public discourse had not yet cohered into a hetero/
homosexual binary of social identities. To position 
lesbian sexuality as an opposition to heterosexual-
ity, Potter argues, is to project modern concepts of 
sexual binaries onto a cultural-historical context 
in which alternative sexualities were emerging un-
evenly across class and geographical contexts. 

Part I, “Queer Historiography: Suspending 
Sexual Knowlege,” is comprised of two chapters 
which examine the development of lesbian legibil-
ity, and “reconsider the historical narrative of the 
emergence and consolidation of lesbian representa-
tion” (Potter 2019, 17). In chapter one, “Troub-
ling Sexual History: The Anachronistic Lesbian of 
Pandora’s Box,” Potter explores the representation 
of the pathological and erotic figure of the Coun-
tess Geschwitz, and the potential disparate inter-
pretations of the character in the film Pandora’s Box 

(1929), versus its theatrical predecessor. Geschwitz 
is a relatively minor character in the Louise Brooks 
star vehicle, one of several caught up in Brooks’ 
character’s orbit of sexual attraction. She is primari-
ly notable for being the film’s lesbian character. Bu-
rdened by the context of her inception, a fin de siècle 
theatrical production, the Countess represented the 
perversion and decadence of the aristocracy, articu-
lated with the signifiers of “earlier sexological and 
class-inflected discourses of sexual inversion…and 
erotic deviancy” (28). In the film adaptation, she is 
still presented through the lens of sexual inversion, 
but she can also be understood in the context of 
the sexual freedoms of the Weimar Republic and 
Freudian notions of homosexual desire “founded 
on same-sex object choice” (30). The Countess is an 
anachronistic figure, both backward and perverse, 
and progressively modern. Potter contextualizes the 
film audience’s potential to read the character as 
queer through the popularity of sexology, Freudian 
discourse, and the film’s censorship in areas outside 
of Germany, noting that if the character were not 
legibly queer to at least some of her contemporary 
audience, there would have been no motivation for 
censorship. However, she also notes that the char-
acter’s masculine fashion may have been intelligible 
as a lesbian signifier to some but would also have 
been read as self-conscious and playful mode of 
masculine dress which was popular in mainstream 
fashion at the time (35). In contextualizing the way 
that the character can be understood as intelligibly 
queer through the sexualities of its own eras, Potter 
presents a case study for the larger framework that 
she proposes. In resisting the use of current sexual 
knowledge to understand lesbian representation in 
Pandora’s Box, Potter outlines a way of understand-
ing lesbian legibility that is anachronistic instead of 
retrospectively chronological. The next chapter ex-
pands on the historical narrative of the emergence 
of lesbian representation by considering the appar-
ent lack of lesbian representation in early cinema. 
In chapter two, “Traces, Specks, and Glimmers: 
Regulating Same-sex Attractions,” Potter examines 
early cinema as pre-narrative spectacle, in which 
the visual pleasure of looking at female figures in 
motion is eroticized by the framing of the spectacle 
with the male gaze, and the nascent attempts to 
discipline erotic voyeurism (40). Potter positions 
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the disrupted moments of same-sex voyeurism in 
early cinema spectacle as functioning to eroticize 
sexual difference by establishing a hierarchy of vis-
ual pleasure, while demonstrating an expansion of 
sexual knowledge and discourse. 

In Part II, “Bodies: Style, Genre, and Sexual 
Legibility,” Potter argues that the development 
of narrative style relied on character to elucidate 
motivation and propel narrative progression and 
clarity. Early narratives were primarily propelled 
by heterosexual motivation. Yet, by visually posi-
tioning the female body as sexualized by the het-
ero-erotic male gaze, female-female pairings are 
positioned as chaste. It is through this hetero-sex-
ualizing of male-female pairings, and the patholo-
gizing of alternatives, Potter argues, that the possi-
bility of alternative sexualities becomes legible. In 
the establishment of heterosexuality as normative, 
its “opposite” is created in any non-hetero possible 
reading (Potter 2019, 97–98). Put plainly, in order 
to make heterosexuality the legible normative read-
ing, the possibility of an alternative is created. 

Potter views the legibility of lesbian possi-
bilities in early cinema as inextricably tied to the 
discursive labour of Hollywood cinema to render 
cross-sex pairings as always charged with hetero-
sexual erotic potential. This normative practice of 
rendering male-female pairings as inherently erotic 
and heterosexual creates the possibility of sexual al-
ternative readings. With heterosexuality positioned 
as normative, and the “look” imbued with het-
ero-erotic potential, Potter argues that queer read-
ings are made possible when cinematic strategies 
of looking and visual pleasure are employed with 
character pairings that are same-sex (Potter 2019, 
92–93). In chapter four, “Mobilizing Genre: The 
Wild Party’s Sexual Kinesthetics,” Potter revises 
Laura Mulvey’s (1975) theory of the visual pleasure 
of female bodies on the screen acting to arrest and 
freeze the narrative in moments of erotic contem-
plation. She instead argues that the multiple female 
bodies on the screen in the bedroom scene of The 
Wild Party acts as a narrative device, “advancing the 
film’s heterosexual and homosocial twinned story 
lines, even as it all makes the scene available to 
homosexual interpretation” (97). Potter also intro-
duces the development of the Hollywood star sys-
tem in relation to the sexually provocative It-girl 

of the silent and early sound era, Clara Bow. Bow’s 
on-and-off-screen flapper persona exudes modern 
female sexuality through her kinetic performances 
and scandalous publicity. Her “heterosexual excess-
es are typically disciplined by narratives that recu-
perate her to the institution of marriage” (82). Yet, 
Potter complicates this conservative project of con-
taining the flapper through marriage by examining 
the visual pleasures of the multiplication of female 
bodies in motion on the screen, in a genre primar-
ily consumed by women, resulting in a reading of 
the narratives of the flapper genre that embraces 
visual pleasure and resists sexual binaries (83). This 
reading acknowledges the importance of audience 
spectatorship in understandings of lesbian sexual-
ities in early film. 

Part III, “Bonds: Spectatorship and Queer 
Subjectivities,” chapters five and six, expands on 
the development of socially acceptable female spec-
tatorship through the proto-cinematic spectacle 
of Loie Fuller’s electric light dances, and through 
the Hollywood star system. Fuller’s danse serpentine 
performances represented new conditions of view-
ing and modes of spectatorship for women, legit-
imizing spectacle for the middle-class woman, and 
diversifying audiences. This introduction of the fe-
male spectator to the visual pleasures of the moving 
female body, depersonalized by the darkened view-
ing space and disembodied by Fuller’s flowing reams 
of fabric costume created a new paradoxical spec-
tatorship that was at once respectable, chaste, and 
homoerotic (Potter 2019, 116–118). This intro-
duction of female spectatorship and visual pleasure 
created new queer possibilities in proto-cinematic 
spectacle. The female body-in-motion is the site of 
visual pleasure in Fuller’s dances, but by legitim-
izing the music hall performance for middle and 
upper-class women, Fuller contributed to a mode 
of female spectatorship and popular entertainment 
which created new possibilities of identification 
and desire. Alternatively, Hollywood’s discursive 
labour to heterosexualize visual pleasure can func-
tion to create the possibility of cross-sex identifi-
cation with a primarily female audience, as Potter 
exemplifies with the stardom and female fandom 
of Rudolph Valentino. In her final chapter, “Val-
entino’s Lesbianism: Stardom, Spectatorship, and 
Queer Recognition,” Potter elucidates the strat-
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egies used to mobilize a primarily female audience 
by focusing on female desire and identification. 
With his disparate image, masculine and hetero-
sexual, feminine and passively sexual, beloved by 
women, yet surrounded by women with same-
sex associations, Valentino is positioned as a site 
of same-sex oriented female spectatorship. Potter 
uses Valentino’s public promotion, private life, and 
filmic representation to illustrate how his hetero-
genous image creates a multitude of possible iden-
tifications and erotics. Potter argues that through 
his feminization and similitude with his “deviant” 
female counterparts and associates, his female audi-
ence could experience both cross-sex identification 
with Valentino and a kind of same-sex desire of 
him (125). For Potter, Valentino represents the 
development of culturally and historically specific 
modes of spectatorship that go beyond the spec-
tacle, and “would not be possible without the ad-
vent of modern sexuality” (148). Potter concludes 
that, in tracing the non-linear, looping timelines in 
which same-sex desire has been made legible and 
illegible, she has developed a counter-history of the 
emergence of lesbian sexuality in cinema that can-
not be untethered from its ties to the discourse of 
heterosexuality. She stresses the importance of at-
tempting to understand historically shifting sexual-
ities through “queer forms of sexual knowledge…
that we may no longer recognize” (151).

Queer Timing represents an exceptional ex-
ample of film scholarship and early cinema history 
grounded in queer theory. It provides a necessary 
queer complication to historiographical under-
standings of early cinema and spectatorship, in re-
lation to the emergence and intelligibility of new 
queer sexualities in the early 20th century. While 
introducing new perspectives on methodology 
used to interrogate these histories, Potter invites 
further investigation and complication, rather than 
providing a singular analysis. Rather than arguing 
for her own singular perspective, she expands the 
project of queer theory by problematizing its meth-
ods and creating a multiplicative approach to queer 
analysis and historiography. 

While Queer Timing’s primary aim is the 
complication and, indeed, queering of theoretical 
understandings of temporality in relation to the 
emergence of queer female representation in early 

cinema, her style of prose sometimes runs the risk 
of “complicating” her theory into unintelligibility. 
Potter’s sentence structure is, at times, unnecessar-
ily opaque and, in her own words, “cryptic,” neces-
sitating even a reader well-versed in the theoretical 
concepts she employs to examine her prose careful-
ly to apprehend their meaning (Potter 2019, ix). 
The cryptic thought experiments that she requires 
of her readers might prove alienating to scholars 
whose research lies in tangentially related fields, let 
alone to any reader who is pursuing a personal in-
terest in the history of queer representation. Push-
ing scholarship to interrogate and problematize its 
own assumptions is a worthy project, arguably ne-
cessary to any field. But, when the work in doing 
so precludes any expansion of the field by making 
its critiques nearly inaccessible to those outside of 
it, scholarship runs the risk of becoming an echo 
chamber, wherein it confronts only scholars who 
are already immersed in essentially the same pro-
ject, without attempting to bring new perspectives 
to broader cultural understandings. Queer Timing 
makes a strong case for its proposed revisions to 
the methodology, but misses a unique opportun-
ity to contribute to broader cultural discourse on 
representation by assuming its reader is already en-
gaged in the same scholarship as its author, and al-
lowing little space for introducing alternative tem-
poralities and perspectives on queer representation 
in cinema to a new audience. 
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social sciences today that the “transnational turn” 
has become increasingly relevant, if not central, in 
ongoing theoretical and historiographical academic 
debates. In the last decade, the field of film and 
media studies has witnessed a burgeoning wave of 
contributions that shed light on different under-
standings of the transnational, including specialized 
journals such as Transnational Cinemas (recently 
renamed Transnational Screens), and myriad books 
and edited volumes on the topic. Robert Stam has 
been a pivotal figure in the postcolonial and trans-
national turn of the discipline, with seminal works 
such as Unthinking Eurocentrism: Multicultural-
ism and the Media (1994) and Multiculturalism, 
Postcoloniality, and Transnational Media (2003), 
both written with Ella Shohat. In his latest work, 
World Literature, Transnational Cinema, and Global 
Media, the reader will easily recognize the refer-
ence to and expansion of many key contributions 
of the author’s earlier bibliography, and incursions 
into some of his preferred sites of scholarly inquiry, 
including the evocation of Mikhail Bakhtin as a 
powerful theoretical tool to approach contempor-
ary film and media (Stam 1992), Brazilian mod-
ernism (Stam 1997), and adaptation studies (Stam 
2004), among others. Written with encyclopedic 
erudition, the book can simultaneously be read 
as a sophisticated reader or “keyword” reference 
book providing guidance to navigate an increasing-

ly complex body of academic literature—a genre 
the author has cultivated in the past (Stam 2000; 
2015)—and a much more ambitious essay calling 
for experimental teaching and research methodol-
ogies. 

Stam’s point of departure is a timely termin-
ological observation: despite being common cur-
rency in contemporary scholarly literature, the 
triad of terms in his title (World Literature, Trans-
national Cinema, and Global Media), have become 
“baggy-monster concepts, signifying too much and 
too little” (Stam 2019, 1). Through thirty-three 
short chapters, Stam’s book delves into the intel-
lectual history and disciplinary debates that each 
of these concepts have mobilized and tests the 
biases and potentials of their methods of interpret-
ation while meandering around literature, music, 
cinema, and all kinds of digital media. Although 
the book ends by eluding any emphatic conclu-
sion—observing, with ecumenical undertones, 
that excellent research work has been performed 
under the three categories, and that they must be 
understood as contingent, mutable, and historic-
ally-situated constructs and not as static, all-en-
compassing buzzwords—Stam openly expresses a 
preference for the concept of the transnational. This 
term, he argues, is the most flexible and productive 
for a number of reasons, including the “mutually 
transformational dynamism” implied by the prefix 
trans- (thus encompassing and transcending the na-
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tional) and, above all, for its capacity to “embed” a 
series of theoretical turns such as the postcolonial, 
the cultural, the feminist, the queer, and the digit-
al (233–234). As the last chapter explicitly makes 
clear, the book aims “to manifest and perform” a 
trans-methodology as expansive as possible (237). To 
do so, Stam’s line of arguments transgresses well-es-
tablished national, disciplinary and historical bor-
ders—a gesture that often implies a critical revision 
of the traditional toolbox of (Western) film schol-
ars. 

First, in his survey of transnational film forma-
tions, Stam demonstrates how Global South case 
studies such as Nollywood are refractory to many 
analytical categories and interpretative frameworks 
of the discipline. Text hermeneutics and film genre, 
for instance, fall short to understand the unique 
modes of South-South transnational distribution, 
exhibition, and reception that define this film for-
mation. Any serious approach to Nollywood, Stam 
concludes, “clearly calls for altered categories of an-
alysis,” ones that go well beyond the usual tropes 
employed by Western (progressive) film scholars 
looking at African cinema—i.e. world-system and 
centre-periphery theories, race theory, political au-
teurism, anti-colonial critique and the like (Stam 
2019, 172–175). 

Second, in broader disciplinary terms, the 
book takes seriously Christian Metz’s claim that 
cinema is made of “five tracks” (a Russian doll-like 
conception in which the music track, the visual 
track, and the soundtrack would carry the memory 
and expressive tools of preceding arts, including 
music, visual arts, narrative and dramatic litera-
ture, theatrical performance, and so on) to argue 
that cinema is inherently transartistic. Therefore, 
Stam fiercely opposes any kind of disciplinary 
enclosure, encouraging film and media scholars 
to adopt an unprejudiced “flaneur-like cultur-
al-studies style freedom to stroll through various 
disciplinary and artistic neighborhoods” (14). This 
leads, on the one hand, to the analysis of more or 
less explicit hybridizations between art disciplines: 
from film adaptations of novels (chapters eight and 
nine) to an excursus on Brazilian music in which 
Caetano Veloso, Gilberto Gil, and Chico Buarque 
de Holanda intertwine with a dense mesh of refer-
ences that brings together classic Greek literature, 

Brazilian modernism, and Cinema Novo film aes-
thetics (Stam 2019, 122–127). On the other hand, 
by putting the transdisciplinary at the centre of 
his method, the book also raises wider questions 
with major analytical reverberations, inviting the 
reader to question well-established hierarchies in 
film imaginaries and discourses—for instance, the 
prevalence of major feature films as privileged case 
studies, something much more present in contem-
porary academic literature and film programs than 
many scholars and curators would like to admit. 
Stam opens a critical dialogue with different trad-
itions (from indigenous media to feminist film 
studies) to illuminate how this kind of hierarchical 
valorizations have traditionally discriminated and 
expelled both “minor film forms” (from short films 
to activist and militant media) and “minoritized 
subjects” (in terms of race, gender, and class). 

A third inflection of Stam’s trans-methodol-
ogy problematizes linear, teleological representa-
tions of history. Evoking a number of theoretical 
contributions (Walter Benjamin’s revolutionary nos-
talgia, Antonio Negri’s futur anterieur, Wai Chee 
Dimock’s deep time, Bakhtin’s chronotope), the book 
calls to place in critical relation past and present. 
By looking through a transhistorical prism, for in-
stance, Stam demonstrates that an often-forgotten 
movement in traditional academic literature such 
as the Brazilian modernism headed by Oswald 
de Andrade can provide valuable critical tools to 
tackle some of the most urgent political challenges 
of our time, including indigenous anti-colonialism, 
the contestation of Eurocentric and teleological 
representations of history, anti-patriarchal critique, 
and anti-productivist and ecologist stances that an-
ticipate Baudrillard, Marcuse, and Anthropocene 
theory (Stam 2019, 26–27).

The political backbone of Stam’s book is the 
idea of the Commons, probably one of the most 
influential and inspiring concepts in radical pol-
itical theory and practice nowadays. Interestingly, 
the very notion of commons is itself transnational, 
since it links disparate sites of conflict around the 
world, from Chiapas to Standing Rock or the ZAD 
de Notre-Dame-des-Landes. It is transdisciplinary 
since it convokes different traditions of thought and 
struggle, from indigenous resistance to post-Ford-
ist labor struggles, political ecology or materialist 
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feminism and it is transhistorical, since some of its 
most lucid contributors, notably Peter Linebaugh 
and Silvia Federici, have built their political theory 
by critically looking back to pre-capitalist struggles 
and problematizing dominant historical narratives. 
Stam’s invitation to rethink film and media studies 
in the light of a “transartistic commons” is prob-
ably one of the most important contributions of 
the book, even if an adequate development of such 
an ambitious intellectual-political project logically 
falls outside the scope of a single-authored, pur-
posefully generalist book such as this one.

Far from claiming a tabula rasa in the disci-
pline, Stam proudly brings into focus a tradition 
of engaged, inclusive, and politically committed 
film studies. In a succinct history of the emergence 
of cinema studies departments in North American 
universities in the 1960s, Stam reminds that the 
discipline “began as a dissident, avant-garde friend-
ly discipline…in tandem with other ‘breakaway’ 
transdisciplines such as Ethnic Studies, Women’s 
Studies, and Third World Studies” (2019, 59). His 
proposal to think in terms of “transartistic com-
mons” nowadays is thus an attempt to update and 
prolong this radical tradition of thought and peda-
gogy. In fact, by linking this project with explicit 
references to the 2007 financial crisis, the climate 
emergency, and the rise of Trump and other forms 
of national populisms, some passages of the book 
echo the political ethos and methodological auda-
city of British cultural studies in the early years of 
Thatcherism.

Although one might easily support Stam’s 
call for a critical, transnational, politically engaged 
conception of film and media studies, the book 
surprisingly refrains from exploring how the histor-
ical and material conditions of “actually existing” 
academic institutions are at odds with such a pro-
ject. This is particularly striking when Stam’s book, 
albeit with an introductory and wide-angle point 
of view, manages to cover a comprehensive field of 
analysis, while demonstrating a remarkable ability 
to multiply the critical nuances of its own line of 
arguments. For instance, drawing on authors such 
as Ramon Lobato, Shekhar A. Deshpande and Meta 
Mazaj or Bhaskar Sarkar, Stam traces important 
theoretical reflections on cultural piracy.1 In fact, 
the book celebrates remix, appropriation, mashup, 

and all kinds of unruly cultural practices, rightly 
suggesting that piracy should be considered one of 
the most important driving forces in art and intel-
lectual history and not a criminal activity punished 
by law. This observation, of course, is particularly 
pertinent in a volume that aims to open a dialogue 
with the Commons, a concept largely built upon 
the critique of one of the foundational movements 
of capitalism: the privatization (enclosure)  of what 
used to be common goods and resources. And yet, 
the reader will not find any reference to one of the 
most blatant examples of contemporary enclosure 
in the academic world: the publishing giants that 
benefit from and privatize scholarly knowledge 
with the tacit or explicit connivance of most public 
and private universities—an intellectual and polit-
ical battle that, far from being a merely symbolic 
or theoretical one, entails unacceptable forms of 
repression against the “pirates”, as the fate of digital 
rights activist Aaron Schwartz sadly reminds us. 

In a similar vein, Stam is correct when he in-
corporates to the discussion the critical exam of the 
institutions and uneven structures of power that 
define and shape the circulation of cinema and 
other media across nations nowadays. The book, 
for instance, acknowledges important develop-
ments in the field of festival studies, such as the 
analysis of the almost neo-colonial mediation that 
major film festivals establish between Global South 
filmmakers and Western audiences, either literal-
ly (through North-South programs of cooperation 
and “World Cinema” funds) or implicitly (by reify-
ing aesthetic criteria and expectations on what a 
legitimate “festival film” should look like). Similarly, 
Stam’s discourse is perfectly aware of the pernicious 
effects that film and media operations of global 
corporations have in the environment and local 
labour conditions, as analyzed in groundbreaking 
contributions such as the Global Hollywood edit-
ed collections (Govil, Miller, and McMurria 2001; 
Miller, Govil, and Wang 2005) or in the emerging 
field of “critical studies of media infrastructures.” 
Unfortunately, Stam does not use his sharp critical 
apparatus to address what could have been a pro-
ductive institutional critique of similar patterns in 
contemporary academia. Examples could range 
from the standardization of knowledge production 
(with scientometric transnational Anglo-Amer-
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ican corporations such as Clarivate acting as rating 
agencies across the globe, with particularly dra-
matic effects over public university systems already 
torn by austerity policies, for instance in Southern 
Europe) to the corporation-like global expansion 
of major North American universities (with over-
seas campuses redrawing a new atlas of academic 
relations of power), not to mention the devaluation 
of the job market and the emergence of a rootless 
global academic precariat. In this regard, to a cer-
tain extent, the book fails to fulfill something that 
authors such as Masha Salazkina (2016) crucially 
observed: that any serious attempt to develop sus-
tainable transnational syllabi, research curricula, 
and translation-based collaborative projects must 
necessarily address how contemporary academic 
institutions and precarious labour conditions are 
putting at risk the very conditions of possibility of 
such a promising critical project.

Notes
1. It is necessary to note, in passing, that Lob-

ato is wrongly identified as “Labato,” while 
Deshpande is wrongly identified as “Sesh-
pande” (Stam 2019, 187). Misspellings of 
non-English names and film titles are con-
stant throughout the book, a most striking 
circumstance in a work devoted to trans-
national studies. To mention just some exam-
ples, Tomás Gutiérrez Alea’s Cuban film La 
última cena is referred to as La Ultimate Cena 
(94), Mexican filmmaker Alejandro González 
Iñárritu is alternatively mentioned as “Ign-
arittu” (109) or “Gonzales Iñárritu” (171), 
while Spanish director Pedro Almodóvar is 
invariably misnamed “Almadovar” (94, 126, 
128, 153). These editorial flaws, together with 
recurrent typos and almost literal repetitions 
of entire sentences in some passages, hinder 
the reading experience of the book, otherwise 
written in a quite enjoyable style. 
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146 |  SYNOPTIQUE  | 146146146 Q2019 was a pivotal year for the reconfiguration of 
the U.S. streaming television model, which saw the 
introduction of several new players in the industry. 
Netflix Nations: The Geography of Digital Distribu-
tion (2019) is the consummation of a work begun 
in 2015 by the television scholar Ramon Lobato. It 
benefits from the inclusion of several perspectives 
and a variety of academic and professional sources. 
Consolidated by thorough research and detailed an-
alysis, this publication calls attention to one of the 
first “global internet TV networks” (Reed Hastings, 
as quoted in Lobato 2019, 43) and leading stream-
ing platform: Netflix, founded in 1997 by Marc 
Randolph and Reed Hastings, and later launched 
as a streaming service in 2007. By addressing 
theoretical and methodological issues in approach-
ing the complex geography of digital distribution, 
the book provides a resourceful systematization of 
academic perspectives in the field of media studies, 
able to tackle the thorny geo-political, economic, 
socio-cultural, technological dimensions of stream-
ing platforms and how they affect the circulation of 
television content on a global scale. Leaving aside 
specificities related to production and reception, 
Netflix Nations aims to explore more closely how 
Netflix remodels global distribution, by account-
ing for some of the most urgent topics in the study 
of contemporary media—such as cultural conver-
gence, digital disruption, globalization, media im-
perialism. While observing the geography of online 

television distribution, this book investigates Net-
flix’s role in redefining spatial patterns and logics of 
consumption behind the circulation of television 
content, as it shifted from local U.S. streaming ser-
vices to global media platform operating worldwide 
in more than 190 countries.

The author ushers the reader carefully around 
two central questions. Firstly, Lobato considers 
how streaming services are transforming spatial 
dynamics of global distribution; secondly, he ques-
tions the very theories and concepts available to 
the academic community for understanding such 
transformations. Echoing media history milestones 
of yore such as Raymond Williams’ Television: 
Technology and Cultural Form (1974) and Milly 
Buonanno’s The Age of Television: Experiences and 
Theories (2008), Lobato substantially bridges the 
conceptual gap in cultural studies and internet re-
search, creating a direct conversation between aca-
demic classics in television studies and new media 
theories on platform studies that mostly focuses on 
approaches taken by the media scholars Ian Bogost, 
Nick Montfort, and Tarleton Gillespie. Engaging 
with both media and communication research, 
the book outlines the fundamentals for analyzing 
internet platforms spatially (i.e. as global distribu-
tion nodes) and technologically (i.e. as contingent 
instruments of digital transformations). Netflix is 
considered in the broader context of internet-dis-
tributed television, thus calling for an ecological 

Giulia Taurino
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approach to understanding the intertwining of 
services, platforms, and institutions that converge 
in shaping the streaming television ecosystem. The 
book proceeds to a detailed analysis of the spatial 
patterns that influence the availability of content, 
switching between various mobilities and im-
mobilities, while examining the discourses around 
Netflix as seen by audiences, industries, and often 
flummoxed regulators. In this sense, Netflix Nations 
constitutes a ground-breaking contribution in the 
field. It blurs intra-disciplinary boundaries and in-
vites scholars to think about streaming platforms as 
hybrid media in need of a critical and cross-disci-
plinary perspective.

The book’s first chapter goes into precise de-
tail on the ontology of television platforms, both in 
the context of a historicization of television and in 
connection with different media forms (Spigel and 
Olson 2004; Turner and Tay 2009; Bennett and 
Strange 2011; de Valck and Teurlings 2013). By 
focusing attention on Netflix as a multifaceted cor-
porate entity, the chapter helps problematize the 
role of streaming platforms in relation to television 
studies and new media theories (platform studies, 
internet studies), to ultimately redirect the reader 
towards a flexible analytical framework. Central 
to Lobato’s discussion, Chapter I offers an original 
view on internet-distributed television that blends 
television and internet research and introduces the 
following chapters. Chapter II and III contribute 
respectively in localizing Netflix in the evolution of 
transnational television and in rethinking platforms 
in terms of infrastructures. Going through the so-
ciopolitical implications of technological changes, 
Lobato echoes Raymond Williams’ perspectives on 
television as “a site of structural conflict” (Lobato 
2019, 47), thus shedding further light on a key de-
bate in television studies of geo-industrial power 
relations as they have played out in the interrelation 
between dominant and peripheral markets. Netflix 
has undoubtedly proclaimed its global status; yet, 
as the author repeatedly emphasizes, it is still pro-
foundly national (70), ever watchful to territorial 
constraints of legislation and licensing agreements. 

Not only does Lobato’s second chapter in-
sert Netflix in the larger debate on the institu-
tional context of global television (from satellite 
to streaming television), but its third also provides 

the very framework for observing streaming plat-
forms under the lenses of infrastructure studies 
(Lobato 2019, 74). Ramon Lobato retraces this 
infrastructural turn starting from its original focus 
on the materiality of media technologies (Innis 
1951), as well as on the interplay between human 
and non-human actors that has long dominated 
debates in science and technology studies. Investi-
gating the concept of infrastructure further, Lobato 
moves onto more recent theoretical evolutions at 
the intersection of media history, social science con-
sumer research and geography. The chapter rapidly 
refocuses attention away from television studies to 
new media theories that explain the complexity of 
various Netflix-like players, and their entanglement 
between digital media services and socio-technical 
software systems. By stating the necessity of study-
ing the design, affordances, limitations of large-
scale online systems, comprised of several hardware 
and software components, Lobato engages with 
an extremely topical conversation within internet 
studies, shifting from a solely humanistic perspec-
tive and embracing approaches in fields as varied as 
engineering and information design. This call for 
an infrastructural turn in studies on internet-dis-
tributed television is accompanied by a useful list 
of key concepts in defining the relation between 
infrastructures and communication. 

The core ideas suggested by Lobato as start-
ing points for the understanding of Netflix’s infra-
structures are as follows: reliance on hard and soft 
infrastructures; the principle of invisibility and 
breakdown of the infrastructural system; the co-
determination between infrastructure and com-
munication; the layering of infrastructures; the 
process of standardization and consensus in equip-
ment, materials, processes, formats (Lobato 2019, 
76-77). The strength of this portion of the book lies 
precisely in its ability to reconnect infrastructure 
studies with socio-political issues deeply tied to 
cultural uses of technologies, namely digital divide, 
local internet policies, net-neutrality, geographies 
and politics of data (e.g. clouds, content delivery 
networks). Lobato uses much of this third chap-
ter to openly position himself in the social debate 
and invite scholars to account for infrastructural 
inequalities, stating that “infrastructural thinking 
is above all a mode of theorizing. It allows us to see 
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(indeed, demands that we see) media systems from 
unusual perspectives” (102).

In its critical—theoretically and methodo-
logically—view of internet-distributed television, 
Netflix Nations finally concludes with a series of case 
studies, respectively discussing Netflix’s attempts to 
enter foreign markets, facing mechanisms of adap-
tation, long-distance localization, internationaliz-
ation of labor (notably in key Asian markets like 
India, China, Japan), problematizing dynamics 
of cultural imperialism, policy-making, creation 
of local catalogs and content (making the case of 
Canada and European countries, both sharing hist-
ories of cultural protectionism). Drawing upon 
such reflections on Netflix’s interaction with local 
industries and cultural policies, the sixth chapter 
illustrates the evolutions, debates and challenges of 
Netflix’s response to issues of copyright, geoblock-
ing, piracy in the scenario of what Lobato labels 
as “the proxy wars” (2019, 163) with reference to 
a “history of user experimentation, circumvention, 
and copyright infringement” (164). By shelving a 
purely theoretical perspective found in the first part 
of the book, Lobato therefore charts, with remark-
able insights and accurate examples, the premises 
for future studies on Netflix at the intersection be-
tween the global and the local. 

Having provided useful hands-on applica-
tions of how Netflix research might look like, the 
last chapter of the book serves as a valuable conclu-
sion for re-tracing and re-contextualizing a more 
general overview on the geography of digital dis-
tribution, in an effort to assess Netflix’s impacts 
on contemporary television landscape. Particular-
ly meaningful are the lessons summarized in the 
closing chapter, which, once again, helps the reader 
reconnecting internet studies to previous research 
on traditional, linear television. As the author sug-
gests, with its wide-range of social, cultural, eco-
nomic, technological implications, Netflix indeed 
appears here as a valid point of departure for laying 
the ground for further research on internet-dis-
tributed television. Overall, Netflix Nations: The 
Geography of Digital Distribution is an outstanding 
scholarly book, clear and well written, built upon a 
solid research on new media and, at the same time, 
mindful of the rich theoretical and methodological 
tools inherited from television studies. Each chap-

ter ends with a brief review of the main topics and 
concepts discussed, and provides a precise personal 
analytics based on vast knowledge of the streaming 
field, rendering equally accessible to academic and 
non-academic readerships alike. 

The diversity of cross-disciplinary and 
cross-national perspectives that this book accounts 
for makes it an essential bibliographic reference in 
any study on Netflix, as well as an organic enquiry 
on theories and interdisciplinary methods for in-
ternet research. This publication will ultimately 
rest atop an emerging genealogy of internet-tele-
vision studies, offering a wide variety of citations 
to old and new publications engaged in the peren-
nial debate on television as a cultural mode. While 
acknowledging the challenges of theorizing Netflix 
solely within a historical and historiographic per-
spective on television, Netflix Nations embodies the 
long tradition of television studies in more recent 
academic debates on the ecology and ontology of 
streaming platforms, thus providing a view of Net-
flix not as merely a static, standalone entity, but as 
a shifting media object that “performatively enacts” 
(Lobato 2019, 43) viewership across geopolitical 
spaces and temporalities.
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un vaste travail archéologique, enquêtant sur des 
objets des trois premières décennies du cinéma 
(1895–1925)—les archives filmiques, leurs sup-
ports et représentations visuelles—tout en inter-
rogeant les concepts utilisés par les historiens du 
cinéma pour rendre compte de la genèse et du 
devenir de ces objets filmiques. En parcourant les 
archives d’une institution à l’autre—l’EYE Film-
museum, la Fondation Albert Kahn, l’American 
Museum of Natural History (AMNH) et d’autres 
encore—l’autrice nous présente une historiogra-
phie singulière des vues ethnographiques du début 
du cinéma, décrivant leur contenu et l’histoire de 
leur réalisation et analysant les conditions maté-
rielles de production et diffusion de ces archives. 
Produit de ses recherches doctorales, Katherine 
Groo livre une analyse de plusieurs corpus et ar-
chives ethnographiques de la fin du XIXe siècle 
et des premières décennies du XXe siècle en s’ap-
puyant sur un important travail de documentation, 
une excellente connaissance de la littérature et des 
descriptions filmiques fines. L’enjeu soulevé par ces 
Bad Film Histories dépasse toutefois largement ces 
objets “mineurs”—au sens entendu par Deleuze et 
Guattari (1975). En cela, il suscitera sans aucun 
doute l’enthousiasme bien au-delà du domaine de 
recherche du cinéma des premiers temps ou des 
archives filmiques. À la manière des deux philo-
sophes entrant dans la littérature à partir du corpus 

kafkaïen, l’autrice décrit comment ces bad films—
ces « recherches ethnographiques pour des altérités 
non européennes »—« produisent un ensemble de 
fractures internes qui minent la stabilité [...] et les 
pouvoirs hégémoniques de l’archive » (Groo 2019, 
46).1 Des failles qui, en définitive, remettent en 
cause les pratiques les plus établies de l’historiogra-
phie du cinéma.

Il faut le dire d’emblée, le sujet central du 
livre est moins une chronologie des vues ethno-
graphiques du cinéma des premiers temps qu’une 
réflexion sur les fondements épistémologiques 
et méthodologiques de pratiques filmiques—du 
tournage à la préservation des films—entièrement 
orientées vers le sauvetage urgent et la sauvegarde de 
représentations et d’images en voie de disparition. 
L’hypothèse provocante de Katherine Groo est la 
suivante : cette conception de l’histoire est partagée 
par l’ensemble hétéroclite de vues ethnographiques 
du début du XXe siècle et par les pratiques et théo-
ries prenant pour objet le cinéma des premiers 
temps.2 Au premier abord, cette idée d’une ethno-
logie d’urgence des cultures à l’aune de leur dis-
parition (salvage ethnography), appliquée au champ 
de l’anthropologie et ses disciplines adjacentes au 
tournant du siècle, n’étonne guère. Elle a été vive-
ment critiquée depuis le début des années 1980, 
en anthropologie d’abord, puis dans le champ des 
études cinématographiques—avec les travaux de 
Trinh T. Minh ha, Bill Nichols ou Fatimah Tobing 
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Rony.3 Pourtant, Katherine Groo parvient à sur-
prendre son lecteur en montrant toutes les contra-
dictions qui habitent cette pratique de la ‘taxider-
mie’ du cinéma ethnographique (Rony 1996). Par 
une fine analyse filmique, elle montre combien les 
scènes de danse et de mort animale (chapitres 2 et 
3) tranchent avec l’idée de collecte et de préserva-
tion archivistique, pourtant présente dans les écrits 
ethnographiques. L’autrice fait un pas de côté sup-
plémentaire. Elle démontre que la vision positiviste 
et empiriste de l’histoire qui traverse l’ethnographie 
et la géographie humaine du début du XXe siècle 
est reprise par les auteurs de la New Film History 
(particulièrement entre 1976 et 1985), pourtant 
contemporains de la micro-histoire et du tournant 
littéraire en historiographie, puis prolongée par une 
partie de la littérature sur les vues ethnographiques 
du cinéma des premiers temps (notamment Grif-
fiths 2002). L’entreprise critique proposée dès l’in-
troduction du livre suit deux lignes parallèles. La 
première, théorique et épistémologique, consiste à 
révéler et interroger les mécanismes qui ont pro-
duit au sein de l’historiographie du cinéma une 
telle conception de l’histoire. Katherine Groo en 
identifie deux. L’accent porté sur l’accès aux copies 
des films et aux artefacts filmiques depuis le mi-
lieu des années 1970 a parfois occulté les préoc-
cupations métahistoriques (Groo 2019, 14; 257). 
Enfin, les découpages institutionnels, les postures 
adoptées (la répartition genrée des spécialités dis-
ciplinaires !) ont contribué à dissocier une théorie 
du film d’une recherche historiographique, laissant 
ainsi en suspens toute réflexion métahistorique. 
Complémentairement à cette critique de la litté-
rature, Katherine Groo confronte cette conception 
de l’histoire, focalisée sur la stabilité des archives et 
l’objectivité de l’historien du cinéma, avec les frag-
ments filmiques anonymes (et parfois sans titre) qui 
reposent à la marge des fonds d’archives.

Composée d’une introduction et de cinq cha-
pitres, dont le dernier fait office de coda plus que 
conclusion, la structure du livre se déploie autour de 
différents thèmes : l’archive, les conventions géné-
riques et iconographiques, les pratiques langagières 
qui entourent et parcourent les films, la surface ma-
térielle des supports filmiques. En travaillant depuis 
les marges de l’histoire du cinéma, Katherine Groo 
pose deux questions fondamentales  : quels outils/

concepts employer pour analyser ces images à pro-
pos desquelles le chercheur et l’archiviste ne pos-
sèdent pas ou peu d’informations ? Quelle concep-
tion de l’histoire émerge d’une telle recherche ? À 
la première question, l’autrice répond par la reprise 
et la poursuite d’une analyse figurale appliquée au 
cinéma. Jean-François Lyotard, et sa conception 
d’un “acinéma”, d’une analyse des lignes plutôt que 
des lettres et des discours, Agamben et ses écrits 
sur le geste comme pure médialité ne pointant vers 
aucun autre référent que lui-même : même si elle 
ne l’annonce pas, Katherine Groo élabore bel et 
bien une théorie figurale du cinéma. Théorie dans 
laquelle une place de choix est réservée aux écrits 
de Gilles Deleuze sur la fine imbrication entre le 
temps et les images, et où semble manquer le tra-
vail méthodique accompli par Nicole Brenez pour 
fonder une théorie figurative des arts filmiques 
(1998).4 À la seconde question, traitée ici plus 
en détail, l’autrice répond par l’élaboration d’une 
théorie singulière de l’historicité des images et de la 
conception de l’historiographie qui compose avec 
la contingence et l’instabilité de l’archive plutôt 
que de lutter contre celles-ci.

Comme elle le précise dès le début de l’intro-
duction, en décrivant la genèse de sa recherche doc-
torale, Katherine Groo s’intéresse à des fragments 
filmiques du cinéma des premiers temps. L’enquête 
commence en effet avec la rencontre fortuite avec 
quelques séquences d’un film anonyme, distribué 
“en annexe” d’un DVD édité par l’AMNH pour la 
consultation du film—extrêmement connu—Sim-
ba  : King of the Beasts de Martin et Osa Johnson 
(1928). En remontant la piste, l’autrice découvre 
un vaste continent de films anonymes, sans titres 
ni métadonnées et dont les duplications numé-
riques attestent qu’aucune restauration n’a été faite 
des copies argentiques. Bad Film Histories porte 
donc principalement sur ces films, à la marge des 
archives, faisant un pas de côté par rapport aux 
travaux de Fatimah Tobing Rony (1997) et Alison 
Griffiths (2002) qui avaient identifiées puis travail-
lées sur des films à l’intersection entre la culture po-
pulaire et la pratique ethnographique du début du 
XXe siècle. L’originalité de ce livre ne se limite pas 
à un déplacement vers les marges, elle réside plutôt 
dans une définition atypique, mineure, de l’archive. 
En suivant le principe de fragmentation induit par 
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ces morceaux de films anonymes, Kathrine Groo 
aboutit à une conception de l’archive qui renvoie 
davantage à l’ « hétérotopie  »—« un lieu de tous 
les temps qui [est] lui-même hors du temps » (Fou-
cault 1994, 759)—plutôt qu’à une archéologie du 
savoir centrée sur la constitution d’un pouvoir hé-
gémonique.5 

Cette conception de l’archive, l’autrice la met 
en œuvre en construisant ses chapitres autour de 
comparaisons audacieuses, qui font se côtoyer des 
corpus majeurs et mineurs du cinéma des premiers 
temps. Au premier chapitre, elle tient ainsi ensemble 
les réalisations de deux institutions françaises : d’un 
côté les vues Lumières de la fin du XIXe siècle, des 
images au centre de l’historiographie du cinéma 
des premiers temps, et de l’autre la production plus 
confidentielle de films et d’autochromes au sein des 
Archives de la Planète. Au deuxième et quatrième 
chapitres, l’autrice reconduit cette exercice de com-
paraison, en mettant côte à côte des films quasi ca-
noniques de l’histoire du cinéma ethnographique—
In the Land of the Headhunters d’Edward S. Curtis 
(1914) et Grass de Merian C. Cooper et Ernest B. 
Schoedsack (1925)—et des films d’expédition ou 
des travelogues produits par le Ministère des Colo-
nies ou Pathé. Cette subversion de toute hiérarchie 
des archives filmiques s’observe également dans la 
matérialité du livre. En le feuilletant, le lecteur re-
marquera, non sans surprise, que certaines sections 
ne sont pas accompagnées d’iconographie— c’est le 
cas des autochromes et films des Archives de la pla-
nète dont l’absence de toute reproduction est ad-
mirablement justifiée par l’autrice. Bien davantage 
encore, le lecteur ne pourra que s’étonner de cer-
taines reproductions de photogrammes, qui sont 
extraits de fichiers de base résolution et marqués 
par des artefacts numériques tels qu’un Timecode 
ou le logo de l’EYE Filmmuseum en surimpression. 
Ces reproductions rendent perceptible l’existence 
au sein de l’archive d’un « cinéma imparfait » qui 
évoque les « pauvres images » numériques étudiées 
et célébrées par Hito Steyerl (2009).

Ce lieu d’ « accumulation perpétuelle et indé-
finie du temps » (Foucault 1994, 759), qu’incarne 
l’archive hétérotopique, Katherine Groo l’observe 
aussi dans les détails et les accidents qui marquent 
la surface—analogique, numérique—du support 
filmique. Ainsi, l’indexicalité historique des films 

ne se limite pas aux seules traces laissées sur la pel-
licule lors de son enregistrement, elle inclut toutes 
celles qui s’accumulent au fil de la vie des films 
(Groo 2019, 259). C’est notamment dans ces pages 
consacrées aux correspondances entre les caractéris-
tiques internes aux représentations et celles propres 
au support (déchirures, griffures, textures) que l’au-
trice complète la boucle qui la fait tenir ensemble 
une théorie figurale de l’analyse filmique et une 
étude fine de l’historicité des images: « Ces films 
introduisent un autre ordre de contingence [histo-
rique], plus important. Les éraflures, les déchirures, 
les bulles, la décomposition et le pourrissement qui 
se déposent sur leurs surfaces imitent l’apparence 
des paysages [filmés], leurs mouvements et leurs 
textures » (Groo 2019, 279).

Conjuguant ainsi les enjeux de la « théorie du 
film » et de l’historiographie du cinéma, Katherine 
Groo montre avec finesse l’importance d’appréhen-
der les images en mouvement en les faisant corres-
pondre avec les archives photographiques et ma-
nuscrites qui les bordent (et même les débordent). 
En comparant la production des autochromes et 
des films du fonds Albert Kahn, et en distinguant 
les productions domestiques de celles réalisées dans 
les colonies, elle conclut de façon surprenante: 
« Dans la collection d’excursions des Archives de 
la Planète, les photographies sont faites pour bou-
ger et les films pour s’arrêter [...] les fractures et 
les fissures qui définissent ces archives ne peuvent 
pas être fondées sur l’ontologie du cinéma » (Groo 
2019, 99–100).

Katherine Groo opère un second pas de côté 
par rapport à la littérature qui a recherché depuis 
plusieurs décennies les formes de contre-pouvoir 
qui gisent dans les recoins des films ethnogra-
phiques—comme ce serait le cas du sourire d’Al-
lariallak (Nanook of the North) analysé par Fati-
mah Tobing Rony. Dans ses analyses des scènes 
de danse, par exemple, Katherine Groo se garde 
d’attribuer trop rapidement un contre-pouvoir aux 
sujets filmés pour davantage comprendre « les ori-
gines de l’agentivité au sein de ces images comme 
étant multiples, discontinues, dispersées—et non 
limitées aux sujets humains » (Groo 2019, 156).

Avec une grande consistance et cohérence, 
Katherine Groo démantèle l’idée même d’une 
spécificité médiale du cinéma pour au contraire 
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mettre en exergue la manière dont les «  zones de 
contact » (Pratt 1992), les situations de rencontre 
entre populations coloniales et populations coloni-
sées, ont pu déterminer la forme et le devenir de ces 
traces filmiques, photographiques ou manuscrites. 
L’autrice opère un second tour de force, qui inté-
ressera au plus haut point les chercheurs en sciences 
sociales, et plus particulièrement les anthropolo-
gues. En accordant une place centrale à l’analyse 
filmique et à l’architecture des archives; ses lieux de 
conservation, ses supports, ses modalités de consul-
tation, Katherine Groo réalise un portrait contrasté 
et fragmenté de l’archive coloniale et impériale, 
bien différente d’une conception monolithique du 
pouvoir archivistique et étatique. En ce sens, Bad 
Film Histories constitue probablement le volet fil-
mique d’une « ethnographie dans l’archive » (Stoler 
2019, 79) telle qu’elle est notamment conduite par 
l’anthropologue Ann Laura Stoler dans la produc-
tion archivistique des Indes néerlandaises du XIXe 
siècle. Il faut bien sûr entendre ici ethnographie 
comme la pratique contemporaine de l’enquête 
en sciences sociales. Bien loin de considérer les 
archives comme des « ‘choses’ stables », limitées à 
des « récits majeurs » Ann Laura Stoler les appré-
hende au contraire comme des mouvements dans 
un champ de force, traversés par des « sensibilités 
confuses », des contrastes, bien souvent logés dans 
les interstices, et qu’il faut (d)écrire par une « his-
toire de l’empire en ‘mode mineur’ » (Stoler 2019, 
86, 87). En s’attachant à ces fragments filmiques 
dénués de toute généalogie définie, et en se gardant 
de faire basculer les images du côté du pouvoir ou 
d’un contre-pouvoir, Katherine Groo nous offre un 
parcours passionnant au travers de ces films ethno-
graphiques. Une histoire en « mode mineur », au 
présent.

Notes
1. Les traductions sont de l’auteur.
2. Comme le rappelle très justement Katherine 

Groo, la pratique institutionnalisée du film 
ethnographique en anthropologie n’apparaît 
qu’après la seconde guerre mondiale. Comme 
l’ensemble de la littérature sur les productions 
visuelles du tournant du siècle, le qualificatif 
«  ethnographique  » est donc appliqué à des 
situations et des stratégies filmiques diverses : 

films d’expédition, vues prises lors des exposi-
tions universelles, etc.

3. Voir notamment à ce propos l’importante lit-
térature anthropologique analysée par David 
Berliner (2018)

4. Une absence à mettre probablement sur le 
compte du manque de traduction de ses pre-
miers écrits vers l’anglais.

5. Le 14 mars 1967, Michel Foucault, donne 
une conférence au Cercle d’études architectu-
rales qui sera publiée bien plus tard, en 1984. 
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154 |  SYNOPTIQUE  | 154154154 QThe rapid expansion of carceral populations and in-
frastructure over the last half century has brought 
about a “punitive turn” within the humanities and 
social sciences, concerned with exploring “the his-
torical, political, economic, and sociocultural roots 
of mass incarceration, as well as its collateral costs 
and consequences” (McDowell, Harold, and Battle 
2013, back cover). Understanding the infrastruc-
tural and spatial transformations wrought by this 
expansionary development of the prison industrial 
complex has become a chief concern across a range 
of disciplinary formations over the past twenty 
years (Moran, Gill, and Conlon 2013, Turner and 
Peters 2016, Moran 2015). Indeed, this research 
has developed into a subfield of its own, carceral ge-
ography. Most broadly, carceral geography—as an 
area of theoretical and political enquiry—involves 
an engagement with the spaces, practices and expe-
riences of confinement. In addition, scholars work-
ing within this field attempt to situate the carceral 
within wider social, economic and geopolitical in-
frastructures, aiming “to counter the imagination 
of a closed-off and sealed carceral institution, dis-
cussing instead the liminal spaces ‘betwixt and be-
tween’ the inside and outside of prisons” (Gill et 
al. 2018, 184). This broadened definition of what 
constitutes the carceral attempts to throw into 
sharp relief “the overlaps and synergies between 
these spaces, their functional and post-functional 
lives, and also their porosity… recognising that 

techniques and technologies of confinement seep 
out of ‘carceral’ spaces into the everyday, domes-
tic, street, and institutional spaces” (Moran 2017). 
This attempt to shift the study of carceral spaces 
outside the physical boundaries of the prison or 
camp has been driven by several interrelated fac-
tors, including “mutations in the neoliberal land-
scape, [the] inclusion of criminal justice systems in 
industrial systems for the generation of value, [the] 
criminalization of poor and othered communities, 
the mobility and agility of finance capital and the 
expedient generation of surplus populations” (Gill 
et al. 2018, 184).

While the current fascination with the prison 
as an infrastructural, punitive, political and eco-
nomic apparatus often remains resolutely focused 
on its contemporary mutations (and understand-
ably so, given its deep interconnections with cur-
rent late-capitalist economic rationality and neolib-
eral political hegemony), scholars across a number 
of disciplines have attempted to re-examine the his-
tories of such punitive infrastructures and spaces—
seeking to write the unwritten histories of intern-
ment and incarceration. Allison Griffiths’ Carceral 
Fantasies: Cinema and the Prison in Early-Twentieth 
Century America is a crucial contribution to this 
historical mapping of the carceral. It is a volume 
that recognises the fecundity of looking back to try 
and understand the social and political foundations 
of a system that is now deeply structured by myri-

Patrick Brian Smith

Book Review
Alison Griffiths. 2016. Carceral Fantasies: Cinema and Prison 
in Early Twentieth-Century America. New York: Columbia 
University Press.
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ad forms of economic, racial and gender inequality 
and violence. Carceral Fantasies takes the moving 
image as its central object of study, examining the 
various ways this form has interacted with carceral 
infrastructures across the twentieth century. Grif-
fiths is interested in two distinct, yet interrelated, 
forms of such interactivity: how prisons and pun-
ishment have been represented cinematically and 
how the moving image has been exhibited histori-
cally within carceral institutions. For her, this dual 
focus on the representational and the exhibitory 
results from the prison’s paradoxical status: it is a 
space that is “unknown to the vast majority and 
yet resolutely imagined through popular culture” 
(Griffiths 2016, 1). For Griffiths, this paradox con-
stitutes what she terms the “carceral imaginary,” 
which builds from Angela Davis’ claim that carcer-
al spaces are “present in our lives, and, at the same 
time… absent” (Davis 2003, 15). The moving im-
age thus becomes a mediator of sorts for Griffiths’ 
exploration of the carceral, as she examines the 
prison as both cinematic subject and a material site 
of exhibition. 

The book is divided into three sections. In 
section one, “The Carceral Imaginary,” Griffiths 
further develops this conceptual notion of the 
imaginary, examining the diverse representations 
of carceral spaces across a range of moving image 
practices—actualities, non-fiction and narrative 
films. Her opening analysis of Thomas Edison’s 
1901 film The Execution of Czolgosz, with Panorama 
of Auburn Prison is particularly striking in this re-
gard. This “phantasmagorical” re-enactment of the 
execution of Leon Czolgosz by electric chair at Au-
burn Correctional Facility (following his convic-
tion for the assassination of U.S. President William 
McKinley) is for Griffiths indicative of a long-
held desire for audiences to see into the “darkest 
recesses of the penitentiary” (Griffiths 2016, 54). 
Here, she suggests that The Execution of Czolgosz 
is an early example of the “death penalty film,” a 
historically diverse body of works that have shaped 
crucial facets of our collective carceral imaginary 
over the twentieth century—and which have led 
to prisons remaining, as Angela Davis asserts, “one 
of the most important features of our image envi-
ronment” (Griffiths 2016, 55). For Griffiths, these 
films are representative of a desire “not just to see 

life extinguished but also to penetrate the walls of 
the penitentiary” (Griffiths 2016, 15). 

The book’s second section, “The Carceral 
Spectator,” shifts gears to examine how film was 
one amongst a wider constellation of media and 
entertainment forms that entered carceral spaces at 
the beginning of the twentieth century. More spe-
cifically, Griffiths examines how the establishment 
and growth of media repositories (libraries, educa-
tion centres) and other forms of entertainment in 
the prison (concerts, vaudeville, radio) interacted 
with—and often structured—cinema’s own entry 
into carceral space. The third section, “The Carcer-
al Reformer,” examines moving image media’s cru-
cial role in penal reform practices, particularly in 
relation to women’s prisons. For example, chapter 
6 devotes significant time to examining how film 
was taken up as a political tool by reformers like 
Katherine Russell Bleecker. As Griffiths suggests, 
“in 1914…Bleecker was commissioned to make 
films to accompany a touring exhibit organized by 
the Joint Committee on Prison Reform,” a group 
which brought together several reformist insti-
tutions in New York State (Griffiths 2016, 238). 
Griffiths examines how Bleecker’s staged reenact-
ments of prison brutality formed a crucial part of 
a wider multimedia exhibition by JCPR in 1916, 
which aimed not only to visualise the atrocious 
realities of prison life, but also aimed to draw the 
material environments of carcerality outside the 
bounds of the prison walls. For Griffiths, these ear-
ly reformist works were important examples of the 
“convergence of penal discourse and popular enter-
tainment” which “marshalled a kind of ‘cognitive 
cognition’ where cinema and prison reform could 
be mutually informing” (Griffiths 2016, 266). 

Across both the case studies highlighted 
here—and more broadly across the whole book—
Griffiths continually emphasises the diverse ways 
moving image media interacted with carceral space, 
drawing it out of the prison walls and into public 
view. In many ways, Griffiths’ approach to exam-
ining moving image media’s relationship to and 
interactions with carceral space across the twenti-
eth century dovetails well with the current carceral 
geographical emphasis on resisting an imagination 
“of a closed-off and sealed carceral institution,” 
emphasising instead “the liminal spaces ‘betwixt 
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and between’ the inside and outside of prisons.” In 
Griffiths’ mapping of moving image media’s diverse 
interactions with prison infrastructure, she forces 
us to perceive how carceral space has always exist-
ed—conceptually, imaginatively and materially—
beyond the physical boundaries of the prison. Grif-
fiths’ book resonates across a number of disciplines 
and areas of study, including nontheatrical moving 
image histories, media archaeology, carceral stud-
ies, human geography, and media ethics. As shifts 
towards ever subtler (yet, simultaneously structur-
ally violent) forms of disciplinary governmentali-
ty—both juridical and biopolitical in nature—are 
leading to large increases in contemporary incar-
ceration rates, it is crucial to examine of the his-
torical foundations of these systems of control and 
violence and the ways public discourse towards 
them has been shaped. Griffiths’ Carceral Fantasies 
undertakes this crucial work. 
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158 |  SYNOPTIQUE  | 158158158 QThe 2018 show “Arca and Jesse Kanda Live at the 
Roundhouse,” produced by Boiler Room,1 pro-
vides audiences with necessary documentation of 
one of the most radical queer artists working with-
in the realm of digital media and performance to-
day. The collaboration between Arca and longtime 
colleague Jesse Kanda is emblematic of the ways 
in which artists working in new digital animation 
and contemporary queer dance floor staging have 
collaborated to develop artworks in which utopian 
ideas of queer futurity are often explored. Especial-
ly as “queer utopian” thinking has gained prom-
inence, and a queer futurist aesthetic has become 
commonplace in contemporary art, the employ-
ment of animation in this particular context be-
comes useful for analyzing how ideas of a futurist 
“queer utopia” can be presented through current 
digital medias. While this particular live show is 
from 2017, and released on Boiler Room’s You-
Tube channel in March 2018, its importance in 
the realm of queer club life and queer scenography 
at large is still very much current yet it has been 
largely overlooked. The fact that it was broadcast 
on Boiler Room also creates an indispensable re-
source for examining methods of queer staging and 
animation and breaks the otherwise “temporality 
of club life” (Muñoz 2009, 103). The documenta-
tion of this particular performance then helps re-
veal animation’s contemporary capacity for staging 
spaces of queer futurism on the dance floor and in 

Christopher Michael

Event Review
Animating the Queer Future: A Review of  “Arca and Jesse 
Kanda: Live at the Roundhouse” (2018)

the club and allows an access point to a world that 
is otherwise short lived.

This performance as a celebration for the re-
lease of Arca’s third, eponymously titled album rep-
resents a peak in the artistic relationship between 
Arca and Jesse Kanda, whose affiliation with one 
another stretches back to the start of their careers.2 

Having worked together on music videos, album 
covers, and live show visualizers, Kanda and Arca 
have brought a distinctive aesthetic to the dance 
floor and queer club that incorporates modern uses 
of animation and digital media to build visions of 
a queer futurist world. With a shared interest in 
anime and video games, Arca and Kanda’s work 
finds inspiration in post- and trans-humanist ani-
mation and media, as is present from the start of 
this particular show. Arca first appears on stage 

Figure 1. 
Arca’s introduction. Source “Arca and Jesse Kanda Live at 
the Roundhouse,”  2018
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dressed like a techno-futurist ringmaster, scantily 
clad and wielding a large whip. (Figure 1) Her ap-
pearance from the outset seems to purposely chan-
nel—albeit with her own distinctly queer touch—
characters from anime and cartoons like Æon Flux 
or Nadesico Prince of Darkness, both of which she 
regularly posts references to on her Instagram.3 As 
she momentarily leaves the stage, her song “Vanity” 
plays accompanied by the first of Kanda’s animated 
pieces. In it, a crudely animated CG figure, whose 
face is nearly childlike while its body is overly mus-
cular and beefy, moves awkwardly across the screen 
in an endless perpetual motion. Like Arca’s own ap-
pearance, Kanda’s animation from the outset chan-
nels early CG figures and video game characters, 
alluding to an earlier digital universe.

References and allusions to such earlier ani-
mated media is not out of place in the contempor-
ary visual culture of queer clubs and performance. 
DJ and visual artist Juliana Huxtable, for example, 
similarly uses digital manipulation and CG in her 
personal artwork, club promotional material, and 
party visuals. In a visual text piece titled Untitled 
(For Stewart), Huxtable (2013) describes her pre-
pubescent relationship to video games and anime, 
referencing (like Arca) shows Æon Flux (1991) and 
Ghost in the Shell (1995), as well as video games 
Street Fighter (1987) and Mario Kart (1992). For 
Huxtable, video games and anime were an early way 
to explore a queer relationship to her body, with 
video games giving her a space where she could be 
transformed and explore another mode of being on 
screen. These same influences can be seen in Arca 
and Kanda’s work, forming a new queer aesthet-
ic that utilizes these experiences with such digital 
media. This is then similar to much of what Jack 
Halberstam discusses with regard to animation in 
The Queer Art of Failure (2011), specifically in rela-
tionship to his thesis on “Pixarvolt” films. Halber-
stam sees mainstream animation, particularly early 
CGI films, as quietly subversive to its audiences, 
writing that these films “recognize that alternative 
forms of embodiment and desire are central to the 
struggle against corporate domination” (2011, 29). 
While he tends to write about films with under-
lying Marxist themes, these ideas can be applied to 
such media as Æon Flux or Ghost in the Shell and 
their relationship to the queer body, as these ani-

mated series distort traditional ideas of gender and 
the body in their own subtle ways. As such, we can 
read the aesthetics of Arca, Kanda, and Huxtable as 
relating directly to the influence of the subversion 
in these works, using animated methods to more 
directly convey queer futurist thought in their own 
work.

This subversion of the body and push to-
wards queer futurism is perhaps best seen as the 
song “Century” begins, and the image of a fetus 
appears on screen. (Figure 2) At first the fetus is 
presented somewhat conventionally, inside a neu-
tral, in between space and treated with a sense of 
reverence. However, as the song begins a circular 
piano appears around the fetus’ body, and it begins 
to play along with the tune. This animation, one 
of the only overtly humorous images in the whole 
performance, directly creates a visual for an idea 
which theorists of queer futurity have been discuss-
ing for years; that in order to envision a queer “then 
and there” we must dismantle ideas of reproductive 
futurity and heteronormative markers of the fu-
ture. José Esteban Muñoz writes in Cruising Utopia 
(2019) that “Futurity can be a problem. Hetero-
sexual culture depends on a notion of the future: 
as the song goes, ‘the children are our future’” (49). 
Muñoz then goes on to problematize this by offer-
ing a glimpse into the alternative sexual realities of 
those with deviant sexualities or gender identities, 
where reproductive futurism is neither immedi-
ately achievable nor the point. Kanda’s animat-
ed fetus is then representative of such ideas, as it 
makes a mockery of the “sacred” image of the fetus 

Figure 2. 
“Fetus imagery.” Source, “Arca and Jesse Kanda Live at the 
Roundhouse,” 2018.
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in the space of this queer performance. This gives a 
physicality then to Munoz’s theory, allowing, with-
in the perimeters of the queer dance floor, a space 
where the culture of reproductive futurism can be 
renounced and replaced with alternative, queer 
views of the future.

However, the futurism Arca and Kanda dis-
play not only rejects present alternatives to repro-
ductive futurism but does the same to ideas of the 
body itself. For example, when Arca’s “Sad Bitch” 
starts playing, an animation appears on screen 
which Arca syncs her on stage movements to, so 
that both the figure in the video and her IRL body 
are performing the same dance. (Figure 3) The 
animated figure is a silhouette of Arca herself, but 
with distorted coloring and a back covered in bar-
nacle-like specimen that explode a red coloured 
debris. The viewer’s attention is first drawn to Arca, 
bathed in a pink light and performing the angelic 
motions, before turning to the alien presence situ-
ated on screen. Arca acts as a guide, using her body 
in its costuming and movement to display a mod-
el of the queer near-future, before directing your 
attention to the version of herself on screen, which 
represents the human beyond an obtainable future, 
envisioning a form so far outside the grasp of our 
lifetime that it just barely resembles a person as we 
know it. Arca and Kanda don’t set out to create 
a concrete model of the future queer human, but 
simply allude to it in this dreamy, nearly subcon-
scious imagery. As such, this kind of animation and 
performance fits in well with Muñoz’s writing that, 
“Utopian performativity suggests another modal-
ity of doing and being that is in the process, un-
finished” (Muñoz 2019, 99). Arca’s movements 

on stage and the animation which accompany it 
reflect a sort of utopian futurist aesthetic that is 
unfinished yet finds power in suggesting this other 
world of possibility for the body.

This is often the case for animated media 
which seeks to present a post-human or futurist 
view of the body. Esther Leslie, writing about the 
historic use of clouds in animated film, notes that 
“animation foregrounds narratively the capacity 
for change”, meaning animation allows a space in 
which radical change, in the body or in the material 
world, can temporarily come to life on screen (Les-
lie 2017, 238) . Leslie uses clouds to discuss anima-
tion’s more radical possibilities, yet these ideas can 
be as easily applied to the animated body. Leslie 
notes that clouds are, like animation itself, fleet-
ing forms that allow us to envision a world beyond 
our own to, as the saying goes, “let our imagina-
tion run wild.” That both forms are fleeting and 
ephemeral by nature allow the capacity to tempor-
arily envision worlds, bodies, even political realities 
beyond our own, in a space that is relatively safe 
and removed from our everyday life. While Arca 
and Kanda might find inspiration in the under-
lying subversion of anime and video games, they 
create more directly a vision of what a future queer 
body might look like in their on-screen animation. 
Though these images are transitory by nature, they 
function as important interpretations of what the 
queer future body might come to be, and by simply 
suggesting this possibility they offer the option for 
an alternative reality to come.

It should not go overlooked that this type of 
animation is used within the space of the queer 
dance floor and queer club life. Queer nightlife, as 
Muñoz again notes, often exists afterwards only as 
“queer ephemera” in the memories of those who 
attended certain events. Historically, the under-
ground environment of a queer club or performance 
created an atmosphere that these things were tem-
poral, worlds that existed only to those who dared 
for them to be revealed (Muñoz 2019, 74). That 
this type of animation, which foregrounds itself in 
a sense of futurity and utopian possibility, is used 
in the environment of a queer dance floor is then 
appropriate, as both seek to create worlds which 
can only be accessed in these short lived, temporary 
moments. Those fleeting moments of ecstasy one 

Figure 3. 
“Sad Bitch.“ Source, “Arca and Jesse Kanda Live at the 
Roundhouse,” 2018.
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might experience while dancing in a queer club are 
similar to the feelings stirred by the awe-inspiring 
imagery generated by this type of futurist utopian 
animation. Increasingly, artists working within and 
on the peripheries of queer nightlife, like Björk, 
Juliana Huxtable, or Hannah Black, are using 
these types of animation and aesthetics to convey 
a specific utopian queer futurist vision. That Ar-
ca’s performance and use of these techniques was 
broadcast on Boiler Room allows an access point 
for those of us wishing to examine these modes of 
animation and futurist thinking further. As such, 
this official recording of the event can be treated as 
a necessary and indispensable resource for examin-
ing the relationship between contemporary queer 
club life, animation, and queer utopian futurity.

Notes
1. Video of event: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=I2BfNQgvf5g
2. For more on their working relationship see 

Thomas Gorton, “Jesse Kanda: child’s play,” 
https://www.dazeddigital.com/artsandcul-
ture/article/20250/1/jesse-kanda-childs-play.

3. See posts dated March 6 2019 and Septem-
ber 13 2018. “@arca1000000” https://www.
instagram.com/arca1000000/
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162 |  SYNOPTIQUE  | 162162162 QRiche et diversifiée, la programmation des Sommets 
du Cinéma d’Animation de Montréal n’a pas déçu 
les cinéphiles. D’ailleurs, les salles combles et le 
public conquis ont sanctionné la qualité de la variété 
des œuvres rassemblées par Marco DeBlois1 qui 
propose au public montréalais (depuis maintenant 
18 ans) la crème du cinéma d’animation au niveau 
mondial. D’ailleurs, en étant à sa 18e édition, le 
festival atteint cette année l’âge adulte, légitimant 
par la même occasion son importance pour la 
diffusion d’un cinéma d’animation d’avant-garde 
à Montréal. Depuis 2015, le festival remet le prix 
René-Jodoin pour « récompenser une personnalité 
marquante, influente et engagée de l’animation 
canadienne » (Sommets du Cinéma d’Animation de 
Montréal 2019). Après la productrice Marcy Page 
(2015), le cinéaste indépendant Steven Woloshen 
(2016), le professeur Jean-Philippe Fauteux (2017) 
et le compositeur Robert Marcel Lepage (2018), 
c’est la réalisatrice et productrice Francine Desbiens 
qui est à l’honneur cette année. 

Desbiens est une animatrice pionnière 
ayant œuvré trente-quatre ans au département 
d’animation français de l’ONF à titre d’animatrice, 
de réalisatrice et de productrice. Largement intéressée 
par la famille, son œuvre cinématographique est 
un corpus sensible qui ouvre le discours entre 
la création féministe et le cinéma d’animation. 
La filmographie de Desbiens est un legs unique 
puisqu’elle est, en quelque sorte, le prolongement 

naturel de la vie privée de l’autrice dans la création. 
En fabriquant des films de cette manière, Desbiens 
efface la frontière entre sa vie d’artiste et l’œuvre 
qu’elle produit. 

Le prix décerné à Desbiens a été créé à la 
mémoire de René Jodoin qui, au début des années 
1940, se joint au département d’animation de 
l’Office national du film du Canada (ONF). 
D’ailleurs, c’est McLaren qui assure la formation 
de Jodoin au cinéma d’animation; cette forme 
d’expression artistique n’étant enseigné nulle 
part au Canada. L’ONF déménage à Montréal 
en 1956 et l’équipe française est fondée en 1959. 
C’est en 1966 que le studio d’animation est lui 
aussi scindé en deux et René Jodoin y est nommé 
premier directeur de l’animation française à l’ONF. 
Dans la continuité de la vision mclarennienne, 
la production du studio d’animation français 
s’intéresse à l’exploration et à l’expérimentation 
artistique. René Jodoin priorise le côté artisanal 
de la production animée et les petites équipes, une 
méthode de travail aux antipodes des procédés 
complexes et coûteux employés par Disney. 
McLaren confie à Jodoin le mandat de produire 
une série de chansons animées francophones pour 
le public canadien. Ce sont des courts-métrages qui 
illustrent des chansons folkloriques québécoises.2 
Cette manière de penser la création, à partir de 
la musique, simplifie le processus de production 
puisque l’animation est réalisée au rythme de celle-

Marie-Josée Saint-Pierre

Festival Review
Francine Desbiens récompensée du prix René Jodoin aux 
18es Sommets du Cinéma d’Animation de Montréal
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ci. Dans les années 1960, René Jodoin explore les 
formes géométriques et produit des œuvres plus 
minimalistes. Influencé par l’avant-garde allemande, 
il exprime sa volonté d’animer sans dessins. Il 
simplifie le processus d’animation en animant la 
gestuelle  : en utilisant sa mémoire musculaire, il 
reproduit le mouvement de l’animation de papiers 
découpés en la créant sous la caméra. C’est ainsi 
qu’il réalise deux œuvres marquantes : Ronde carrée 
(Jodoin 1961) puis Notes sur un triangle (Jodoin 
1966). Ces deux films, non narratifs, proposent un 
visuel de formes géométriques qui se transforment 
et dansent au son de la musique. «  Notes sur un 
triangle, c’est un film fétiche pour moi. Je regarde 
ça et je ne m’en fatigue jamais. Je trouve que c’est 
un film d’une perfection incroyable  » (Desbiens 
1999, citée par Marcel Jean).

C’est sous l’autorité de René Jodoin que les 
premières réalisatrices au programme français font 
leur apparition. Diplômée de l’institut des arts 
appliqués de Montréal, Francine Desbiens fait sa 
première incursion dans l’univers de l’ONF en 
1965 à titre de préposée à la photothèque. Elle 
arpente les corridors de l’agence culturelle, son 
portfolio sous le bras, avec l’espoir de montrer ses 
créations et d’être embauchée à titre d’artiste. Sa 
rencontre avec René Jodoin en 1965, alors qu’il est 
à l’aube de fonder le département d’animation, est 
déterminante  : il lui fait la promesse de l’engager 
comme pigiste dès que son studio ouvrira. Francine 
Desbiens démissionne alors de son poste permanent 
et devient pigiste pour le studio d’animation. Elle 
est recrutée à titre d’assistante à l’animation pour 
les productions scolaires.

En 1969, Desbiens signe à titre de 
coréalisatrice (en compagnie de Pierre Hébert, 
Yves Leduc et Michèle Pauzé) Le corbeau et le 
renard3 réalisé clandestinement dans l’appartement 
d’un cinéaste. Ce projet en collectif propose des 
variations comiques sur la célèbre fable de La 
Fontaine, tel qu’illustré par sa citation finale. Alors 
que le renard tente de prendre au piège le corbeau 
pour qu’il échappe son fromage, le corbeau dit 
(avec un fort accent québécois) : « Voyons estie! Me 
prends-tu pour un corbeau français?  » (Desbiens 
et al.1969).4 Ainsi, la première réalisation solo de 
Francine Desbiens, produite par Pierre Hébert, 
ne sera pas très éloignée de la thématique de la 

quête identitaire canadienne produite par l’ONF. 
Employée de l’État, Desbiens est consciente de 
son rôle qui consiste à créer du contenu pour 
servir la population canadienne. D’ailleurs, Jodoin 
encourage ses nouvelles recrues à faire leurs premières 
armes sur des films scientifiques ou scolaires. Avec 
Les Bibittes de Chromagnon (1971),5 film éducatif 
sur la gamme des couleurs, Desbiens veut instruire 
la population. Mais sous sa mission scolaire, le 
message de l’animatrice est limpide : il n’existe pas 
de couleurs pures, les différentes cultures sont des 
vases communicants et les couleurs sont métissées.6

Quelques années plus tard, elle termine 
son film Dernier envol (1977)7 produit par René 
Jodoin. Inspiré d’une nouvelle de Roch Carrier, le 
film utilise la technique des papiers découpés pour 
raconter l’histoire d’un homme dont la quiétude 
est troublée par l’arrivée d’un oiseau au printemps. 
Les deux protagonistes deviennent inséparables. Le 
temps passe si vite que lorsque l’automne arrive, 
l’homme réalise qu’il ne peut plus se passer de la 
compagnie de l’oiseau : il fait tout en son pouvoir 
pour le garder avec lui. L’oiseau meurt de froid.8 

Produit par Yves Leduc, Ah! vous dirai-je, 
maman (1985)9 est l’œuvre forte du corpus de 
Desbiens. Tableaux en mouvements dans un album 
de photos de famille, la trame narrative du film se 
déploie selon le cycle de la vie de la protagoniste. Cette  
animation met en lumière le rapport de force 
entre le construit social du genre (qui impose un 
comportement féminin ou masculin) et le sexe 
biologique. Desbiens anime la phénoménologie 
du vécu d’une femme dans une société 
androcentrique  : son rôle lui est imposé par la 
force ou le conditionnement. La réalisatrice 
amorce ainsi un tournant phénoménologique 
dans sa production animée en s’intéressant à la vie 
quotidienne et le vécu d’une femme, une manière 
de représenter le constructivisme du sexe social à 
la Simone de Beauvoir. La figure principale de la 
maison, souvent associée à l’espace féminin, est 
le lieu de la construction de l’essence féminine 
et de la spécificité de la place des femmes dans la 
société traditionnelle/hétéronormative. La maison 
est pour la famille le centre du monde. C’est le 
royaume de la ménagère, la cage dorée de la « reine 
du foyer ». Symboliquement, la maison représente 
l’être intérieur et ses états d’âme. Il n’est pas anodin 
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de constater que l’action ne se déroule pas dans la 
cuisine, territoire de la terre mère condamnée aux 
fourneaux. Plutôt, la pièce met en évidence un 
grand piano. L’autoreprésentation féministe dans 
l’art s’inscrit souvent comme une protestation face 
aux représentations « féminines » des Vénus/déesses/
mères fécondes. En représentant son environnement 
de cette manière, la réalisatrice Francine Desbiens 
met l’emphase sur ses connaissances musicales 
et ses aspirations artistiques. La non-présence 
à l’écran des personnages est subversive. En ne 
montrant ni la femme ni l’enfant dans la grande 
majorité de l’animation, l’autrice brise la notion de 
gaze.10 En étant fantôme, la protagoniste détruit la 
fonction du to-be-looked-at-ness (Mulvey 1975) de 
la figure féminine au cinéma. De plus, la réalisatrice 
anime un personnage provenant de la nouvelle 
génération de femmes qui se séparent et élèvent 
leurs enfants seules. Desbiens crée la représentation 
d’un imaginaire symbolique féminin d’avant-garde 
en laissant la place aux spectatrices pour qu’elles 
s’inventent le modèle fort et réel auquel elles 
aspirent. Néanmoins, le mariage et l’enfantement 
sont la destinée ultime de la protagoniste fantôme, 
limitant ainsi ses aspirations professionnelles et 
son émancipation personnelle autrement qu’avec 
la maternité. Avec ses choix esthétiques et son 
discours cinématographique alternatif, Desbiens 
explore sa vie dans l’espace privé. Elle décrit le 
passage du temps et de l’éclatement de la famille 
qui se modifient au fil des souvenirs. Comme 
l’explique Marcel Jean, Ah! vous dirai-je, maman est  
« un film plein de silence, qui refuse de s’expliquer, 
qui attend que le spectateur vienne à lui. […] un 
film chargé de détails autobiographiques, un film 
qui est pour Francine Desbiens une sorte de retour 
sur sa propre existence » (118). 

Produit par Yves Leduc, Dessine-moi une 
chanson (1990) est une œuvre nostalgique animée 
avec des papiers découpés et est d’une « simplicité 
désarmante sur le plan de l’anecdote (le fils fait 
parvenir des messages d’amour à son père absorbé 
par son travail) » (Roy 2007, 9). Le film propose 
une vision de l’enfance dans laquelle la figure 
parentale est imparfaite. Exprimés sous le point 
de vue de l’enfant, les propos sont touchants  : 
le petit garçon s’ennuie beaucoup de son père 
musicien lorsqu’il est à la garderie et son absence le 

bouleverse. En étant incapable de protéger l’enfant 
de l’ennui, la réalisatrice brise la représentation 
de l’enfance heureuse et parfaite. Néanmoins, 
Desbiens représente un protagoniste masculin de 
la nouvelle génération de pères qui s’occupent de 
leurs enfants. Francine Desbiens, elle-même mère 
monoparentale, a peut-être aussi voulu représenter 
l’ennui de son propre fils pour son père? Si tel est le 
cas, la vie de l’autrice se retrouverait à nouveau ici 
dans le prolongement de son œuvre. 

Tout en réalisant ses propres créations dans 
les années 1970 et 1980, Desbiens produit six 
films pour le département d’animation français. Il 
s’agit de Chérie, ôte tes raquettes (Leduc 1975), La 
Plage (Gervais 1978), Moi je pense (Tunis 1979), 
Cogne-Dur (Daudelin, Lebel et Saint-Pierre 1979) 
et Luna, Luna, Luna (Elnécavé 1981). Trois de ces 
films ont été réalisés par des femmes. 

Le premier intitulé La Plage est un film de 
trois minutes et trente secondes créé avec du crayon 
noir sur papier blanc. Avec ce film, c’est la première 
fois que Suzanne Gervais ajoute une dimension 
littéraire à son œuvre en adaptant une nouvelle de 
Roch Carrier. Sans paroles, l’animation est fluide 
et abstraite. Un homme boit un verre d’eau, sur le 
bord de la plage, pendant qu’une femme en arrière-
plan se noie. On la retrouve simultanément dans 
les vagues et dans le verre d’eau de l’homme. Elle 
échoue, seule et morte, sur la berge. Ce film dépeint 
la banalité d’une femme qui est bue par un homme 
au point d’en mourir. 

Cogne-Dur, est réalisé en 1979 par Mitsu 
Daudelin, Estelle Lebel et Rachelle Saint-Pierre. 
C’est un film d’animation en couleur d’une durée 
de 10 minutes. Inspirée de La Grande Margaude, 
un conte recueilli par Luc Lacourcière pour les 
archives de folklore de l’Université Laval, cette 
création collective critique les inégalités sociales 
d’un système découlant de la monarchie absolue. 
C’est la révolte d’un peuple qui, par la mise en 
commun des talents individuels, se fait lui-même 
justice en anéantissant la source de son oppression. 
Refaire les cadres de la société pour niveler les 
inégalités de genre, voilà le projet des féministes les 
plus radicales qui estiment que les balises actuelles 
ne peuvent contenir les relations égalitaires entre 
les hommes et les femmes. 

Produit par Francine Desbiens et Pierre 
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Moretti, Luna, Luna, Luna (Elnécavé 1981) est 
la dernière œuvre d’Elnécavé réalisée au sein de 
l’ONF. Cette animation de treize minutes est un 
jeu d’ombres et de lumières explorant les dangers 
de la nuit et des animaux sauvages sous le regard 
d’une petite fille qui quitte sa maison. Les formes 
apparaissent et disparaissent en suggérant qu’elles 
ont été grattées directement sur l’émulsion noire de 
la pellicule. La réalisatrice « fait apparaître de petites 
créatures magiques dans la nuit, sous la lumière 
tremblante de la lune. Ici, le trait est brisure dans 
l’enveloppante noirceur, révélation d’une présence 
furtive et jusque-là insoupçonnée » (Jean 2006, 49).

La carrière de Desbiens à l’ONF se poursuit 
dans les années 1990 lorsqu’elle crée des films pour 
la série « Droits au cœur » pour souligner les droits 
de l’enfance. Elle réalise Voir le monde (1992), un 
film d’animation dans laquelle un jeune garçon, 
conduit à la gare de train par son grand-père, fait 
le tour du monde et est confronté aux difficultés 
socio-économiques de différentes populations. 
Le protagoniste invente des solutions afin que les 
conditions de vie des enfants aux quatre coins du 
monde soient plus équitables. Avec Le Tournoi 
(1995), l’autrice raconte l’histoire d’une jeune 
fille sourde qui réussit à ignorer les bêtises de 
son adversaire lors d’un tournoi d’échecs. Puis, 
finalement, son dernier film onéfien Mon enfant, 
ma terre (1998) traite de mines anti personnelles. 
C’est un film bouleversant et hautement pertinent. 
Il s’agit d’une œuvre engagée dans le corpus de 
Desbiens. Cette réalisation s’inscrit en plein cœur 
de la vocation onéfienne de Desbiens qui souhaite 
rendre sa production utile aux concitoyens. Mon 
enfant, ma terre est à la fois politique et éducatif.

Francine Desbiens est l’une des rares 
femmes ayant contribué à jeter les bases d’un 
cinéma d’animation francophone à l’ONF. Elle 
a consacré toute sa carrière au service de l’État et 
du public, tant à titre d’animatrice, de réalisatrice 
que de productrice. Son oeuvre est d’une éternelle 
jeunesse et ce prix, largement mérité, permet 
d’attirer l’attention du public sur une pionnière de 
l’animation.

Notes
1. En plus d’être le directeur artistique 

des Sommets du Cinéma d’Animation 

de Montréal, Marco DeBlois est le 
conservateur du cinéma d’animation à la 
Cinémathèque québécoise depuis 1998.  
Dans les deux départements d’animation, 
la relation entre la musique folklorique et 
les films d’animation est explorée. La série 
Chants populaires produit, entre autres, C’est 
l’Aviron (McLaren, réal. 1944) et Alouette 
(Jodoin et McLaren, réal. 1944). La série 
Chanson de chez-nous voit naître des films tels 
Cadet Rousselle (Dunning et Low, réal. 1947) 
et La Poulette Grise (McLaren, réal. 1947). Le 
département anglais produit la série Let’s All 
Sing Together (McLaren, réal. 1944–1945).

2. Comme exemple, voir le lien de visionnement 
pour Le corbeau et le renard : https://www.nfb.
ca/film/corbeau_et_le_renard/.

3. Cette manière d’utiliser l’animation pour 
dénoncer les stéréotypes avec humour n’est 
pas étrangère aux productions de l’ONF. 
D’ailleurs, Propaganda Message (Nelson, 
réal. 1974) utilise un certain type d’humour 
pour mettre en lumière les idées préconçues 
sur les identités canadiennes francophones et 
anglophones : 

4. Le Canada est divisé par un conflit racial. 
Basically, the French are nice people but 
they are dominated by the church. Their 
families are too big. They are all anarchists 
trained in Algeria. They haven’t got the brain 
to hold executive jobs. Anyways, they are 
all separatists. I must say, though, they have 
lots of rhythm […] Les Anglais sont toutes 
pareils. Ils contrôlent tout. La haute finance, 
les grosses compagnies […] Sont insensibles, 
froids, frigides même! C’est toutes des 
monarchistes. Il faut admettre qu’ils sont plus 
doués pour les affaires. Mais ils ne savent pas 
jouir de la vie (Nelson, réal. 1974).

5. Lien de visionnement pour Les Bibittes de 
Chromagnon: https://www.nfb.ca/film/
bibites_de_chromagnon/.

6. L’année suivante, Desbiens sera l’assistante de 
Bretislav Pojar  pour le film Balablok (Pojar, 
réal. 1972). Lien de visionnement pour 
Balablok : https://www.nfb.ca/film/balablok_
english/.

7. Lien de visionnement pour Dernier envol  : 

https://www.nfb.ca/film/corbeau_et_le_renard/
https://www.nfb.ca/film/corbeau_et_le_renard/
https://www.nfb.ca/film/bibites_de_chromagnon/
https://www.nfb.ca/film/bibites_de_chromagnon/
https://www.nfb.ca/film/balablok_english/
https://www.nfb.ca/film/balablok_english/
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https://www.nfb.ca/film/dernier_envol/.
8. Francine Desbiens travaille à nouveau avec 

Bretislav Pojar sur le film E (Pojar, réal. 1981). 
Lien de visionnement pour E  : https://www.
nfb.ca/film/e_en/.

9. Lien de visionnement pour Ah! vous dirai-je, 
maman: https://www.onf.ca/film/ah_vous_
dirai_je_maman_variations/.

10. Les réalisatrices féministes proposent 
habituellement une représentation des 
femmes qui diffèrent du male gaze décrit dans 
Visual pleasure and narrative cinema (Mulvey 
1975), considéré par plusieurs comme l’article 
fondateur des études cinématographiques 
féministes. Pour Mulvey, les constructions 
stéréotypées des personnages, façonnées par 
l’inconscient symbolique, sont le véhicule 
des fantasmes masculins projetés à l’écran. 
Le film engendre des figures et des relations 
reproduisant les idéologies des rapports 
de genre. Le spectateur adopte le regard 
masculin  : il doit porter les lunettes d’un 
homme cisgenre hétérosexuel pour en retirer 
un plaisir maximal, car c’est pour lui que le 
film est construit. Le cinéma met en images 
les comportements androcentrés de la société. 
Le cinéma féministe souhaite produire une 
vision alternative au regard masculin.
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168 |  SYNOPTIQUE  | 168168168 QThe 46th edition of the Concordia Film Festival 
(CFF) took place from May 2nd to May 5, 2019 
at Concordia University in Montreal, Cana-
da. Helmed by film students Siam Obregón and 
Max Holzberg, the student film festival includ-
ed a variety of screenings and panels showcasing 
works made by students both from Concordia and 
around the world. The events presented by the 
CFF ranged from workshops held by film indus-
try professionals—such as producer Evren Boisjoli 
and film animator Torill Kove—to presentations 
given by Concordia Film Studies students. The fes-
tival’s core short film screening programs featured 
a selection of student works from Concordia’s Film 
Production and Film Animation programs, as well 
as two international screening programs: Open 
Competition and Visions. Open Competition of-
fered a selection of short films by filmmakers out-
side of Concordia, while Visions was comprised of 
films made by queer and queer people of colour 
from across the world. Festival Co-Director Max 
Holzberg specifies that “[Visions] has a specialized 
theme to create space for filmmakers who may not 
have the platform to share their own stories. It is 
also an opportunity for LGBTQA+ audience mem-
bers to view queer cinema, made by emerging film-
makers.” Founded in 2016 by animator Catherine 
Slilaty in collaboration with the Concordia-based 
feminist art journal Yiara Magazine, the CFF’s Vi-

sions screening was intended to “showcase racial-
ized LGBTQIA creators and content—live action 
and animated films of any genre,” Slilaty explains.

When asked about whether or not having 
members of LGBTQA+ communities as Festival 
Directors in recent years has had an impact on 
the festival’s direction, Holzberg gives a positive 
answer: “It has certainly shaped the CFF both di-
rectly and indirectly. In a general way, I know that 
my perspectives are partially derived from my lived 
experience as a gay man. Thus, from that I can say 
that I bring an awareness about how our festival 
can maintain queer inclusivity.” He adds that hav-
ing a diversified team helps maintain this sense of 
inclusion: “Ultimately, I think it is only enrich-
ing and beneficial to an organization such as the 
CFF to have its members represent a diversity of 
gender identities, sexual orientations, ethnic and 
racial backgrounds, and so on. These perspectives 
only create more space for people to participate in 
the festival and have their voices heard, which is 
the goal of the CFF: a platform for students and 
emerging filmmakers to share their stories.”

Moving Queer Journals 
The act of sharing one’s own story framed through 
their particular perspective seems to have been a 
recurring cinematic method used throughout the 
festival’s films. This journaling approach—one that 

Antoine Demeule and Alexandre G. Vermeil  
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can be described as an autobiographical impulse in 
which filmmakers build a narrative to document 
their emotions and life experiences—encourages 
the viewer to borrow the author’s point of view on 
certain themes or particular subjects. A variety of 
cinematic methods are employed to achieve this 
approach, such as the use of first-person narration, 
which relates the inner thoughts and point of view 
of the character on-screen.

The festival’s queer outlets are not limited to 
Visions, but can be found throughout most, if not 
all screenings. As Holzberg assures us: “LGBTQA+ 
films and films of those topics are screened in al-
most all of the CFF’s Concordia-specific programs 
…Certainly our philosophy as a festival that pro-
vides a safe space is known to the Concordia film-
makers, however, we owe credit to the filmmakers 
who are brave enough to produce their own stories 
about LGBTQA+ subject matter and submit them 
to the CFF to be shown to audiences comprised of 
hundreds of people.” 

Building a platform in which someone can 
share their personal stories from queer perspectives 
allows for alternative forms of storytelling. When 
asked about what type of platform the festival 
creates, Slilaty considers that the CFF “provides a 
platform for emerging queer filmmakers from all 
around the world, [where] their films can be viewed 
by a wide audience: from undergraduate students, 
film festival programmers and industry profes-
sionals…. [Visions] is also a free screening, which 
makes it accessible to an even wider audience.” As 
forms of queer representation remain limited in 
comparison to more heteronormative narratives in 
film and media, accessibility is especially important 
in this context. According to Holzberg, “the film 
world is lacking in diverse representation. Thus, 
the festival employs equitable screening practices 
to create more space for diverse voices to have their 
work shown, and to empower audience members 
of diverse backgrounds to feel inspired and enlight-
ened by stories they may not otherwise see.” Slilaty 
echoes this sentiment in her consideration of the 
censorship around some queer content, as she ex-
plains: “Various forms of censorship around the 
world have and continue to limit or outright ban 
the presentation of queerness. And if it is present, 

often it is required to be shown in a negative light: 
queer characters must suffer a tragic end, narra-
tively punished for their identity, thus sending the 
message to the audience that queerness is wrong.” 
Although it is true that some of the films screened 
at the festival fill the lack of gender and sexual di-
versity in the media as mentioned by Holzberg, it 
is questionable that this was the case for all selected 
films. In spite of the fact that some of the films es-
tablished a clear queer narrative, others seemed not 
to follow such a mandate. The following section 
will discuss a selection of films featured in the 2019 
Visions program.

A Queer Vision 
German documentary film Luca (Hannah 
Schwaiger and Ricarda Funnemann, dirs. 2019) 
establishes a queer diegesis through its focus on 
gender performativity and performance. The film 
presents the act of performance as liberating for its 
subject Luca, for whom, in their own words, taking 
to the stage is synonymous with living. More pre-
cisely, through the omnipresent first-person narra-
tion, Luca explains that dancing allows for a greater 
connection with the senses: “When you dance you 
really start to feel, all your senses rise. You smell 
more, you see more, you feel more, you feel the air 
flowing around you, it feels like a floating wave.” 
The image supports this narration by intercutting 
Luca’s performances with a variety of shots evok-
ing the senses, such as a close-up of someone’s eye, 
or the wind blowing on trees. The dancer recalls 
that they were bullied as a child for wearing fem-
inine clothes; this couple with the fact that they 
were quiet made them a recluse, an outcast. Their 
interest in art grew at this time, ultimately leading 
them to adopt stage performance. The stage there-
fore acts as a safe space in which the protagonist 
can fully express themself and live the life they as-
pire. Luca’s use of stills and a home video aesthetic 
give the film a “journalesque” feel. The hand-held 
camera, cropped frame, and omnipresent first-per-
son narration create a form of intimacy which in-
vites the viewer to enter Luca’s personal space. The 
lo-fi aesthetic recalls 90s family home videos and 
attempts to recapture a form of play; a form of 
queer childhood that for many LGBTQA+ people 
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has been tainted by the pressure of acting straight. 
Luca produces a particular form of nostalgic affect 
by employing the texture of older video technolo-
gies. These aesthetic choices lead us not to take the 
filmmaker’s point of view per se, but the subject’s. 
This effect leaves the viewer feeling as though Luca 
is a self-portrait, until the final credits reveal that 
the short was not self-directed. Not only does the 
narration nearly never cease until the film’s final 
act, but almost every shot frames Luca performing; 
the film is not only about Luca, it is Luca. 

The stop-motion animated short film, Chro-
mophobia (Bassem Ben Brahim, dir. 2019), pre-
sented another prominent queer narrative amongst 
the Visions program. Through its use of unin-
terrupted transitions from the very beginning, 
Chromophobia’s visual component is constantly 
modulated, reflecting the theological evolution of 
the main character. In other words, each action 
directly affects what is to come. Paper-cut charac-
ters and accessories morph within a static painted 
background, creating a contrast between the film’s 
mobile and immobile layers. The story opens on 
a grassy field from which a rainbow-hued flower 
grows, and gives birth to an infant child. The baby 
grows into a young boy, who is seen wearing make-
up and playing with dolls alongside a young girl, 
though his playtime is quickly interrupted when an 
angry woman throws him out of the room. Shortly 
after, the boy grows into a young man, and enters 
a romantic relationship with another man, until it 
is cut short when a priest beheads his lover with a 
sword. Although the earlier rage felt by the wom-
an upon encountering the main character wearing 
makeup can be seen as foreshadowing the challeng-
es he will have to face later on, the beheading marks 
a dramatic shift in Chromophobia from a seemingly 
innocent story to a violent and disturbing narra-
tive. The pastel colours, coupled with a tone which 
somehow manages to remain childish, counteract 
the violent impact felt by the ruthless beheading 
on the viewer. These mixed feelings only increase in 
the next scene, where the young man is taken by the 
police and electrocuted anally. Here, the up-tempo 
soundtrack featuring Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7, 
along with the extreme close-up on the character’s 
face while he is electrocuted, seem somewhat at 

odds with  the brutality of the violence depicted. It 
is not clear whether the scene’s disjointed portrayal 
is intentional or not, but the dark comedic aspect 
provoked through mixing the atrocious act with a 
close-up of the young man’s facial expressions left 
us questioning the filmmaker’s intentions. Did 
the filmmaker attempt to re-appropriate a former 
trauma and turn it into a dark comedy, or was the 
audience’s nervous laughter not his intended goal? 

The film takes an even more unexpected shift 
toward its conclusion, when the prison in which 
the main character is captive turns into an ocean. 
The young man transforms into a mermaid and 
must escape a shark. He ends up being killed by 
the predatory fish off-screen, after which flow-
ers suddenly transform him into an angel who 
ascends into the sky, beyond a rainbow where an 
LGBTQA+ pride demonstration takes place. 

Although it is important that Chromopho-
bia bears witness to homophobic realities lived 
by LGBTQA+ people around the world, we were 
ultimately left wondering if the film’s execution 
complements its narrative. It is relevant to men-
tion that this animated film comes from Tunisia, 
a place where producing queer art may be danger-
ous in itself since LGBTQA+ people could face jail 
time due to their sexual orientation, with reports 
stating that homosexuals have been given up to 
three-year sentences in prison (Elks 2019; Agence 
France-Presse 2015). This homophobic reality is 
reflected in the film’s grisly depiction of the torture 
and death of its queer characters. Among these vi-
olent acts, the anal electrocution the main charac-
ter faces could be linked to forced anal testing that 
reportedly still occurrs in Tunisia, despite prom-
ises made by the authorities to stop the practice 
(Le Collectif Civil Pour Les Libertés Individuelles 
2019). Aesthetically, the film is enjoyable and the 
transitions between scenes are well crafted, but the 
discordance between the subject and the mise-en-
scène is quite noticeable. In other words, the po-
tentially unintentional nervous laughter provoked 
by the violence on-screen sits awkwardly with the 
homophobic violence supposedly denounced by 
the short film. Nonetheless, the film’s final images 
of a LGBTQA+ demonstration suggest a particular 
form of queer futurity arching back to the film’s 
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unspoiled initial innocent tone and pastel colour 
palette.

Up until this point, the Visions films studied 
feature apparent queer narratives, but others, like 
Mariposa (Carolina Gudiño, dir. 2018) and Squash 
(Maximilian Bungarten, dir. 2019), were not as ob-
vious, leaving us wondering about the motivations 
behind their selection. Mariposa portrays family 
grief, while Squash builds a narrative around two 
women playing squash while arguing about what 
appear to be release papers, and ultimately injuring 
one another in the process. Another short, Son of a 
Dancer (Georges Hazim, dir. 2018), was also hard 
to relate to queer topics. The film’s main character, 
who embraces his passion for dancing, wears his 
mother’s belly dancing costume in the final scene. 
It is unclear if the programmers thought this scene 
could categorize the film as queer or if they selected 
it without having a queer representation objective 
in mind. While this review’s focus is to look at rep-
resentation on-screen, questions also arise relating 
to the absence of queerness in a queer-oriented 
screening. In this particular context, is the identity 
proclamation of the director as LGBTQA+ suffi-
cient to gain access to such a venue? When asked 
if Visions has changed since its inception, Slilaty, 
who worked on the screening’s first three editions, 
responds that it “definitely has changed and evolved 
over the years…In its first year, Visions’ focus was 
on the creators themselves being LGBTQA+, and 
less so on the content of the films. In the following 
years, the focus shifted towards ensuring queer con-
tent as well as the creators, while also prioritizing 
stories by and about racialized queer individuals.”

Visions seems to be going back to this idea 
of emphasis on the creators’ LGBTQA+ identity 
rather than strictly on queer content itself. How-
ever, it is questionable if these films should be 
screened in Visions if the creators themselves are 
not queer, although there is no sure way to verify 
such information. Holzberg explains that Visions’ 
thematic focus has expanded with time. Shifting 
from a section exclusively showcasing works from 
LGBTQA+ filmmakers to a selection which in-
cludes non-queer people of colour films, making its 
focus filmmaking by minorities, rather than solely 
presenting queer films. We can then ask if Visions 

should let straight people of colour submit films, 
since the screening was originally thought of as a 
queer outlet. A good example would be the film Jay 
(Angela Chen and Ayinde Anderson, dirs. 2018), a 
coming-of-age film about a young black man life at 
home. As well-made as it is, Jay does not seem to 
include any queer components. These questions are 
relevant since spaces for queer content and queer 
creators need to be maintained and nurtured in or-
der to allow LGBTQA+ voices to be heard at fes-
tival screenings. Broadening the scope of Visions 
would dilute the voices the screening series origi-
nally sought to amplify. Now that we have amply 
analyzed the event that is Visions, we will move on 
to explore a more narrow selection of queer films 
that stood out through their stylistic approaches. 

The A in LGBTQA+ and Safe Spaces
In our search for LGBTQA+ representation across 
the four day long festival, we encountered an un-
expected surprise with Élodie Roy’s short animat-
ed film Something Else (2019).  While many queer 
films are charged with sexual desire between same-
sex characters, and it is through sexual encounters 
that the protagonists are usually empowered and 
made visible. Roy takes a new spin on this para-
digm, shifting it 180 degrees by putting into mo-
tion the A (for asexuality), that is commonly left 
out from the queer community’s acronym, living 
somewhere in the space of the “+” (a minority 
within a minority). Something Else strives to repre-
sent asexuality not as a lack (of sexuality), but as the 
title of the film suggests; something else. 

Entirely without dialogue, the film begins with 
the main character sitting in a movie theatre gazing 
at the screen––or in a way, through the screen, and 
back at us. A form of silent dialogue is automati-
cally engaged between the viewers and the charac-
ter. Not only does the audience gaze at her, but she 
gazes at us, inviting the viewers to look with, rather 
than at her. The girl’s attention is suddenly distract-
ed by the sound of two people kissing. The couple 
eventually invade her personal space, inciting her 
to leave the theatre as the movie continues to play. 
The outside scene adopts a colour palette reminis-
cent of the asexuality pride flag with its black, grey, 
white, and purple stripes, which acts as a signifier 
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for those in the know. As the character exits the 
theatre she pulls out her smartphone, and puts her 
earphones on. On the phone’s interface various 
song titles which parallel the crude and invasive 
comments asexuals receive on a daily basis appear, 
such as: “I’ll make you love it,” “Getting laid will 
fix that,” “Do you even masturbate?,” and “You’re 
too hot to not have sex.” Clicking on the song ti-
tle “Something Else,” the character moves through 
the city losing herself in the music, in the hopes 
of finding shelter against a hypersexualized (and 
hypersexualizing) world. The cityscape is filled with 
suggestive ads, such as a giant billboard promoting 
mint chewing gum, which turns from a close-up of 
the product to a photograph of a half-naked smil-
ing man, holding the product just above his crotch. 
Sexual acts abound in the metropolis, rendered vis-
ible in the form of a shoe which seems to fall from 
a window, a sock floating in the wind, a belt stuck 
in a tree as its branches move, or a car bouncing 
up and down with a bra stuck in its door. Though 
pieces of clothing are found scattered around pub-
lic and semi-private spaces, there is no one in sight 
but the lone protagonist. The film shifts to an al-
most horror-like genre as the protagonist enters her 
apartment complex, her silhouette now filled with 
a bright red as she comes face-to-face with an orgy 
of faceless people having intercourse in the stair-
well. A feeling of anxiety increases as she moves up 
the staircase. The moaning intensifies and the slow-
ly growing bodies turn into unrecognizable shapes 
melting into each other, threatening to swallow 
her whole. Until this point, the film has shown the 
character as someone who is not necessarily attract-
ed to the idea of sex, but when she finally succeeds 
in entering her apartment,  a more nuanced artic-
ulation of asexuality is illustrated. The colder hues 
of the city are traded for a more monochrome pal-
ette of oranges, as she is welcomed by what seems 
to be her female lover. The short closes with both 
women embracing each other and drinking tea, a 
gesture that introduces another form of non-sexual 
intimacy, something else. In this brief moment, the 
viewer is presented with a multidimensional way of 
thinking about identity. Like the colour schemes 
which separate the locales traversed throughout the 
film, sexual orientation, and sexual attraction are 

two different identity spheres inhabiting one per-
son. Therefore, the asexual character can also be a 
lesbian (or bisexual), and engage in a romantic re-
lationship with or without necessarily engaging in 
sexual activities. 

While queerness in animated works has been 
illustrated through the mutability (and of course 
animation) of forms, live-action films substan-
tially rely on a play between gesture and posing. 
Adam Mbowe’s The Difference Between You and I 
(2019), and Alexandre Lechaseur Dubé’s Quand 
la nuit tombera (2019) interestingly deconstruct 
movements, while often at times pausing on them, 
revealing both the artificiality that is cinema, and 
the constructed nature of gender performance. 
Mbowe’s film (which acts as homage to Jennie 
Livingston’s 1990 film Paris is Burning) introduc-
es Chivengi, a Black queer person who practices 
the art of voguing and other improvisational dance 
styles (e.g. catwalk, duck walk, spin and dip) which 
originate from Ballroom culture. In voice-over, the 
performer briefly explains how queer Black kids are 
outcast by society, living in an intersectional space 
threatened by both racism and homophobia. The 
same discourse echoes in Paris is Burning, where 
queer people of colour organized glamorous (and 
often campy) Ballroom events in New York City in 
the late 1980s, where performers would play with 
gender and social class in a celebration of diversi-
ty. What is most interesting about Mbowe’s film 
is how Chivengi’s discussion of safe spaces is su-
perimposed with images of Chivengi (sometimes 
accompanied by others) practicing their craft in 
various locations that are not always specifical-
ly labelled as safe spaces. While the voice acts as 
conduit from image to image, it is really the ges-
tures, or lack thereof (as they pose in model-like 
fashion) that dictate the flow of the short, allowing 
Ballroom mannerisms to travel from an apartment, 
to the studio, to Concordia University’s greenhouse 
café, and even to Montreal’s Sherbrooke metro sta-
tion. In combining these visual and aural elements, 
Mbowe succeeds in representing a form of queer 
gesture embodied by Chivengi, as something that 
travels through both time and space. 

Quand la nuit tombera adopts a different ap-
proach to the concept of safe space. As the director 
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explains, the film is a fairy-tale style reimagining 
of his process of self-discovery while moving from 
the countryside to Montreal. Aesthetically, the film 
borrows from Greek mythology and Renaissance 
painting, blending both styles in a hybrid fash-
ion. This dual identity is also reflected in the gen-
der-bending (and blending) characters that lurk in 
the woods (where the entirety of the film is set), 
representing an alternate community where gender 
transcendence is common practice, and even cele-
brated. According to Lechasseur Dubé, the forest 
is a space which holds both a sense of security and 
danger simultaneously, the former as seen in the 
wondrous ways the protagonist stares at its vegeta-
tion, and the latter as presented through the figure 
of the minotaur (Lechasseur Dubé, interview con-
ducted with author, July 2019). The anthropomor-
phized bull makes an appearance midway through 
the short film, which prompts the non-binary 
character to flee the initial place of discovery and 
to finally blossom amid people who are similar in 
terms of queerness. As the filmmaker puts it, the 
minotaur symbolizes brute masculinity, a threat to 
other forms of masculinity which navigate a vari-
ous (and variable) spectrum attached to femininity. 
In sum, Quand la nuit tombera proposes the body 
as safe space, and the coming together of various 
bodies as a network of combined safe spaces gen-
erating a mobile structure against increasing an-
ti-queer sentiments. The film offers queerness as 
an empowering and transformative essence in its 
last shot, which puts into play a tableau of all the 
players posing. The main character is transformed, 
their face painted in gold, and their head adorned 
by a crown reminiscent of Renaissance liturgical 
artworks. The camera travels backwards to reveal 
the tableau, and eventually the lighting equipment, 
breaking the fourth wall. This clever move reveals 
the constructed nature of filmmaking, as well as 
that of gender; a social construct which the actors 
in the studio play with and remix, challenging its 
imaginary frontier traversed, and flipped, leaving 
the burden of heteronormativity to lose itself be-
hind the backdrop, deep into the forest. 

Conclusion
Our focus on queer films shown at the CFF al-

lowed us to notice two common denominators: the 
use of a “journaling” approach, and the theme of 
safe spaces. These ideas seem to work in accordance 
with each other, as journals or diaries are often a 
secret safe haven to write down one’s thoughts and 
lived experiences. As these selected films testify, 
there appears to be a growing need from queer film-
makers to capture queerness in all its variations on 
screen. While the decision to incorporate films that 
do not represent queer topics into Visions may be 
debatable, it nevertheless reflects ongoing debates 
about the nature of queerness, while also question-
ing the need for queer filmmakers to convey their 
lens or animation tablets strictly on LGBTQA+ 
subjects. While we do not necessarily believe 
that LGBTQA+ identifying students should feel 
obliged to delve into such themes, we nonetheless 
think that with the growth of queer representation 
in the media, most should not shy away from in-
corporating characters that resemble them. A queer 
film screening that includes films not portraying an 
underrepresented sexual minority may risk losing 
its core purpose, and in turn, be “unqueered.” We 
must not forget that just as queerness is an unstable 
term, so is our position in the mediascape. Being 
always threatened, queerness must be always re-
made, re-represented, re-created, and re-queered. 

Students films both reflect the ongoing train-
ing of aspiring filmmakers and due to most stu-
dents’ young age a direct reflection of contem-
porary youth. This last realization attest to the 
importance of keeping fresh queer representation 
alive (animated) as its use and meaning fluctuates 
from generation to generation. 
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Les 9, 10 et 11 mai 2019 s’est déroulé à l’Univer-
sité de Montréal le colloque Queer Television/Télé-
vision Queer, organisé par Joëlle Rouleau et Marta 
Boni, toutes les deux professeures au Département 
d’histoire de l’art et d’études cinématographiques. 
« Qu’est-ce que la télévision queer ? » Voilà la ques-
tion qui ouvre et anime ce colloque, qui s’inscrit 
dans les activités du Labo Télé, en collaboration 
avec l’IRTG et le Queer Media Database. 

Trente et un intervenant.e.s venus de pays 
différents (Etats-Unis, France, Italie, Canada) 
confrontent leurs analyses de la télévision queer au-
tour des notions de représentation et de contextes 
socioculturels, dans une expérience interdiscipli-
naire qui fait se rencontrer les études télévisuelles, 
cinématographiques, les Media Studies, les Cultu-
ral studies et les études des genres. La probléma-
tique du colloque part du constat, déjà soulevé en 
2004 par Lynne Joyrich et Julia Himberg (ici réu-
nies, avec Jack Halberstam, dans la table ronde qui 
ouvre le colloque) que la télévision, média de masse 
inscrit dans une logique industrielle, est peut-être 
peu apte à véhiculer des perspectives queer, le queer 
étant une posture qui déconstruit et qui remet en 
cause les normes. 

Nous proposons de faire un compte rendu ex-
haustif du colloque, en réunissant les grandes no-
tions abordées par plusieurs interventions, organisé 
en trois parties : les problèmes de représentation, 
la remise en question du système de production, et 

enfin les solutions proposées par les intervenant.e.s 
lors de ces trois journées. Les vidéos des interven-
tions et détails du colloque sont disponibles sur le 
site du Labo Télé (labotele.com).

Problèmes de représentations
La question de la représentation des personnages 
LGBTQ+ est une des questions principales sur 
laquelle les intervenant.e.s portent leur attention. 
Elle soulève le problème des clichés et des binari-
tés, typiques des produits industriels. Quels dis-
cours ces représentations provoquent-elles ? Le 
personnage queer est, historiquement, celui qui 
reste en marge et stéréotypé. Les représentations 
télévisuelles de personnages LGBTQ+ et des thé-
matiques lesbiennes et gays ne sont pas en adéqua-
tion avec la réalité, et répondent majoritairement 
à une idée de conformisme. Il semble s’établir une 
homonormativité autour du personnage gay ; une 
« bonne » lesbienne doit être sexy si elle veut bien 
être représentée, explique Tara Chanady (UdeM) 
dans son analyse de la télévision québécoise. Au fil 
des années, les représentations demeurent limitées 
à l’idée de chercher à identifier une personne queer 
de façon binaire. Giovanna Maina (Université de 
Sassari) et Federico Zecca (Université de Bari) sou-
lignent le statut temporaire du personnage destiné 
à mourir ou à disparaitre au profit d’archétypes « 
hétéronormés », dans la télé italienne à la fin des 
années 1990. La marge représentée s’inscrit dans 
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une binarité qui juxtapose marge et hors-norme, du 
point de vue genré et sexuel. Le personnage queer, 
gay ou homosexuel n’est plus un personnage parmi 
d’autres, car machinalement opposé à un prédicat 
hétérosexuel.

À la télévision, le personnage ou individu 
queer est représenté comme un archétype. Julie 
Ravary-Pilon (UQAM) parle d’une migration de 
la résistance à une reproduction, avec l’exemple du 
Ellen DeGeneres Show (CTV, 2003). Par ses invités 
et figurants, la mise en scène du désir sexuel crée un 
affect comique massif auprès du public, engendrant 
un archétype de la binarité autour de l’hétérosexua-
lité sexualisée et l’homosexualité désexualisée. La 
posture de résistance instaurée par l’animatrice au 
fil de sa carrière se confond alors avec une posture 
de reproduction des binarités au service d’un re-
gard hétérosexuel.

Ces représentations viennent donc remettre 
en cause le choix d’une mise en scène encore très 
hétéronormée dans la façon de filmer qui déve-
loppe un regard particulier sur Ellen DeGeneres. 
Ravary-Pilon mentionne trois modes de visibilité 
du queer dans la télévision : 1. hypervisibilité, 2. vi-
sibilité identifiable, 3. critères identitaires. Au-delà 
des questions de représentations, la mise en scène 
est à questionner dans la façon de représenter des 
relations et des personnages gays. Comme de nom-
breux chercheur.se.s en font mention, ces relations 
sont découvertes par une manipulation de l’affect 
du spectateur, par une mise en scène de l’émotion. 
Certaines séries encore peu nombreuses tentent de 
réajuster leur regard avec une représentation plus 
réaliste comme la websérie québécoise Féminin/
Féminin (2014–). A l’occasion de la table ronde 
des professionnels du 10 mai, la réalisatrice Alice 
Bédard souligne l’importance de déconstruire les 
stéréotype sautour des représentations des person-
nages LGBTQ+ des séries, en partant d’une ap-
proche universitaire qui proposerait de repenser le 
concept et la forme de l’objet télévisuel. 

La télévision québécoise entretient, depuis 
les années 2000–2010, avec la multiplication des 
plateformes, un discours pédagogique visant à in-
troduire des réalités de la société civile, comme les 
personnages queer ou trans, comme le souligne 
Stéfany Boisvert (UQAM). Néanmoins, le discours 
médiatique qui en ressort laisse subsister une gé-

néralisation et globalisation en faveur d’une bina-
rité spectatorielle genrée. Les programmes restent 
conçus pour une audience hétérosexuelle cisgenre, 
et maintiennent les personnages queer en marge 
sans les inclure dans une mixité représentative 
(Astrid Fellner, IRTG Saarland University). 

Ce manque d’intérêt peut créer l’indignation 
des fans, comme ce fut le cas avec la mort sur-
prenante de Lexa dans The100 (The CW, 2014–) 
(Mélanie Bourdaa, Université de Bordeaux). Cet 
exemple illustre l’absence de focalisation des récits 
autour de ces personnages, à l’exception de simples 
ellipses narratives. Les programmes qui en font 
leurs principaux protagonistes sont peu nombreux 
face à une grille de programmes encore très ciblée 
hétéronormée comme l’illustre les nombreuses sé-
ries depuis 2010. Si Netflix commence à proposer 
des programmes plus ciblés, le problème de catégo-
riser les programmes autour du concept de sexualité 
demeure (Katerina Symes, Université Concordia). 

Remise en question du système de production
Certaines communications abordent de plus près 
la dimension de la production des programmes. 
Au-delà des personnages, ce sont les producteurs 
qui posent le concept du projet télévisuel qui sont 
à questionner. L’analyse des formes et plateformes 
permet de révéler les problèmes qui subsistent 
au niveau du système de production d’une série. 
Celle-ci est le plus souvent généralisée autour d’une 
notion hétéronormative qui devient massive. Le 
système de production investigateur, serait donc 
défaillant et discriminant en ne tenant pas compte 
d’autres possibilités dans la façon de représenter et 
de considérer les personnages queer.  

Le mainstream conduit à repenser le rapport 
à l’audience. Le public est plus averti et apte à se 
projeter dans différentes représentations. Maxime 
Cervulle (Université Paris 8 et CEMTI) et Lucas 
Bragança (UFES) prennent pour exemple le très 
populaire RuPaul’s Drag Race (LogoTv, VH1, Net-
flix, 2009–). Le programme s’inscrit comme le plus 
proche de l’expérience queer mettant au centre la 
performance drag. Il est parvenu à se créer une 
place dans le mainstream, par la présentation d’un 
véritable show avec ses propres règles et son propre 
fonctionnement, permettant de faire fondre la thé-
matique queer avec la forme du programme. La 
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célèbre émission prône une expérience queer dans 
son mode même de production. Mais, la place de 
personnes racisées additionnée à celle de personnes 
trans dans le programme permet de réfléchir l’arti-
culation de diverses oppressions. Son fonctionne-
ment qui découle du mainstream et de l’usage des 
réseaux sociaux peut effacer la personnalité queer 
au profit d’un phénomène télévisuel. 

La plateforme est un facteur à prendre en 
compte dans le discours sur la télévision queer. La 
websérie, en ce sens, offre pour la plupart une plus 
grande liberté que la télévision linéaire. Elle devient 
à la fois la forme et la plateforme de prédilection 
pour aborder des sujets jugés trop controversés. 
C’est ce qu’Alice Bédard (Actrice) soutient notam-
ment et qu’elle exemplifie avec sa websérie en déve-
loppement, Trans. Selon elle, il s’agit d’un format 
qui rassure les producteurs et les créateurs. Néan-
moins, cela revient à poser des questions autour 
de la légitimité et des discriminations dont sont 
encore victimes les projets allant contre la norme. 
Alice Bédard propose une web série trans, avec un 
point de vue trans, incarnée par une trans. Elle 
cherche à déconstruire cette approche universelle 
en dépassant le concept des représentations et en se 
focalisant non plus sur une identification physique 
aux personnages, mais affective.

La télévision queer devient un sujet de débat 
jusque dans sa forme qui mêle les genres et les au-
teurs. Lynne Joyrich (Université Brown) en citant 
Sense8 (Netflix, 2015–2018), et Florian Grandena 
(Université d’Ottawa) avec American Horror Story 
(FX, 2011–), mettent en avant la forme des séries 
qui ne répondent à aucune règle, en mêlant les 
genres, les sujets et en déconstruisant les normes 
spatio-temporelles, qui produit un affect queer. Le 
genre de l’horreur permet par exemple de mettre en 
scène une anomalie physique comme une identité 
positive et non plus marginalisée ou de façon hé-
gémonique dans un sens négatif. Le queer s’inscrit 
dans la télévision, définie comme un média protéi-
forme et insaisissable (tout comme le queer). Pour 
Florian Grandena (Université d’Ottawa), il y a plu-
sieurs télévisions queer et non une seule. Elles ne 
s’arrêtent pas à une façon de faire, à un concept, à 
une représentation. Cette reconsidération du mé-
dia dans sa forme, ses particularités et ses modalités 
de diffusion permet un rééquilibre des binarités. 

Elle permet d’aller plus loin que la question des 
représentations, en proposant de réfléchir aux es-
paces pour mieux comprendre comment la partici-
pation à une culture dominante a lieu et comment 
il est possible de proposer autre chose. Le propos 
queer s’inscrit dans un mode de fonctionnement 
et de production télévisuelle qui rompt avec cer-
taines façons de faire, comme le soulignent Prakash 
Krishnan (Université Concordia), Charlotte Kaiser 
(Université Martin-Luther de Halle-Wittenberg) 
ou Alice Bédard. Les communications du colloque 
s’inscrivent dans cette idée de chercher à définir ce 
qu’est le queer, se heurtant alors aux notions de ca-
tégorisation, de binarité et de généralisation. 

Quelles solutions ? 
Après la présentation et l’énumération de ce qui 
se fait autour des représentations LGBTQ+ et des 
modes de productions, les intervenant.e.s ont émis 
des hypothèses quant aux moyens d’y remédier. En 
Italie, l’homosexualité demeure non représentée ou 
juste évoquée, comme dans la série Gomorra (Sky 
Atlantic, 2014–). Dans la plupart des cas, elle est 
présente dans un sous-texte qui se développe auprès 
des fans (Gabriela Arcega Garcia, UNAM), dans le 
cadre de pratiques comme le shipping qui consiste 
à créer de nouvelles histoires en explorant les re-
lations potentielles entre plusieurs personnages, 
ou dans la construction d’hypothèses concernant 
l’orientation sexuelle des personnages ou même des 
acteurs, comme le démontre Lynn Kozak (Univer-
sité McGill). 

Les chercheurses proposent de repenser la 
question des représentations à travers une recons-
idération des structures des formes et plateformes. 
Un processus de disidentification dont parle Char-
lotte Kaiser en se référant à Munoz (2009) est suggé-
ré pour parvenir à une meilleure conceptualisation 
de ce que peut être le queer à la télévision. Il a pour 
but de ne pas chercher à créer une identification du 
spectateur au personnage par l’intermédiaire d’une 
représentation. L’autoreprésentation positive queer 
ne suffit pas, selon la chercheuse. Il faut une multi-
plicité des représentations et rompre avec la norme. 
La multiplicité et la diversité deviennent des solu-
tions dans la façon de penser un projet télévisuel 
queer, selon Prakash Krishnan et Charlotte Kaiser. 
Florian Grandena avance une posture centrée sur 
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les enjeux du capacitisme, soit la capacité observa-
trice du spectateur dans son intérêt pour un objet 
ou personnage queer. Il crédite l’absence de hiérar-
chisation et de processus autoréflexif, où l’auto-cri-
tique serait centrale. 

La posture du spectateur doit être repensée. 
Ne pas tomber dans la généralisation reviendrait à 
limiter les rapports d’affect émis et donc l’identi-
fication par la représentation. La télévision queer 
pourrait donc être une télévision de la contempla-
tion et de l’accompagnement (comme le souligne 
Marion Froger intervenant dans le débat), dans la 
façon d’inviter le fan à  contempler d’abord une 
scène du quotidien plutôt qu’un individu. L’au-
thenticité deviendrait une notion majeure à cette 
définition qui tente d’être élaborée. 

Le rapport au casting vient aussi souligner le 
rapport et l’impact de la télévision selon Arnaud 
Widendaële (Université de Lille Nord) qui analyse 
le cas de Gregg Araki. Les relations entre fans et 
production découlent de ce rapport de transpa-
rence qui subsistent entre les deux agents/inter-
mèdes. Mélanie Bourdaa souligne une authenticité 
dans les représentations en lien avec cette relation 
qui se créée entre les publics, les producteurs et ac-
teurs d’un projet. La conception de communauté/
fandom permet à une série de glisser de la marge 
vers le statut de série culte comme l’illustre RuPaul’s 
Drag Race. 

Le projet de « queering the television » ne se-
rait donc pas à définir comme un ensemble de re-
présentations « justes », mais davantage comme une 
expérience queer, qui prendrait en considération 
l’expérience télévisuelle dans sa totalité, une forme 
en circulation à travers différentes plateformes. Le 
colloque a dans ce sens proposé aux intervenant.e.s 
et au public de participer à une analyse collabora-
tive des premières dix minutes de la série Pose (FX, 
2018–), qui a permis de faire diverger les analyses et 
de mettre en avant une expérience (polyphonique) 
queer. Les lectures différentes des individus, pre-
naient le dessus au détriment des représentations. 

Définir c’est nommer, donc catégoriser, s’ins-
crivant dans la conception binaire dans laquelle 
évoluent les sociétés contemporaines et où s’ins-
crivent beaucoup de projets industriels. La ques-
tion de la définition de ce qu’est la télévision queer 
devient centrale dans la façon de faire de la télévi-

sion queer. Prakash Krishnan soulève la traduction 
dans la réception transnationale des programmes. 
Pourquoi devrait-on toujours s’expliquer ? Entrer 
dans cette logique définitoire reviendrait à chercher 
une cause à l’effet queer, jugé comme une consé-
quence, et non comme un état de fait. Joëlle Rou-
leau suggère de quitter la notion de généralisation 
et d’assumer que des lectures diverses peuvent être 
faites sans pour autant chercher à les provoquer ou 
expliquer aux moyens d’une représentation sugges-
tive. Cela tend à se rapprocher des postures de fans 
autour de quantité de programmes télévisuels, où 
les lectures sont toujours plus riches et diversifiées, 
et où la notion d’audimat n’est pas prédite ou pro-
jetée dans l’objet diffusé.

Conclusion
« Qu’est-ce que la télévision queer ? » Le débat aura 
permis de faire une énumération de ce que la télé-
vision queer n’est pas et ne veut pas être en contra-
diction avec ce qu’elle doit être. Si la notion de télé-
vision queer fait débat et a encore du mal à trouver 
sa place dans les discours universitaires, elle est une 
question qui suscite beaucoup de réactions. Jugée 
come transgressive et en marge, la télévision queer 
nous entoure au quotidien. Les projets télévisuels 
continuent à se multiplier, le queer devient parfois 
une étiquette rentable, parfois l’élément d’un ma-
nifeste militant.

Ce colloque aura permis d’établir que la sphère 
publique et médiatique continue de filtrer le queer 
à l’instar des groupes plus restreins qui continuent 
à se battre pour leur visibilité (e.g. : FeelingSeen-
film, Beth Ryne). Le combat de la télévision queer 
reste celui des formats grands publics qui génèrent 
une représentation filtrée et stéréotypée à l’inverse 
de productions sans doute moins populaires, mais 
plus proche de ce qu’elle peut être. Chercher à dé-
finir le queer revient à en faire un sujet, amorçant 
une binarité entre ce qu’il est et ce qu’il n’est pas. 
Peut-être vaut-il mieux ne pas tenter de poser une 
définition adéquate. Peut-être la télévision queer se 
trouve-t-elle dans cette indécidabilité, dans une ex-
périence qui échappe aux définitions.
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purposes.

Kyler Chittick is a Ph.D. student in the interdisciplinary graduate program in Cultural Studies at Queen’s 
University (Kingston, ON, Canada), where he is the 2019-20 Douglas Sheppard Wilson Fellow in Film. He 
holds graduate degrees in Cinema Studies and Politics from the University of Toronto and York University, 
respectively. His book reviews are published or forthcoming in Queer Studies in Media and Popular Culture, 
Foucault Studies, Film-Philosophy, and ESC: English Studies in Canada. He has published works of fiction 
and creative non-fiction in the Edmonton-based literary magazines Glass Buffalo and The Wanderer.

Kevin Cooley is a PhD Candidate in the English Department at the University of Florida, where he works 
with animation, visual culture, and queer media. He is the managing editor of ImageTexT: Interdisciplinary 
Comics Studies and the 2020 recipient of the Lucy Shelton Caswell Award from the Billy Ireland Cartoon 
Library at Ohio State University. His work is featured in Modernism/modernity, The Journal of Postmodern 
Culture, Animation, and elsewhere.

Antoine Demeule is a Film Studies Master student at Concordia University. His areas of interests revolve 
around gender representation and spectator identification in horror films and video games, memes circula-
tion within digital culture, and Quebec cinema. Antoine’s main research project seeks out to study, under 
a feminist perspective, the fluidity of spectator identification withtin the postmodern slasher film. Antoine 
is currently Co-President of the Concordia Graduate Film Studies Student Association and has published 
in the scholarly journal Pop-en-stock. He is also studying college education at l’Université de Sherbrooke.

Alyssa Dewees is a PhD candidate at the University of Florida, specializing in Southern literature and 
feminist theory. Her research also examines rural models of femininity, family dynamics, religion and spir-
ituality, and popular culture. Alyssa graduated with a Master’s Degree in English Literature from Southern 
Illinois University in 2015 and taught for two years at SIU before before joining the graduate student 
teaching staff at the University of Florida where she teaches American literature, English literature, world 
literature, technical and business writing, and beginner’s composition.

Edmond “Edo” Ernest dit Alban is a lecturer in East Asian Studies at McGill University where they teaches 
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classes on animation, media subcultures and gender. Edo holds a PhD in Moving Images and Film Studies 
from Concordia University and a Doctorat in Communication Studies from Paris Saint-Denis University. 
Their dissertation, and book project, examines the overlooked participation of female otaku fandoms in 
the emergence of Japanese Media Mix strategies through the urban history of recycled media networks in 
otaku sanctuaries. Edo’s publications include a chapter co-written with Marc Steinberg for Paul Booth’s A 
Companion to Fandom and Fan Studies (2018) as well as upcoming articles on the history of women’s anime 
cultures, gay manga history and queer animation.

Alani Gaunt holds an MA in Fashion Studies from Parsons School of Design. Her research focuses on the 
intersections of gender, queer studies, cultural studies, and fashion. She wrote her graduate thesis on the 
relationship between suiting for women, dandyism, and the mainstreaming of queer style identities through 
fashion media.

Chloé Glangeaud est étudiante à l’Université de Montréal à la maitrise en cinéma depuis septembre 2017. 
Avant de venir étudier à Montréal, elle a été diplômée d’un Master en création contemporaine et industries 
culturelles à l’université de Limoges en France. Elle a réalisé un mémoire sur le phénomène des personnages 
de méchants en analysant plus particulièrement le personnage de Regina/la méchante reine dans la série 
Once Upon A Time (ABC 2011-2018). Pour sa maitrise en cinéma à Montréal, son sujet de recherche porte 
sur l’analyse d’une série télévisée comme une série-monde et une série phénomène par l’analyse diégétique 
et de la réception de la série télévisée Xena la guerrière (Syndication 1995-2001). Une partie de son analyse 
s’est intéressée à une lecture queer de la série. Elle a également pu accompagner son parcours à la maitrise en 
effectuant plusieurs petits travaux de recherche au sein du LaboTélé dirigé par Marta Boni.

Mark Hollis has a BFA in Film Studies from Concordia University. Though currently on hiatus from ac-
ademia, his interest in research persists in the form of a habitual yet objectless reflex that he hopes he can 
soon find the courage and discipline to redirect into a novel he started a few years ago. Main areas of interest 
include Lacanian psychoanalysis, the way memory and trauma has been theorized across the 20th century, 
and if there exists a more perfect album than Kate Bush’s 1985 album Hounds of Love. When vacated of 
personal work responsibilities, Mark enjoys watching tennis and creating Chet Atkins inspired tunes on his 
guitar. Yeehaw!

Pablo La Parra-Pérez is professor and head of the Research Department at Elías Querejeta Zine Eskola 
(University of the Basque Country, affiliated center; EQZE) and principal investigator of the research proj-
ect “Zinemaldia 70: All Possible Histories” launched by the San Sebastian International Film Festival and 
EQZE. He defended his PhD dissertation with honors at New York University in 2018. His work has been 
published in journals such as Journal of Spanish Cultural Studies, Sociologias and Alphaville, and in volumes 
such as 1968 and Global Cinema (Wayne State University Press, 2018) and Global Perspectives on Amateur 
Film History and Cultures (Indiana University Press, forthcoming 2020).

Jonathan Larcher is an anthropologist and a filmmaker. He completed a Master of Anthropology at the 
EHESS in Paris and a Master of Film Studies at the University Paris Sorbonne Nouvelle. He received his 
PhD in Anthropology at the EHESS. After conducting a long ethnographic survey into a “Gypsy Hood” 
in Romania, his research and creative work explore the epistemological and methodological issues raised in 
anthropology by audiovisual practices, low-tech, and archives. He is currently a postdoctoral fellow at the 
New Europe College in Bucharest, for a project titled, “A social history of Vernacular Videos during Roma-
nia Post-Socialist transition (1990-2010).”

Christopher Michael is a visual artist and writer whose work revolves around the intersection of folkloric 
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practices and utopian ideas of space, primarily through a queer lens. His written work has recently ap-
peared in the Northwestern Arts Review and Journal.fyi, while his visual work has been shown at various film 
screenings and guerrilla exhibitions in Ireland. He holds a BA in English and Film from University College 
Dublin.

Aurélie Petit is a PhD student in the Film Studies program at Concordia University. Her research interests 
include the reception of Japanese animation in the West, from diffusion of pornographic animated content 
(hentai) to the use of anime imagery in far-right online discourses. 

Pearl Moeko is a former journalist, free-writer, and critic for Kono BL ga sugoi. Moeko is an active ally for 
LGBT fanzines and grassroots publishers in Tokyo. 

Tanvi Rajvanshi is currently pursuing her MA in Film Studies at Concordia University in Montreal. She 
moved to Montreal from Singapore, where she did her undergraduate studies in English Literature. Her 
research interests include Southeast Asian screen cultures, with a particular focus on the experimental.

Evelyn Ramiel is a PhD candidate at York University studying the environmental history of Japan. In-
formed by a restless and curious approach to research, xey write stories about how organic, inorganic, and 
technological lives intertwine. Xey’re now beginning a dissertation on the invention and sunset afterlife 
of the Betamax tape format. Xey are fascinated by the dissertation process and hopes to find a softer and 
healthier working process. During downtime, Evelyn prefers to stay indoors to write fiction, make experi-
mental zines, watch baseball, and compose wild outfits to break up the monotony of academic fashion. On 
a sunny day, you can find xem outside talking to neighbourhood cats and enthusing about tree moss. Xey’re 
shy, but don’t mind if you look xem up on twitter under @eco_ramiel.

Jacqueline Ristola lives and works as a guest in Tio’tia:ke. She is a PhD candidate in Film and Moving 
Image Studies at Concordia University, Montréal, and a FRQSC scholar. She received her master’s degree 
in Cinema and Media studies from York University in 2017, where she also received a Graduate Diploma 
in Asian Studies from the York Centre for Asian Research. Her research areas include animation/anime 
studies, media industry studies, and queer theory. Her dissertation examines the transition from broadcast 
to streaming platforms through the case study of animation television channel Cartoon Network. Her work 
is published in Animation Studies Online Journal, where she was awarded the inaugural Maureen Furniss 
Student Essay Award, and also has a chapter in Representation in Steven Universe (Palgrave 2020). She is a 
member of the Global Emergent Media Lab and the Platform Lab at Concordia University.

Sasha Sanders is a doctoral candidate in the Department of Communication at the University of South 
Florida. Her embodied, reflexive approach to exploring media and culture engages Black feminist thought, 
critical cultural studies, and performance studies in Communication. Performance inquiry often plays a 
critical role in her research. Her approach to performance inquiry not only engages the stage but variou 
generative aesthetic forms, such as collage, comics, stop-motion animation, and performative writing. Her 
current research is invested in generating new ways of understanding identity, space, and power.

Marie-Josée Saint-Pierre travaille professionnellement dans l’industrie du cinéma québécois depuis plus 
d’une quinzaine d’années à titre de productrice, réalisatrice, scénariste, artiste digitale et cinéaste d’anima-
tion. En 2004, elle fonde la société de production indépendante MJSTP Films qui est destinée à la produc-
tion de ses propres films. Elle se spécialise dans le documentaire d’animation. Deux thématiques se dégagent 
de son travail : la maternité, qu’elle a abordée dans Post-Partum (2004), Passages (2008), Femelles (2012) et 
Ta mère est une voleuse ! (2018) et la création artistique avec Les Négatifs de McLaren (2006), Le Projet Sap-
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poro (2010), Jutra (2014), Flocons (2014), Oscar (2016) et La Théorie Lauzon (en cours de production). Ses 
films ont été présentés dans plusieurs festivals prestigieux partout à travers le monde, incluant une sélection 
au Festival international du Film de Cannes dans la section de la Quinzaine des Réalisateurs pour son film 
coproduit avec l’ONF intitulé Jutra (2014). Ses films ont récolté plus de cinquante prix à travers le monde 
dont deux Prix Jutra, un Prix Gémeaux et un Prix Écrans Canadiens. 
Elle a déposé en décembre dernier sa thèse de Doctorat en études et pratiques des arts à l’Université du 
Québec à Montréal avec une concentration en études féministes sous la supervision de Thérèse St-Gelais 
(département de l’histoire de l’art) et de Louis Jacob (département de sociologie). Financée par la pres-
tigieuse bourse d’études supérieures du Canada Vanier, sa thèse de recherche porte sur l’émergence d’un 
cinéma d’animation féministe à l’Office national du film du Canada dans les années 1970. Son projet de 
recherche sera publié aux presses de l’Université de Montréal en 2020 sous le titre de : 50 ans de films d’ani-
mation réalisés par des femmes à l’Office national du film du Canada (1939-1989). Elle détient une maîtrise en 
production cinématographique et un baccalauréat en cinéma d’animation de l’Université Concordia. Elle 
est membre de l’Académie canadienne du Cinéma et de la Télévision (ACCT), du Society for Animation 
Studies (SAS) et du Réseau québécois en études féministes (RéQEF). Elle est également co-chercheuse à la 
Chaire de recherche sur la francophonie canadienne en santé (unité de recherche sur l’histoire du nursing) 
sous la supervision de Marie-Claude Thifault de l’Université d’Ottawa. Sur ce projet, intitulé Des institutions 
et des femmes : Évolution du nursing psychiatrique au Québec 1912-1974 (financé par le IRSC), elle occupe le 
rôle de réalisatrice pour des capsules d’animation qui seront intégrées à un webdocumentaire (2021).

Patrick Brian Smith is a PhD Candidate in the Mel Hoppenheim School of Cinema. His research inter-
ests include documentary, spatial and political theory, media forensics and human rights discourse. His 
PhD thesis,  “Capital, Carcerality, Borders: Documentary Spatiality,”  examines how non-fiction media’s 
engagements with space and geography serve to expose various forms of political and economic violence. 

Xavier Éloïse Gorgol Steimetz is a Brussels based artist working in-between states: student, teacher, ani-
mator, performer, activist, volunteer. While currently working as a part-time administrative at her/their/
his alma mater, erg (école de recherche graphique), they/he/she is teaching traditional 2D animation with 
a feminist and queer point of view. He/they/she is co-organising the project Teaching To Transgress Tool-
box that she/they/he was co-creating in 2017 in the same school. Interested in the art pedagogies and 
their relations with feminist, queer and intersectional theories, she/he/they is working on different projects 
that involved collectives and pedagogical situations: ARG (animation research group), Vibes&Leaks (how 
gender appears with the voice) and an ongoing collaboration with the artist Rares-Augustin Craiut on food 
performances. From 2011 he/she/they is participating in the activities of the organisation Genres Pluriel.
le.s, an NGO active for the rights of transgender and intersexual people.

Giulia Taurino is a Visiting Research Fellow at Brown University and an affiliate at metaLAB (Harvard 
University). She is currently completing a doctorate degree in Media Studies at the University of Bologna 
and at the University of Montreal (joint-program), with a project on the affordances and uses of the anthol-
ogy form in internet-distributed television, considering the broader context of digital economy and culture. 
Her main research interests focus on narrative and cultural forms, media industries, digital distribution. Her 
publications combine media ecology with cultural analytics and computational methods in Digital Human-
ities. She is part of the research group Labo Télé (University of Montreal), where she works on a project for 
implementing data visualization in media studies.

Alexandre G. Vermeil is a MA student in Film Studies at Concordia University, Montreal. He received a 
BFA in the Specialization in Film Studies at the same institution. His research interest includes animation/
anime studies, comic book/manga studies, and queer theory. He is currently working on an MA thesis 

http://www.ttttoolbox.net/
http://www.ttttoolbox.net/
http://www.performingfood.com/
https://www.genrespluriels.be/?lang=fr
https://www.genrespluriels.be/?lang=fr
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which consists of a character study of the magical boy figure in various Japanese media, through the lens of 
queer theory. He is currently Co-President of Concordia’s Film Studies Graduate Association, member of 
Marc Steinberg’s project The Platform Lab, the Animating Television research group, and is Sponsorship 
Coordinator for Synoptique, where he leads a grantwriting team.

Patrick Woodstock is currently completing his MA in Film Studies at Concordia University in Montréal. 
His research is primarily concerned with the application of queer and feminist perspectives towards contem-
porary and historical popular visual cultures, with a focus on classical Hollywood, camp, horror media and 
the histories of decadent aesthetics.

Jacob Zhicheng Zhang is a writer, researcher, and curator in Berlin, Germany. He holds a MA in Modern 
and Contemporary Art History from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, where he studied as a New 
Artists Society Scholar. His research interests lie at the intersection of mediated transnational history in con-
temporary art and practices of migration. His writings can be found in issues of THE SEEN, Strange Fire, 
and Berlin Art Link, in addition to exhibition catalogues.
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